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Aviation Week Editors-In-Chief

1916 - 1921  Lester D. Gardner 
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1927 - 1928  Earl D. Osborn
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1936 - 1940 S. Paul Johnston
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2013 - present Joseph C. Anselmo

Joe Anselmo

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Greg Hamilton

PRESIDENT, AVIATION WEEK NETWORK

Beyond the 
Horizon

T
hroughout its 100-year history, Aviation Week & Space Technology has 

always focused on providing content that helps readers make critical 

decisions. Established by Lester D. Gardner 13 years after the Wright 

Brothers’ fl ight at Kitty Hawk, the magazine’s stated goal in 1916 was to 

aggregate vast amounts of information  about the fl edgling aeronautical 

industry “and make it useful to the constructor, the engine maker,  the aviator 

          and the sportsman . . . in accurate, scientifi c and unbiased form.” 

After all, one thing holds as true today as it did in 1916: It’s all about the future.
P.S. After you fi nish reading this issue, send us your favorite memories. What was the 
moment that got you interested in this industry—and what has made Aviation Week special 
to you? Let us know at aviationweek.com/100memories. A special feature on reader 
memories will appear in our Aug. 1 edition. 

Sound familiar?
Aviation Week’s ability to evolve 

with the industry has been important 
to its longevity. Though our initial au-
dience was primarily American, our 
content was multinational from the 
start, reporting on the great strides 
made in civil and military aviation 
across Europe. During the Great De-
pression, we sold our cover space to 
advertisers to stay afl oat. Before the 
fi rst man was launched into orbit, 
the words “Space Technology” were 
added to our name. More recently, 
we created a digital edition to deliver 
fresh content to our readers every 
day, on their mobile phones, tablets 
or desktop computers.

In 1991, our 75th anniversary issue provided an exhaustive account of the industry’s evo-
lution. There is no need for that today: With the support of Boeing, Aviation Week’s complete 
archive  has been digitized. At archive.aviationweek.com, you can read the history of the avia-
tion, defense and space industries as it unfolded—nearly 500,000 pages of articles, adver-
tisements and photos, and more than 4,500 covers. We have also created an online timeline 
that chronicles aerospace milestones over 100 years at aviationweek.com/100timeline.

For our 100th anniversary issue,  we’ve prepared a mix of features we hope our readers 
will fi nd special. There are  behind-the-scenes accounts of our legendary scoops and  pilot 
reports. Editors highlight  100 technologies and bright ideas that have made aviation and 
spacefl ight possible, practical and useful. We showcase favorite Aviation Week covers from 
the past century,  as voted on by our readers. And a  series of Viewpoints from visionaries 
such as  Richard Branson, Burt Rutan and Norman Augustine focuses on what the next 100 
years will bring to aviation and space. 

Aviation Week Publisher/Presidents

1916 - 1927  Lester D. Gardner
1928 - 1929  Earl D. Osborn
1929 - 1930  James H. McGraw, Jr.
1930 - 1940 Louis F. Stoll
1940 - 1946 George W. Pfeil
1946 - 1952  Robert F. Boger
1953 - 1970  Robert W. Martin, Jr.
1970 - 1976  Reginald A. Hubley
1976 - 1979  Robert B. Hotz
1979 - 1982  James R. Pierce
1982 - 1985  John W. Patten
1985 - 1987  Harold W. McGraw, III
1988 - 2006 Kenneth E. Gazzola
2006 - 2010 Tom Henricks
2010 - present Gregory D. Hamilton
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AviationWeek.com/100 We highlight content from 

the magazine’s long and rich history, including view-

points from the industry’s most iconic names and stories 

that have helped change the shape of the industry. 

AviationWeek.com/100timeline Historic 

milestones in aviation and defense since 1916. 

AviationWeek.com/podcast Aviation Week editors 

discuss—and  debate—why they chose the aviation 

technologies and innovations featured in this issue 

(page 62).  

Archive.AviationWeek.com Search and browse 

our entire archive.  
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FOR OUR 100TH ANNIVERSARY  edition’s three-part fold-out cover, Aviation 

Week editors found inspiration in our iconic “National Air Race” cover of 

Aug. 24, 1929.  We set out to portray the broad sweep of fl ight technology 

over a century of aviation and spacefl ight.

Along with our predecessors, we have had the privilege of seeing—and 

sometimes fl ying—the machines that have made aviation and spacefl ight 

one of humanity’s grand achievements. We are passionate about this, 

so we had some heated discussions about which handful of aircraft and 

spacecraft should be featured on the cover of our 100th anniversary issue.

From the magazine’s starting point in 1916, we chose the de Havilland DH4, a World War I 

bomber that went on to play a pivotal role in the birth of air transport. To represent a potential 

future, we chose NASA’s N3X hybrid turbine-electric fl ying wing airliner, a notional next-

generation  fi ghter, Northrop Grumman’s B-21 stealth bomber and Lockheed Sikorsky’s S-97 

high-speed helicopter.

In between, it was quite a challenge  to settle on fewer than three dozen iconic craft that 

capture the arc of technology, the variety of confi gurations and the many missions that aircraft 

and spacecraft have performed over an entire century. We’re sure you are as passionate about 

aviation and spacefl ight as we are. Let us know what you think of our selections. 
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1. De Havilland DH 4 (1916)
2. Lockheed Vega (1927)
3. Douglas DC-3 (1935)
4. Supermarine Spitfi re 

Mk. IX (1941)
5. Bell X-1 (1946)
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F-16 (1974)
14. Boeing 747 (1969)
15. Grumman Apollo Lunar 

Excursion Module (1968)
16. Learjet 23 (1963)

ABOUT THE ARTIST

17. North American X-15 (1959)
18. McDonnell Douglas 

F-4 Phantom (1958)
19. Aerospatiale/BAC 

Concorde (1969)
20. Lockheed SR-71 (1964)
21. Lockheed F-117 (1981)
22. Bell Boeing V-22 (1989)
23. Airbus A320 (1987)
24. Boeing 787 (2009)
25. General Atomics 

Predator (1994)
26. Rockwell International  

Space Shuttle Orbiter (1981)
27. Northrop Grumman 

B-21 (2020s)
28. Sikorsky S-97 Raider (2015)
29. NASA N3X (2030+)
30.  Virgin Galactic 

SpaceShip Two (2010)
31. Northrop Grumman Air 

Dominance NGAD (2030+)

WORKING FROM H IS  STUDIO
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See more of Ted’s work: 

TedWilliamsAviationArt.com
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Oceans of  

Air & Space

T
he frst cover of this magazine did not feature an 

aircraft. It showed something better. It showed 

what fying machines could make possible.

The photograph on the cover of the August 1916 semi-

monthly Aviation and Aeronautical Engineering was a view 

from an aircraft, not of an aircraft. The black-and-white 

picture showed a naval aviation camp along the coast of 

Bay Shore, New York. Thirteen years after the Wright 

brothers’ frst fight at Kitty Hawk, an image from such a 

vantage point was still a novelty.

More than 4,500 covers later, Aviation Week & Space Tech-

nology celebrates 100 years of publication. And my how 

100 YEARS I Evolution of a Magazine
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“We have been wont to picture ourselves as creatures moving about on top of the Earth.  

We are now asked to conceive that we are living at the bottom of an ocean of air . . .  

 is a weighty medium through which and on which we must learn to move.  

No means of transportation has come upon us with the suddenness of the fying 

machine. The end of this development cannot even be guessed.”

—AVIATION WEEK, 1917
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CHANGING 
THE WORLD  
ONE CENTURY  
AT A TIME.

For a century, Aviation Week has connected millions of people around the world to  

the skies. As we both embark on our next century, Boeing extends its congratulations  

to Aviation Week for bringing a global industry closer and inspiring us all to go further.
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OF SCOOPS
1931 How To Run an  

Airline, by Amelia Earhart

Six years before her 1937 disap-

pearance over the Pacifc Ocean 

during a fight around the world 

in her Lockheed Electra, avia-

tion pioneer Amelia Earhart 

was vice president at Ludington 

Lines, an airline that shuttled 

passengers around the northeast 

U.S. in 10-seat Stinson aircraft. 

In a Viewpoint written for this 

magazine—then known as Avia-

tion—she opined on “Putting Air 

Travel into Mass Production.” 

Some key elements: convenient 

schedules, “real service,” low 

fares, centralized ticketing, 

quick refunds for weather-relat-

ed cancellations and “as much 

comfort as can be indulged with-

out pampering.” The three-page 

piece delves into the need for 

cabin comfort, including clean 

windows and brushed carpets—

along with some then-modern 

innovations. “Probably no single 

mechanical measure has meant 

more to the traffic department 

than heated airplanes through-

out the winter,” Earhart wrote.

Read Earhart’s original  

Viewpoint in the May 1931  

edition of Aviation at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

the views have changed—from that 
picture of Long Island not far from the 
magazine’s New York headquarters to 
the frst close-up image of Pluto, 3 bil-
lion mi. from Earth. Who could have 
imagined that in 1916! 

That frst cover still sets our vision. 
Over a century, we have strived to 
look not just inward at industry but 
outward—to show the potential of 
fight to change the world. And nearly 
500,000 pages later, the words of our 
frst editor about fight still ring true: 
“The end of this development cannot 
even be guessed.”

Along the way in this great journey 
across oceans of air and space, we have 
observed grand achievements and re-
corded some failures and embarrass-
ments (we’ve had a few ourselves). We 
have looked at the technologies that 
defned fight (see page 62). We have 
cataloged unlikely spinofs that have 
resulted (page 34). We have flown 
many of the machines that made all 
this possible (page 94).

And always, we have sought to keep 
our heads up, to look beyond the hori-
zon to the future. In this issue, we ofer 
some views of what the next century of 
fight might bring (page 36), and we as-
semble a roundtable of chief technolo-
gists to discuss the enablers (page 86).

It all began with a dinner on June 12, 
1916. The host was Lester D. Gardner, 
an 1898 graduate of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology who had been 
inspired to pursue aviation as a career 
after witnessing the Harvard-Boston 
Air Meet of 1910 with his friend, Je-
rome Hunsaker. Hunsaker would be-
come MIT’s frst Ph.D. in aeronautical 
engineering and then a professor.

The dinner was to honor Orville 
Wright. MIT had just moved across 
the Charles River from Boston to Cam-
bridge. Gardner’s ulterior motive was 
to drum up support for the establish-
ment of “a magazine which would pro-
vide the aeronautical profession with 
the latest and most helpful technical 
information.” One of his most ardent 
supporters and closest advisors in the 
endeavor was another luminary from 
the pantheon of aviation pioneers, 
Glenn L. Martin—the Martin of today’s 
Lockheed Martin. The men in atten-
dance saw a pressing need to add in-
tellectual discipline to what had begun 
as the purview of tinkerers and dilet-
tantes. Aviation, as they saw it, had the 
potential to develop into an industry.

The magazine’s frst issue laid out 

its mission and emphasized an inter-
national outlook: “The future of the 
aeroplane will depend largely on the 
use that is made of technical informa-
tion that is being gathered in all parts 
of the world. . . . Aviation and Aeronau-
tical Engineering intends to assemble 
this vast amount of material and make 
it useful to the constructor, the engine 
maker, the aviator and the sportsman. 
It will follow construction, both abroad 
and in the United States, and present 
the latest developments in accurate, 
scientifc and unbiased form.”

The inaugural issue included the 
frst of what would become a 24-part 
series, entitled “Course in Aerodynam-

ics and Aeroplane Design.” The series 
was so successful it was republished as 
a textbook that became a standard in 
the feld for decades.

Initial success is one thing, prosper-
ing for an entire century quite another. 
Like aviation itself, Aviation Week owes 
its longevity to its ability to adapt. Not 
to mention pluck—and luck.

What began as a staid academic 
journal morphed into an industry’s 
news publication of record and its 
passionate booster. Then it became 
a trend-spotter, analyst and friendly 
critic. And like aerospace and aviation, 
it evolved as a business.

Soon after the serious, semimonth-
ly journal was started, Gardner saw 
a need to chronicle more routine 
aviation developments. He started a 
weekly, Aircraft Journal. In 1920, the 
two publications were merged. The 
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Aviation Week’s frst cover,  
published in 1916, did not feature 
an airplane but instead a photo 
from a “fying boat.”

(continued from page 16)
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zon to the future. In this issue, we ofer 
some views of what the next century of 
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Aviation Week’s frst cover,  
published in 1916, did not feature 
an airplane but instead a photo 
from a “fying boat.”

(continued from page 16)
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OF SCOOPS
1927 Love Letters With 

Mussolini

Benito Mussolini is remembered 

as the bombastic Italian leader 

and Nazi ally during World War 

II. Less known is that the fascist 

dictator was a more respected 

figure—and an aviation enthu-

siast—when he rose to power in 

the 1920s. In a fawning letter 

to Mussolini published in the 

April 4, 1927, edition of Avia-

tion, the magazine’s founder and 

publisher, Lester D. Gardner, ex-

pressed “the deepest admiration 

from innumerable Americans 

who are interested in aeronautical 

problems.  . . . You deserve the un-

stinted praise of every traveler for 

the creation of the Italian air lines 

and the splendid facilities you 

have made available.” Gardner 

also complimented Italy’s strong 

air defenses. Mussolini’s reply was 

published in the same issue. “I am 

well aware of the magazine Avia-

tion, which you edit, is the cham-

pion in your country of the broad-

est and most rapid development 

of the wings of peace and war,” he 

wrote.  Fifteen years later, the two 

countries would be at war.

Read the original article from 

April 4, 1927, at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

name-combined publication was called 
Aviation and Aircraft Journal. And in 
1922 it became simply Aviation.

The industry itself was starting to 
get real. It was progressing beyond 
amazement and stunts. In 1911, the 
great French Gen. Ferdinand Foch had 
remarked, “Airplanes are interesting 
toys but of no military value.” By the 
end of World War I, it was clear he had 
been mistaken about their potential.

In 1919, Orville Wright even promised 
that owning an aircraft could be aford-
able. Writing in our pages, he said, “The 
frst cost of an airplane is slightly great-
er, and its upkeep a good deal greater, 
than that of an automobile, yet its cost 
in both these respects is very much less 
than that of a yacht.”

By 1927, Charles Lindbergh’s flight 
across the Atlantic mesmerized the 
world. More important, it prompted a 
sea change in thinking about aviation. 
Long-distance fying might be made safe, 
it seemed. And that led to investment.

The magazine responded with how-
to articles on the aviation businesses—
the problems encountered in aircraft 
construction, setting up a dealership, 

relationships with suppliers and so on. 
And it started arguing that for the in-
dustry to grow, it needed regulations. 
So strong was that impulse that as late 
as the 1970s, the magazine editorial-
ized strongly against the deregula-
tion of airline fares and routes in 
the U.S.—one of the most important 
economic accelerators of commercial 
aviation in history. But as time went 
on, the magazine became an advocate 
for free-market forces.

A willingness to change and ad-
mit errors has been vital to Aviation 
Week’s durability. (And our readers 
have always been more than helpful in 
pointing out our goofs.) But luck has 
also played a role. In 1928, just before 
the stock market crash and the Great 
Depression, the magazine was sold to 
McGraw-Hill, a surefooted New York 
publisher of stolid trade publications 
such as American Journal of Railway 
Appliances. That move probably saved 
the magazine from fnancial ruin.

About that time, Edward P. War-
ner succeeded Gardner as editor. He 
would later become the president of 
the Society of Automotive Engineers 
and an adviser to U.S. President Cal-
vin Coolidge, who appointed him the 
frst assistant secretary of the Navy 
for aeronautics. Such moves have not 
been unusual. Another editor, Samuel 
Paul Johnston, left the magazine in 
the 1940s to coordinate research at 
the National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics (NACA). Later, he 
directed President Harry Truman’s 
Air Policy Commission and headed 
President Dwight Eisenhower’s Air-

port Commission. Yet another editor 
would serve on the commission that 
investigated the space shuttle Chal-
lenger accident in 1986.

It was Warner who articulated 
a sharp role for the magazine —to 
speak to industry, not for it. Cover-
ing what was going on in aviation was 
essential, of course, but cheerleading 
was not part of its charter. As War-
ner saw it, “To be useful in such a 
role, candor is indispensable.”

The 1916 dinner that led to the creation of Aviation Week included (standing, 
circled left to right) Lester D. Gardner, Glenn L. Martin and Jerome Hunsaker 
and (sitting) Orville Wright and Alexander Graham Bell.
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OF SCOOPS
1952  Lifting the Veil  

on the B-52

In the summer of 1952, Aviation 

Week provided the first details 

on the new Boeing-built B-52 

bomber. But the scoop came with 

a price tag: The magazine had to 

agree not to publish any data that 

was not cleared in advance by the 

U.S. Defense Department. In re-

turn, writer Alexander McSurely 

received an Air Force clearance 

to go to Seattle for an up-close 

inspection of the exterior of two 

B-52s, though he was not allowed 

inside the aircraft. McSurely’s ar-

ticle still contained plenty of de-

tails about the B-52 and its eight 

Pratt & Whitney J57 jet engines. 

He also wrote about the debate 

over whether the bomber would 

quickly be replaced by guided 

missiles. That would not prove 

to be the case. More than six 

decades later, there are still 77 

B-52H bombers in service with 

the Air Force, according to data 

from the Aviation Week Intelli-

gence Network.

Read McSurely’s original story  

on the B-52 in the Aug. 18, 1952, 

edition of Aviation Week at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

AVIATION WEEK ARCHIVE

Aviation had remained a weekly 
through the 1920s, but the Depression 
forced it to scale back to a monthly in 
1930. The following year, it decided to 
sell its front cover space to advertis-
ers, a practice that remained in place 
until 1956. From 1933-1943, an ad for 
Pratt & Whitney occupied the cover of 
every single issue. Some of those art 

deco designs proved to be among the 
magazine’s most beautiful covers.

Although its writers were Ameri-
can, the magazine sought to report on 
European aviation advances, including 
many that outpaced those in the U.S. 
“Design and production of aircraft in 
Germany are practically on a wartime 
basis,” warned aeronautical engineer 
Edmund T. Allen in “New Wings for a 
New Germany,” one of a series of ar-
ticles he wrote after visiting factories 
in Adolf Hitler’s Third Reich in 1935.

The name Aviation Week was born 
on July 7, 1947, when the technology-

focused monthly increased its fre-
quency and folded in a weekly tabloid, 
Aviation News. The revamped publica-
tion promised to provide deeper tech-
nical content and “the fastest publish-
ing schedule in the field of aviation 
magazines. . . . Just a few hours after 
the last news item is in, your weekly 
copy will be in the mails and on the 
way to you.”

The post-World War II military 
drawdown showed just how dependent 
the aviation industry had become on 
government spending. The cancella-
tion of military contracts left Boeing 
scrambling to retain the talent and 
know-how it had built up over 25 years. 
With zero orders, the company autho-
rized construction of 50 377 Strato-
cruisers—a long-range, radial-engine 
airliner based on the B-29 bomber. 
The company sold them at a loss just 
to keep its engineers employed.

Business picked up with the out-
break of the Korean War but was 
hardly flush. In 1952, Boeing earned 
a proft of just $14 million on sales of 
more than $700 million—a margin of 
less than 2%. And even then, a gov-
ernment board found that the proft-
taking was excessive.

Luckily, the dawn of the age of jet 
travel was at hand. And unlike today’s 
Airbus-Boeing duopoly, there were 
many entrants to cover: the Avro 
C102 jetliner from Canada, the Vickers 
VC10 and square-window de Havilland 
Comet from the U.K., the Sud Aviation 
Caravelle from France, and the Doug-
las DC-8 and Boeing 707 from the U.S. 
Aviation Week broke the news of the 
development of the 707, initially called 
Boeing’s “Project X.”
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Boeing in 1917, the year the company took out the frst of thousands of ads 
it has placed in this magazine.
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OF SCOOPS
1927 Love Letters With 

Mussolini

Benito Mussolini is remembered 

as the bombastic Italian leader 

and Nazi ally during World War 

II. Less known is that the fascist 

dictator was a more respected 

figure—and an aviation enthu-

siast—when he rose to power in 

the 1920s. In a fawning letter 

to Mussolini published in the 

April 4, 1927, edition of Avia-

tion, the magazine’s founder and 

publisher, Lester D. Gardner, ex-

pressed “the deepest admiration 

from innumerable Americans 

who are interested in aeronautical 

problems.  . . . You deserve the un-

stinted praise of every traveler for 

the creation of the Italian air lines 

and the splendid facilities you 

have made available.” Gardner 

also complimented Italy’s strong 

air defenses. Mussolini’s reply was 

published in the same issue. “I am 

well aware of the magazine Avia-

tion, which you edit, is the cham-

pion in your country of the broad-

est and most rapid development 

of the wings of peace and war,” he 

wrote.  Fifteen years later, the two 

countries would be at war.

Read the original article from 

April 4, 1927, at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

name-combined publication was called 
Aviation and Aircraft Journal. And in 
1922 it became simply Aviation.

The industry itself was starting to 
get real. It was progressing beyond 
amazement and stunts. In 1911, the 
great French Gen. Ferdinand Foch had 
remarked, “Airplanes are interesting 
toys but of no military value.” By the 
end of World War I, it was clear he had 
been mistaken about their potential.

In 1919, Orville Wright even promised 
that owning an aircraft could be aford-
able. Writing in our pages, he said, “The 
frst cost of an airplane is slightly great-
er, and its upkeep a good deal greater, 
than that of an automobile, yet its cost 
in both these respects is very much less 
than that of a yacht.”

By 1927, Charles Lindbergh’s flight 
across the Atlantic mesmerized the 
world. More important, it prompted a 
sea change in thinking about aviation. 
Long-distance fying might be made safe, 
it seemed. And that led to investment.

The magazine responded with how-
to articles on the aviation businesses—
the problems encountered in aircraft 
construction, setting up a dealership, 

relationships with suppliers and so on. 
And it started arguing that for the in-
dustry to grow, it needed regulations. 
So strong was that impulse that as late 
as the 1970s, the magazine editorial-
ized strongly against the deregula-
tion of airline fares and routes in 
the U.S.—one of the most important 
economic accelerators of commercial 
aviation in history. But as time went 
on, the magazine became an advocate 
for free-market forces.

A willingness to change and ad-
mit errors has been vital to Aviation 
Week’s durability. (And our readers 
have always been more than helpful in 
pointing out our goofs.) But luck has 
also played a role. In 1928, just before 
the stock market crash and the Great 
Depression, the magazine was sold to 
McGraw-Hill, a surefooted New York 
publisher of stolid trade publications 
such as American Journal of Railway 
Appliances. That move probably saved 
the magazine from fnancial ruin.

About that time, Edward P. War-
ner succeeded Gardner as editor. He 
would later become the president of 
the Society of Automotive Engineers 
and an adviser to U.S. President Cal-
vin Coolidge, who appointed him the 
frst assistant secretary of the Navy 
for aeronautics. Such moves have not 
been unusual. Another editor, Samuel 
Paul Johnston, left the magazine in 
the 1940s to coordinate research at 
the National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics (NACA). Later, he 
directed President Harry Truman’s 
Air Policy Commission and headed 
President Dwight Eisenhower’s Air-

port Commission. Yet another editor 
would serve on the commission that 
investigated the space shuttle Chal-
lenger accident in 1986.

It was Warner who articulated 
a sharp role for the magazine —to 
speak to industry, not for it. Cover-
ing what was going on in aviation was 
essential, of course, but cheerleading 
was not part of its charter. As War-
ner saw it, “To be useful in such a 
role, candor is indispensable.”

The 1916 dinner that led to the creation of Aviation Week included (standing, 
circled left to right) Lester D. Gardner, Glenn L. Martin and Jerome Hunsaker 
and (sitting) Orville Wright and Alexander Graham Bell.
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In January 1958, the first produc-
tion Boeing 707—designed to carry 
124 first-class or 150 “tourist” pas-
sengers—was featured on the cover of 
Aviation Week. Three months later, the 
DC-8 was rolled out, and six months af-
ter that the redesigned Comet became 
the frst transatlantic jetliner. Aviation 
Week closely covered not only the air-
frames but the engines developed to 
power them, such as the Pratt & Whit-
ney JT3D turbofan.

A common theme in Aviation 
Week throughout the 1960s was the 
development of 
supersonic airlin-
ers. The Soviet 
Union’s Tupolev 
Tu-144 was the 
first to fly in De-
c e m b e r  1 9 6 8 , 
fo l lowed th re e 
months later by 
the Anglo-French 
Concorde. Boeing 
in 1967 won a con-
tract to develop a 
U.S. supersonic 
jetliner, dubbed 
t h e  2 70 7,  b u t 
the government-
f u n d e d  e f fo r t 
was canceled four 
years later. The 
Concorde entered 
service in 1976 
but would never 
achieve commer-
cial success and 
was retired in 2003.

Aviation Week 
also covered churn in the commer-
cial airliner industry. Names such as 
British Aerospace, Saab, Lockheed 
and Fokker left the business or dis-
appeared altogether, while Bombar-
dier, Embraer, Mitsubishi and Comac 
jumped in. In the large jetliner market, 
Boeing’s 1997 acquisition of McDonnell 
Douglas cemented the Airbus and Boe-
ing duopoly. That came in the middle 
of an astounding breakout by Airbus, 
which saw its share of the market 
rise from 19% in 1995 to more than 
half within a decade. In fact, Boeing’s 
launch of the 7E7 (later 787) develop-
ment in late 2003 was met with relief, 
as some airline executives had been 
questioning whether the company 
would ever launch another commercial 
airliner. Commercial airplanes have 
since grown from about one-third of 
Boeing’s sales to two-thirds. 

The dawn of this new “jet age” was 
followed in short order by a “space 
race” between the U.S. and Soviet 
Union. In 1955, Robert B. Hotz had 
become the editor. If Gardner and 
Warner were analytical and reserved, 
Hotz was polemical, an unabashed 
Cold Warrior. But he was also a hard-
driving journalist who pushed and 
encouraged his team to net exclusive 
stories (see one reporter’s account, 
page 32).

The starting gun for the space race 
was the Soviet launch of the Sputnik 

satellite in 1957. 
It led Hotz to de-
mand that Con-
gress stop dither-
ing and transform 
the NACA into 
NASA—the Na-
tional Aeronautics 
and Space Admin 
istratio n. Avia-
tion Week followed 
suit. In 1958, it 
added “Including 
Space Technol-
ogy” to the cover 
each week. In 1960 
the name was for-
mally changed to 
Aviation Week & 
Space Technology.

Throughout the 
1960s, the Ameri-
c a n  M e r c u r y, 
Gemini and Apollo 
programs, as well 
as Soviet space ef-
forts, were staples 

of the magazine, generating spectacu-
lar covers and articles with technical 
detail not found elsewhere. The rich 
detail and just-the-facts reportage was 
punctuated by Hotz’s pointed editori-
als. An ofer by U.S. President John F. 
Kennedy to conduct a joint manned 
mission to the Moon with the Soviets 
sent Hotz into orbit. Aviation Week had 
already taken the position that the goal 
of a “man of the Moon” by the end of 
the decade was arbitrary. The notion 
that the U.S. should meet that objec-
tive by cooperating with its chief rival 
incensed the magazine.

But while the Soviets had been the 
frst to launch a human into orbit in 
1961, eight years later the U.S.’s Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin 
set foot on the lunar surface. Apollo 11 
was of such signifcance, in the maga-
zine’s estimation, that the mission was 
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This cover from World War II is an 
advertisement for Pratt & Whitney, 
which advertised on every cover in 
1933-43.

100 YEARS I Evolution of a Magazine

OF SCOOPS
1988  “Where’s Dornheim?”

AVIATION WEEK ARCHIVE

The rollout of the Northrop B-2 

bomber in November 1988 was 

a milestone in military aviation. 

Fourteen years after the word 

“stealth” crept into print, the 

public had yet to see a stealthy 

aircraft. But U.S. Air Force of-

ficials were determined to con-

duct the historic event on their 

terms. Reporters at the Palmdale, 

California, site were confned to 

bleachers, providing a limited 

view of the B-2 and hiding de-

tails about its exhaust system. 

Guard dogs patrolled the pe-

rimeter around the aircraft. As 

the media gathered in a highly 

secure holding area, someone 

asked, “Where’s Dornheim?” 

Unimpressed by the offcials’ re-

strictions, Michael A. Dornheim, 

Aviation Week’s senior engineer-

ing editor, decided to go over 

their heads—literally. Anyone 

looking up during the ceremony 

could spot a Cessna 172 circling 

overhead, piloted by Dornheim 

and carrying photographer Bill 

Hartenstein. Aviation Week came 

away with an exclusive photo that 

revealed that every edge of the 

aircraft was parallel to one or the 

other of the long leading edges of 

the aircraft. It was a pivotal mo-

ment in public understanding of 

stealth. Dornheim was killed in 

a car crash in 2006, but the leg-

end of how he outsmarted the Air 

Force in a rented Cessna lives on.

Read more about the B-2 rollout 

and link to Dornheim’s original 

article at:  Aviationweek.com/

blog/1988-b-2-stealth-unveiled
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sengers—was featured on the cover of 
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DC-8 was rolled out, and six months af-
ter that the redesigned Comet became 
the frst transatlantic jetliner. Aviation 
Week closely covered not only the air-
frames but the engines developed to 
power them, such as the Pratt & Whit-
ney JT3D turbofan.

A common theme in Aviation 
Week throughout the 1960s was the 
development of 
supersonic airlin-
ers. The Soviet 
Union’s Tupolev 
Tu-144 was the 
first to fly in De-
c e m b e r  1 9 6 8 , 
fo l lowed th re e 
months later by 
the Anglo-French 
Concorde. Boeing 
in 1967 won a con-
tract to develop a 
U.S. supersonic 
jetliner, dubbed 
t h e  2 70 7,  b u t 
the government-
f u n d e d  e f fo r t 
was canceled four 
years later. The 
Concorde entered 
service in 1976 
but would never 
achieve commer-
cial success and 
was retired in 2003.

Aviation Week 
also covered churn in the commer-
cial airliner industry. Names such as 
British Aerospace, Saab, Lockheed 
and Fokker left the business or dis-
appeared altogether, while Bombar-
dier, Embraer, Mitsubishi and Comac 
jumped in. In the large jetliner market, 
Boeing’s 1997 acquisition of McDonnell 
Douglas cemented the Airbus and Boe-
ing duopoly. That came in the middle 
of an astounding breakout by Airbus, 
which saw its share of the market 
rise from 19% in 1995 to more than 
half within a decade. In fact, Boeing’s 
launch of the 7E7 (later 787) develop-
ment in late 2003 was met with relief, 
as some airline executives had been 
questioning whether the company 
would ever launch another commercial 
airliner. Commercial airplanes have 
since grown from about one-third of 
Boeing’s sales to two-thirds. 

The dawn of this new “jet age” was 
followed in short order by a “space 
race” between the U.S. and Soviet 
Union. In 1955, Robert B. Hotz had 
become the editor. If Gardner and 
Warner were analytical and reserved, 
Hotz was polemical, an unabashed 
Cold Warrior. But he was also a hard-
driving journalist who pushed and 
encouraged his team to net exclusive 
stories (see one reporter’s account, 
page 32).

The starting gun for the space race 
was the Soviet launch of the Sputnik 

satellite in 1957. 
It led Hotz to de-
mand that Con-
gress stop dither-
ing and transform 
the NACA into 
NASA—the Na-
tional Aeronautics 
and Space Admin 
istratio n. Avia-
tion Week followed 
suit. In 1958, it 
added “Including 
Space Technol-
ogy” to the cover 
each week. In 1960 
the name was for-
mally changed to 
Aviation Week & 
Space Technology.

Throughout the 
1960s, the Ameri-
c a n  M e r c u r y, 
Gemini and Apollo 
programs, as well 
as Soviet space ef-
forts, were staples 

of the magazine, generating spectacu-
lar covers and articles with technical 
detail not found elsewhere. The rich 
detail and just-the-facts reportage was 
punctuated by Hotz’s pointed editori-
als. An ofer by U.S. President John F. 
Kennedy to conduct a joint manned 
mission to the Moon with the Soviets 
sent Hotz into orbit. Aviation Week had 
already taken the position that the goal 
of a “man of the Moon” by the end of 
the decade was arbitrary. The notion 
that the U.S. should meet that objec-
tive by cooperating with its chief rival 
incensed the magazine.

But while the Soviets had been the 
frst to launch a human into orbit in 
1961, eight years later the U.S.’s Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin 
set foot on the lunar surface. Apollo 11 
was of such signifcance, in the maga-
zine’s estimation, that the mission was 
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advertisement for Pratt & Whitney, 
which advertised on every cover in 
1933-43.
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The rollout of the Northrop B-2 

bomber in November 1988 was 

a milestone in military aviation. 

Fourteen years after the word 

“stealth” crept into print, the 

public had yet to see a stealthy 

aircraft. But U.S. Air Force of-

ficials were determined to con-

duct the historic event on their 

terms. Reporters at the Palmdale, 

California, site were confned to 

bleachers, providing a limited 

view of the B-2 and hiding de-

tails about its exhaust system. 

Guard dogs patrolled the pe-

rimeter around the aircraft. As 

the media gathered in a highly 

secure holding area, someone 

asked, “Where’s Dornheim?” 

Unimpressed by the offcials’ re-

strictions, Michael A. Dornheim, 

Aviation Week’s senior engineer-

ing editor, decided to go over 

their heads—literally. Anyone 

looking up during the ceremony 

could spot a Cessna 172 circling 

overhead, piloted by Dornheim 

and carrying photographer Bill 

Hartenstein. Aviation Week came 

away with an exclusive photo that 

revealed that every edge of the 

aircraft was parallel to one or the 

other of the long leading edges of 

the aircraft. It was a pivotal mo-

ment in public understanding of 

stealth. Dornheim was killed in 

a car crash in 2006, but the leg-

end of how he outsmarted the Air 

Force in a rented Cessna lives on.

Read more about the B-2 rollout 

and link to Dornheim’s original 
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2007  Revealing China’s  

Satellite Killer

Aviation Week’s revelation that 

China had tested an anti-satellite 

(Asat) weapon, destroying one of 

its own aging weather satellites 

orbiting 537 mi. above Earth, 

created quite a sensation. And 

it made China a pariah among 

spacefaring nations for instant-

ly and drastically increasing the 

mass of dangerous space junk in 

orbit. Longtime Space Technol-

ogy Editor Craig Covault broke 

the story on AviationWeek.com 

on Jan. 17, 2007, six days after 

the test, and it was quickly con-

frmed by the White House. In a 

detailed analysis in the magazine 

that followed, Covault noted that 

China’s successful test of an Asat 

weapon “means that the country 

has mastered key space sensor, 

tracking and other technologies 

for advancing military space op-

erations. China also can now use 

‘space control’ as a policy weap-

on.” The story opened a global 

debate on Asats—and especially 

Chinese Asats—that continues to 

this day.

Read the original story  

in the Jan. 22, 2007, edition of 

Aviation Week at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

featured on Aviation Week’s cover eight 
of nine weeks during the summer of 
1969, a feat unmatched by any other 
program in the publication’s 100-year 
history.

The U.S.-Soviet race in civil space 
slowly evolved into cooperation: the 
1975 Apollo-Soyuz joint docking. Hotz 
was unimpressed, scoffing that the 
hookup was a mere stunt. But that 
mission would be succeeded eventu-
ally by the U.S. space shuttle docking 
at Russia’s Mir and then the Interna-
tional Space Station with Russia as a 
full-fedged partner.

Direct applications in space for na-
tional security were a diferent story. 
Superpower cooperation there was 
out of the question. The magazine fol-
lowed intelligence and military space 
closely—and breaking stories on clas-
sifed imagery, signals-intelligence and 
anti-satellite programs of the U.S. and 
Soviets throughout the 1960s, ’70s, 
’80s and ’90s. These scoops helped 
earn the magazine its sobriquet “Avia-
tion Leak.”

Ronald Reagan’s election as U.S. 
president in 1980 and the ensuing 
surge in American military spending, 
including a Strategic Defense Initiative 
missile defense program—Star Wars, 
in the popular lexicon—ushered in 
a new era of prosperity for Aviation 
Week. Advertising representatives did 
not have to hustle for business. They 

had only to sit at their desks and take 
clients’ orders. “The phones were 
ringing of the hook,” recalls Kenneth 
E. Gazzola, who was Aviation Week’s 
publisher in 1988-2006. In 1985, at the 
height of the Reagan buildup, the mag-
azine’s Paris Air Show issue ran 436 
pages, including scores of ads.

But not everyone remembers those 
times fondly. Stories were sometimes 
long on detail but short on context. 
Filling the bulky issues took prece-
dence over critical analysis. And while 
the magazine could give U.S. national 
security ofcials fts for revealing sen-
sitive information, not all of its writers 
cast a critical eye on their subjects.

“So much of Aviation Week’s glory 
days were tied to the Cold War—just 
breaking scoops and having military 
people use us as a mouthpiece for 
whatever position they wanted to ad-
vocate,” says Michael Mecham, who 
was hired as a congressional editor 
in 1986 and went on to run bureaus in 
Bonn, Hong Kong and San Francisco. 
“We were strictly on industry’s side: 
‘We need this gizmo and it will do these 
wonderful things.’”

That began to change in the late 
1980s under the direction of Donald 
E. Fink. As editor, he pushed for more 
perspective in stories and beefed up 
coverage of aerospace business. “We 
started hiring reporters, rather than 
pilots who wanted to be writers,” re-
calls Mecham. “The tone of the maga-
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The space race got of to a rocky start 
in the U.S., which endured multiple 
launch failures. This 1959 cover 
depicts a Juno II launcher that was 
blown up after veering of course.
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The Soviet Union’s Tu-144 super-
sonic transport, featured on this 
1973 cover, beat the Concorde to 
fight by three months but crashed 
twice and was in service just seven 
months. 
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of nine weeks during the summer of 
1969, a feat unmatched by any other 
program in the publication’s 100-year 
history.

The U.S.-Soviet race in civil space 
slowly evolved into cooperation: the 
1975 Apollo-Soyuz joint docking. Hotz 
was unimpressed, scoffing that the 
hookup was a mere stunt. But that 
mission would be succeeded eventu-
ally by the U.S. space shuttle docking 
at Russia’s Mir and then the Interna-
tional Space Station with Russia as a 
full-fedged partner.

Direct applications in space for na-
tional security were a diferent story. 
Superpower cooperation there was 
out of the question. The magazine fol-
lowed intelligence and military space 
closely—and breaking stories on clas-
sifed imagery, signals-intelligence and 
anti-satellite programs of the U.S. and 
Soviets throughout the 1960s, ’70s, 
’80s and ’90s. These scoops helped 
earn the magazine its sobriquet “Avia-
tion Leak.”

Ronald Reagan’s election as U.S. 
president in 1980 and the ensuing 
surge in American military spending, 
including a Strategic Defense Initiative 
missile defense program—Star Wars, 
in the popular lexicon—ushered in 
a new era of prosperity for Aviation 
Week. Advertising representatives did 
not have to hustle for business. They 

had only to sit at their desks and take 
clients’ orders. “The phones were 
ringing of the hook,” recalls Kenneth 
E. Gazzola, who was Aviation Week’s 
publisher in 1988-2006. In 1985, at the 
height of the Reagan buildup, the mag-
azine’s Paris Air Show issue ran 436 
pages, including scores of ads.

But not everyone remembers those 
times fondly. Stories were sometimes 
long on detail but short on context. 
Filling the bulky issues took prece-
dence over critical analysis. And while 
the magazine could give U.S. national 
security ofcials fts for revealing sen-
sitive information, not all of its writers 
cast a critical eye on their subjects.

“So much of Aviation Week’s glory 
days were tied to the Cold War—just 
breaking scoops and having military 
people use us as a mouthpiece for 
whatever position they wanted to ad-
vocate,” says Michael Mecham, who 
was hired as a congressional editor 
in 1986 and went on to run bureaus in 
Bonn, Hong Kong and San Francisco. 
“We were strictly on industry’s side: 
‘We need this gizmo and it will do these 
wonderful things.’”

That began to change in the late 
1980s under the direction of Donald 
E. Fink. As editor, he pushed for more 
perspective in stories and beefed up 
coverage of aerospace business. “We 
started hiring reporters, rather than 
pilots who wanted to be writers,” re-
calls Mecham. “The tone of the maga-
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The space race got of to a rocky start 
in the U.S., which endured multiple 
launch failures. This 1959 cover 
depicts a Juno II launcher that was 
blown up after veering of course.
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The Soviet Union’s Tu-144 super-
sonic transport, featured on this 
1973 cover, beat the Concorde to 
fight by three months but crashed 
twice and was in service just seven 
months. 
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zine changed from being just hardware 
and fight ops to broader coverage of 
the industry.” Aviation Week even went 
so far as to put a person on its cover—
AlliedSignal CEO Daniel P. Burnham—
breaking an unspoken rule that the 
cover should showcase only hardware.

One of Fink’s new reporters was 
Tony Velocci, who joined in 1989 and 
led the magazine’s business coverage. 
“Much of the industry was then an ex-
tension of the Pentagon,” Velocci re-
calls. “Business considerations were 
secondary. The first consideration 
was developing technology for tech-
nology’s sake.”

That world would change, quite 
suddenly, after the fall of the Berlin 
Wall and the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union led to a dramatic decline in U.S. 
defense budgets. Velocci grasped that 
the industry was facing a tectonic 
shift when he and Fink met with Bill 
Anders, the CEO of defense contrac-
tor General Dynamics. Their meeting, 
scheduled for 2 hr., stretched through 
the afternoon and into the evening.

“Anders laid out a vision of the mas-

sive consolidation that would happen 
across the industry,” says Velocci, who 
later would become the magazine’s 
editor. “He realized there needed to 
be fewer large systems integrators, 
but the ones that survived had to have 
critical mass.”

“General Dynamics Sets New 
Course for the 1990s,” proclaimed the 
Aug. 5, 1991, cover. The company sold 
off the F-16 line and other business 
lines one by one, and Anders became 
a pariah among his peers. But he was 
spot on: Two years later, at the infa-
mous “Last Supper” at the Pentagon, 
then-Deputy Secretary of Defense 
William Perry told CEOs that the in-
dustry needed a massive consolidation. 
Over the next decade, names such as 
Grumman, Hughes, Martin Marietta, 
McDonnell Douglas, Rockwell Inter-
national and TRW would vanish or be 
subsumed into other companies.

For Aviation Week, the evaporation 
of both the defense budget and its ad-
vertiser base was a huge blow. By 1992, 
the magazine was losing money, and 
so it regrouped. The editorial staf un-
derwent large-scale layofs, and mul-
tiple bureaus were shuttered. In 1993, 
the Paris Air Show issue was less than 
a quarter of the size it had been eight 
years earlier.

The lean years of the 1990s also 
saw the emergence of a new threat to 
the publishing industry: the Internet 
and its ability to deliver free informa-
tion with a keystroke. Aviation Week 
launched its frst online edition in 1997. 
That was followed fve years later with 
a premium online and data service 
that evolved into the Aviation Week 
Intelligence Network.

The magazine continued to set itself 
apart with high-quality journalism and 
one-of-a-kind features such as editor 
David M. North’s pilot reports on the 
B-2 and dozens of other airplanes. And 
its distinctly American voice began to 
diversify with the hiring of French 
aerospace journalist Pierre Sparaco 
as the first overseas non-American 
editor. Today, Aviation Week’s writers 
and stringers represent a multitude of 
nationalities.

At the same time, the magazine 
began branching out into other busi-
nesses—data, analytics and especially 
conferences and trade shows. As the 
defense industry consolidated, some 
original equipment manufacturers 
announced plans to cut 80% of their 
suppliers. “Don Fink said, ‘We need 
to bring suppliers together to discuss 
this,’” recalls Velocci. “Our frst confer-
ence was about OEM expectations for 
the supply chain.”

Shortly after that, Gazzola seized on 
a consultant’s report that forecast big 
potential for the aircraft maintenance, 

 

OF SCOOPS
2013  Unmasking the 

RQ-180

In late 2013, defense editors 

Amy Butler and Bill Sweetman 

revealed the existence of the RQ-

180, a large, classifed unmanned 

aircraft built by Northrop Grum-

man and designed to combine 

advances in stealth and aerody-

namics. Their revelation, based 

on multiple sources and months of 

reporting, explained how the RQ-

180 was part of a U.S. Air Force 

effort to shift its intelligence, 

surveillance and reconnaissance 

focus away from “permissive” en-

vironments such as Iraq and Af-

ghanistan to environments that 

require penetrating the airspace 

of adversaries with advanced de-

fenses. They also identified the 

RQ-180 as “a stepping-stone to 

the development of the Air Force’s 

Long-Range Strike Bomber,” 

which was subsequently awarded 

to Northrop Grumman, in Octo-

ber 2015, and is now designated 

the B-21. Aviation Week collabo-

rated with artist Ronnie Olsthoo-

rn to create a concept image of 

the RQ-180, which appeared on 

the magazine’s cover and online.  

The revelation on AviationWeek.

com caused a  huge spike in traffc 

to the site.

Read the original article  

unmasking the RQ-180 in the 

Dec. 9, 2013, edition of Aviation 

Week at:  archive.aviationweek.com
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From the 12-passenger Boeing 80 
to the 544-passenger Airbus A380 
(above, pictured on a 2006 cover), 
Aviation Week has chronicled the 
rise and evolution of the air trans-
port industry.
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1990 Reporting from the 
Cockpit—of Soviet Fighters

Read the story behind David M. 

North’s fights of the MiG-29 and 

Su-27 and link to his original pilot 

reports at:  aviationweek.com/100

repair and overhaul (MRO) industry. 
Aviation Week’s frst MRO conference, 
in 1996, drew 500 people to a Dallas 
hotel. A curtain separated exhibitors 
from the conference session. By 2016, 
the show’s 20th anniversary, MRO 
Americas was drawing 13,000 attend-
ees and acres of exhibits. Additional 
MRO events also have been created in 
Western Europe, Asia, Eastern Europe 
and Latin America.

“It was the most enriching expan-

sion Aviation Week ever had, culturally 
and economically,” says Gazzola. “But 
without the core audience of Aviation 
Week readers, none of the diversifca-
tion would have been possible. That 
remains true today.”

The 2000s brought a new increase in 
U.S. defense spending after the 9/11 ter-
rorist attacks on New York and Wash-
ington and the wars in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. Meanwhile, growth in the 
Asia-Pacifc region and other emerg-
ing economies underpinned soaring 
demand for commercial aircraft. Still, 
keeping the magazine relevant in the 
digital age was a daunting challenge.

Velocci, who was editor from 2004-
12, demanded better writing. “Don’t 
just tell me what happened, tell me 
what it means,” he says. “With the ad-
vent of the Internet, we had to bring 
something to the table that readers 
could not get anywhere else.” And to 

1978 A Soviet Space Shuttle

Read the March 20, 1978, and 

Jan. 16, 1989, articles on the  

Soviet shuttle program at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

1981 Flying the SR-71

Read the full SR-71 pilot report 

in the May 18, 1981, edition of 

Aviation Week at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

Look back at more ground-
breaking coverage online: 

generate that “something,” the maga-
zine added more marquee aerospace 
journalists—such as Graham Warwick, 
Guy Norris and Bill Sweetman—and 
opened a bureau in Beijing to cover 
China, Japan and South Korea more 
closely.

Aviation Week’s digital transforma-
tion accelerated when McGraw-Hill, 
which had owned the publication since 
1928, sold it to Penton Media in 2013. 
Under Penton, the magazine in 2015 

launched a digital 
edition and an app. 
And just like that, a 
fnished article that 
used to take days to 
reach a subscriber’s 
mailbox was avail-
able almost instant-
ly via a smartphone, 
tablet or desktop 
computer.

Today, Aviation 
Week ’s  ed i tor ia l 
staff reports from 
15 bureaus in the 
Americas, Europe 
and Asia. The Pen-
ton Aviation Week 
Ne t w o rk  i s  t h e 
largest multimedia 
information and 
services provider 
for the global avia-
tion, aerospace and 
defense industries. 
Its products include 
Aviation Week & 
Space Technology, 

AC-U-KWIK, Aircraft Blue Book, Air-
portdata.com, Air Charter Guide, Air 
Transport World, AviationWeek.com, 
Aviation Week Intelligence Network, 
Business & Commercial Aviation, Show 
News, SpeedNews, Fleet and MRO fore-
casts, global maintenance, repair and 
overhaul trade shows and aerospace 
and defense conferences.

Through it all, Aviation Week’s dedi-
cation to top-notch journalism has not 
wavered. Being frst is important, but 
getting it right is more important in an 
age when readers are overloaded with 
information of varying veracity. “Over 
100 years, especially during the past 
two decades of disruption and trans-
formation in the media business, there 
has been one constant,” says Aviation 
Week President Greg Hamilton. “It is 
the quality, depth and usefulness of 
our content. That is what will drive 
our future.” c
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Former Editor-in-Chief Robert B. Hotz, left, served 
on the commission that investigated the loss of the 
space shuttle Challenger in 1986. Members of the 
panel, headed by former Secretary of State William 
P. Rogers, center, presented their fndings to U.S. 
President Ronald Reagan, right.
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zine changed from being just hardware 
and fight ops to broader coverage of 
the industry.” Aviation Week even went 
so far as to put a person on its cover—
AlliedSignal CEO Daniel P. Burnham—
breaking an unspoken rule that the 
cover should showcase only hardware.

One of Fink’s new reporters was 
Tony Velocci, who joined in 1989 and 
led the magazine’s business coverage. 
“Much of the industry was then an ex-
tension of the Pentagon,” Velocci re-
calls. “Business considerations were 
secondary. The first consideration 
was developing technology for tech-
nology’s sake.”

That world would change, quite 
suddenly, after the fall of the Berlin 
Wall and the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union led to a dramatic decline in U.S. 
defense budgets. Velocci grasped that 
the industry was facing a tectonic 
shift when he and Fink met with Bill 
Anders, the CEO of defense contrac-
tor General Dynamics. Their meeting, 
scheduled for 2 hr., stretched through 
the afternoon and into the evening.

“Anders laid out a vision of the mas-

sive consolidation that would happen 
across the industry,” says Velocci, who 
later would become the magazine’s 
editor. “He realized there needed to 
be fewer large systems integrators, 
but the ones that survived had to have 
critical mass.”

“General Dynamics Sets New 
Course for the 1990s,” proclaimed the 
Aug. 5, 1991, cover. The company sold 
off the F-16 line and other business 
lines one by one, and Anders became 
a pariah among his peers. But he was 
spot on: Two years later, at the infa-
mous “Last Supper” at the Pentagon, 
then-Deputy Secretary of Defense 
William Perry told CEOs that the in-
dustry needed a massive consolidation. 
Over the next decade, names such as 
Grumman, Hughes, Martin Marietta, 
McDonnell Douglas, Rockwell Inter-
national and TRW would vanish or be 
subsumed into other companies.

For Aviation Week, the evaporation 
of both the defense budget and its ad-
vertiser base was a huge blow. By 1992, 
the magazine was losing money, and 
so it regrouped. The editorial staf un-
derwent large-scale layofs, and mul-
tiple bureaus were shuttered. In 1993, 
the Paris Air Show issue was less than 
a quarter of the size it had been eight 
years earlier.

The lean years of the 1990s also 
saw the emergence of a new threat to 
the publishing industry: the Internet 
and its ability to deliver free informa-
tion with a keystroke. Aviation Week 
launched its frst online edition in 1997. 
That was followed fve years later with 
a premium online and data service 
that evolved into the Aviation Week 
Intelligence Network.

The magazine continued to set itself 
apart with high-quality journalism and 
one-of-a-kind features such as editor 
David M. North’s pilot reports on the 
B-2 and dozens of other airplanes. And 
its distinctly American voice began to 
diversify with the hiring of French 
aerospace journalist Pierre Sparaco 
as the first overseas non-American 
editor. Today, Aviation Week’s writers 
and stringers represent a multitude of 
nationalities.

At the same time, the magazine 
began branching out into other busi-
nesses—data, analytics and especially 
conferences and trade shows. As the 
defense industry consolidated, some 
original equipment manufacturers 
announced plans to cut 80% of their 
suppliers. “Don Fink said, ‘We need 
to bring suppliers together to discuss 
this,’” recalls Velocci. “Our frst confer-
ence was about OEM expectations for 
the supply chain.”

Shortly after that, Gazzola seized on 
a consultant’s report that forecast big 
potential for the aircraft maintenance, 
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on multiple sources and months of 

reporting, explained how the RQ-
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require penetrating the airspace 
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ber 2015, and is now designated 
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From the 12-passenger Boeing 80 
to the 544-passenger Airbus A380 
(above, pictured on a 2006 cover), 
Aviation Week has chronicled the 
rise and evolution of the air trans-
port industry.
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craig covault cape canaveral

AnAtomy of A Scoop
The inside story of how Aviation Week’s 
decision to sit on one Cold War blockbuster 
led to another

o
n March 20, 1978, Aviation Week & Space Technology revealed 

that the Soviet Union was secretly developing its own reus-

able space shuttle. The article, complete with details on the 

Soviet shuttle’s design characteristics, was a scoop picked up by 

media around the globe. What readers do not know, however, is the 

revelation’s connection to another Cold War blockbuster written 

14 months earlier, but not published, after a plea from the acting 

chairman of the Pentagon’s Joint Chiefs of Staf.

At Aviation Week, I became space 
technology editor and was mentored 
by Avionics Editor Philip J. Klass, who 
had become a legend in his own time 
reporting on intelligence programs. In 
December 1976, there was an extreme-
ly unusual secret Titan 3D launch into 
polar orbit from Vandenberg AFB, 
California. We calculated the Titan 
had to be carrying about a 30,000-lb. 
satellite that was put into an orbit 150 

mi. higher than the KH-9 Hexagon flm 
pod satellites that provided U.S. imag-
ery reconnaissance at that time.

Phil and I tossed around what this 
new satellite might be, and he said: “Go 
chase it, it’s yours.” I initially got civil-
ian input on the term “Strategic Re-
sponse Satellite” (SRS), which meant 
it had to carry a lot of propellant to 
alter its ground track. I also heard 
about “near real-time imaging and 
transmission” to the CIA’s National 
Photographic Interpretation Center 
in Washington. 

By early 1977, with the Goddard 
tips supplemented by many others re-
ceived from military personnel, I had 
surmised that the big mystery payload: 

•Was indeed a 30,000-lb. spacecraft, 
the maximum polar orbit payload for a 
Titan 3D, and was fying much higher 
than the KH-9 Hexagons. 

•Employed digital imaging, instead of a 
limited supply of flm, a huge advantage 
because it never ran out of digits. 

• Carried a large telescope for high 
resolution, a tie-in with Hubble tech-
nology. 

•Was named the “KH-11 Kennan” after 
George Kennan, a top U. S. diplomat 
who championed “Soviet contain-
ment.” 

I also learned the program appar-
ently used relay satellites. The relay 
evidence ft the modus operandi of an-
other brand-new secret program—the 
“Jumpseat” SDS Satellite Data System 
spacecraft in highly elliptical orbits. 
Two were launched, in June and August 
1976, just a few months before the mys-
tery Titan 3 payload. Klass did the math 
to plot SDS orbits relative to this new 
recon’s orbit, and the whole thing ft.

Together it all meant a huge revolu-
tion in U.S. top-secret overhead recon-
naissance was underway. It clearly had 
to be a multibillion-dollar program, be-
cause it teamed three big new projects, 
a KH satellite production line, an SDS 
satellite production line and a ground 
processing capability created specif-
cally to process real-time digital images. 

I shared those story elements with 
Klass, Editor-in-Chief Robert Hotz and 
Washington Bureau Chief Dave Brown, 
looking for a “go” to write a story. Hotz 
cautioned, however, that we needed to 
get a U.S. Air Force security blessing 
before we published because we did 
not want to give away to the Soviets 
and Chinese anything of extreme na-
tional security value.

I called a top Air Force public afairs 

100 YEARS I Evolution of a Magazine

DIA briefngs arranged  
by Gen. “Davy” Jones as 

part of Aviation Week’s deal 
not to publish KH-11 details 

revealed the Soviets had be-
gun development of a space 
shuttle that ultimately few 

only once—unmanned— 
in November 1988.

EnErgia

I joined Aviation Week in 1972, just 
after the launch of Landsat 1, whose 
unclassifed, digital low-resolution mul-
tispectral imagery created a sensation 
at the time. That drew me to NASA’s 
Goddard Space Flight Center in Green-
belt, Maryland, where I got to know the 
engineers and scientists in the program. 
They clued me in on the digital imaging 
technology and what was to come—in-
cluding the Hubble Space Telescope. 
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officer in the Pentagon and told him 
about my straw man reconnaissance 
program theory, as if I had it cold. He 
quickly relayed a reply: “The chairman 
wants to see you.” To which I replied, 
“The chairman of what?”

He boomed: “The Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staf, Gen. David Jones. 
He wants to see you at 2 p.m. today.” 
I suddenly fully realized the serious-
ness of the situation. Hotz insisted I 
go alone, noting: “You be the judge. If 
he sells you on national security specif-
ics, we will hold. But if he wafes and 
it sounds like political-based security, 
we are going to publish.”

At the Pentagon Gen. “Davy” Jones 
greeted me warmly, dismissed my 
military escort, and said: “OK, Craig, 
tell me what you’ve got.” In my head I 
assembled all the various inputs and de-
scribed to him a specifc spacecraft and 
program. It was a bit of a bluf, because 
nobody had told me exactly how it all 
ft together.

To my great relief, Jones said: “You 
are exactly right. Now I am going to 
explain why Aviation Week should 
hold it.” He then cited several specifc 
KH-11 imaging details on how the new 
spacecraft was catching the Soviets 
with their pants down. 

To my surprise, he revealed that sig-
nals-intelligence intercepts proved the 
Soviets were talking a lot about what 
the payload might be and had assessed 
that it was likely an advanced weath-
er satellite. There was no talk among 
them that there was a hugely advanced 
overhead reconnaissance system they 
should have been worrying about. As a 
result, Jones said, the Soviets were not 
closing doors on missile silos or put-
ting new aircraft under cover during 
KH-11 passes over Soviet territory. In 
the midst of the Cold War, the U.S. was, 
for the frst time, seeing warhead de-
tails on Soviet ICBMs aimed at Ameri-
can cities and military facilities. 

I told Jones that he had made a con-
vincing case and Aviation Week would 
hold the story. We exchanged a few 
more thanks, and I headed for the door. 
But Jones called me back. “Now what 
can I do for you?” he asked. I told him 
I had not come with any quid pro quo 
in mind. He praised that but reiterated 
the ofer more strongly. For Jones, it 
was also a way to really seal Aviation 
Week to a deal.

“Some secret Soviet Space brief-
ings would be useful,” I said. “You 
shall have them,” the chairman replied.

Shortly thereafter, the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency (DIA) called to invite 
me to the first of several top-secret-
level Soviet space backgrounders that 
continued every few months up to 
mid-1978. And it was at one of those 
DIA briefngs that I got the huge scoop 
that the Soviets, in spite of their deni-
als, were developing a reusable winged 
space shuttle to compete directly with 
NASA’s shuttle, which the Soviets be-
lieved was destined for strictly military 
purposes.

We kept the KH-11 story on ice until 
the summer of 1978, when a disgrun-
tled low-ranking CIA employee, Wil-
liam Kampiles, sold the KH-11 manual 

to a Soviet spy for a mere $3,000. He 
probably could have gotten $3 million. 
With that, the KH-11’s cover was blown. 
The Soviets knew what the KH-11 was, 
diagrams and all.

After Kampiles was arrested, Avia-
tion Week decided to go with the KH-11 
story, but as courtesy I asked to see 
Gen. Jones again. This time, however, 
the chairman elevated it even higher. 
I was summoned to a meeting in the 
White House West Wing, and took my 
colleague Klass with me. 

Our “inquisitors” were four-star 
Adm. Dan Murphy, the head of National 
Security Programs for the National Se-
curity Council; Leslie Dirks, the CIA’s 
deputy director for Science and Tech-
nology whom President Jimmy Carter 
had awarded the National Security 
Medal, and an official from the Jus-
tice Department. The presence of the 
Justice ofcial signifed that the Carter 
administration was putting on the heat.

I explained Aviation Week was going 

to go with the story now that the So-
viets had the manual. Murphy replied 
sharply, “It would be a violation of 
national security to reveal that story.” 
He said the manual, which by then the 
Soviets had possessed for months, 
may not have been widely distributed 
among the Soviet military.

Pushing back on that point, polite-
ly, I said: “The fact is that the Soviets 
have it. The Justice Department has 
already made that public, not Aviation 
Week.” I pulled out a small calculator 
and waved it in front of Murphy say-
ing: “If Phil Klass and I can fgure out 
what that spacecraft is doing with just 
this, then I believe Soviet intelligence 

personnel, armed with 
the manual, could do 
the same.”

That paused the de-
bate. I told them again 
that we would publish 
the KH-11 story but 
only in the context of 
Kampiles’ arrest. And 
I volunteered that I 
would keep the relay 
SDS birds secret for a 
while because they were 
the key to the real-time 
transmission of imagery. 
Aviation Week did not 
publish the full story 
about the SDS “Jump-
seat” relay spacecraft 
until Phil Klass wrote 
about them in detail on 

page 46 of the April 2, 1990, issue. As 
another concession, I said I would just 
dribble in the details across many is-
sues of the magazine, not trumpet the 
whole program at once. That seemed 
to quiet them, but I remember that our 
goodbyes this time around were not as 
friendly. 

Our 18 months of sleuthing fnally 
resulted in the scoop of the KH-11, as 
well as a major exclusive on the Soviet 
space shuttle. The first plain vanilla 
KH-11 story was published in the Au-
gust 28, 1978, issue on page 22. It did 
not even mention digital imaging. The 
frst mention of that did not come until 
after the second KH-11 was launched, a 
year after our White House meeting. c

 
Craig Covault was an Aviation Week 
editor for 36 years. He spent two de-
cades in the magazine’s Washington 
office, was Paris bureau chief in 1992-
96 and ran the Cape Canaveral bureau 
in 1996-2008. 
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This accurate model shows the original KH-11 design 
that, like Hubble, carried about a 2.4-meter (8-ft.) 
mirror but with a shorter instrument base section.
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The inside story of how Aviation Week’s 
decision to sit on one Cold War blockbuster 
led to another
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n March 20, 1978, Aviation Week & Space Technology revealed 

that the Soviet Union was secretly developing its own reus-

able space shuttle. The article, complete with details on the 

Soviet shuttle’s design characteristics, was a scoop picked up by 

media around the globe. What readers do not know, however, is the 

revelation’s connection to another Cold War blockbuster written 

14 months earlier, but not published, after a plea from the acting 

chairman of the Pentagon’s Joint Chiefs of Staf.

At Aviation Week, I became space 
technology editor and was mentored 
by Avionics Editor Philip J. Klass, who 
had become a legend in his own time 
reporting on intelligence programs. In 
December 1976, there was an extreme-
ly unusual secret Titan 3D launch into 
polar orbit from Vandenberg AFB, 
California. We calculated the Titan 
had to be carrying about a 30,000-lb. 
satellite that was put into an orbit 150 

mi. higher than the KH-9 Hexagon flm 
pod satellites that provided U.S. imag-
ery reconnaissance at that time.

Phil and I tossed around what this 
new satellite might be, and he said: “Go 
chase it, it’s yours.” I initially got civil-
ian input on the term “Strategic Re-
sponse Satellite” (SRS), which meant 
it had to carry a lot of propellant to 
alter its ground track. I also heard 
about “near real-time imaging and 
transmission” to the CIA’s National 
Photographic Interpretation Center 
in Washington. 

By early 1977, with the Goddard 
tips supplemented by many others re-
ceived from military personnel, I had 
surmised that the big mystery payload: 

•Was indeed a 30,000-lb. spacecraft, 
the maximum polar orbit payload for a 
Titan 3D, and was fying much higher 
than the KH-9 Hexagons. 

•Employed digital imaging, instead of a 
limited supply of flm, a huge advantage 
because it never ran out of digits. 

• Carried a large telescope for high 
resolution, a tie-in with Hubble tech-
nology. 

•Was named the “KH-11 Kennan” after 
George Kennan, a top U. S. diplomat 
who championed “Soviet contain-
ment.” 

I also learned the program appar-
ently used relay satellites. The relay 
evidence ft the modus operandi of an-
other brand-new secret program—the 
“Jumpseat” SDS Satellite Data System 
spacecraft in highly elliptical orbits. 
Two were launched, in June and August 
1976, just a few months before the mys-
tery Titan 3 payload. Klass did the math 
to plot SDS orbits relative to this new 
recon’s orbit, and the whole thing ft.

Together it all meant a huge revolu-
tion in U.S. top-secret overhead recon-
naissance was underway. It clearly had 
to be a multibillion-dollar program, be-
cause it teamed three big new projects, 
a KH satellite production line, an SDS 
satellite production line and a ground 
processing capability created specif-
cally to process real-time digital images. 

I shared those story elements with 
Klass, Editor-in-Chief Robert Hotz and 
Washington Bureau Chief Dave Brown, 
looking for a “go” to write a story. Hotz 
cautioned, however, that we needed to 
get a U.S. Air Force security blessing 
before we published because we did 
not want to give away to the Soviets 
and Chinese anything of extreme na-
tional security value.

I called a top Air Force public afairs 

100 YEARS I Evolution of a Magazine

DIA briefngs arranged  
by Gen. “Davy” Jones as 

part of Aviation Week’s deal 
not to publish KH-11 details 

revealed the Soviets had be-
gun development of a space 
shuttle that ultimately few 

only once—unmanned— 
in November 1988.

EnErgia

I joined Aviation Week in 1972, just 
after the launch of Landsat 1, whose 
unclassifed, digital low-resolution mul-
tispectral imagery created a sensation 
at the time. That drew me to NASA’s 
Goddard Space Flight Center in Green-
belt, Maryland, where I got to know the 
engineers and scientists in the program. 
They clued me in on the digital imaging 
technology and what was to come—in-
cluding the Hubble Space Telescope. 
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100 YEARS I Spin-Offs

A look at the technology derived  
from aviation and aerospace

A
viation and space technology has helped make the 

world we live in, whether through ubiquitous af-

fordable travel, by putting civilians on the front 

lines or by instant transmission of video and sound around 

the world. But there also are a surprising number of other 

“spin-ofs” that we use or encounter in our daily lives.

Aviation’s  
Unexpected Gifts

Credit Cards
Department stores ofered “charge plates” to 
account customers from the late 1920s, but in 
1934 the Air Transport Association established 
a multi-airline payment system, the Universal 
Air Travel Plan (UATP), and the associated 
Air Travel Card. The International Air Trans-
port Association, which had pioneered interna-
tional interline payments and a standard ticket 
format before World War II, joined the UATP 
system in 1948, two years before the Diners 
Club card was launched. 

Turbo/Supercharging

Turbocharging is taking off in the 
automobile market, with a rapidly in-
creasing share of small spark-ignition 
engines being turbocharged and inter-
cooled, along with virtually all small 
diesels. The frst practical airplane tur-
bocharger was developed by General 
Electric’s Sanford Moss and tested in 
1918 as a means to ofset the loss of air 
mass fow and power in a reciprocating 
engine as altitude increases. The tech-
nology was adopted on a large scale 
for high-altitude fghters and pressur-
ized bombers and transports in World 
War II, along with intercooling—cool-
ing the hot high-pressure air coming 
out of the turbocharger, to densify it 
and avoid detonation. General Motors 
introduced two turbo-equipped cars in 
the 1960s, but the modern era started 
with BMW, Porsche and Saab in the 
1970s. 

Disc Brakes and  
Anti-Lock Brakes
Multi-disc brakes, providing ample 
friction area in a small volume, made 
it possible to replace the huge Convair 
B-36 bomber’s monster 110-in. single 
tires with four-wheel bogies. The same 
principles and materials made their 
way into automobile brakes in the 
1950s. Soon after, the first anti-skid 
braking system was developed for the 
Boeing B-47 bomber. 

Games and Movies
Computer-generated imagery (CGI) was frst developed by the fight simulation 
industry in the late 1960s. It was originally confned to night views, but daytime 
CGI was in airline service in 1977. Airline users pushed for higher resolution to 
support zero-fight-time training and replace expensive model boards; military 
users (the U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command in the lead) looked to 
simulate complex, close-range scenes for mission rehearsal as well as training. 
Engineers broke scenes down into ever smaller polygons and devised ways to 
convert photography into images that could be blended into synthetic scenes. But 
as commercially available computing power surged ahead, the same technologies 
became the basis for CGI in movies and games. 
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Irish Coffee

People talk about the romance of the 
flying-boat era, but there was noth-
ing romantic about more than 20 hr. 
over the Atlantic in rough weather at 
10,000 ft. In 1940, faced with an un-
usually worse-for-wear, pale-green-
skinned load of passengers, the chef 
at the Foynes, Ireland, seaplane ter-
minal either invented or retrieved a 
recipe for whiskey-laced cofee with a 
stomach-soothing topping of cream. 

Frozen Dinners
Convair’s massive B-36 bomber—with 
the greatest wingspan of any opera-
tional airplane until the Antonov An-
124—was a flying Howard Johnson’s 
motel compared to its replacement, 
the Boeing B-52, with two pressurized 
compartments, bunks and a full gal-
ley with two electric ovens. It needed 
them, because missions could last two 
days, and the Air Force was not above 
bragging about its creature comforts. 
“Chow for the big bomber crews may 
mean a frozen meal of meat or seafood, 

potatoes, as you like them, and a green 
vegetable—all wrapped in disposable 
aluminum trays,” a press release stat-
ed. In the 1950s, the civilian derivative, 
the TV dinner, became a symbol of 
convenience and consumerism. 

Microwave Oven

The British-invented cavity magne-
tron was the secret to centimeter-
wave radar, which could be installed 
on an airplane without a drag-raising 
set of metal antlers. Raytheon led 
U.S. production of the device. One of 
the company’s senior electrical engi-
neers, Percy Spencer, noticed—as had 
others—that a candy bar in his pocket 
softened when he was working around 
active radars. After some simple ex-
periments showed that the efect could 
be measured and controlled, Spencer 
patented the microwave oven in 1945, 
and Raytheon delivered the frst insti-
tutional RadaRange in 1947. 

Pyroceramics

In 1953, Corning Glass Works research director 
S. Donald Stookey mistakenly set a thermom-
eter and heated a glass sample to 900C instead 
of 600C. Not only did it not melt, but it kept 
its shape and gained considerable mechanical 
strength; its molecular bonds had changed and 
it had become a glass-ceramic. Pyroceram, as 
Corning called it, was frst mass-produced for 
supersonic missile radomes before being re-
leased for the cookware market. 

Composite Materials

The development of synthetic com-
posite materials, comprising fibers 
bonded together in a matrix material, 
has been closely associated with avia-
tion. Researchers in the U.K., looking 
for better substitutes for the organic 
casein glues used to assemble the 
wooden de Havilland Mosquito bomb-
er, developed new matrix compounds 
in World War II, leading to an experi-
mental Spitfire fuselage made with 
fax fbers. The U.S. Army Air Force 
Aircraft Laboratory designed and built 
an experimental Vultee XBT-16 trainer 
in 1943, a modified BT-13A with a fi-
berglass/balsa sandwich fuselage. The 
first fiberglass sailplanes appeared 
in the late 1950s. Carbon-fiber com-
posite materials were developed for 
aerospace in the 1960s and used frst, 
unsuccessfully, in the fan blades of the 
initial Rolls-Royce RB.211 engine. 

Overhead Projectors

Faced with the need to deliver complex technical training quickly and 
without the infexibility and time constraints imposed by 35-mm. slides, 
the U.S. Army in World War II—including the Army Air Forces—was 
the frst organization to make widespread use of the overhead projec-
tor. The device and its associated binders full of “viewfoils” became 
ubiquitous in the aerospace industry, and its landscape 8.5 X 11-in.
proportions live on in its digital version, named PowerPoint. 
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A look at the technology derived  
from aviation and aerospace

A
viation and space technology has helped make the 

world we live in, whether through ubiquitous af-

fordable travel, by putting civilians on the front 

lines or by instant transmission of video and sound around 

the world. But there also are a surprising number of other 

“spin-ofs” that we use or encounter in our daily lives.

Aviation’s  
Unexpected Gifts

Credit Cards
Department stores ofered “charge plates” to 
account customers from the late 1920s, but in 
1934 the Air Transport Association established 
a multi-airline payment system, the Universal 
Air Travel Plan (UATP), and the associated 
Air Travel Card. The International Air Trans-
port Association, which had pioneered interna-
tional interline payments and a standard ticket 
format before World War II, joined the UATP 
system in 1948, two years before the Diners 
Club card was launched. 

Turbo/Supercharging

Turbocharging is taking off in the 
automobile market, with a rapidly in-
creasing share of small spark-ignition 
engines being turbocharged and inter-
cooled, along with virtually all small 
diesels. The frst practical airplane tur-
bocharger was developed by General 
Electric’s Sanford Moss and tested in 
1918 as a means to ofset the loss of air 
mass fow and power in a reciprocating 
engine as altitude increases. The tech-
nology was adopted on a large scale 
for high-altitude fghters and pressur-
ized bombers and transports in World 
War II, along with intercooling—cool-
ing the hot high-pressure air coming 
out of the turbocharger, to densify it 
and avoid detonation. General Motors 
introduced two turbo-equipped cars in 
the 1960s, but the modern era started 
with BMW, Porsche and Saab in the 
1970s. 

Disc Brakes and  
Anti-Lock Brakes
Multi-disc brakes, providing ample 
friction area in a small volume, made 
it possible to replace the huge Convair 
B-36 bomber’s monster 110-in. single 
tires with four-wheel bogies. The same 
principles and materials made their 
way into automobile brakes in the 
1950s. Soon after, the first anti-skid 
braking system was developed for the 
Boeing B-47 bomber. 

Games and Movies
Computer-generated imagery (CGI) was frst developed by the fight simulation 
industry in the late 1960s. It was originally confned to night views, but daytime 
CGI was in airline service in 1977. Airline users pushed for higher resolution to 
support zero-fight-time training and replace expensive model boards; military 
users (the U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command in the lead) looked to 
simulate complex, close-range scenes for mission rehearsal as well as training. 
Engineers broke scenes down into ever smaller polygons and devised ways to 
convert photography into images that could be blended into synthetic scenes. But 
as commercially available computing power surged ahead, the same technologies 
became the basis for CGI in movies and games. 
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A look at the coming century in aviation and aerospace

What’s 
Next
 A

viation and aerospace have been at the forefront 

of innovation in the last century. The engineers, 

corporate leaders and academics involved con-

tinue to push the limits of where humans can 

go—and how they can get there.  Aviation Week asked some  

forward-thinkers for their ideas about the next 100 years: 

They write about  everything from how to cultivate creativity 

and innovation to constraints on airlines, the technologies 

and strategies that will enable future warfare, the likelihood 

of future fl ying cars, the need to sustain the Earth as humans 

transit beyond it and  eventual travel to Mars.
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M
y natural instinct is to look at the world with optimism and a 
sense of infi nite possibility. Watching the fi rst pictures transmit-
ted from space of our home planet and witnessing the M oon 
landing and walk were transformational . The early years of ad-
vancements in space travel fi lled me with curiosity about Earth 
and a deep sense of unlimited opportunity . And to this day, it 

has kept me utterly consumed with  the pursuit of democratizing access to 
space and rallying others to join the cause .

The entrepreneurial spirit is refl ected in how you see problems. The world 
today can be viewed as a planet ravaged by war, confl ict and environmental 
degradation. But despite man’s  ef orts to run the planet into the ground, 
there are also Herculean ef orts to preserve and protect it  and advance 
space exploration to improve the prospects for our species’ future. The 
sense of possibility has resulted in exciting entrepreneurial ef orts to mine 
asteroids, send a spacecraft to the closest star system to our own and make 
humans a multiplanetary species. 

The belief that we are creating something important—a force for good—
can keep us united and going against the odds. Just as cooperation beyond 
borders must occur in space, the future will see greater cooperation among 
countries and across government and private sectors. There will be even more 
opportunities for investment, diverse modes of transportation and greater ac-
cess to communication and information-sharing. Through the building blocks 
of investment, cooperation among governments and the next generation of 
bright minds in pursuit of the STEM  structure—science, technology, engi-
neering and math—the future will see many sustainable space businesses that 
improve livelihoods, bolster communities and grow economies. 

At Virgin Galactic, our early building blocks are our human commercial 
spacefl ight program and our small-satellite launch service. Even as we focus 
now on the ground tests of our ambitious projects, we are constantly mindful 
of the greater purpose of it all, and of what might come next. 

We created Virgin Galactic to open access to space to change the world 
for good.  Even after fi ve decades of exploration, space remains almost com-
pletely closed. More humans have won the Nobel Prize (900) than have 
fl own in space (553). Satellites are more numerous, but if you were to ask a 
random stranger, it is extremely unlikely that their family, city, university or 
company would have built, operated or even seen one . We are striving to do 
our part to open space for more people and from all 196 nations through the 
companies that we have started—Virgin Galactic’s commercial spaceline, 
our LauncherOne small-satellite launch service, and our aerospace manu-
facturing arm, The Spaceship Co. 

With SpaceShipTwo, we will supercharge the Overview Ef ect—a fascinat-
ing phenomenon whereby space explorers come back to Earth as changed 
people, with a much greater perspective on world peace, our changing climate 
and global development—with more ambassadors capable of inspiring others 
just as those of us who labored long and hard on the project  were inspired by 
the Apollo program. Our Future Astronauts come from nearly 60 dif erent 
nations,  two dozen of which have never sent an astronaut to space and more 
than a dozen  that have never sent a female astronaut before . After their fl ights, 
our customers will be able to return to their homes with a powerful message 
to share with schoolchildren and local leaders alike. 

SpaceShipTwo fl ights will also contribute unique data to help answer 
key questions across scientifi c disciplines—such as anonymous health data 
about how a very physically diverse group of astronauts respond to their 
fl ights, or by fl ying autonomous research experiments built by NASA labs, 

Richard Branson

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years

universities and research companies. 
LauncherOne will help collect even 

larger data sets for still other fi elds. By 
lowering the cost of fl exible, reliable and 
dedicated fl ights to orbit for small sat-
ellites, we are creating an opening for 
satellites from emerging designers that 
feature their fresh take on engineering 
possibilities.  We will enable many more 
missions such as connecting the three 
billion unconnected residents of  Earth, 
using next-generation weather instru-
ments to improve forecasts as well as 
to feed into models of our climate, and 
cleaning up  deactivated satellites in 
Earth orbit. 

The impact of these services will 
grow with time as we build additional 
spaceships and refi ne and improve the 

Our Vision of the Future
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Despite man’s  ef orts to run the 
planet into the ground, there are 
also Herculean ef orts to preserve 
and protect it  and advance space 
exploration.

missions . Like other technologies, with practice we will be able to make our 
forays  to space cheaper and more frequent while increasing performance. 

At the same time, we have to think beyond frequency and cost con-
siderations : We are investigating how to make the way we access space 
cleaner. Even in the test and development phase, biofuels and renewables 
and other sustainability-focused operational practices will be integrated to 
address dwindling natural resources. This is one reason we are working 
on integrating renewables into LauncherOne’s 747 airlaunch vehicle ops. 
Being good stewards of our planet is partly what is fueling our expansion; 
our aim is to consciously work toward  responsible solutions and to keep 
getting better. 

As important and ambitious as SpaceShipTwo and LauncherOne are, they 
are not an endpoint but rather one step . To be honest, we don’t yet know 
exactly what SpaceShipThree or LauncherTwo will look like, but we do know 
what we want our future vehicles to do—and how we think our contribution 
to the exploration of space can help make our planet a better place to live. 

As we think about our future, we can’t help but be excited. As true be-
lievers in the value of space exploration, we cheer for the success of all 
space programs. Touring Virgin Galactic’s manufacturing plants with our 

talented team and generating ideas for 
next-generation airplanes, rockets and 
space habitats is truly a dream come 
true. However, the technology is unim-
portant without ingraining everything 
we do with our purpose— ensuring the 
future of Earth —the only home we 
know today and my favorite planet.  c 

Beyond Virgin Group and Virgin Galac-
tic, Richard Branson’s visionary thinking 
has been prevalent across myriad, dis-
parate industries . His fi nancial and per-
sonal commitment to opening space has 
fostered a new generation of commercial 
enterprise and investment in the space 
industry and inspired a new generation 
of students, innovators and adventurers 
to reach for the stars.  
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universities and research companies. 
LauncherOne will help collect even 

larger data sets for still other fi elds. By 
lowering the cost of fl exible, reliable and 
dedicated fl ights to orbit for small sat-
ellites, we are creating an opening for 
satellites from emerging designers that 
feature their fresh take on engineering 
possibilities.  We will enable many more 
missions such as connecting the three 
billion unconnected residents of  Earth, 
using next-generation weather instru-
ments to improve forecasts as well as 
to feed into models of our climate, and 
cleaning up  deactivated satellites in 
Earth orbit. 

The impact of these services will 
grow with time as we build additional 
spaceships and refi ne and improve the 

Our Vision of the Future
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M
y addiction to Aviation Week began  over 50 
years ago. During my seven years of military 
fl ight-testing at Edwards AFB, California, the 
magazine was our best source of aerospace in-
formation. We pored through every issue  and 
kept them for  reference. Chief Editor Robert 

Hotz not only reported the raw aerospace facts, his edito-
rials were the warfi ghter’s political grist. I recall shouting 
“ Hotz for president” while reading his editorial during the 
1968 campaign.

On the 100th anniversary of the Wright brothers’ fl ight, 
Aviation Week asked me for comments. I identifi ed nine indi-
viduals I thought were most responsible for the progress of 
the fi rst 100 years of fl ight. I later discovered that all had been 
young children during that incredible four-year period start-
ing in 1908 when Wilbur Wright fl ew his airplane in Paris. By 
1912, aircraft were being fl own in 39 countries, and factories 
in Europe were building more than 500 aircraft per year!

When children at the age of 4-16 observe extreme prog-
ress, as adults they tend to exercise the “three Cs”—Curios-
ity, Creativity and Courage. This questing spirit drives the 

technical breakthroughs so important to human progress.
Why the worldwide surge in airplane development in just 

four years? Clearly mankind has been curious all along, but 
it was the courage to try that energized the world’s creative 
minds. Think: “Hey, if bicycle shop guys can do it, I can, too.”

Further evidence: Almost all the billionaires that now 
provide our breakthroughs in commercial space were 
4-16-year-old observers, living in the incredible 1960s 
when—in only nine years—the world developed nine dif-
ferent rocket launch systems that fl ew humans to space. 
Subsequently, only three new human launch systems were 
fl own in the next 46 years. Is it possible that this lack of 
progress is because there has not been a surge of exciting 
new capabilities to motivate young people?

Four Observations:
1. Successful innovators aggressively practice the “three 

Cs” because, as children, they concluded that impossible 
achievements are not just possible, but expected.

2. Advances in technology do not happen at a linear rate. 
Short segments of phenomenal progress are scattered 
among decades of boredom.

3. Innovators can achieve far more than what most peo-
ple believe can be done. 

4. Most technical breakthroughs happen because in-
dividuals work to achieve personal goals, not because 

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years

Cultivating Innovation

governments provide funding.
With this in mind, what are the 

most important technologies aero-
space should pursue? What are the 
most promising technologies that 
might be overlooked?

Research, as opposed to develop-
ment, requires a goal most people see 
as impossible. You cannot encourage 
progress on research breakthroughs 
that are yet to be discovered. Could 
we have encouraged the invention of 
today’s Internet in 1980?

But we must try.
We should aggressively work to 

discover if we are the only intelligent 
species in the universe. Everyone has 
this curiosity (the fi rst “C”). I would 
love to see innovators attack the 
question with the other two “Cs.” I 
believe that my lifetime has included 

the most interesting period of human 
history. However, if I miss our discov-
ery of ET, or whatever the extrater-
restrials will call themselves, then my 
belief will defi nitely be wrong.

I agree with my friend Elon Musk 
that locating our species on more 
than just Earth may be our most im-
portant engineering challenge. Also, 
protecting our planet and our spe-
cies from history’s only real signifi -
cant threat (asteroid/comet impact) 
should not be overlooked. Aerospace 
researchers should have a criti-
cal role in developing technologies 
needed to achieve both those goals.

In the mid ’60s, when we were in 
a four-country race to develop su-
personic transport (SST)  capability, 
it seemed a logical jump forward—a 
similar step to the advent of jet airlin-
ers just 11 years earlier. The only SST 
put into service was the Concorde, 
which was in service an entire life 
cycle with no intermediate improve-

We must strive to nurture in our children the Curiosity, 
Creativity and Courage that took us to the Moon.
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ments in efficiency, noise or perfor-
mance. Because it never had compe-
tition, excitement about it decreased 
during the entire 27 years.

I no longer think developing su-
personic personal transportation is 
important. We will soon have realistic 
virtual reality so the business execu-
tive can feel the nuances of a hand-
shake while signing the big contract 
without enduring the airplane ride. 
His competition, fying in a superson-
ic jet, will get beat by several hours. 
Also, the general public will soon 
experience unlimited, low-cost vaca-
tions to exotic and newly discovered 
locations using impressive virtual 
reality that will improve every year.

Education is our most overlooked 
technical problem. Our current 
standardized, regulated classroom 
environment is a failure. After the 
Apollo Moon landings, America was 
frst in awarding advanced degrees 
in math/engineering/sciences to its 
citizens. Now we don’t even show up 
on the frst page. We must strive to 
nurture in our children the Curios-
ity, Creativity and Courage that took 
us to the Moon, restoring the sense 
of our exceptionalness. The big pub-
lic education experiment has failed 
America and cannot be fxed by mere 
money. We need to apply the three 
“Cs” to the problem with a clear goal 
of regaining our No. 1 status. This ef-
fort requires the best talent within 
the aerospace industry. Reaching this 
goal might save the world.

Those who defend the current 
educational system will ask what the 
new breakthroughs will look like. We 
don’t know. We didn’t know what the 
Internet, GPS and DNA looked like 
before they were recognized as break-
throughs. But that shouldn’t deter us. 

Any important breakthrough, be-
fore it happens, is often dismissed as 
nonsense. Those who fnd the break-
throughs need to have confdence in 
nonsense. Successful innovators tend 
to look more like idiots than the sen-
sible, straight-A students who spend 
their careers being careful to never 
fail. The “sensible” do not recognize 
the importance of the third “C.” c

Scaled Composites founder Burt Rutan 
led the team who created the frst private-
ly built spacecraft to send humans into 
space—SpaceShipOne—that then re-
peated the achievement within fve days, 
a feat that captured the Ansari X Prize in 
2004. For Rutan, the milestone followed 
decades of innovations in aerospace.  
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M
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years ago. During my seven years of military 
fl ight-testing at Edwards AFB, California, the 
magazine was our best source of aerospace in-
formation. We pored through every issue  and 
kept them for  reference. Chief Editor Robert 

Hotz not only reported the raw aerospace facts, his edito-
rials were the warfi ghter’s political grist. I recall shouting 
“ Hotz for president” while reading his editorial during the 
1968 campaign.
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believe that my lifetime has included 

the most interesting period of human 
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W
ho among us, after 
sitting for hours on a 
taxiway only to have 
a flight canceled, 
wished that we had 
our own private air-

plane? Even better, we wish such 
personalized service could really 
be door-to-door, cutting out the 
hassle and congestion of cars 
and humans at inconveniently lo-
cated airports. Now at the inter-
section of unmanned air vehicles 
(aka drones), driverless cars and 
transportation network compa-
nies like Uber, we stand at the 
cusp of having on-demand fl ying 
cars that make such pipe dreams 
a real possibility. 

The idea of a fl ying car is not 
new; indeed it was fi rst proposed 
just a few years after the inaugu-
ral Kitty Hawk Flight in 1903. The 
next big milestone was during the 
1950s aviation boom that fi rst in-
troduced the concept of a road-
able airplane in every driveway. 
At that time, this technology nev-
er really took of  (pun intended) 
because of cost, infrastructure 
issues (the need for advanced air 
traf  c control) and pilot certifi ca-
tion barriers. Obtaining a private 
pilot’s license has always been ex-
pensive and time-consuming: it 
requires regular training to stay 
profi cient and is not a skill that 
everyone can master. 

Even today, companies such 
as Terrafugia and Aeromobil 
build cars that fl y, but the same 
underlying issues that stopped 
them from becoming widespread 
60 years ago persist today. They 
are expensive (several hundreds 
of thousands of dollars) and re-
quire a formal license. However, 
the entry of private industries 
like Amazon, Google and Face-
book into the commercial drone 
market has forever changed the 
landscape of future personal air 
transportation. The efforts of 
these companies to commercial-
ize drone technology in air de-
livery and provide Internet ser-
vice has demonstrated that this 
technology has real commercial 

potential, which is already reducing costs and will obviate the need for 
expensive and error-prone pilots. 

And because self-driving car technology is rapidly advancing in tandem, 
which overlaps in many ways with drone advances, the marriage of the two 
is inevitable. Humans are inherently error-prone, particularly when tired 
and distracted. Having computers doing the fl ying and driving will one 
day signifi cantly reduce accidents in the sky and on the road, as well as 
provide substantial ef  ciencies. Tesla perhaps inadvertently foreshadowed 
the fl ying-car future in the naming of its self-driving feature as “autopilot.” 

Today’s increasing commercial use of drones will solve the problem of 
expensive and time-consuming pilots’ licenses and certifi cations, as well as 
provide increases in safety. Because of the rapid advances in drone tech-
nology, in the not-too-distant future pilots of most aircraft will simply tell 
the computer where to go and the rest will happen automatically, as will 
be true in cars. The skill set for the future operator of a fl ying car will be 
simply knowing how to operate a smartphone.  

In terms of cost, look to the transportation-network companies. Uber 

has a well-staf ed and aggressive self-driving car program, which prom-
ises to revolutionize personal transportation, potentially including a shift 
away from individual car ownership. When companies such as Uber and 
the aptly-named Lyft extend their business models to fl ying cars, which 
will be shared across the network, what was once out of reach for an 
average person will become much more af ordable. 

This leaves the last barrier to fl ying cars, which is infrastructure. While 
they are not ready for deployment today, all the building blocks are in 
place for completely automated fl ying cars. Sadly, this is not true for the 
infrastructure needed to support them. Designing an air traf  c manage-
ment system—the rules of the road/sky that can support the volume 
and complexity of such vehicles—is still very much an unknown. Indeed, 
while signifi cant research and advancements are happening right now in 
the development of self-driving cars and self-piloting aircraft, very little 
progress has been made to develop an air traf  c control system for com-
mercial drones. This problem will seriously limit the future of fl ying cars, 
at least in this country, so it may be that fl ying cars take of  fi rst overseas. 

But assuming we will surmount the infrastructure obstacle—and that 
question is not really if, but when—the promise of completely automated 
fl ying cars is transformational. Such cars that leverage a low-cost trans-
portation network could reduce congestion, emissions and travel time, as 
well as revolutionize the urban landscape in terms of the reduced need 
for wasteful parking lots and garages. While such fl ying car technology 
is not going to be here tomorrow, every year that passes will bring new 
capabilities toward this end. Just like we think horse and buggies are 
quaint, one day our great-grandchildren will be amazed that people ever 
fl ew airplanes and drove cars.  c 

Missy Cummings is a professor in Duke University’s mechanical engineer-
ing and materials science department. She explores the interactions between 
humans and machines as well as the ethical and social impact of technology. 
Before earning her Ph.D in systems engineering from the University of Virginia, 
she was one of the U.S. Navy’s fi rst female fi ghter pilots.  

 The idea of a fl ying car 
has been around for 

ages, but it has yet to 
gain traction. 
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The skill set for the future operator of a 
fl ying car will be simply knowing how 
to operate a smartphone.
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T
he wars of the future might start by accident, such as by a pilot hot-dogging 
and bumping into another plane, the loss and outrage from the accident 
 escalating into outright battle. Or they might be driven by some crisis boil-
ing over, a dispute over a new policy or even a new island, with other pow-
ers drawn into the fi ght by old alliances.  Alternatively, the confl icts might 
refl ect deliberate choices to go to war, perhaps to avenge an old wrong or 

 remake a new world order to refl ect emergent 
economic and military powers.

The cause and course of such future con-
fl icts are unpredictable, but there are some 
things  we can be certain of. The air domain 
will be key, but perhaps in ways the U.S. has 
not experienced  in a long time. Indeed, the last 
time the U.S. Air Force truly contended with 
a peer for control of the air, it was  called the 
Army Air Corps. The last U.S. ground force to be bombed by an enemy was a unit 
deployed to Laos, hit by North Vietnamese pilots fl ying propeller-driven Russian 
Antonov cargo planes turned bombers. The kids born in the last year that there 
was a dogfi ght of any kind are about to become draft-eligible themselves.

Yet a future fi ght will very likely feature critical  air battles, be it with state 
adversaries contending for air dominance with large numbers of combat aircraft, 
notably of the same generation, or to non state actors projecting power into the 
sky in a way they have never been able to do before. Indeed, this latter future may 
already be here. In the Iraq/Syria war, every side has now fl own  unmanned aircraft 
systems (UAS). U.S. air operations there depend on UAS for targeting and strike.   
Even the Iraqi military conducted its own  strikes with UAS it received from China, 
while  the self-proclaimed Islamic State jury-rigged commercial drones to give it 
 intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities that even  nation-states 
did not have a generation ago. 

The wars of the future will also be multi domain,  with fi ghts likely kicking of  
in places where we have never fought before. Unlike the pounding footsteps of 

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years

P.W. Singer and August Cole 
What We Know Now About 
the Wars of the Future
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In all these changes that loom, future 
confl icts will  see the old lessons of the last 
100 years . . . still ringing true. 
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German troops advancing into Liege , Belgium, in 1914, the 
droning of Val dive bombers over Pearl Harbor in 1941 or the 
“Shock and Awe” explosions of cruise missiles more recently 
over Baghdad, the opening shots of the next war will likely be 
silent. The reason is that the fi rst battles may well play out 
in  the vacuum of low Earth orbit or with software  in cyber-
space. The outcome of what happens in these two domains 
could prove determinant, as they are where the modern 
American way of war, in both its business and operational 
sides, is most vulnerable to disruption from new players.

The future of war may also see long-held tech advantages 
disappear. Part of the reason why so many other states are 
now building fi fth-generation fi ghter jets or fl ying Predator-
like drones is because of these new realms and modes of 
confl ict. The winners and losers of  coming  air battles may 
well be determined by already-lost battles in cyberspace, 
most notably from data heists at leading American aero-
space and technology corporations. It is hard to win an arms 
race when your research and development investments also 
pay for the other side’s advances.

 But leaders determined to defend the status quo should 
not be so arrogant as to think adversaries are simply steal-
ing and copying them. Unsatisfi ed with what it is getting 
from  Washington’s Beltway, even the Defense Department 
courts Silicon Valley in a race to just keep pace with  pri-
vate-sector innovation. In turn, China’s government and 
private-sector researchers are working together on a va-
riety of homegrown game-changing technologies, such as 
self-driving cars made by  Chongqing-based Changan Auto-
mobile Co. that just completed a road trip of 2,000 km  (1,242 
mi.) and the  Tianhe-2, the world’s fastest supercomputer.

These developments will also reshape the nature of  com-

bat, the identity of the com-
batants and the skills they 
need to bring to the fight. 
Wars in cyberspace will 
draw in players including 
military organizations that 
did not even exist a decade 
ago, loosely tethered  cyber-
militia and wholly indepen-
dent hacktivist networks. In 
turn, even F-22 fi ghter pilots 
now act more like battlefi eld 
data managers than the 
leather-helmeted aces of old. 
And artificial intelligence 
(AI) has evolved from the 
pages of science fi ction nov-
els to powering everything 

from cruise missiles that hunt for targets on their own to 
 IBM’s Watson—which has both already won the game show 
Jeopardy and competed for a Pentagon contract.

But in all these changes that loom, future confl icts will  see 
the old lessons of the last 100 years  Aviation Week has faith-
fully reported on still ringing true. Whatever the  techno-
logical advance, war is human in its core elements, from its 
causes to its dynamics. The adages endure: The fog of war 
is not going away, and no plan will survive fi rst contact. The 
adversaries will compete against one another, learn from 
one another and constantly strive to get inside each other’s 
OODA  (observe, orient, decide and act) loop, be it with prop 
plane or  AI. And, most of all, innovation, organization and 
implementation will triumph every time.  c 

August Cole and  P.W. Singer, two leading experts on national 
security, co-authored Ghost Fleet. The novel envisions the un-
folding of World War III and the technologies that would be 
used in the fi ght.  

Ghost Fleet’s fi ctional Type76QY 
Autonomous Littoral Surveillance 
System fi res a shot.
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Aviation Week asked former NASA Administra-
tor Dan Goldin what advice he would give future 
U.S. administrations on how best to advance science 
and technology.

T
he U.S. aerospace, defense and space organizations 
have delivered astonishing accomplishments and 
results in our lifetime, and the men and women 
who made this happen deserve our support and 
praise. However, their ability to succeed is being 
increasingly challenged, and without additional 

support and focus we are heading into danger. 
My advice is straightforward: Simplify our programs, 

or U.S. space and defense industries risk drowning in 
ever-increasing complexity. Sun Tzu famously said: “If 
you know your enemies and know yourself, you will not be 
imperiled in a hundred battles. . . . If you do not know your 
enemies nor yourself, you will be imperiled in every single 
battle.” Our enemies and threats have already expanded 
to become multidimensional, amorphous and asymmet-
ric. But worse, we increasingly do not “know ourselves,” 
with responsibility passed between agencies, organiza-
tions and corporations, lengthy and delayed programs, 
and a muddy understanding of success. 

So how do we secure and reignite the superb capa-
bilities of U.S. science and technology? I believe 
there are fi ve basic but critical requirements: 

RESPONSIBILITY 
Kelly Johnson of the Lockheed 
Martin Skunk Works team had 
clear responsibility for deliv-
ering the SR-71 “Blackbird.” 
He and his team delivered a 
design that flew for the first 
time on Dec. 22, 1964 —just 
over two years from approval 
of the contract. It entered 
service four years later in 
1968, eventually flying over 
1,000 sorties and setting of-
fi cial records for maximum 
aircraft altitude and speed 
that stand today.

However, over the five 
decades since the SR-71, 
major defense and space 
programs have ballooned 
in both complexity and 
time, negatively impact-
ing the clarity and con-
tinuity of the program’s 
mission—and the ability 
of our project teams to

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years
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support and focus we are heading into danger. 
My advice is straightforward: Simplify our programs, 

or U.S. space and defense industries risk drowning in 
ever-increasing complexity. Sun Tzu famously said: “If 
you know your enemies and know yourself, you will not be 
imperiled in a hundred battles. . . . If you do not know your 
enemies nor yourself, you will be imperiled in every single 
battle.” Our enemies and threats have already expanded 
to become multidimensional, amorphous and asymmet-
ric. But worse, we increasingly do not “know ourselves,” 
with responsibility passed between agencies, organiza-
tions and corporations, lengthy and delayed programs, 
and a muddy understanding of success. 

So how do we secure and reignite the superb capa-
bilities of U.S. science and technology? I believe 
there are fi ve basic but critical requirements: 

RESPONSIBILITY 
Kelly Johnson of the Lockheed 
Martin Skunk Works team had 
clear responsibility for deliv-
ering the SR-71 “Blackbird.” 
He and his team delivered a 
design that flew for the first 
time on Dec. 22, 1964 —just 
over two years from approval 
of the contract. It entered 
service four years later in 
1968, eventually flying over 
1,000 sorties and setting of-
fi cial records for maximum 
aircraft altitude and speed 
that stand today.

However, over the five 
decades since the SR-71, 
major defense and space 
programs have ballooned 
in both complexity and 
time, negatively impact-
ing the clarity and con-
tinuity of the program’s 
mission—and the ability 
of our project teams to
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Occasional project failure from driving 
for bold advancements is inevitable. 
A focus on avoiding all failure simply 
invites a dif erent kind, that of wasted 
resources and acceptance of mediocrity. 

successfully deliver needed results. 
Related to this, administration leader-

ship and Congress must remove themselves 
from micromanagement and cease vilifying 
failure. While safety is the absolute prior-
ity, occasional project failure from driving 
for bold advancements is inevitable. A focus 
on avoiding all failure simply invites a dif-
ferent kind, that of wasted resources and 
acceptance of mediocrity. Of course, failure 
cannot simply be accepted; when it occurs, 
it must be understood, and as necessary a 
new path charted. 

Responsibility must be given to a specifi c 
person or entity from womb to tomb, with 
complete leadership for creating the vision, 
driving production, and managing deploy-
ment. And we must accept that execut-
ing a bold vision will sometimes generate 
failure—which should be understood, ad-
dressed, and used as learning to accelerate 
future success. 

SCHEDULE
And related to defi ned responsibility, gener-
ally speaking no program should last more 
than two presidential terms. As programs 
extend beyond this time window, changing 
responsibility becomes increasingly likely—
and with each step away from the specifi c, 
focused and responsible person or entity, the 
opportunity for success decreases. 

Keep the mission short, and plan for suc-
cess within the time line of appointed au-
thority, simplifying the chain of command 
and helping ensure responsibility remains 
constant. 

EDUCATION
Every year a wave of bright, eager and pro-
ductive students enters universities and 
achieves advanced degrees supporting a 
vast array of engineering fi elds. However, 
these degrees are increasingly specialized, 
splintering into highly specifi c disciplines 
and thus increasing the required complex-
ity of engineering workforces. Worse, we 
are missing the opportunity to encourage 
thoughtful risk-taking toward the goal of 
technology transformation. 

Students should be taught a more holistic 
curriculum, including the vision to take risks 
and set challenging, lofty goals. 

RESOURCES
We must be willing to spend resources on 
focused programs. Great innovation driv-
ers such as Intel and Roche spent 20% and 
19% of their revenue, respectively, on R&D 

in 2015. What percentage should we spend 
to advance technology and strengthen the 
security of our nation? 

Prioritize programs, simplify the port-
folio, and then add necessary resources to 
bolster critical projects. Our nation depends 
on us, and it is our duty to keep it secure. 

COMPETITION
The current norm is for providers to bid 
on the same concept with standard re-
quirements, suppressing the opportunity 
for creative ideas. Instead, there should be 
wide-open competition for the best solu-
tion, including acceptance of creative ap-
proaches—whether from a current defense 
contractor or an innovator outside of the 
industry. 

Enable open competition for key pro-
grams, and select the best solution—from 
the contractor with the best design, focused 
responsibility, and ability to execute within 
a short period of time. 

CONCLUSION
We will continue to identify and face new 
threats, and our strategies and tactics 

must evolve to meet them. But we must 
also “know ourselves,” recognize our current 
trajectory—and simplify or die. The dif  cult 
truth is that bureaucracy and complexity 
can seriously endanger crucial programs. 

Ensuring the viability of U.S. S&T is not 
simply an opportunity, it is our responsibil-
ity—and a requirement for the security and 
continued innovation of our great nation. c

Dan Goldin was the administrator of NASA for 
three U.S. presidents, putting many hundreds of 
people into space without a single loss and rein-
vigorating the NASA Science and Technology 
programs. He is also the founder and CEO of 
KnuEdge, a San Diego-based startup delivering 
cutting-edge technologies for voice recognition, 
and large-scale machine learning and data ana-
lytics computing architectures.  
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T
he world’s fi rst commercial fl ight took of  in Florida on Jan. 1, 1914, just 
two years before the fi rst issue of Aviation Week was published. That 
bi-wing fl ying boat carried one paying passenger 21 mi. from St. Peters-
burg across the bay to Tampa, taking 23 min. to complete the journey. 

Commercial aviation has advanced a great deal since then, particu-
larly with the advent of the jet age in the late 1950s and early ’60s. And 

it has changed the way people around the world transact and interact. 

Tim Clark

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years

Today, our industry transports more 
than 3 billion passengers and 50 million 
tons of cargo annually, supporting over 57 
million jobs and $2.2 trillion in economic 
activity. We are essential to the function-
ing of global economies where goods and 
travelers can reach cities on the other side 
of the planet in less than a day. 

Although commercial aviation has not 
traditionally been perceived as an “innova-
tive” industry, progress is evident in almost 
every aspect of our sector of aerospace. 

In the 1930s, when an international fl ight 
could cost over a year’s wages in real terms, 
who would have thought it possible to fly 
for under $100? Who  could have imagined  a 
choice of over 80 airlines at a single point of 
departure, which is now a reality at airports 
like JFK, Heathrow and Dubai ? Who could 
have foreseen the growth of global air hubs 
in Asia and the Persian Gulf, or that Europe’s 
largest airline would be a low-cost carrier 
with its headquarters in Ireland? 

Technology, the world’s changing socio-

 As an industry, are we ready 

for tomorrow?

 Looking Forward
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economics and market liberalization have 
been great catalysts for progress—making 
possible new airline business models and 
innovation that benefi ts consumers, busi-
nesses, economies and our industry. 

New aircraft and engine technologies 
have dramatically improved fl ight safety, 
fl ying range, payload, ef  ciency, as well as 
crew and passenger comfort, while substan-
tially reducing noise and emissions. Tech-
nology has also improved air navigation 
and radar systems, passenger and cargo-
processing systems and af ected to dif ering 
degrees the complex ecosystem that makes 
up commercial air transport. 

Economic progress and the middle-class 
population boom across Asia have created 
a tremendous swell in air travel demand, 
spurring the start of new airlines and shift-
ing the balance of air traf  c fl ows eastward. 

In the early days, civil aviation was con-
sidered a public service to bridge continents. 
Most airlines were state-owned and others, 
like Pan Am, were supported as instruments 

of state power. Fares, fl ight schedules, seating and sometimes even the food 
served onboard were government-dictated and regulated. 

The need to liberalize aviation was soon recognized in the U.S. and Europe, 
with both continents at the vanguard of opening markets. The U.S. launched 
its Airline Deregulation Act in 1978 and pioneered the industry’s fi rst open 
skies air services agreement in 1992 with the Netherlands; this sparked simi-
lar ef orts across Europe through the 1980s and ’90s, and more recently in 
Australia, the U.K., Scandinavia, and parts of Central and Latin America. 

Fast-forward 20-plus years, and unfortunately aviation is still one of the 
most regulated industries. 

It is ironic that aviation, an industry that physically and literally connects 
the world, is itself one of the least “global” industries. There is still a strong 
government hand in matters such as airline ownership, operating licenses, 
market entry and access, airport slot allocation and even fare structures. The 
many legacy systems and interests still in place today prevent normalization of 
the industry to the detriment of global connectivity and economic prosperity. 

From the EU to the International Air Transport Association and Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization, everybody calls for more liberalization but 
progress on this front is lagging. Instead, the recent spate of protectionist 
rhetoric on both sides of the Atlantic whipped up by a few legacy carriers 
and their proxies threaten to move our industry backward. 

Aside from liberalization, we should also take a long hard look at the entire 
airline ecosystem and ask ourselves, why—with the exception of recent years, 
when oil prices are at historic lows—do airlines struggle to deliver decent 
profi ts compared to other industries with similarly high barriers to entry? 

Are we ready for tomorrow?
As an industry, we still have quite a bit of work to do to ensure we are 

fi ghting-fi t for the future. 
Innovation, speed to market, the willingness to listen to and ability to deliver 

on consumer preferences are all critical for success in the coming decades. 
We need to strip out unnecessary complexity and legacy systems that have 
become entrenched over the years. We need to build our business around our 
customers rather than archaic systems, and we need to accelerate innova-
tion—whether that is with new business models, new products or new ways 
of interacting with our customers and partners. 

 Also, we need the courage and confi dence to compete in the marketplace 
and resist the temptation to run to governments for protection and state aid. 

The best environment to foster innovation is one free of government-im-
posed restrictions, allowing airlines to compete and contest the marketplace. 
That freedom should also extend to the absence of state aid to airlines that dis-
tort competition—whether through government subsidies, loan guarantees, 
procurement preferences or bankruptcy codes that wipe clean the balance 
sheets of some countries’ carriers. Policies that support aviation are a plus; 
programs that prop up individual carriers are not. 

Emirates has always championed competition and liberalization. We’ve 
seen fi rst-hand the benefi ts of Dubai’s open skies policy for consumers, the 
economy and the airline industry. 

Despite the many success stories, liberalization and deregulation in our 
sector continues to be dif  cult, with multiple agendas among stakeholders. 
In my view, this is the biggest single obstacle to innovation and a healthy 
industry for the future. 

It would be a shame if we were locked into the present and unable to reap 
the potential of increased liberalization or ecosystem ef  ciencies. But even if we 
remained at status quo, the digital age and economic advancement in developing 
markets will continue to open up new possibilities for trade and businesses and 
new vistas for consumers, travelers and a globally mobile workforce.  

The source and cadence of our traf  c fl ows may change, but overall demand 
for aviation services will continue to grow as our world becomes ever more 
interconnected, and it is up to us as individual airlines to identify and serve 
this demand. 

I believe that air travel has a big and even brighter future. The progress 
that we have made to date is heartening, but we still have a ways to go. c

Tim Clark, 67, is president of Emirates Airline.
JAMES MORGAN/QANTAS VIA GETTYIMAGES
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Steve Mirmina

T
he 100th Anniversary of Aviation Week gives us the op-
portunity to look back as well as forward. Most folks 
did not anticipate 100 years ago that today private 
companies would be launching private rockets into 
space, delivering private payloads for private entities. 
Anticipating the future is challenging; it requires a 

suspension of reality, like stories we tell our kids—or stories 
they tell us. However, unlike ours,  our children’s imagina-
tions are not yet limited by laws of physics or gravity. 

Future space exploration raises many issues that we can 
only begin to consider today. In the year 2116, will booking 
a ticket on a rocket to Mars be as easy as catching a fight 
to Tokyo is today? As routine, commercial, human space 
travel becomes reality, it will raise a number of legal, social 
and ethical issues. 

First, there is the trip to Mars itself. Without a funda-
mental paradigm shift in propulsion technology, we do not 

know that humans would survive the return journey, given 
the deleterious efects on the human body of weightlessness 
(muscle atrophy, bone decalcifcation, eyesight disorders) 
and exposure to increased radiation levels, not to mention 
the psychological stress caused by space travel. 

As a society, we therefore need to ask whether we should 
send astronaut explorers on what may amount to a one-way 
trip. Are the societal benefts derived from human explora-
tion, expansion of knowledge and scientifc progress worth 
this risk to human life? If so, how should volunteers be 
screened, selected and trained? And on the basis of what cri-
teria? Would initial explorers all be the same gender? Would 
a married couple be suitable for the journey? Families fre-
quently have difculty not getting on each other’s nerves on 
a 6-hr. car trip. Imagine a six-month trip in a vehicle that, 
proportionally, might not be much bigger. It brings to mind 
the observation of O. Henry in The Handbook of Hymen: “If 

So Much To Consider

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years
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In the year 2116, will grabbing 
a rocket to Mars be as easy 
as catching a fl ight to Tokyo 
is today?

you want to instigate the art of manslaughter just shut two 
men up in an 18 X 20-ft.  cabin for a month. Human nature 
won’t stand it.” Having the mental wherewithal to survive 
the journey will be a necessary commodity.

The scientifi c and technological advances needed to suc-
cessfully achieve interplanetary spacefl ight also boggle the 
mind. Not only propulsion and shielding need to be orders of 
magnitude greater than what exist today, but what about the 
physiological ef ects of space travel on the human body? How 
would we address the increased cancers from exposure to 
the space radiation? How would the human needs to exercise 
and eat and drink daily be addressed? Would these explorers 
go into some form of hibernation during their long-duration 
spacefl ight, from which they could be gently awakened to eat 
breakfast before entry, descent and landing?

And then what happens after these explorers arrive at 
their destination? If one envisages a human presence on 

Mars, in the absence of terraforming  its surface—some-
thing that is unlikely to be accomplished in  the next cen-
tury—humans would still need to live in oxygenated and 
climate-controlled shelters. That means: no sunlight (the 
way we experience its warmth on our skin on Earth), no 
blue sky (or sky at all), no walking barefoot in the grass or 
diving into the ocean, and no fresh air. 

What about children born to this colony? It is one thing 
to think of adult volunteers signing up for this one-way 
mission to Mars. But would it be ethical to have children 
there? Children who could never go outside to play,  never 
feel fresh air, blow bubbles outside or feel the rain on their 
skin? Children born to this colony (given today’s science) 
could probably never  travel to Earth. And, even assuming 
they could survive the  trip, they might not survive Earth’s 
gravity. Their organs, muscles and skeletons would not be 
accustomed to it. 

If we consider this unethical,  it leads to questions  about 
how we can morally deal with possible future reproductive 
concerns.  If it is concluded by society that we do not want 
to bear children in this Martian colony, then would we con-
sider the corollary ethical and legal dilemma of sterilization 
of our initial space explorers to avoid any risk  of children  
being  conceived? 

The questions go on and on. With a limited number of 
people bearing children in a Mars colony, out of concern 
for future human health, how would inbreeding be avoided? 
Would  the Mars colonists transport with them sperm and 
eggs from dif erent donors on Earth (assuming those very 
elements of life themselves could be shielded from the dam-
aging ef ects of cosmic radiation)? Would this Mars com-
munity have a constitution or be self-governing? Would the 
inhabitants be subject to Earth’s laws? Would they have what 
Americans have come to know as “free speech”? Should 
early spacefarers be medically enhanced? Enhancements 
could range from sterilization and pre-emptive surgeries 
(like appendix removal) to laser eye surgery to enhance vi-
sion  to replacement of human organs with prosthetics (or 
3-D-printed parts). Eventually, such progress may call into 
question the very meaning of what it  is to be human. 

Fascinating as these questions are, fortunately, we do 
not require defi nitive answers to them yet. In fact, there 
is no way  we could answer those questions accurately at 
this time—any guesses  we  make would be mere specula-
tion  because we do not know what advances in medicine, 
science and technology will occur between now and then. 
As scholars of the year 1916 could not envisage today’s space 
actors, space laws or space activities, the most that we can 
do in 2016 is dream of what legal, social and ethical issues 
society will face in the next hundred years. It is not likely 
that anyone  reading this column will be around to know with 
certainty—but it is fun to think about. c

Steve Mirmina teaches space law at Georgetown University 
Law Center.

BRENT FUTRELL/GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER 
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Norm Augustine

“Motivation will almost always beat mere talent.”

A
viation Week, the venerable historian of the pro-
fession, printed its fi rst copy just 13 years after the 
Brothers Wright fl ew at Kitty Hawk and just 13 years 
before Robert Goddard fl ew his liquid-fueled rocket 
in a Massachusetts cabbage patch. Astonishingly, the 
Wrights’ famous fl ight could have taken place inside 

the space shuttle’s external fuel tank, were the latter to be 
placed on its side, and Goddard’s rocket reached a height 
nearly as great as that  of the Apollo launch vehicle—while  it 
was still standing on its pad at Cape Kennedy. Such has been 
the revolution of aerospace.

Bill Gates has said  aviation was to the 20th century what 
the Internet is to the 21st century. Indeed, the abilities to move 
objects at nearly the speed of sound and ideas at the speed 
of light  have been the foundation of globalization. Few in the 
Wrights’ era would have predicted that, in the U.S. alone, the 
number of passengers equal  to the 
population of Houston would each 
day board an aircraft and do so in 
such safety that a  traveler could, on 
average, do so 10 million times be-
fore becoming a fatality. In its spare 
time, the aerospace profession put 
12 humans on the Moon and built 
100,000 aircraft in a single year to 
help win a world war.

But all is not well. This year 
marks another but less esteemed 
and far less celebrated anniver-
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a cross-plot of these two fi ndings and forms the incontrovert-
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Norman Augustine is the retired chairman and CEO of Lockheed Mar-

tin. He served on the Council of Advisors on Science and Technology 

for Presidents Bill Clinton and George W.  Bush and won the National 

Medal of Technology. 
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T
he aeronautical breakthroughs that oc-
curred in the year of Aviation Week ’s birth, 
1916, seem quaint today. Zeppelins were 
coming into their own as a major means of 
projecting airpower. The armored cruiser 
North Carolina became the first ship to 

launch an aircraft by catapult while underway. And 
a nonstop fl ight from Chicago to New York  set an  
overland distance record of a whopping 590 mi.

One hundred years from now, it may be that 
the aviation advancements of 2016 will seem just 
as pedestrian as 1916’s milestones seem today. 
But from my vantage at the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (Darpa), I think even 
future historians will agree that 2016 was an in-
credibly creative and productive time for avia-
tion and space technology. I t sure has me excited. 
Here’s my list of the top fi ve areas  where some 
of the most thrilling changes are already in play :

1.  The ability to traverse airspace or aerospace 
above traditional subsonic speeds of Mach 0.7-0 .8 
will radically change transportation, intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance  and weapon sys-

tems architectures. Scramjets and hybrid-engine architectures that 
allow runway-type operations from a standing start up to Mach 5+ 
and beyond will drastically change point-to-point transport, archi-
tectures to deliver satellites to low Earth orbit (LEO), and time-crit-
ical reconnaissance and strike options. Af ordably accessing speeds 
well beyond subsonic limits will fundamentally change aerospace 
systems and architectures.

2.  We are seeing amazing breakthroughs in vertical-takeof -and-

For anyone looking back through the digital 

archives at this article as you prepare to write 

something for Aviation Week’s bicentennial, 

please know that we are having a great time 

pushing the envelope here in 2016.
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been treated as nation-state capabilities, resulting in highly reli-
able but expensive and infl exible transport systems to LEO, me-
dium Earth orbit (MEO) and geostationary Earth orbit (GEO). The 
dramatic spike in  interest and commercial investment in launch 
systems portends unprecedented “time to space” capabilities and 
multiple options for af ordable, resilient, proliferated commercial 
and government service-level agreements  for system delivery to 
space. Space will become a routinely accessible environment, similar 
to national and international airspace, and commercial launch and 
new architectures will vastly amplify the space commons.

5.  Our understanding and situational awareness of the LEO, MEO 
and GEO space environments over the last 50 years were largely 
limited to fi xed data sets and sensors viewing space objects that 
were constrained by immutable orbital laws of mechanics, with just 
minor changes over periods of months and years. Those limits and 
assumptions are now invalid. Space has become a real-time, dy-
namic environment in all aspects—including traf  c management, 
understanding of clutter and debris, operations, awareness, and 
command and control. We are on the brink of a future in which we 
will sense, understand, visualize, plan and conduct government and 
commercial operations in space in real time and on time scales of 
seconds, minutes and hours.

All of these advances point to a coming century of remarkable 
fl exibility and facility above the Earth’s surface. For anyone looking 
back through the digital archives at this article as you prepare to 
write something for Aviation Week ’s bicentennial,  please know that 
we are having a great time pushing the envelope back here in 2016. c

Brad Tousley is the director of  Darpa’s Tactical Technology Of  ce, which 
hunts for the advanced weapons and space system technologies with the 
highest payof . Before joining the Pentagon in 2013, he was an executive 
at Logos Technologies.

100 YEARS I The Next 100 Years

landing (VTOL) systems. Over the last 50 years, 
VTOL ef orts have largely focused on  two dif er-
entiated areas: The first—open-rotor systems 
(e.g., helicopters) with ef ective hovering ef  cien-
cies but limited forward-fl ight speeds due in large 
part to retreating blade stall limits, and the sec-
ond—high-speed forward-fl ight aircraft (e.g., the 
F-35) with short-takeof -and-landing capabilities 
but inef  cient hovering capability. But today, the 
trade-space between these two VTOL boundaries 
is opening signifi cantly. Advances in distributed 
propulsion well beyond the twin-rotor V-22, hybrid 
electric power systems and advanced digital fl ight 
control will transform VTOL capabilities in fun-
damental ways, including speed, hover ef  ciency, 
payload allocations and cruise ef  ciencies.

3. From the Wright brothers to Chuck Yeager 
and, most recently, Capt.  “Sully” Sullenberger, hu-
man pilots have been at the center of aerospace 
systems in terms of flight proficiency, safety 
and mission performance. The future is going 
to yield dramatic advances in collaboration be-
tween humans and machines  within the cockpit 
and between cockpits or fl ight control stations, 
wherever they are. This will yield improvements 
in safety and mission performance per platform 
and pilot, between platforms and with disaggre-
gated systems of airborne platforms. Pilots will 
primarily perform mission-command duties while 
enabling machines to perform tasks for which 
they are advantageously suited.

4.  Space launch systems since 1958 have largely 
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 100 Key
 Technologies

that shaped aviation, aerospace and defense

 T T Technologies

Wing warping
Ke y  t o  t h e  Wr i gh t  s ’ 
achievement of controlled 
and sustained powered 
fl ight was the use of  wing 
warping for lateral con-
trol—twisting the wingtips 
to increase angle of attack 
on one side and reduce it 
on the other, causing the 
aircraft to roll.  

 O
ne hundred years of 

Aviation Week. One 

hundred years of fl ight. 

To mark that, we of-

fer—in no particular order—100 

technologies, innovations and nov-

el schemes that made aviation and 

spacefl ight possible, practical and 

useful. And we present a few ideas 

that are making a comeback or 

might advance fl ight in the future. 

WIND TUNNEL
The fi rst wind tunnel was 
built  in 1871—32 years before 
the Wright brothers’ fi rst 
fl ight—by Britain’s Frank 
Wenham, when aviation pio-
neers realized they needed to 
understand lift and drag. The 
largest tunnel is the 80 X 120-
ft. National Full-Scale Aerody-
namics Complex at the NASA 
Ames  Research Center. The 
fastest is the Mach 30 LENS-
X at Calspan. 

Practical parachutes for airmen came 
 in the 1920s from a n observation in 
World War I: German  military avia-
tors,  equipped with crude parachutes 
in nearly all their aircraft,  survived 
jumps while British aviators,  who did 

not carry the devices, did not. “During 
the war, I estimated about 200 British 
pilots were seen to jump without para-
chutes from their burning machines  . . . 
rather than be roasted to death in mid-
air,” wrote Royal Flying Corps Maj. 
Thomas Orde-Lees  in  the Oct. 17, 1921, 
issue of Aviation . He said the British 
rejected parachutes  due to the extra 28 
lb. they added   to gross weight.     

    FLYING BOAT
Until bomber development during 
World War II produced the long-
range landplane  and hundreds 
of suitable runways around the 
world, the way to cross an ocean 
by air was in a fl ying boat.  From 
1931 to 1946, Pan American’s 
Sikorsky and Boeing Clippers 
plied routes to Latin America and 
across the Atlantic and Pacifi c. 
BOAC’s  Short Empires linked 
Britain with its colonies through 
the 1930s and ’40s. Consolidated 
Catalinas and  Short Sunder-
lands were among the most used 
maritime patrol aircraft of World 
War II . The U.S. Navy stuck with 
fl ying boats, even in the 1950s 
planning an entire sea-based 
nuclear strike force comprising 
Martin P6M SeaMaster jet bomb-
ers, Convair F2Y Sea Dart super-
sonic fi ghters and Convair R3Y 
Trademaster tanker/transports. 
But the idea died, and the Navy 

3

1

7 WING WARPING

retired its last fl ying boat  in the late 1960s. 
 Today, Beriev’s Be-200, the Bombardier 
415 “Superscooper,” Japan’s Shinmaywa 
US-2B and China’s large AG-600 keep the 
fl ying boat afl oat.  

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

James R. Asker, 
John Croft, Guy Norris 
and Graham Warwick
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BIPLANE 

    AERODYNAMIC CONTROLS

As aviation began, structures were 
not strong enough to enable the 

large wings needed. So the idea was born 
to stack smaller wings atop each other 

to get the lifting area required and bracing them together for 
strength. The biplane was the dominant confguration well into 
the 1930s. Obsolete by World War II, biplanes still saw combat, 
notably the Royal Air Force Fairey Swordfsh that helped sink 
the Bismarck. The Curtiss Condor II was the last biplane airliner, 
but it entered service at the same time as the monoplane Boeing 
247 and Douglas DC-2 and could not compete. Perhaps the most 
successful biplane is Antonov’s An-2 single-engine agricultural/
utility aircraft, which frst few in August 1947. Production ran for 
45 years. Sixty years later, more than 4,000 were still fying. 

6 AIRPORT

TWO-WAY RADIO
 
With almost constant connectivity between air-
craft and the ground today, it is easy to forget the 
momentous occasions 100 years ago that ushered 
in the modern age of air-ground communication. 
According to the Jan. 15, 1917, issue of Aviation, 
the U.S. Army Sig-
nal Corps reported 
successes with air-
ground and air-air 
radio connectiv-
ity during several 
tests in Southern 
California in the 
summer of 1916. 
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OF SCOOPS
1919 Orville Wright’s 

Call for Runways

Fifteen years after he and his 

brother Wilbur first took to the 

air at Kitty Hawk, North Caro-

lina, Orville Wright believed 

development of the aviation in-

dustry still had a long way to go. 

In a Viewpoint written for this 

magazine—then known as Avia-

tion and Aeronautical Engineer-

ing—Wright called for “distinctly 

marked and carefully prepared 

landing places.” To make fly-

ing safe, those runways “should 

be spaced every 10-12 

miles,” he wrote. Wright argued 

that while upkeep for a plane 

cost more than an automobile, it 

was “very much less than that of 

a yacht.” He also envisioned air-

planes being used more for com-

mercial purposes, noting that 

they could make the trip from 

his hometown of Dayton, Ohio, 

to Washington in just 3 hr. com-

pared with 16 hr. for a rail trip. 

“The airplane has already been 

made abundantly safe for fight,” 

Wright wrote. “The problem be-

fore the engineer today is that of 

providing for safe landing.”

Read Orville Wright’s  

Viewpoint from Jan. 1, 1919, at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

Airports have come a 
long way since the U.S. 
Army Signal Corps es-
tablished a training base 
at College Park, Mary-
land, to teach a couple of 
military ofcers how to 
fy the government’s frst airplane—a Wright Type A biplane. 
College Park, called the world’s “oldest, continuously operating 
airport” remains, and approximately 50,000 others are opera-
tional worldwide.  
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Generally, aircraft are controlled with elevators (pitch), ailerons 
(roll) and rudders (yaw). The elevator and rudder appeared in 
design sketches as early as 1876. The aileron is credited to Brit-
ain’s Matthew Piers Watt Boulton in 1868. The Wrights chose 
wing warping, but by 1911 the hinged aileron had prevailed. 
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LIQUID-ROCKET
PROPULSION9

12 ALTIMETER

 RADIO NAVIGATION
 Three globally used methods of 
navigation—non-directional bea-
cons (NDB), VHF omni-directional 

ranging (VOR) 
and distance-
measuring 
equipment 
(DME)—con-
tinue to be com-
monplace in the 
cockpit since 
introduction in 
the 1930s, 1940s 
and 1950s, 
respectively, 
but are quickly 
being relegated 

to backup roles by global navigation 
satellite systems, including GPS.  

10

13 ARTIFICIAL HORIZON

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

It was an achievement as signifi cant 
to spacefl ight as that of the Wright 
brothers at Kitty Hawk was to air 
fl ight. In 1926, Robert Goddard, a 
physics professor at what is now 
Clark University in Worcester, Mas-
sachusetts, fl ew the world’s fi rst 
liquid-fueled rocket. Solid-fueled 
rockets had existed for centuries 
and continue to be useful today. But 
liquid-fueled engines can provide ad-
vantages in energy density, and they 
can be throttled.  Goddard built on the 
experiments and theory of Russia’s 
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, whose work 
also infl uenced Hermann Oberth, the 
father of German rocketry.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Unlike many modern-day advances in aviation, the U.S. federalization of air 
traf  c control (ATC) more than 70 years ago was not in reaction to a disaster. 
Rather, the  Bureau of Air Commerce proactively took control of en route 
traf  c in 1936 and airports in 1941  because of fears that an accident was immi-
nent. According to a report several years ago by the FAA’s historian, Theresa 
Kraus, the introduction of “modern aircraft” in the 1930s— the Boeing 247 and 
Douglas DC-2 and  -3—spurred demand in air travel to increase 300% from 
1934 to 1939.  Kraus says near-misses became commonplace, leading to calls for 
government intervention. The bureau ’s fi rst ATC supervisor   urged his supe-
riors to  fi nd funding to ensure the takeover. “Funds should be made available 
at once to enable the formative work to go forth,” he said. “The fact that there 
have been no major disasters caused by collision in the air has  . . . been a mat-
ter of luck rather than forethought, and I cannot urge too strongly, basing my 
statement on fi rst-hand knowledge, that the bureau  . . . move on this problem 
with the utmost speed, as the consequences of such a collision would provoke 
. . . a storm of comment and criticism such as never been seen before.” 

It was 1928 when German-
American inventor Paul Kolls-
man created “the world’s fi rst 
accurate barometric altimeter,” 
a system that uses a stack of 
evacuated, corrugated bronze 
aneroid 
capsules 
that expand 
or contract 
based on 
the static 
pressure 
at altitude. 
The follow-
ing year, 
American 
aviation pio-
neer Jimmy 
Doolittle 
made the devices a household 
aviation name when he fl ew 
the fi rst “blind” or fog-fl ying 
experiments, using a Kollsman 
altimeter.  Today, the sensitive 
altimeter with a “baro-set” 
feature called the Kollsman win-
dow continues to be an aircraft 
mainstay worldwide . 

Use of artifi cial horizons is fi rst 
mentioned in an Aug. 28, 1922, issue 
of Aviation, where writers discussed 
National Advisory Committee on 
Aeronautics  Report No. 131 on the 
evolution of “aerial navigation” meth-

ods. Included 
were artifi cial 
horizons us-
ing “bubble, 
pendulum and 
gyroscopic 
types.” What 
ultimately 
became the 
artifi cial hori-
zon, or attitude 
indicator, used 
on most gen-
eral aviation 

aircraft is an instrument with a gyro 
disk spinning in a horizontal plane, 
with precession forces generated as 
the aircraft pitches and rolls. More 
recently, mechanical gyroscopes in 
many cases have been replaced on 
the high end by fi ber-optic gyros and 
on the low end by MEMS gyros and 
accelerometers.  
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PITOT TUBE15 AIR-COOLED ENGINE16

VARIABLE-PITCH 
PROPELLER17

OVERWING 
ENGINES

OF SCOOPS
1947 Yeager Breaks 

the Sound Barrier

In late 1947, Aviation Week re-

vealed that the fabled “sound 

barrier” had been broken by U.S. 

Air Force Capt. Charles “Chuck” 

Yeager in the Bell XS-1. The news 

was leaked to the magazine’s re-

nowned engineering editor Rob-

ert McLarren, two months after 

the Oct. 14 fl ight over Muroc Dry 

Lake, California. It made instant 

headlines around the world. De-

scribed by McLarren as the Bell 

XS-1 (“S” for supersonic, a title 

later simplified to X-1), the fu-

selage’s shape closely resembled 

a 0.50-caliber bullet, the theory 

being that this was known to be a 

stable aerodynamic shape at son-

ic velocity. The rocket-powered 

vehicle also had straight, thin-

but-strong wings, which McLar-

ren identified as a significant 

factor given that swept wings 

were fast becoming the favored 

configuration for higher-speed 

designs. “Now the possibility ex-

ists that swept wings will not be 

required for supersonic aircraft, 

and a reevaluation of high-speed 

design characteristics of current 

projects is indicated.” Given the 

pioneering times, we can forgive 

McLarren for such speculation. 

It is also curious to see in the 

story that Yeager’s name is mis-

spelled Yaeger. Was this a simple 

error, or perhaps deliberately 

done as part of efforts to protect 

Aviation Week’s source? 

Read McLarrenÕs original story 

in the Dec. 22, 1947, edition of 

Aviation Week at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

Named for its inventor, Henry Pitot, 
the pitot tube is used in combination 
with static measurement devices, 
such as static ports, to determine 
indicated airspeed. The tube points 
directly into the airfl ow and measures 
the stagnation (or total) pressure. The 
dif erence between this and the static 
pressure is used to determine velocity.

The ability to alter the pitch of the 
propeller blade in fl ight enables bet-
ter climb performance and greater 
engine ef  ciency. A low-pitch or fi ne 
angle is best for takeof  and climb 
because this allows the engine to 
run at higher speeds and develop 
more power. At higher altitudes, in 
less dense air, a high or coarse pitch 
angle is preferred for optimizing 
ef  ciency by allowing the aircraft 
to cruise at higher airspeed and 
reduced rpm. Hamilton Standard 
developed the fi rst practical system 
to change  blade angle in fl ight  for  
the Douglas DC-1 in 1933.

Early engine makers provided ad-
equate cooling air with a design in 
which the crankshaft  was fi xed to 
the airframe, but the entire crank-
case and cylinders rotated. The 
concept, made famous by the Gnome 

(pictured) , was pioneered by French 
automotive engineers Louis and 
Laurent Seguin, who founded the 
“Societe des Moteurs Gnome” in 
1905. Lighter and more ef  cient than 
previous direct-drive engines, Pratt 
& Whitney’s R-1340 Wasp in 1925 
launched three decades of increas-
ingly powerful radials.   

A design rule of thumb is: Do not put 
engines over the wing, where they can in-
terfere with the aerodynamics. But more 
designers are ignoring that rule and the 
reason is advances in computational fl uid 
dynamics (CFD). The counsel against over-
wing engines appears to have originated 
with VFW-614, a commercially unsuccess-
ful small airliner of the 1970s designed by 
VFW-Fokker . But interference between 
airfl ows over the wing and pylon caused 
fl ow separation that limited cruise speed 
to Mach 0.65. Eyebrows were raised when 
Honda chose over-the-wing engine mounts 
for its HondaJet light business jet,  but CFD 
came to the rescue.  
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14 PRACTICAL HELICOPTER
The Breguet brothers’ Gyroplane No. 1 of 1906 
and Paul Cornu’s twin-rotor design of 1907 were 
the fi rst helicopters to fl y, both in France . The 
Focke-Wulf Fw61, fl own in Germany in 1936, was 
the fi rst practical twin-rotor helicopter, but Igor 
Sikorsky’s VS-300, fi rst fl own in 1939, is consid-
ered the progenitor of the modern helicopter.  
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PROPULSION9

12 ALTIMETER
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ranging (VOR) 
and distance-
measuring 
equipment 
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monplace in the 
cockpit since 
introduction in 
the 1930s, 1940s 
and 1950s, 
respectively, 
but are quickly 
being relegated 

to backup roles by global navigation 
satellite systems, including GPS.  
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experiments and theory of Russia’s 
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, whose work 
also infl uenced Hermann Oberth, the 
father of German rocketry.
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Unlike many modern-day advances in aviation, the U.S. federalization of air 
traf  c control (ATC) more than 70 years ago was not in reaction to a disaster. 
Rather, the  Bureau of Air Commerce proactively took control of en route 
traf  c in 1936 and airports in 1941  because of fears that an accident was immi-
nent. According to a report several years ago by the FAA’s historian, Theresa 
Kraus, the introduction of “modern aircraft” in the 1930s— the Boeing 247 and 
Douglas DC-2 and  -3—spurred demand in air travel to increase 300% from 
1934 to 1939.  Kraus says near-misses became commonplace, leading to calls for 
government intervention. The bureau ’s fi rst ATC supervisor   urged his supe-
riors to  fi nd funding to ensure the takeover. “Funds should be made available 
at once to enable the formative work to go forth,” he said. “The fact that there 
have been no major disasters caused by collision in the air has  . . . been a mat-
ter of luck rather than forethought, and I cannot urge too strongly, basing my 
statement on fi rst-hand knowledge, that the bureau  . . . move on this problem 
with the utmost speed, as the consequences of such a collision would provoke 
. . . a storm of comment and criticism such as never been seen before.” 

It was 1928 when German-
American inventor Paul Kolls-
man created “the world’s fi rst 
accurate barometric altimeter,” 
a system that uses a stack of 
evacuated, corrugated bronze 
aneroid 
capsules 
that expand 
or contract 
based on 
the static 
pressure 
at altitude. 
The follow-
ing year, 
American 
aviation pio-
neer Jimmy 
Doolittle 
made the devices a household 
aviation name when he fl ew 
the fi rst “blind” or fog-fl ying 
experiments, using a Kollsman 
altimeter.  Today, the sensitive 
altimeter with a “baro-set” 
feature called the Kollsman win-
dow continues to be an aircraft 
mainstay worldwide . 

Use of artifi cial horizons is fi rst 
mentioned in an Aug. 28, 1922, issue 
of Aviation, where writers discussed 
National Advisory Committee on 
Aeronautics  Report No. 131 on the 
evolution of “aerial navigation” meth-

ods. Included 
were artifi cial 
horizons us-
ing “bubble, 
pendulum and 
gyroscopic 
types.” What 
ultimately 
became the 
artifi cial hori-
zon, or attitude 
indicator, used 
on most gen-
eral aviation 

aircraft is an instrument with a gyro 
disk spinning in a horizontal plane, 
with precession forces generated as 
the aircraft pitches and rolls. More 
recently, mechanical gyroscopes in 
many cases have been replaced on 
the high end by fi ber-optic gyros and 
on the low end by MEMS gyros and 
accelerometers.  
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22 FLIGHT SIMULATOR

20
NACA-SERIES 

AIRFOILS

19
AERONAUTICAL CHARTS 

AND AIRPORT MAPS

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

Aeronautical charts have come a long way since Elrey Jeppe-
sen fi rst sold printed copies of his copious notes on landmarks, 
elevations of obstructions and airport runway information for 
the airmail routes he fl ew with the Boeing 40B biplane. Today, 
charts, approach plates and airport diagrams are available on 
practically every personal electronic device carried by pilots, 
updated on 28-day cycles. Enhancing situational awareness is 
“own-ship” position made possible by GPS or other global navi-
gation systems.

In 1933, the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Aeronautics (NACA) pub-
lished a landmark report on the char-
acteristics of 78 airfoil sections tested 
in the variable-density wind tunnel 
at Langley, Virginia. This introduced 
a numbering system  that indicated 
the airfoil’s critical characteristics: 
maximum mean camber, its position 
and maximum thickness. This was 
later expanded to include leading-
edge radius and position of maximum 
thickness to defi ne an airfoil profi le. 
NACA’s work formed a foundation for 
wing design for decades, the 230-se-
ries proving popular.

The September 1936 issue of Aviation helps reveal the vast changes that have 
taken place in fl ight simulation fi delity over 70 years. An article extols the vir-
tues of the new Link Advanced Trainer, which “not only reproduces all condi-
tions of instrument fl ying, but embodies an automatic course recorder” that 
plots out the student’s course in pen and ink, “even including slight turns and 
minute errors in compass headings.” Known as the “Blue Box,” the Link simu-
lator  was fi rst built in 1929 to teach instrument fl ying skills.

21
AUXILIARY 

POWER UNIT
 The fi rst airborne auxiliary 
power unit (APU), in the form of 
a small petrol engine, appeared 
during World War I. During 
World War II, U.S. bombers such 
as the Boeing B-29 were fi tted 
with a “putt-putt” to start the 
engines, while the Germans used 
small two-strokes to start their 
early jet engines. The fi rst gas-
turbine APU was the Garrett Ai-
Research GTC85 on the Boeing 
727, which was used for engine 
starting and air conditioning on 
the ground. AiResearch become 
Honeywell, a major supplier of 
APUs alongside Pratt & Whitney. 
The latter provides the largest 
APU in use, the Airbus A380’s 
1.3-megawatt PW980A. 

The modern aircraft carrier is a confl uence of in-
ventions. The fi rst purpose-designed “fl at top” was 
Japan’s Hosho, commissioned in 1922. The arrestor 
wire was invented in the U.S. in 1911, followed in the 
U.K. by the angled deck in 1945, the steam catapult in 
1950 and the optical landing system in 1952.
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STRESSED SKINS

24 AUTOGYRO

By the time Sikorsky few the VS-300 
in 1939, the autogyro had been fying 
for more than 15 years, but the frst 
commercially successful rotorcraft 
would not survive the invention of 
the modern helicopter. An autogyro, 
or gyroplane, has an unpowered ro-
tor driven by air fowing through the 
disc, otherwise known as autorota-
tion, so it cannot take of or land 
vertically unless the rotor is spun 
up in advance. But autogyros can 
take of and land in short distances 
and fy safely at low speed, and they 
pioneered many of the features that 

made helicopters practical. Spanish 
engineer Juan de la Cierva invented 
the “Autogiro” in 1920 and developed 
the articulated rotor. This made the 
aircraft stable, and Cierva’s frst suc-
cessful autogyro few in 1923. Anoth-
er autogyro, Austrian designer Raoul 
Hafner’s ARIII Gyroplane fown in 
the U.K. in 1935, was equipped with 
cyclic and collective blade pitch 
control, which became standard on 
helicopters.

25 CHECKLIST

The prosaic checklist. The ritual and boredom of going through it. Yet the 
checklist’s impact on air safety cannot be denied. No one is quite sure when 
and where it arose. One version, told in Atul Gawande’s book The Checklist 
Manifesto, is that it came about after a predecessor of the B-17 crashed in a 
1935 fy-of to win U.S. Army Air Corps business. An investigation revealed 
that the crew had forgotten to release elevator and rudder locking mecha-
nisms. Instead of urging that crews be more experienced to fy the compli-
cated, multi-engine airplane, someone at Boeing thought, “Why not create 
simple lists of tasks to remind all pilots of the steps to follow?”

POWERED CONTROLS26

27

As aircraft increased in size, 
balancing control-surface 
forces with set-back hinges, 
horn balances or aerodynamic 
tabs was no longer sufcient. 
Hydraulically boosted con-

trols were tested by Douglas for its experimental DC-4E, but rejected for the 
production DC-4. Instead, the Boeing 307, fown in 1938, was the frst airliner 
with hydraulically boosted elevators and rudder.

The real drive toward metal-made aircraft and away from 
fabric and wood construction was led by Hugo Junkers. After 
early tests of the smooth-skinned, tin-plated steel J1 monoplane 
in 1915, Junkers switched to a new aluminum alloy, Duralumin, 
which he used in corrugations running fore and aft that con-
tributed to structural strength. But the invention of stressed 
skin really paved the way for the future of aviation. Developed 
theoretically by Herbert Wagner in Germany in the late 1920s, 
stressed skins also absorbed bending loads and were part of 
a structure where spars, ribs and skin all formed an integral 
part of the aircraft’s strength. The frst practical stressed 
wing structure was independently devised and made by Jack 
Northrop for his X-216H fying wing. JUD MCCRANIE
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Aeronautical charts have come a long way since Elrey Jeppe-
sen fi rst sold printed copies of his copious notes on landmarks, 
elevations of obstructions and airport runway information for 
the airmail routes he fl ew with the Boeing 40B biplane. Today, 
charts, approach plates and airport diagrams are available on 
practically every personal electronic device carried by pilots, 
updated on 28-day cycles. Enhancing situational awareness is 
“own-ship” position made possible by GPS or other global navi-
gation systems.

In 1933, the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Aeronautics (NACA) pub-
lished a landmark report on the char-
acteristics of 78 airfoil sections tested 
in the variable-density wind tunnel 
at Langley, Virginia. This introduced 
a numbering system  that indicated 
the airfoil’s critical characteristics: 
maximum mean camber, its position 
and maximum thickness. This was 
later expanded to include leading-
edge radius and position of maximum 
thickness to defi ne an airfoil profi le. 
NACA’s work formed a foundation for 
wing design for decades, the 230-se-
ries proving popular.

The September 1936 issue of Aviation helps reveal the vast changes that have 
taken place in fl ight simulation fi delity over 70 years. An article extols the vir-
tues of the new Link Advanced Trainer, which “not only reproduces all condi-
tions of instrument fl ying, but embodies an automatic course recorder” that 
plots out the student’s course in pen and ink, “even including slight turns and 
minute errors in compass headings.” Known as the “Blue Box,” the Link simu-
lator  was fi rst built in 1929 to teach instrument fl ying skills.

21
AUXILIARY 

POWER UNIT
 The fi rst airborne auxiliary 
power unit (APU), in the form of 
a small petrol engine, appeared 
during World War I. During 
World War II, U.S. bombers such 
as the Boeing B-29 were fi tted 
with a “putt-putt” to start the 
engines, while the Germans used 
small two-strokes to start their 
early jet engines. The fi rst gas-
turbine APU was the Garrett Ai-
Research GTC85 on the Boeing 
727, which was used for engine 
starting and air conditioning on 
the ground. AiResearch become 
Honeywell, a major supplier of 
APUs alongside Pratt & Whitney. 
The latter provides the largest 
APU in use, the Airbus A380’s 
1.3-megawatt PW980A. 

The modern aircraft carrier is a confl uence of in-
ventions. The fi rst purpose-designed “fl at top” was 
Japan’s Hosho, commissioned in 1922. The arrestor 
wire was invented in the U.S. in 1911, followed in the 
U.K. by the angled deck in 1945, the steam catapult in 
1950 and the optical landing system in 1952.
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31 JET ENGINE

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

German aerodynamicist Adolf Busemann fi rst proposed using 
swept wings to reduce high-speed drag in 1935. Germany began 
a secret research program with high-speed wind tunnel testing, 
but by the end of World War II a prototype swept-wing fi ghter, 
the Messerschmitt P.1101, was only 80% complete. The U.S. seized 
the aircraft and data. Meanwhile, U.S. National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics (NACA) aerodynamicist Robert T. Jones 
had independently discovered the high-speed advantage of swept 
wings. The results were the North American F-86 fi ghter and Boe-
ing B-47 bomber  (pictured), fl own within months of each other in 
1947. The Soviet Union also fl ew the MiG-15 that year. Britain was 
slower to follow suit, but in 1949 the de Havilland Comet became 
the fi rst swept-wing, jet-powered airliner to fl y.

The concept of an aircraft powered 
by a gas turbine engine with an inlet, 
compressor, combustor, turbine and 
nozzle was conceived in 1929 by Frank 
Whittle, a Royal Air Force pilot and 
engineer who fi led a patent in January 

1930. Almost simultaneously, while 
Whittle struggled to gain serious 
support for his idea in Britain, a com-
pletely independent turbojet design 
was developed by Hans von Ohain, a 
researcher at Gottingen, Germany.

Backed by aircraft developer Ernst 
Heinkel, the fi rst  HeS 1 engine (fueled 
by hydrogen) ran within weeks of the 
fi rst Whittle engine in early 1937. An 
improved version of Ohain’s engine, 
the diesel-fueled  HeS 3, powered the 
Heinkel He 178 experimental aircraft  
on its fi rst fl ight on Aug. 27, 1939. The 
Whittle W.1-powered Gloster E.28/39 
experimental prototype fl ew May 15, 
1941, from RAF Cranwell, England. 

Both Ohain and Whittle used 
centrifugal compressors, but BMW 
and Junkers used axial compressors, 
which proved to have greater growth 
potential. 

30

World War II provided the impetus to de-
velop the modern ejection seat, 
which uses rocket power and 
a seat on rails to propel a pilot 

away from the aircraft before 
deploying a parachute. The U.S. 

Air Force tested what would have been a 
major enhancement to the basic ejection seat 

in the late 1960s—a turbojet-pow-
ered, steerable recovery system 
that would carry the pilot up to 
50 nm to avoid landing in enemy 
territory and save the military 
from conducting dangerous 

search-and-rescue operations.

SWEPT WING

PRESSURIZED CABIN32

29 TURBOCHARGED ENGINE

EJECTION SEAT28

Researchers toward the end of World War I discovered that the power of a 
piston engine at sea level could be signifi cantly boosted by precompressing 
air before it was ingested into the engine, usually by a centrifugal compres-
sor. The system also compensated for the ef ect of decreasing air density with 
altitude, preventing power levels from declining as the aircraft climbed. The 
true benefi ts of turbo-superchargers for improved high-altitude performance 
became apparent in the 1930s with the development of the Boeing B-17 strate-
gic bomber and the fi rst airliners with pressurized cabins.
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34 AIRSHIP

35
INTEGRALLY 

MACHINED SKIN

LANDING GEAR

  Mention airships, and inevitably the Hindenburg disaster of 1937 comes 
to mind. The fi ery destruction of the Zeppelin rigid airship while at-
tempting to moor at NAS Lakehurst, New Jersey, after a transatlantic 
fl ight killed 36 people and ended the era of passenger airships.

U.S. airships of the time used helium rather than hydrogen for buoy-
ancy because of the discovery by the University of Kansas in 1905 that 
helium could be extracted from natural gas. The U.S. Navy used  airships 
for anti-submarine warfare and airborne early warning into the 1960s.

Small airships continue to be used for aerial advertising, sightseeing 
fl ights, surveillance and research.  Three 12-passenger Zeppelin NTs  will 
become the latest in the iconic line of Goodyear Blimps.

 The U.K.’s Hybrid Air Vehicles bought the canceled LEMV hybrid 
airship prototype back from the  U.S. Army and will return the vehicle 
to fl ight this year as the  Airlander 10. Lockheed Martin  has secured a 
launch customer for its LMH-1 hybrid cargo airship. 

Opening of the large Propeller Re-
search Tunnel at NACA’s Langley site 
in 1927 allowed testing of full-scale 
fuselages and confi rmed that fi xed 
landing gear was a major source of 
drag. Retractable landing gear ap-
peared on the Boeing Monomail in 
1930 and Lockheed Orion in 1931. At 

fi rst hand-cranked, then electrically 
driven, landing gear become hydrau-
lically actuated after the O-ring was 
patented in the U.S. in 1937.  

33

In the mid-1930s, U.S. airlines grew increasingly 
interested in the potential of fl ying at higher alti-
tudes. Trans World Airlines (TWA) launched its 
own “‘over-the-weather”’ research program with 
a modifi ed DC-1 and later a Northrop “Gamma” 
testbed fi tted with oxygen for the crew and 
supercharged engines. In 1937, Lockheed also 
conducted high-altitude tests of a specially modi-
fi ed Electra with an all-new pressurized fuselage. 
In addition, Boeing  began development of the 
Model 307 Stratoliner,  the fi rst airliner with a 
pressurized passenger cabin using air from Gen-
eral Electric  Type B superchargers fi tted to the 
aircraft’s Wright Cyclone engines. 

Development of numerical control (NC) ma-
chining enabled complex structures such as 
bulkheads and integrally stif ened wing skins to 
be cut from solid blocks of alloy, rather than as-
sembled from sheet metal—improving quality, 
reducing weight, and saving time and cost. NC 
machining was conceived in 1942 by machinist 
John Parson. Today fi ve-axis high-speed preci-
sion machining is standard for metal structures.

36

U.S. NAVAL HISTORICAL CENTER

PRESSURE SUIT
Anti-G wear—pressurized suits worn by aviators and as-
tronauts to prevent blood from pooling in the lower part of 
the body during  high-acceleration conditions to prevent G-
induced loss of consciousness—was fi rst used by British Hur-
ricane and Spitfi re pilots in the early 1940s. Those devices—
water-fi lled bladders that encapsulated a pilot’s legs—evolved 
into air-fi lled bladders around the calves, thighs and abdomen 
in the gradient pressure suits developed by researchers at the 
Mayo Clinic. The David Clark Co. fabricated the early suits, 
which the U.S. military began using in 1943.

 The company continues to build the suits 70 years later and 
is evolving the design.  In 2012, it built a free-fall suit (pictured) 
for Felix  Baumgartner, the adventurer who jumped from a 
balloon at 128,100 ft. and travel ed at supersonic speeds in free 
fall until deploying a parachute at a lower altitude .
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31 JET ENGINE

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

German aerodynamicist Adolf Busemann fi rst proposed using 
swept wings to reduce high-speed drag in 1935. Germany began 
a secret research program with high-speed wind tunnel testing, 
but by the end of World War II a prototype swept-wing fi ghter, 
the Messerschmitt P.1101, was only 80% complete. The U.S. seized 
the aircraft and data. Meanwhile, U.S. National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics (NACA) aerodynamicist Robert T. Jones 
had independently discovered the high-speed advantage of swept 
wings. The results were the North American F-86 fi ghter and Boe-
ing B-47 bomber  (pictured), fl own within months of each other in 
1947. The Soviet Union also fl ew the MiG-15 that year. Britain was 
slower to follow suit, but in 1949 the de Havilland Comet became 
the fi rst swept-wing, jet-powered airliner to fl y.

The concept of an aircraft powered 
by a gas turbine engine with an inlet, 
compressor, combustor, turbine and 
nozzle was conceived in 1929 by Frank 
Whittle, a Royal Air Force pilot and 
engineer who fi led a patent in January 

1930. Almost simultaneously, while 
Whittle struggled to gain serious 
support for his idea in Britain, a com-
pletely independent turbojet design 
was developed by Hans von Ohain, a 
researcher at Gottingen, Germany.

Backed by aircraft developer Ernst 
Heinkel, the fi rst  HeS 1 engine (fueled 
by hydrogen) ran within weeks of the 
fi rst Whittle engine in early 1937. An 
improved version of Ohain’s engine, 
the diesel-fueled  HeS 3, powered the 
Heinkel He 178 experimental aircraft  
on its fi rst fl ight on Aug. 27, 1939. The 
Whittle W.1-powered Gloster E.28/39 
experimental prototype fl ew May 15, 
1941, from RAF Cranwell, England. 

Both Ohain and Whittle used 
centrifugal compressors, but BMW 
and Junkers used axial compressors, 
which proved to have greater growth 
potential. 

30

World War II provided the impetus to de-
velop the modern ejection seat, 
which uses rocket power and 
a seat on rails to propel a pilot 

away from the aircraft before 
deploying a parachute. The U.S. 

Air Force tested what would have been a 
major enhancement to the basic ejection seat 

in the late 1960s—a turbojet-pow-
ered, steerable recovery system 
that would carry the pilot up to 
50 nm to avoid landing in enemy 
territory and save the military 
from conducting dangerous 

search-and-rescue operations.

SWEPT WING

PRESSURIZED CABIN32

29 TURBOCHARGED ENGINE

EJECTION SEAT28

Researchers toward the end of World War I discovered that the power of a 
piston engine at sea level could be signifi cantly boosted by precompressing 
air before it was ingested into the engine, usually by a centrifugal compres-
sor. The system also compensated for the ef ect of decreasing air density with 
altitude, preventing power levels from declining as the aircraft climbed. The 
true benefi ts of turbo-superchargers for improved high-altitude performance 
became apparent in the 1930s with the development of the Boeing B-17 strate-
gic bomber and the fi rst airliners with pressurized cabins.
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HIGH-LIFT DEVICE38

39
PLEXIGLAS
Acrylic, a transparent 
plastic, was introduced 
in 1933 in Germany 
as Plexiglas and fi rst 
used for aircraft wind-
shields shortly before 
World War II. Plastic 
was lighter than glass, 
and the acrylic bubble 
canopy dramatically 
improved visibility for 
fi ghter pilots. Today’s 
F-35 has a thermo-
formed acrylic canopy.

37

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

Perhaps the fi rst aircraft to have a high-lift system was a 
de Havilland DH4 testbed  (pictured) modifi ed by Hand-
ley Page to a monoplane with full-span leading-edge 
slats and trailing-edge fl aps to improve low-speed per-
formance. Fowler fl aps that extend backward and down-
ward to increase area and camber were invented in the 
U.S. in 1924 and used on the Lockheed Electra. Forward-
hinged Kruger leading-edge fl aps were invented in Ger-
many in 1943 and used on the Boeing 707.

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT40

ICE 

PROTECTION
The Aug. 21, 1951, Aviation 
Week described a new ice 
protection system. The 
aircraft was the Canadi-
an-built Avro Jetliner, a 
four-engine airliner that 
fi rst fl ew 11 days before the 
magazine came out but 
 was canceled two years 
later. The Goodyear ice 
protection system, called 
 Iceguard,  is no longer in 
use, but the technique—
electro-thermal heat via 
electrical resistance in 
wires running over the 
wing, horizontal stabiliz-
er and vertical stabilizer 
leading edges—remains a 
viable option today. 

  A more popular tech-
nique for jet aircraft is 
to route hot bleed air 
from engine compressors 
through ducts in the lead-
ing edge. For lighter air-
craft, pneumatic deicing 
boots on propellers, wing 
and tail leading edges is 
generally the most ef ec-
tive, although some air-
craft use anti-icing fl uids 
pumped up through tiny 
holes in the wings, tail 
and propeller to prevent 
ice build up.

41

AIRBORNE 
RADAR
Radar’s history reaches 
back to the late  19th 
century, but Britain was 
fi rst to demonstrate 
radio detection and rang-
ing of aircraft in 1935. 
The Royal Air Force 
 (RAF) fi elded the fi rst 
VHF-frequency airborne 
radars in 1940 on Bristol 
Blenheims. Development 
of the cavity magnetron 
in the U.K. enabled 
smaller, higher-resolution 
microwave-frequency 
radars, which became op-
erational in 1941 on RAF 
Bristol Beaufi ghters.

After World War II, 
Hughes Aircraft  Co. de-
veloped the E-1 fi re con-
trol system for the U.S. 
Air Force’s Northrop 
F-89 and Lockheed F-94 
interceptors. This led to 
the MA-1 weapon control 
system, including the 
fi rst U.S. guided missile, 
the semi active radar-
homing Hughes AIM-4 
Falcon, which became 
operational on the Con-
vair F-106 in 1959.

Widely believed to be the inspiration for the term “drone,” 
de Havilland’s DH82B Queen Bee was a radio-controlled 
target aircraft for anti-aircraft gunnery training, derived 
from the Tiger Moth and fi rst fl own in 1935. But the most 
infl uential designs have been the Ryan  Firebee, Israel’s IAI 
Scout and Tadiran Mastif  battlefi eld UAVs and General 
Atomics’ MQ-1/9 Predator family.

The BQM-34 Firebee was a successful jet-powered tar-
get drone produced by Ryan Aeronautical  Co. and devel-
oped into the Model 147A Fire Fly and 147B Lightning Bug 
long-range reconnaissance UAVs. The Scout and Mastif  
launched a line of Israel Aerospace Industries tactical 
UAVs, including the widely used Searcher. The RQ-1 Preda-
tor was developed from the  Gnat long-endurance UAV pro-
duced for the CIA and led to the armed MQ-9 Reaper now 
fl own  by the U.S., U.K. and others.
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OF SCOOPS
Unmanned Aircraft, 

Circa 1970

In November 1970, Los Angeles 

bureau chief Barry Miller pro-

vided a detailed account of the 

U.S. Air Force’s efforts to expand 

its use of unmanned aircraft. 

“These small, remotely controlled 

vehicles time and time again are 

able to turn in high-quality pho-

tographic images of hostile areas 

without risking lives of pilots or 

crew,” Miller wrote. The Vietnam 

War-era article led off with draw-

ings of the secret Teledyne Ryan 

Aeronautical 154 Firefly, de-

signed to fl y at more than 80,000 

ft. It was powered by a specially 

developed engine, the General 

Electric J97. A few years before 

anyone spoke of stealth, the arti-

cle noted that designers of the 154 

had ”taken steps to reduce radar 

and infrared signatures—placing 

engine atop fuselage, flattening 

bottom of fuselage and banking 

vertical stabilizers.” In the end, 

the program appeared to be ahead 

of its time. It was mothballed in 

1973, after 28 aircraft had been 

built, and it would be decades 

before unmanned aircraft played 

the prominent role envisioned in 

Miller’s article.

Read an account of early Air 

Force unmanned efforts and link 

to Miller’s original story at: 

aviationweek.com/100

DIGITAL 
COMPUTER
The fi rst transistorized 
airborne digital computer, 
called Tradic (pictured), 
was developed in 1954 by 
Bell Labs for the U.S. and 
used in the Boeing B-52 
bomber. Another early 
milestone was the MIT-
developed, Raytheon-built 
Apollo Guidance Computer 
of the 1960s. But aircraft re-
ally entered the digital age 
when the Mil-Std-1553 avi-
onics databus was defi ned in 
1973. This was fi rst used in 
the General Dynamics (later 
Lockheed Martin) F-16. The 
civil-avionics equivalent, 
Arinc 429, was fi rst used in 
the early 1980s in the Boe-
ing 757/767 and Airbus A310.

43 INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

42

Real-time inertial navigation moved rocketry from impressive fi reworks to guided 
missiles and Moon landings. The basic navigational strategy is that of dead reck-
oning—keeping track of one’s position, direction and velocity without reference to 
landmarks or guide stars.

Germany’s  V-2 system in World War II combined gyroscopes, an accelerometer 
and a primitive computer to determine and adjust the rocket’s fl ight path. Advanc-
es led to packaged inertial measurement units (IMU) for spacecraft and aircraft. 
IMU work continues today. The Defense Advanced Projects Agency is working 
toward an IMU on a chip to allow precise navigation without the aid of GPS.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING MAGAZINE/WIKIMEDIA

U.S. DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

44 WING FOLD
First patented by Short Brothers, the
concept of folding wing mechanisms 
was developed to reduce the amount 
of deck space taken up by 
ship borne aircraft. 
Various systems 
have been 
developed, 

including simple folds along a chord wise 
hinge line, more complex aft folding 
wings,  and double folds  including  wing-
tips and rotating systems, such as  used 
by the V-22, that rotate the entire wing 
around a  fuselage-mounted axis point. 

Boeing’s 777X will have a  fold that will 
allow the outer 12  ft. of each wing 

to hinge up for ground op-
erations at space-limited 

airports.
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HIGH-LIFT DEVICE38

39
PLEXIGLAS
Acrylic, a transparent 
plastic, was introduced 
in 1933 in Germany 
as Plexiglas and fi rst 
used for aircraft wind-
shields shortly before 
World War II. Plastic 
was lighter than glass, 
and the acrylic bubble 
canopy dramatically 
improved visibility for 
fi ghter pilots. Today’s 
F-35 has a thermo-
formed acrylic canopy.
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100 YEARS I Key Technologies

Perhaps the fi rst aircraft to have a high-lift system was a 
de Havilland DH4 testbed  (pictured) modifi ed by Hand-
ley Page to a monoplane with full-span leading-edge 
slats and trailing-edge fl aps to improve low-speed per-
formance. Fowler fl aps that extend backward and down-
ward to increase area and camber were invented in the 
U.S. in 1924 and used on the Lockheed Electra. Forward-
hinged Kruger leading-edge fl aps were invented in Ger-
many in 1943 and used on the Boeing 707.

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT40

ICE 

PROTECTION
The Aug. 21, 1951, Aviation 
Week described a new ice 
protection system. The 
aircraft was the Canadi-
an-built Avro Jetliner, a 
four-engine airliner that 
fi rst fl ew 11 days before the 
magazine came out but 
 was canceled two years 
later. The Goodyear ice 
protection system, called 
 Iceguard,  is no longer in 
use, but the technique—
electro-thermal heat via 
electrical resistance in 
wires running over the 
wing, horizontal stabiliz-
er and vertical stabilizer 
leading edges—remains a 
viable option today. 

  A more popular tech-
nique for jet aircraft is 
to route hot bleed air 
from engine compressors 
through ducts in the lead-
ing edge. For lighter air-
craft, pneumatic deicing 
boots on propellers, wing 
and tail leading edges is 
generally the most ef ec-
tive, although some air-
craft use anti-icing fl uids 
pumped up through tiny 
holes in the wings, tail 
and propeller to prevent 
ice build up.

41

AIRBORNE 
RADAR
Radar’s history reaches 
back to the late  19th 
century, but Britain was 
fi rst to demonstrate 
radio detection and rang-
ing of aircraft in 1935. 
The Royal Air Force 
 (RAF) fi elded the fi rst 
VHF-frequency airborne 
radars in 1940 on Bristol 
Blenheims. Development 
of the cavity magnetron 
in the U.K. enabled 
smaller, higher-resolution 
microwave-frequency 
radars, which became op-
erational in 1941 on RAF 
Bristol Beaufi ghters.

After World War II, 
Hughes Aircraft  Co. de-
veloped the E-1 fi re con-
trol system for the U.S. 
Air Force’s Northrop 
F-89 and Lockheed F-94 
interceptors. This led to 
the MA-1 weapon control 
system, including the 
fi rst U.S. guided missile, 
the semi active radar-
homing Hughes AIM-4 
Falcon, which became 
operational on the Con-
vair F-106 in 1959.

Widely believed to be the inspiration for the term “drone,” 
de Havilland’s DH82B Queen Bee was a radio-controlled 
target aircraft for anti-aircraft gunnery training, derived 
from the Tiger Moth and fi rst fl own in 1935. But the most 
infl uential designs have been the Ryan  Firebee, Israel’s IAI 
Scout and Tadiran Mastif  battlefi eld UAVs and General 
Atomics’ MQ-1/9 Predator family.

The BQM-34 Firebee was a successful jet-powered tar-
get drone produced by Ryan Aeronautical  Co. and devel-
oped into the Model 147A Fire Fly and 147B Lightning Bug 
long-range reconnaissance UAVs. The Scout and Mastif  
launched a line of Israel Aerospace Industries tactical 
UAVs, including the widely used Searcher. The RQ-1 Preda-
tor was developed from the  Gnat long-endurance UAV pro-
duced for the CIA and led to the armed MQ-9 Reaper now 
fl own  by the U.S., U.K. and others.
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45 PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER

JET BRIDGE
Like that other canal we all 
must pass through, the jet 
bridge now seems a universal 
passageway. This innovation 
took away the thrill passen-
gers experienced when they 
left the airport lounge to go 
outside amid the movement, 
noise and fumes to climb the 
stairs to their aircraft. But 
these moveable hallways 
made boarding airliners 
more accessible, comfortable 
and efcient. 

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

47 AFTERBURNER

 

OF SCOOPS
1953 Boeing’s “Project X”

“First U.S. Jet Liner to Be World’s 

Fastest.” So read the Aviation 

Week headline from the summer 

of 1953, lifting the wraps on 

Boeing’s “Project X” to develop 

its first passenger jet, the 707. 

“Details of the 707 were not au-

thorized for release by Boeing, 

but Aviation Week was assured of 

their accuracy by reliable sourc-

es,” said the article. Aviation 

Week noted that the 707 was ex-

pected to achieve a cruise speed 

of 580 mph, faster than the 500 

mph for the de Havilland Com-

et 2 and Comet 3. The article’s 

prediction of a frst fight the fol-

lowing year proved spot on. The 

frst 707 prototype few on July 

15, 1954. The 707 entered ser-

vice in 1958 with Pan American 

World Airways, but the compe-

tition Boeing faced was fierce. 

The Douglas DC-8 passenger jet 

and a revamped Comet were also 

hitting the market. The 707’s 

performance would be greatly 

improved with the introduction 

of Pratt & Whitney’s JT3D tur-

bofan engines in 1961.

Read the original story  

in the June 29, 1953, edition of 

Aviation Week at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

An afterburner augments the thrust of a turbojet by burning additional 
fuel in the jetpipe. This technique increases the rate of change of momen-
tum of the exhaust by combusting unburned air, but uses large volumes of 
fuel. Canceled in 1946, the U.K.’s Miles M.52 supersonic aircraft was to have 
one of the frst afterburners.

Satellite designers quickly realized that deriving 
power directly from sunlight ofered huge potential 
for weight savings and spacecraft life extension. The 
driving force for the concept of photovoltaic power 
in space was Hans K. Ziegler, one of the associates of 
Wernher von Braun brought to the U.S. after World 
War II under Operation Paperclip.

In the early applications, solar cells were mounted 
on the skin of spacecraft. Vanguard 1, launched in 
1958, featured them frst.

But when engineers mastered the origami of 
space-deployable structures, “wings” appeared on 
spacecraft, and they began to realize the full potential 
of solar power. The solar arrays on the International 
Space Station (lower photo) cover one-third of a hect-
are, nearly an acre, and produce enough electricity to 
power 40 typical houses.
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48 HIGH-BYPASS  

TURBOFAN
The evident need for improved fuel 
efciency and higher thrust in the 
1950s drove manufacturers to study 
a new form of engine that divided the 
airfow into a bypass stream and a 
core stream. In early low- and medi-
um-bypass engines, a small percent-
age of the air from the low-pressure 
compressor is directed around the 
core to provide a propulsive force. The 
portion of air directed into the high-
pressure compressor supercharges 
the core, increasing pressure ratio 
and thermal efciency. Because the 
bypass air has not been heated and 

accelerated to higher jet speeds in the 
core, its lower overall jet velocity more 
closely matches the relative velocity of 
the aircraft and therefore has better 
propulsive efciency. 

The Rolls-Royce Conway was the 
frst bypass engine to enter service 
on the Boeing 707 in 1960, followed by 
the Pratt & Whitney JT3D. The Con-
way had a small bypass ratio (BPR) 
of only 0.3, whereas the more suc-
cessful JT3D included two extended 
fan stages that produced a BPR of 
1.5. General Electric produced the 
CJ805-23B, the frst U.S. turbofan, by 
adding a fan stage to the aft section of 
a derivative of the military J79 engine. 
Although the venture had limited suc-
cess, powering only the Convair 990, 
the resulting 28% reduction in cruise 
fuel burn proved higher BPR was the 
right direction.

Increasingly efcient high-pressure 
ratio cores and the advent of Pratt & 
Whitney’s gear-driven turbofan fam-
ily have led to the development of a 
new generation of engines with higher 
relative bypass than was previously 
possible. These include the 9.3 bypass 
ratio Rolls-Royce Trent XWB and the 
10:1 bypass ratio GE9X which, with a 
134-in.-dia. fan, is the largest turbofan 
ever made. 

49 FASTENER
Aircraft rivets initially had dome-shaped heads, but as the importance of 
reducing drag by streamlining became evident in the 1930s, the fush rivet in-
creasingly came into use. Innovative pneumatically driven riveting guns were 
developed to insert rivets and work in combination with a bucking bar, a heavy 
block of steel that provides reaction to the riveting gun. Various specialist 
rivets have been developed with improved fatigue life that, in most cases, did 
not depend on plastic deformation to fll the hole. These include various shear 
fasteners, such as the Hi-Lok, which combined a threaded pin and collar. Com-
bining the rivet and bolt-and-nut (collar) system, the Hi-Lok is tightened until 
the collar breaks of when the required torque is applied. 
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45 PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER

JET BRIDGE
Like that other canal we all 
must pass through, the jet 
bridge now seems a universal 
passageway. This innovation 
took away the thrill passen-
gers experienced when they 
left the airport lounge to go 
outside amid the movement, 
noise and fumes to climb the 
stairs to their aircraft. But 
these moveable hallways 
made boarding airliners 
more accessible, comfortable 
and efcient. 

100 YEARS I Key Technologies

47 AFTERBURNER

 

OF SCOOPS
1953 Boeing’s “Project X”

“First U.S. Jet Liner to Be World’s 

Fastest.” So read the Aviation 

Week headline from the summer 

of 1953, lifting the wraps on 

Boeing’s “Project X” to develop 

its first passenger jet, the 707. 

“Details of the 707 were not au-

thorized for release by Boeing, 

but Aviation Week was assured of 

their accuracy by reliable sourc-

es,” said the article. Aviation 

Week noted that the 707 was ex-

pected to achieve a cruise speed 

of 580 mph, faster than the 500 

mph for the de Havilland Com-

et 2 and Comet 3. The article’s 

prediction of a frst fight the fol-

lowing year proved spot on. The 

frst 707 prototype few on July 

15, 1954. The 707 entered ser-

vice in 1958 with Pan American 

World Airways, but the compe-

tition Boeing faced was fierce. 

The Douglas DC-8 passenger jet 

and a revamped Comet were also 

hitting the market. The 707’s 

performance would be greatly 

improved with the introduction 

of Pratt & Whitney’s JT3D tur-

bofan engines in 1961.

Read the original story  

in the June 29, 1953, edition of 

Aviation Week at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

An afterburner augments the thrust of a turbojet by burning additional 
fuel in the jetpipe. This technique increases the rate of change of momen-
tum of the exhaust by combusting unburned air, but uses large volumes of 
fuel. Canceled in 1946, the U.K.’s Miles M.52 supersonic aircraft was to have 
one of the frst afterburners.

Satellite designers quickly realized that deriving 
power directly from sunlight ofered huge potential 
for weight savings and spacecraft life extension. The 
driving force for the concept of photovoltaic power 
in space was Hans K. Ziegler, one of the associates of 
Wernher von Braun brought to the U.S. after World 
War II under Operation Paperclip.

In the early applications, solar cells were mounted 
on the skin of spacecraft. Vanguard 1, launched in 
1958, featured them frst.

But when engineers mastered the origami of 
space-deployable structures, “wings” appeared on 
spacecraft, and they began to realize the full potential 
of solar power. The solar arrays on the International 
Space Station (lower photo) cover one-third of a hect-
are, nearly an acre, and produce enough electricity to 
power 40 typical houses.
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100 YEARS I Key Technologies

From the 1950s into the 
1990s, and beginning with 
the de Havilland Comet in 
1949, European commer-
cial aircraft manufactur-
ers made extensive use of 
bonded metal structures 
using Redux, a strong and 
durable adhesive invented 
in the U.K. in 1942.

Since the development of very-high-bypass 
turbofans and advanced two-spool military 
engines, manufacturers have largely focused 
on improving thermodynamic and propulsive 
efciency by increasing pressure ratio, oper-
ating at higher temperatures and boosting 
airfow. Early Nimonic nickel-chrome alloys 
enabled higher turbine inlet temperature lim-
its from the 1950s onward, but key advances 
starting in the 1980s began with the develop-
ment of directionally solidifed and single-
crystal blades made from a new generation of 
nickel-based superalloys incorporating mate-
rials such as chromium, cobalt and rhenium.

When Capt. Skip Nelson made the 
historic first Automatic Dependent 
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) fight 
in late 2000 under the FAA’s Capstone 
project, hope was high that the FAA 
was on the brink of a new surveillance 
paradigm that would wean air naviga-
tion service providers worldwide of 
costly ground-based radar and usher 
in the age of self-separation services. 
But 16 years later, that optimism, in the 
U.S. at least, is tempered with a certain 

amount of reality: ADS-B “Out” will re-
place only a limited number of radar 
systems, and the majority of aircraft 
are not yet equipped with 1090-MHz or 
978-MHz transceivers that broadcast 
the aircraft’s GPS-based position and 
other information at 1-sec. intervals. 

The equipment will be required to 
fy in most U.S.-controlled airspace as 
of Jan. 1, 2020. The mandate does not 
include the requirement to install the 
ADS-B “In” avionics that receive ADS-
B data streams and could ultimately be 
used for self-separation and other high-

A safety system that works to prevent 
mid-air collisions independently of 
air trafc control, TCAS (trafc alert 
and collision avoidance system) inter-
rogates other aircraft equipped with 
an appropriate transponder. Based on 

the replies it receives, TCAS tracks 
the range, altitude and bearing of sur-
rounding trafc and, by dividing range 
by closure rate, calculates the time to 
the closest point of approach. The sys-
tem issues a trafc advisory alert frst 
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adS-B

A pressing need for the U.S. military 
to know the position of its intercon-
tinental ballistic missiles during the 
Cold War drove development of the 
greatest navigation renaissance since 
the invention of the chronometer —
GPS. In order to hit a target, presum-
ably in the Soviet Union, a ballistic 
missile guidance system would have 
to be programmed with a highly ac-
curate starting point, a challenge for 
submarine-based launchers.

Earlier navigation systems, includ-
ing space-based Transit in the 1960s 
and ground-based Omega in the ’70s 
had shortcomings. Transit, the first 
U.S. satellite-based navigation system, 
consisted of fve satellites and would 
provide a navigation “fix” once per 
hour. Omega provided position fixes 
but with an accuracy of only 4 nm.

First proposed in the early ’70s, the 
Navstar (Navigation System Using 
Timing and Ranging) GPS constel-
lation—with 24 satellites in medium-
altitude circular orbits—would provide 
a worst-case position accuracy of 328 
ft. horizontally for military users and 
1,600 ft. for civilians. The system com-
puted 3-D position based in part on the 
time required for signals to travel from 
at least four satellites to the GPS re-
ceiver. Other intended uses included 
land surveying for the U.S. Army, but 
few anticipated the myriad uses that 
would develop for GPS, including real-
time navigation for aircraft, automo-
biles and boats as well as missiles and 
bombs.

Fly-By-WiRe

51

Ralf Manteufel/WikiMedia

naSa

WiRing TeST 

SySTem
At the end of many aircraft 
fnal assembly lines stands 
a DIT-MCO system used to 
test the continuity of wiring 
harnesses. DIT-MCO stands 
for the Drive-In Theater 
Manufacturing Co.—the 
technology has its origins in 
equipment used to test the 
audio systems at drive-in 
movies.

kent Wein
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Transonic area rule

GPWs/eGPWs

Eforts to develop supersonic aircraft in the late 1940s faced 
a sharp rise in drag (caused by shockwaves forming at tran-
sonic speed) approaching Mach 1 that jet engines were not 
powerful enough to overcome. NACA (National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics) aerodynamicist Richard Whit-
comb realized the aircraft must be designed so the change 
in cross-sectional area from nose to tail was very smooth, 
avoiding a dramatic increase in area where the wing and 
tail met the fuselage—his transonic area rule. In 1954, tran-
sonic drag hobbled Convair’s YF-102. Rapidly redesigned 
with an area-ruled fuselage, YF-102A went supersonic on its 
frst fight that December. The Northrop F-5’s elegant “coke 
bottle” fuselage (pictured) is an iconic use of area rule.

Germany developed electronic active 
control for the A-4 rocket in World 
War II, and analog fy-by-wire (FBW)
was used in the F-16 in 1974 and F-117 
in 1981. In fy-by-wire, pilot inputs are 
transmitted to the fight controls via a 
computer, which can be programmed 

to keep the aircraft within its fight-
envelope limits, improve handling and 
reduce workload. 

The frst aircraft to fy with digital 
fy-by-wire and no mechanical backup 
was NASA’s Vought F-8C testbed in 
1972. The aircraft had two FBW sys-

tems, the primary based on the Apollo 
Guidance Computer. 

The first commercial airliner with 
analog FBW was the Aerospatiale/
BAC Concorde, while the frst digital 
system entered service on the Airbus 
A320 in 1988.

to assist the pilot in the visual search 
for the intruder and if the intruder 
gets closer a resolution advisory, 
which provides the pilot with recom-
mended vertical speed or pitch angle 
to avoid an encounter. 
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value functions for airlines. A handful 
of carriers have equipped with ADS-B 
In but largely for FAA trial programs. 

General aviation operators that 
have voluntarily equipped with 978-
MHz ADS-B In—aka Universal Access 
Transceivers—are already benefting 
from FAA-provided free weather and 
traffic information on the link. The 
FAA appears to be holding fast to the 
mandate, which will require a rapid 
increase in the number of installed 
ADS-B systems in the next four years 
if aircraft are to avoid being grounded.

counTermeasures
Fielding of airborne radars in 1940 
was quickly followed in 1942 by devel-
opment of a countermeasure—refec-
tive strips of aluminum codenamed 
“Window” in the U.K. and “Duppel” 
in Germany but now called chaff. 
Development of the Sidewinder in 
the early 1950s led to infrared decoy 
fares to test the heat-seeking air-to-
air missile. Flares were deployed in 
the late 1960s to defeat the Soviet 
AA-2 missile.

 In April 1997, Aviation Week’s Laureate 
for Electronics was Honeywell engi-
neer Don Bateman, who led develop-
ment of the Enhanced Ground Prox-
imity Warning System (EGPWS). 
The system uses an aircraft’s posi-
tion and onboard terrain databases 
to alert pilots to terrain in the path 
ahead as well as to excessive rate 
of descent, excessive closure rate 
with terrain, fight into terrain 
when not in landing confgura-
tion, and other potentially fatal 
pitfalls. GPWS had only a 
look-down capability. 

U.S.Air Force/WikimediA

NAtioNAl mUSeUm oF U.S. Air Force/WikimediA

AviAtioN Week Archive
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100 YEARS I Key Technologies

From the 1950s into the 
1990s, and beginning with 
the de Havilland Comet in 
1949, European commer-
cial aircraft manufactur-
ers made extensive use of 
bonded metal structures 
using Redux, a strong and 
durable adhesive invented 
in the U.K. in 1942.

Since the development of very-high-bypass 
turbofans and advanced two-spool military 
engines, manufacturers have largely focused 
on improving thermodynamic and propulsive 
efciency by increasing pressure ratio, oper-
ating at higher temperatures and boosting 
airfow. Early Nimonic nickel-chrome alloys 
enabled higher turbine inlet temperature lim-
its from the 1950s onward, but key advances 
starting in the 1980s began with the develop-
ment of directionally solidifed and single-
crystal blades made from a new generation of 
nickel-based superalloys incorporating mate-
rials such as chromium, cobalt and rhenium.

When Capt. Skip Nelson made the 
historic first Automatic Dependent 
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) fight 
in late 2000 under the FAA’s Capstone 
project, hope was high that the FAA 
was on the brink of a new surveillance 
paradigm that would wean air naviga-
tion service providers worldwide of 
costly ground-based radar and usher 
in the age of self-separation services. 
But 16 years later, that optimism, in the 
U.S. at least, is tempered with a certain 

amount of reality: ADS-B “Out” will re-
place only a limited number of radar 
systems, and the majority of aircraft 
are not yet equipped with 1090-MHz or 
978-MHz transceivers that broadcast 
the aircraft’s GPS-based position and 
other information at 1-sec. intervals. 

The equipment will be required to 
fy in most U.S.-controlled airspace as 
of Jan. 1, 2020. The mandate does not 
include the requirement to install the 
ADS-B “In” avionics that receive ADS-
B data streams and could ultimately be 
used for self-separation and other high-

A safety system that works to prevent 
mid-air collisions independently of 
air trafc control, TCAS (trafc alert 
and collision avoidance system) inter-
rogates other aircraft equipped with 
an appropriate transponder. Based on 

the replies it receives, TCAS tracks 
the range, altitude and bearing of sur-
rounding trafc and, by dividing range 
by closure rate, calculates the time to 
the closest point of approach. The sys-
tem issues a trafc advisory alert frst 
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A pressing need for the U.S. military 
to know the position of its intercon-
tinental ballistic missiles during the 
Cold War drove development of the 
greatest navigation renaissance since 
the invention of the chronometer —
GPS. In order to hit a target, presum-
ably in the Soviet Union, a ballistic 
missile guidance system would have 
to be programmed with a highly ac-
curate starting point, a challenge for 
submarine-based launchers.

Earlier navigation systems, includ-
ing space-based Transit in the 1960s 
and ground-based Omega in the ’70s 
had shortcomings. Transit, the first 
U.S. satellite-based navigation system, 
consisted of fve satellites and would 
provide a navigation “fix” once per 
hour. Omega provided position fixes 
but with an accuracy of only 4 nm.

First proposed in the early ’70s, the 
Navstar (Navigation System Using 
Timing and Ranging) GPS constel-
lation—with 24 satellites in medium-
altitude circular orbits—would provide 
a worst-case position accuracy of 328 
ft. horizontally for military users and 
1,600 ft. for civilians. The system com-
puted 3-D position based in part on the 
time required for signals to travel from 
at least four satellites to the GPS re-
ceiver. Other intended uses included 
land surveying for the U.S. Army, but 
few anticipated the myriad uses that 
would develop for GPS, including real-
time navigation for aircraft, automo-
biles and boats as well as missiles and 
bombs.

Fly-By-WiRe
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WiRing TeST 

SySTem
At the end of many aircraft 
fnal assembly lines stands 
a DIT-MCO system used to 
test the continuity of wiring 
harnesses. DIT-MCO stands 
for the Drive-In Theater 
Manufacturing Co.—the 
technology has its origins in 
equipment used to test the 
audio systems at drive-in 
movies.
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100 YEARS I Key Technologies

 Spacecraft need electrical power. 
Batteries, fuel cells and solar arrays 
all have limitations—especially for 
missions of long duration or those far 
away from the Sun. Enter RTGs—
radioisotope thermoelectric genera-
tors—developed by the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission in the 1950s.

RTGs convert the heat released 
in the decay of radioactive material, 
such as plutonium, into electricity. The 
fi rst RTG was launched into space in 
1961. Since then, they have been used 
to power many important planetary 
spacecraft such as Pioneer 10 and 11, 
Voyager 1 and 2, Galileo, Ulysses, Cas-
sini and, most recently, New Horizons, 
which visited Pluto. 

First developed in the 1960s, computer-aided design (CAD) has become 
the backbone of the aerospace industry. McDonnell Aircraft began us-
ing computers to help layout  designs in 1959 and went on to develop 
the Unigraphics CAD system, now owned by Siemens. Lockheed devel-
oped Cadam , later sold to IBM and then to Dassault Systemes, which 
developed Catia in the late 1970s. Boeing selected Catia in 1984 and 
says its 777 was the fi rst aircraft to be designed entirely on computer.

Computational fl uid dynamics (CFD)—the numerical simulation of fl uid 
fl ows—has become an essential design, analysis and optimization tool for the 
aerospace industry. Aircraft manufacturers and NASA began developing and 
using two-dimensional CFD codes in the late 1960s. Use of computers to model 
three-dimensional fl ows began at Los Alamos National Laboratory around 
1960. Advances in CFD were paced by the development of supercomputers, be-
ginning with Control Data’s 1-megafl op CDC6600 in 1970. Finite element mod-
eling for computational analysis in structures began around the same time.

61

High-performance carbon fi bers were fi rst created from rayon in 1958 at 
Union Carbide, followed by an improved fi ber that was developed in 
Japan using polyacrylonitrile, or PAN, the raw material used today. In 1963, 
the U.K.’s Royal Aircraft Establishment Farnborough developed a high-
strength carbon fi ber, Hyfi l, that was licensed to Rolls-Royce. The engine 
maker used the lightweight material in the fan blades of the RB.211 high-
bypass turbofan powering Lockheed’s L-1011 TriStar. But in 1970, the com-
posite fan failed bird-strike testing, forcing a switch to titanium and extra 
costs that pushed Rolls into receivership.

While the U.K. developed carbon fi ber, the U.S. pursued boron fi ber, which 
was stronger and stif er. Boron-fi ber composites were used in the horizontal 
stabilizer of the Grumman F-14 in 1974 and horizontal and vertical tails of 
the McDonnell Douglas (MDC, now Boeing) F-15 in 1976. But boron fi ber was 
expensive, and the U.S. moved to carbon-fi ber composite for wing skins on the 
MDC AV-8B (pictured) and F/A-18, and in 1989 the Northrop B-2 and airframe 
of the Bell Boeing V-22 tiltorotor.
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SynthEtic ViSion 
67

hEad-up 

diSplay

64 VariablE- 

GEomEtry WinG

In June 1966, Aviation Week pre-
dicted “wide use” of new avion-
ics capabilities installed on the 
General Dynamics F-111A as part 
of the Mark II avionics upgrade. 

One capability was the head-
up display (HUD), a transparent 
combiner that blends key flight 
parameters and forward-looking 
infrared imagery in monochrome 
with the information already in 
the pilot’s line of sight through 
the windscreen, a blending that 
safety advocates say gives pilots 
superior situational awareness.

The devices have made mea-
sured progress in commercial avia-
tion; some newer aircraft models, 
including Boeing 787s, come stan-
dard with HUDs for both pilots. 

Like peanut butter and chocolate, 
two disparate vision technologies—
developed for diferent reasons and 
used independently—will arguably 
be better when joined together in the 
near future. So-called combined vi-
sion systems will fuse database-gen-
erated synthetic vision with sensor-
based enhanced fight vision systems 
(EFVS), giving pilots an intuitive 
3-D view of the airport environment 
from afar (using synthetic vision) and 
an actual view (with the sensors) up 
close. 

The FAA first approved EFVS on 
a head-up display as a substitute for 
natural vision down to 100 ft. above 
the ground in 2001; synthetic vision 
systems were first approved by the 
agency for situational awareness pur-
poses in 2006.

Swept wings became standard once 
jet engines enabled high speed, but 
while wing sweep reduced drag at 
high speeds, it also reduced lift at 
low speeds. As supersonic combat 
aircraft became heavier, the need to 
reconcile the opposing requirements 
for high speed and high lift grew in 
importance.

In some designs, this was done by 
varying the wing planform from lower 
sweep for takeof, landing and maneu-
vering to higher sweep for high speed, 
particularly at low altitude. However, 
this approach increased complexity.

The frst variable-geometry aircraft 
was the Messerschmitt P.1101 of World 
War II, an experimental aircraft in 
which the wing could be adjusted on 
the ground to test different sweep 
angles. Never completed, this design 
was used as the template for the Bell 
X-5, which could vary sweep between 
three positions in fight.

First fown in 1951, the X-5—and the 
Grumman XF10F that followed—had 
dangerous fying characteristics. But 
the idea of variable sweep was revived 
for the U.S. Air Force/Navy TFX pro-
gram, which was won by the General 
Dynamics F-111 fown in 1964 to give 
the heavy aircraft reasonable takeof 
and landing performance.

The Navy’s F-111B was canceled but 
was followed in 1974 by Grumman’s 
variable-sweep F-14, which was re-
garded as the premier naval fighter 
even after its retirement in 1996. Rock-
well’s “swing-wing” B-1A bomber was 
canceled, too, but resurrected in 1983 
as the B-1B; it remains in Air Force 
service.

Europe and the Soviet Union began 
pursuing variable sweep in the 1960s 
in an attempt to combine short-takeof-
and-landing to reduce runway vulner-
ability with high speed at low level 
to improve survivability. The Soviet 
Sukhoi Su-17 and Mikoyan-Gurevich 
MiG-23 fghters, and Tupolev Tu-22M 
bomber all few in 1969.

The U.K. and French tried to coop-
erate on the Anglo-French variable-ge-
ometry multirole combat aircraft, but 
it was canceled in 1967. Dassault few 
the Mirage G prototype, but this also 
was canceled. Out of the ashes arose 
the variable-sweep Panavia Tornado, 
produced by the U.K., Germany and 
Italy.

65 coolEd  

turbinE bladES

68 VariablE- 

GEomEtry StatorS 

Various methods have been devised 
to protect turbine blades from ex-
tremely high temperatures. The at-
tempts range from thermal barrier 
coatings made from aluminide and 
ceramics to a variety of cooling meth-
ods that work by pumping cooler 
air from the compressor into hollow 
passages inside the blade. Cooling is 
provided by several means including 
internally by convection or impinge-
ment, or externally by flm cooling, 
efusion or transpiration.

Early high-pressure-ratio engines 
sufered compressor stall and other 
operating problems at low speeds, 
particularly during acceleration. Dual 
spools and interstage compressor 
bleeding helped ofset stalls, but the 
best solution was found to be variable 
stators, an automatic system that 
altered the angle of moveable inlet 
guide vanes and compressor stators 
as engine speed rose. 

The device changed the angle of at-
tack in the front stages to give rapid 
and stall-free acceleration, and also 
improved fuel burn.
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 Spacecraft need electrical power. 
Batteries, fuel cells and solar arrays 
all have limitations—especially for 
missions of long duration or those far 
away from the Sun. Enter RTGs—
radioisotope thermoelectric genera-
tors—developed by the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission in the 1950s.

RTGs convert the heat released 
in the decay of radioactive material, 
such as plutonium, into electricity. The 
fi rst RTG was launched into space in 
1961. Since then, they have been used 
to power many important planetary 
spacecraft such as Pioneer 10 and 11, 
Voyager 1 and 2, Galileo, Ulysses, Cas-
sini and, most recently, New Horizons, 
which visited Pluto. 

First developed in the 1960s, computer-aided design (CAD) has become 
the backbone of the aerospace industry. McDonnell Aircraft began us-
ing computers to help layout  designs in 1959 and went on to develop 
the Unigraphics CAD system, now owned by Siemens. Lockheed devel-
oped Cadam , later sold to IBM and then to Dassault Systemes, which 
developed Catia in the late 1970s. Boeing selected Catia in 1984 and 
says its 777 was the fi rst aircraft to be designed entirely on computer.

Computational fl uid dynamics (CFD)—the numerical simulation of fl uid 
fl ows—has become an essential design, analysis and optimization tool for the 
aerospace industry. Aircraft manufacturers and NASA began developing and 
using two-dimensional CFD codes in the late 1960s. Use of computers to model 
three-dimensional fl ows began at Los Alamos National Laboratory around 
1960. Advances in CFD were paced by the development of supercomputers, be-
ginning with Control Data’s 1-megafl op CDC6600 in 1970. Finite element mod-
eling for computational analysis in structures began around the same time.
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High-performance carbon fi bers were fi rst created from rayon in 1958 at 
Union Carbide, followed by an improved fi ber that was developed in 
Japan using polyacrylonitrile, or PAN, the raw material used today. In 1963, 
the U.K.’s Royal Aircraft Establishment Farnborough developed a high-
strength carbon fi ber, Hyfi l, that was licensed to Rolls-Royce. The engine 
maker used the lightweight material in the fan blades of the RB.211 high-
bypass turbofan powering Lockheed’s L-1011 TriStar. But in 1970, the com-
posite fan failed bird-strike testing, forcing a switch to titanium and extra 
costs that pushed Rolls into receivership.

While the U.K. developed carbon fi ber, the U.S. pursued boron fi ber, which 
was stronger and stif er. Boron-fi ber composites were used in the horizontal 
stabilizer of the Grumman F-14 in 1974 and horizontal and vertical tails of 
the McDonnell Douglas (MDC, now Boeing) F-15 in 1976. But boron fi ber was 
expensive, and the U.S. moved to carbon-fi ber composite for wing skins on the 
MDC AV-8B (pictured) and F/A-18, and in 1989 the Northrop B-2 and airframe 
of the Bell Boeing V-22 tiltorotor.
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100 YEARS I Key Technologies

 

OF SCOOPS
2013 Meet the SR-72

More than a decade after the 

final retirement of the Mach 3 

SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft, 

Lockheed Martin Skunk Works 

chose Aviation Week to reveal its 

plans for a hypersonic successor, 

the SR-72, that would fly twice 

as fast.  In an exclusive article 

that crashed the servers at Avia-

tionWeek.com after it went live, 

Senior Propulsion Editor and 

Los Angeles Bureau Chief Guy 

Norris lifted the wraps on the de-

sign of the aircraft the magazine 

dubbed Son of Blackbird. It was 

based on a breakthrough turbine-

based combined-cycle propul-

sion system that would marry 

scramjet technology with today’s 

fghter engines. A timeline called 

for development of an optionally 

piloted fight research vehicle to 

begin in 2018 and culminate with 

an operational Mach 6 SR-72 by 

2030. Two and a half years after 

Norris’s article, the Skunk Works 

quietly continues to work on the 

concept as part of its hypersonics 

research.

Read Norris’s original article  

in the Nov. 4, 2013, issue of  

Aviation Week at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

Inlets are sized to deliv-
er the correct mass fow 
of air to the compressor 
of the engine at a de-
sign point based on the 
cruise speed. However, 
in supersonic fight the 
air is compressed by a 
wedge in a rectangular 
inlet or a spiked center-
body in an axisymmetric 
inlet, and shockwaves 

Aircraft rely on powered lift to aug-
ment aerodynamic lift to achieve short 
or vertical takeofs. Of many options 
studied, the most successful and practi-
cal approach has been vectored thrust, 
in which the power from a turbofan 

is turned through nozzle vanes to 
provide direct lift or to propel the air-
craft forward in conventional fight. 

This concept, adopted by the U.K.-
developed Harrier, has been taken to 
the next stage by the Lockheed Mar-
tin F-35B (pictured), which augments 
direct lift from a vectoring aft nozzle 
with a shaft-driven fuselage-mounted 
lift fan.

Eforts to reduce aircraft radar 
cross-section (RCS) to evade detec-
tion began in the 1950s. Lockheed’s 
A-12, frst fown in 1962, was the frst 
aircraft with reduced-RCS shaping 
(canted vertical tails and a chined 
body) and radar-absorbent material 
(RAM) built into the structure. In 
1968, Teledyne Ryan few the AQM-
91 Compass Arrow unmanned, de-
signed to survive by stealth alone.

After radar-guided surface-to-air 
missiles caused heavy losses in Viet-
nam in 1972 and the Middle East in 
1973, Darpa called for a stealth dem-
onstrator. Lockheed won the Have 
Blue contract in 1976, using a com-
puter program that could predict the 
RCS of a shape made of fat facets and 
covered with sheets of RAM. The air-
craft few in 1977 and led to the F-117 

(pictured), which became operational 
in 1983.

Northrop was chosen in 1976 to 
build an experimental reconnais-
sance aircraft, codenamed Tacit 
Blue, using curved profles, and was 
the surprise winner of the Air Force 
competition to build the Advanced 
Technology Bomber, later named 
B-2, in 1981. In 1983, the Air Force 
revised its requirements for the Ad-
vanced Tactical Fighter to emphasize 
stealth, leading to the Lockheed F-22, 
fown in 1997. 

are formed at the intake 
lip. As the Mach number 
changes, the angle of the 
shockwaves entering 
the engine can be op-
timized by varying the 
position of the wedge or 
spike accordingly.

Similarly, to optimize 
engine performance 
over a wide range of 
airspeeds, high-speed 

aircraft have variable 
nozzles that converge 
for subsonic flight and 
diverge for supersonic 
flight. These “con-di” 
nozzles converge to ac-
celerate the exhaust 
through a change of air-
speed less than Mach 1 
at subsonic speeds and 
diverge to enable ex-
pansion of the exhaust 
to optimize propulsive 
efficiency at speeds in 
excess of Mach 1. 
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1969 A 100-Person  
Space Station

AviAtion Week Archive

Over the decades, many of Avia-

tion Week’s scoops involved ambi-

tious proposals that never came to 

be. Five months before Apollo 11 

astronauts set foot on the Moon, 

NASA was already pursuing some 

grandiose plans for the post-

Apollo era.  In a February 1969 

article, space technology editor 

William J. Normyle revealed that 

offcials for NASA’s manned space 

program were drawing up plans 

for a massive space station that 

could accommodate 100 astro-

nauts and be used for both civil 

and military purposes. Under the 

grand proposal, the station would 

be built in a modular fashion, 

starting in 1975 with completion 

in 1980. One challenge: waste 

management. “If three men in a 

spacecraft the size of Apollo can 

complain about poor waste man-

agement systems, NASA offcials 

shudder at what could happen 

with a large space station,” Nor-

myle dryly opined.  Alas, it would 

take another three decades be-

fore the much smaller—but still 

large—International Space Sta-

tion would start to be assembled 

and begin operations.

Read Normyle’s original story  

in the Feb. 24, 1969, edition of 

Aviation Week at:   

archive.aviationweek.com

The ramjet, theoretically the 
simplest form of air-breathing 
engine, consists of a duct in 
which compression, combustion 
and expansion through a nozzle 
take place without any mov-
ing parts. Named for the ram 
efect of the incoming air into 
the inlet, the ramjet cannot be 
started from rest and is some-
times combined with a turbojet 
to bring it to operational speed. 
One such application was Pratt 
& Whitney’s J58 turboramjet in 
Lockheed’s SR-71 spy plane.

73 CaRbon 

bRakes
Lighter, more efcient 
and ofering higher 
performance than steel 
brake discs on earlier 
generations of aircraft, 
the carbon brake has 
become increasingly 
prolifc since its early 
use on military aircraft 
and commercial intro-
duction on an Airbus 
A310 in 1986. 

The brakes consist of 
carbon-carbon, a pure 
form of carbon with a 

74
Scramjets are ramjets in which the airfow and com-
bustion remain supersonic throughout. The design 
depends on the interaction of inclined supersonic 
shockwaves from the sharp leading edge of the duct 
increasing air temperature to the point at which it 
will ignite with fuel injected into the fow. As the op-

sCRamjet

autothRottle75
The autothrottle, a high-tech speed 
control for an aircraft, frst emerged 
in the mid- to late-1960s, along 
the lines of a patent issued to LTV 
(Vought) Aerospace in 1968. The pat-
ent called for a “speed-sensing auto-
throttle” that included a “means for 
compensating for changes in attitude 
and for preventing stalling during 
banking of the aircraft.” 

Some of the earliest mentions in 

high friction coef-
fcient that readily 
absorbs the high 
kinetic energy af-
ter landing. During 
flight tests of the 
A380, an aircraft 
weighing 1.27 mil-
lion lb. was acceler-
ated to 167 kt. be-
fore being brought 
to a halt using the 
c a r b o n  b r a k e s 
alone. 

In the final test, 
16 brake-ftted main 
wheels (out of 20) 
each successfully 
absorbed 120 mega-
joules of energy.

eration of the scramjet is optimized for high supersonic and hypersonic (Mach 
5-plus) applications and closely dependent on the formation of shockwaves 
from the vehicle, the inlet and nozzle of the engine are fully integrated with the 
platform. The concept, which is aimed at a variety of potential high-speed appli-
cations from missiles to hypersonic airliners and air-breathing access to space, 
often also includes integrating the scramjet with turbojets, ramjets and some-
times rockets as part of a combined-cycle propulsion system.

Successful early tests of scramjets include NASA’s Mach 10 X-43 and the Mach 
5-plus Boeing X-51A demonstrator, which proved the viability of sustained air-breath-
ing hypersonic fight, as well as the “Waverider” concept, in which the vehicle rides 
its own shockwaves using the principle of compression lift. 

Aviation Week are reports in 1965 re-
garding an autothrottle for the C-5A 
Galaxy, Concorde and Boeing 727 and 
737, as a possible requirement for low-
visibility landings. 

Now commonplace on most com-
mercial, business and even some gen-
eral aviation aircraft, autothrottles are 
highly integrated with flight control 
systems, so much so that pilots can 
sometimes mismanage the many op-
erational modes, a causal factor in the 
July 2013 crash of an Asiana Airlines 
Boeing 777 at San Francisco.
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2013 Meet the SR-72

More than a decade after the 

final retirement of the Mach 3 

SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft, 

Lockheed Martin Skunk Works 

chose Aviation Week to reveal its 

plans for a hypersonic successor, 

the SR-72, that would fly twice 

as fast.  In an exclusive article 

that crashed the servers at Avia-

tionWeek.com after it went live, 

Senior Propulsion Editor and 

Los Angeles Bureau Chief Guy 

Norris lifted the wraps on the de-

sign of the aircraft the magazine 

dubbed Son of Blackbird. It was 

based on a breakthrough turbine-

based combined-cycle propul-

sion system that would marry 

scramjet technology with today’s 

fghter engines. A timeline called 

for development of an optionally 

piloted fight research vehicle to 

begin in 2018 and culminate with 

an operational Mach 6 SR-72 by 

2030. Two and a half years after 

Norris’s article, the Skunk Works 

quietly continues to work on the 

concept as part of its hypersonics 

research.

Read Norris’s original article  

in the Nov. 4, 2013, issue of  

Aviation Week at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

Inlets are sized to deliv-
er the correct mass fow 
of air to the compressor 
of the engine at a de-
sign point based on the 
cruise speed. However, 
in supersonic fight the 
air is compressed by a 
wedge in a rectangular 
inlet or a spiked center-
body in an axisymmetric 
inlet, and shockwaves 

Aircraft rely on powered lift to aug-
ment aerodynamic lift to achieve short 
or vertical takeofs. Of many options 
studied, the most successful and practi-
cal approach has been vectored thrust, 
in which the power from a turbofan 

is turned through nozzle vanes to 
provide direct lift or to propel the air-
craft forward in conventional fight. 

This concept, adopted by the U.K.-
developed Harrier, has been taken to 
the next stage by the Lockheed Mar-
tin F-35B (pictured), which augments 
direct lift from a vectoring aft nozzle 
with a shaft-driven fuselage-mounted 
lift fan.

Eforts to reduce aircraft radar 
cross-section (RCS) to evade detec-
tion began in the 1950s. Lockheed’s 
A-12, frst fown in 1962, was the frst 
aircraft with reduced-RCS shaping 
(canted vertical tails and a chined 
body) and radar-absorbent material 
(RAM) built into the structure. In 
1968, Teledyne Ryan few the AQM-
91 Compass Arrow unmanned, de-
signed to survive by stealth alone.

After radar-guided surface-to-air 
missiles caused heavy losses in Viet-
nam in 1972 and the Middle East in 
1973, Darpa called for a stealth dem-
onstrator. Lockheed won the Have 
Blue contract in 1976, using a com-
puter program that could predict the 
RCS of a shape made of fat facets and 
covered with sheets of RAM. The air-
craft few in 1977 and led to the F-117 

(pictured), which became operational 
in 1983.

Northrop was chosen in 1976 to 
build an experimental reconnais-
sance aircraft, codenamed Tacit 
Blue, using curved profles, and was 
the surprise winner of the Air Force 
competition to build the Advanced 
Technology Bomber, later named 
B-2, in 1981. In 1983, the Air Force 
revised its requirements for the Ad-
vanced Tactical Fighter to emphasize 
stealth, leading to the Lockheed F-22, 
fown in 1997. 

are formed at the intake 
lip. As the Mach number 
changes, the angle of the 
shockwaves entering 
the engine can be op-
timized by varying the 
position of the wedge or 
spike accordingly.

Similarly, to optimize 
engine performance 
over a wide range of 
airspeeds, high-speed 

aircraft have variable 
nozzles that converge 
for subsonic flight and 
diverge for supersonic 
flight. These “con-di” 
nozzles converge to ac-
celerate the exhaust 
through a change of air-
speed less than Mach 1 
at subsonic speeds and 
diverge to enable ex-
pansion of the exhaust 
to optimize propulsive 
efficiency at speeds in 
excess of Mach 1. 
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WINGLETS

One of Aviation Week’s earliest mentions of  autoland 
technologies  occurred in 1962, following the FAA’s 
evaluation of the British autoland system on a spe-
cially equipped Douglas DC-7. The four-engine propel-
ler transport had conduct ed 310 “completely automatic” landings with the Blind 
Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) in Bedford, England. The British developed 
the autoland system primarily for bombers and civil transports, including the 
Armstrong Whitworth Argosy 660, Hawker Siddeley  Trident and Short  Belfast. 
The systems were soon to be used in airline operations with Hawker Siddeley 
and other early frontrunners, including  the BAC One-Eleven (BAC-111)   in 1963 
and Sud Aviation  Caravelle in 1964, of ering autoland as an option. Staf  writer 
Herbert J. Coleman evaluated the Trident autoland system in a pilot report on 
“blind landings” at Heathrow Airport in the Dec. 12, 1966, edition.  

Development of stability augmenta-
tion systems and later fl y-by-wire 
(FBW) fl ight controls allowed the 
inherent stability of aircraft to be 
reduced, or relaxed, to improve per-
formance. The FBW F-16, fi rst fl own 
in 1974, has relaxed longitudinal static 
stability to increase agility. Flown in 
1981, the aerodynamically unstable 
F-117 was made fl yable by FBW. The 
McDonnell Douglas MD-11 airliner 
introduced in 1990 had relaxed longi-
tudinal stability, allowing for a smaller 
horizontal tail to reduce fuel burn.

The drag-reducing winglet is another 
aerodynamic improvement now 
widespread across airliner fl eets.  
It reduces vortex-induced drag by 
dif using the tip vortex fl ow down-
stream of the wingtip and  increases 
lift at the wingtip by inhibiting the 
fl ow of higher-pressure air below the 
wing to lower-pressure air above. 

Nearly 70 years of operational experi-
ence and improvement have led to 
near-ubiquitous use of night-vision 
goggles (NVG) in the military and 
increasing use in the more chal-
lenging general aviation and public 
sectors, including police and emer-
gency medical services. Generation 
Zero (Gen 0) hand-held night scopes 
emerged in the 1950s, evolving into 
the forward-looking infrared (FLIR) 
systems that were later mounted on 
military aircraft, paving the way for 
the Low-Altitude Navigation Target-
ing Infrared for Night (Lantirn) sys-
tem later used on attack aircraft for 
air-to-surface missiles.

 The Army was the fi rst U.S. mili-
tary service  to use NVGs in aviation, 

During World War II, delta wings 
for high-speed fl ight were studied 
by  Alexander Lippisch in Germany; 
post-war, Britain used similar thick 
delta wings for the subsonic Avro 
Vulcan bomber and Gloster Javelin 
fi ghter. Concurrently, during the 
war, the U.S. National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 
aerodynamicist Robert T. Jones 
developed the thin delta wing for 
low-drag supersonic fl ight. The 
wing design was used by Convair in 
the XF-92 in 1948, which led to the 
U.S. Air Force’s F-102 interceptor 
in 1953 and B-58 bomber in 1960 . 
Dassault also used the design in the 
Mirage III in 1956.  Sweden’s Saab 
pioneered the now-popular close-
coupled delta-canard confi guration 
with the Viggen fi ghter in 1967. The 
Aerospatiale/BAC Concorde super-
sonic airliner entered service in 1976 
with a slender delta, or ogive, wing 
fi rst tested on the BAC 221 in 1964, 
but Russia’s rival Tu-144 was rede-
signed with a double-delta wing and 
retractable foreplanes.

starting with helicopter pilots in 
Vietnam. It would be decades be-
fore the Air Force began using the 
devices in combat. Aviation Week
reported in the April 1, 1996, issue 
that A-10 pilots equipped with NVGs 
had just begun conducting night 
operations over Bosnia “after verify-
ing new close air support tactics at a 
Red Flag exercise.” The 81st Fighter 
Sqdn., to which the A-10s belonged, 
was the fi rst active duty fi ghter 
squadron to operationally employ 
NVGs. The Air Force fi rst rolled out 
the devices in its National Guard 
units in the early 1990s in a drug 
interdiction role.

Aviation Week reported in its 
Oct. 28, 2013, issue that the military 
was looking at digital-image intensi-
fi ers that can work with less light and 
zoom, record and transmit the video. 

Developed initially in response to the 
1973 oil crisis, NASA fl ight tested a 
Whitcomb-designed winglet on a Boe-
ing KC-135 in 1979.  In 1988, a similar-
looking feature debuted on the Boeing 
747-400. Airbus, meanwhile, adopted a 
lower-profi le, end-plate wingtip device 
that projected above and below the 
end of the wing. The shape was fi rst 
introduced on the A310-300 and A320 
and in a much larger form, on the 
A380. McDonnell Douglas also tested a 
form of bifurcated winglet on a DC-10 
in 1981 and introduced a 7-ft.-tall upper 
winglet with lower vane on the MD-11 
in 1990. Larger elliptical or blended 
winglets are now commonplace on 
Airbus and Boeing aircraft, though all-
new wing designs on the 787, 747-8, 777 
and 777X feature raked tips.
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TilTroTor

81

EFBs wiTh  

Moving Maps82
advancEs in  
piloT conTrols84

arTiculaTEd roTor

rigid roTor86

insTruMEnT  

landing sysTEM83

Side-stick controllers, introduced 
for airliners in the late 1980s 
in combination with fy-by-wire 
control for the Airbus A320 fam-
ily, are now found in cockpits of 
virtually all manufacturers with 
the exception of Boeing. Human 
factors concerns, not technology, 
guided the early design work on 
side sticks. In the Sept. 3, 1984, 
Aviation Week, writers described 
how Airbus had added side-stick 
controllers to an A300 test air-
craft, leaving the right-side control 
yoke in place. With side sticks, the 
inputs from one pilot for the frst 
time would not be replicated in the 
side stick of the other pilot, as was 
the case with mechanically linked 
control yokes in the past, and Air-
bus wanted to determine how to 
handle cases where pilots make 
contradictory control inputs at the 
same time. Newer aircraft, includ-
ing Gulfstream’s G500 and G600 
business jets, have active feedback 
between the side sticks.
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Rigid rotors are hingeless. The blades 
are attached to a fexible hub and 
provide higher control power than an 
articulated rotor. Lockheed developed 
rigid rotors for the XH-51 in 1962 and 
the U.S. Army’s AH-56 Cheyenne, 
which was canceled in 1972. MBB in 
1970 developed a rigid rotor for the 
Bo105 (pictured).

Instrument landing system (ILS) 
approaches remain the go-to arrival 
mechanism for airlines and general 
aviation in instrument weather condi-
tions, even 78 years after a Pennsyl-
vania Central Airlines Boeing 247D 
completed the frst ILS in a Pittsburgh 

snowstorm. Air navigation service 
providers and the military continue to 
install new and modernized ILSs, but 
satellite-based approaches are quickly 
gaining popularity.

An ILS has two sets of ground-
mounted electronics. One provides 
glideslope signals to an aircraft 
receiver for vertical reference to 
the desired landing path; the other 
transmits localizer signals for hori-
zontal reference.

The most widely deployed ap-
proach worldwide is the Category I, 
which provides for a 200-ft. decision 
height and as little as 0.37-mi. vis-
ibility, depending on the approach 
lighting system for the runway.

In the U.S., there are now 1,553 

ILS approach procedures on the 
books, 1,280 of which are for Cat. I 
approaches. The U.S.’s 119 Cat. III 
approaches take appropriately 
equipped aircraft and crews down 
to 50 ft. or less above the runway.

Although satellite-based ap-
proaches now stop at Cat. I-type 
performance, there are 3,613 such 
approaches in the U.S., 942 of 
which have 200-ft. minimums,  
and the number will grow as the 
FAA and third-party developers 
build more. Other nations also 
continue to pursue Cat. II (100-ft. 
decision height) and Cat. III per-
formance with locally augmented 
satellite navigation-based landing 
systems. 

A breakthrough rotorcraft design, 
the fully articulated rotor was de-
veloped by Juan de la Cierva for the 
autogyro. Each blade was attached 
to the hub via hinges that allowed it 
to fap upward and downward as the 
rotor rotated to ofset the diference 
in lift on the advanced and retreating 
sides in forward fight.

With the introduction of the iPad in 
2010, static paper charts began taking 
a backseat to the real-time data revolu-
tion in general aviation aircraft. With 
burgeoning software applications for 
the iPad—and tablets, iPad minis or 
even smartphones—companies such 
as Garmin and Forefight—had created 
a new reality for general aviation pilots: 
low-cost options for not only fight 
planning, but glass cockpit displays, 
real-time aircraft position, terrain, syn-
thetic vision, weather and trafc up-
dates from FAA feeds, geo-referenced 
approach charts and airport maps. 
And all for a couple hundred dollars a 
year for updates.

The Transcendental 1-G was the frst  
tiltrotor to fy, in the U.S. in 1954, but it 
was the Bell XV-3 in 1955 and the XV-15 
in 1977 that proved the soundness of the 
VTOL design. This led to the Bell Boeing 
V-22 tiltrotor transport, which frst few in 
1989 and entered service with the U.S. Ma-
rine Corps in 2007 after surviving near-
cancelation. Originally developed by Bell, 
the Leonardo AW609 (pictured) is the frst 
civil tiltrotor; certifcation is set for 2017.
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WINGLETS

One of Aviation Week’s earliest mentions of  autoland 
technologies  occurred in 1962, following the FAA’s 
evaluation of the British autoland system on a spe-
cially equipped Douglas DC-7. The four-engine propel-
ler transport had conduct ed 310 “completely automatic” landings with the Blind 
Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) in Bedford, England. The British developed 
the autoland system primarily for bombers and civil transports, including the 
Armstrong Whitworth Argosy 660, Hawker Siddeley  Trident and Short  Belfast. 
The systems were soon to be used in airline operations with Hawker Siddeley 
and other early frontrunners, including  the BAC One-Eleven (BAC-111)   in 1963 
and Sud Aviation  Caravelle in 1964, of ering autoland as an option. Staf  writer 
Herbert J. Coleman evaluated the Trident autoland system in a pilot report on 
“blind landings” at Heathrow Airport in the Dec. 12, 1966, edition.  

Development of stability augmenta-
tion systems and later fl y-by-wire 
(FBW) fl ight controls allowed the 
inherent stability of aircraft to be 
reduced, or relaxed, to improve per-
formance. The FBW F-16, fi rst fl own 
in 1974, has relaxed longitudinal static 
stability to increase agility. Flown in 
1981, the aerodynamically unstable 
F-117 was made fl yable by FBW. The 
McDonnell Douglas MD-11 airliner 
introduced in 1990 had relaxed longi-
tudinal stability, allowing for a smaller 
horizontal tail to reduce fuel burn.

The drag-reducing winglet is another 
aerodynamic improvement now 
widespread across airliner fl eets.  
It reduces vortex-induced drag by 
dif using the tip vortex fl ow down-
stream of the wingtip and  increases 
lift at the wingtip by inhibiting the 
fl ow of higher-pressure air below the 
wing to lower-pressure air above. 

Nearly 70 years of operational experi-
ence and improvement have led to 
near-ubiquitous use of night-vision 
goggles (NVG) in the military and 
increasing use in the more chal-
lenging general aviation and public 
sectors, including police and emer-
gency medical services. Generation 
Zero (Gen 0) hand-held night scopes 
emerged in the 1950s, evolving into 
the forward-looking infrared (FLIR) 
systems that were later mounted on 
military aircraft, paving the way for 
the Low-Altitude Navigation Target-
ing Infrared for Night (Lantirn) sys-
tem later used on attack aircraft for 
air-to-surface missiles.

 The Army was the fi rst U.S. mili-
tary service  to use NVGs in aviation, 

During World War II, delta wings 
for high-speed fl ight were studied 
by  Alexander Lippisch in Germany; 
post-war, Britain used similar thick 
delta wings for the subsonic Avro 
Vulcan bomber and Gloster Javelin 
fi ghter. Concurrently, during the 
war, the U.S. National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 
aerodynamicist Robert T. Jones 
developed the thin delta wing for 
low-drag supersonic fl ight. The 
wing design was used by Convair in 
the XF-92 in 1948, which led to the 
U.S. Air Force’s F-102 interceptor 
in 1953 and B-58 bomber in 1960 . 
Dassault also used the design in the 
Mirage III in 1956.  Sweden’s Saab 
pioneered the now-popular close-
coupled delta-canard confi guration 
with the Viggen fi ghter in 1967. The 
Aerospatiale/BAC Concorde super-
sonic airliner entered service in 1976 
with a slender delta, or ogive, wing 
fi rst tested on the BAC 221 in 1964, 
but Russia’s rival Tu-144 was rede-
signed with a double-delta wing and 
retractable foreplanes.

starting with helicopter pilots in 
Vietnam. It would be decades be-
fore the Air Force began using the 
devices in combat. Aviation Week
reported in the April 1, 1996, issue 
that A-10 pilots equipped with NVGs 
had just begun conducting night 
operations over Bosnia “after verify-
ing new close air support tactics at a 
Red Flag exercise.” The 81st Fighter 
Sqdn., to which the A-10s belonged, 
was the fi rst active duty fi ghter 
squadron to operationally employ 
NVGs. The Air Force fi rst rolled out 
the devices in its National Guard 
units in the early 1990s in a drug 
interdiction role.

Aviation Week reported in its 
Oct. 28, 2013, issue that the military 
was looking at digital-image intensi-
fi ers that can work with less light and 
zoom, record and transmit the video. 

Developed initially in response to the 
1973 oil crisis, NASA fl ight tested a 
Whitcomb-designed winglet on a Boe-
ing KC-135 in 1979.  In 1988, a similar-
looking feature debuted on the Boeing 
747-400. Airbus, meanwhile, adopted a 
lower-profi le, end-plate wingtip device 
that projected above and below the 
end of the wing. The shape was fi rst 
introduced on the A310-300 and A320 
and in a much larger form, on the 
A380. McDonnell Douglas also tested a 
form of bifurcated winglet on a DC-10 
in 1981 and introduced a 7-ft.-tall upper 
winglet with lower vane on the MD-11 
in 1990. Larger elliptical or blended 
winglets are now commonplace on 
Airbus and Boeing aircraft, though all-
new wing designs on the 787, 747-8, 777 
and 777X feature raked tips.
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Developed by Hughes Helicopters 
as an anti-torque control device 
for rotorcraft, the Notar uses a 
variable-pitch fan to drive air down 
the tail boom. Some of the air is 
expelled via two slots that run 
longitudinally down the starboard 
side of the boom to generate a 
boundary-layer control—the Coan-
da efect. The resulting fow pro-
duces up to 60% of the anti-torque 
needed in hover; a rotating direct 
jet thruster mounted at the boom’s 
tip provides directional control. 

While early jet airliners relied on wing 
designs with conventional cross-sections, 
aerodynamicists including Richard Whit-
comb at NASA Langley and Dietrich 

Modern powerplants are 
started, efciently operated 
and electronically monitored 
by a Full Authority Digital 
Engine Control (Fadec). The 
Fadec uses digitized input 
on air density, engine lever 
position, engine pressures, 
temperatures and other 
parameters to compute and 
manipulate fuel fows, stator 
positions and bleed valves.

Airframe parachutes gained widespread no-
toriety post-2000 with the introduction of the 
Cirrus Airframe Parachute System (CAPS) 
on the Cirrus SR20/22 line of single-engine 
piston-powered aircraft. Cirrus is currently 
in the process of completing its largest para-
chute to date, a CAPS that is three times 
as large as the SR22 parachute for its SF50 
single-engine jet. CAPS, which uses a rocket 
(in combination with an airbag for the SF50) 
to launch a parachute that connects to the 
fuselage, is credited with saving 129 lives as of 
late March 2016. Earlier pathfnders include 
the Ballistic Recovery Systems (BRS) whole 
airframe systems for the ultralight sector, as 
well as some smaller general aviation models. 
The military also earns some credit for early 
adoption. Aviation Week’s Dec. 23, 1957, issue 
shows a live test of a whole airframe recovery 
system for the MGM-1 Matador surface-to-
surface cruise missile. The system used three 
parachutes and airframe airbags to recover 
the vehicle without damage.

The fan-in-fn anti-torque system 
was patented in the U.K. in 1943 
but made famous by Aerospatiale 
(now Airbus Helicopters) as the 
fenestron—frst used in 1968 on 
the SA341 Gazelle.
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As in Aesop’s fable of the tortoise and the hare, the principle 
behind electric space propulsion is “slow and steady wins the 
race.” These methods produce thrust much weaker than that 
from chemical rockets, but they are much more efcient. 
Work on the techniques in the U.S. and Russia dates to the 
1950s.

The most common form of electric propulsion entails ioniz-
ing a propellant such as xenon to produce a plasma that gener-
ates thrust. Today, ion thrusters are in use on more than 100 
Earth-orbiting satellites. And planners of deep-space missions 
see electric propulsion as one way to gradually reach high ve-
locities to the outer reaches of the Solar System.

Kuchemann at RAE Farnborough 
realized more performance could be 
gained by tailoring the airfoil for tran-
sonic conditions. The focus was to de-
lay the onset of the supersonic shock-
wave over the wing which causes 
wave drag, thereby allowing more ef-
fcient cruise performance at a higher 
Mach number. The resulting airfoil 
cross-sections were much fatter on 
the upper surface, blunter at the nose 
and inversely cambered at the lower 
aft wing surface. The fatter upper 
surface helped maintain a smoother 
boundary layer, while the blunt lead-
ing edge attenuated the suction peak; 
the scooped-out lower aft surface 
gave aft loading to generate increased 
lift. The overall outcome was that the 
shockwave moved further aft over the 
wing and reduced in intensity.
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2003 The Columbia 
Tragedy

There was plenty of media cov-

erage of the Feb. 1, 2003, loss of 

space shuttle Columbia, which 

broke apart over Texas as it reen-

tered the atmosphere, killing its 

crew of seven. But Aviation Week 

set itself apart with its in-depth, 

team analysis of the accident. Ex-

clusive interviews with Program 

Manager Ron Dittemore and 

Flight Director Leroy Cain pro-

vided key points in the breakup. 

The magazine’s initial coverage 

described how high-resolution 

imagery of the shuttle taken by 

a U.S. Air Force tracking camera 

revealed damage to the inboard 

leading edge of Columbia’s left 

wing, which was later determined 

to have been caused by a piece of 

foam insulation that broke off of 

the shuttle’s propellant tank dur-

ing launch. The magazine also 

published an exclusive photo 

from inside Mission Control im-

mediately after the loss of the 

shuttle. The coverage by space 

editors Craig Covault and Frank 

Morring, Jr., and engineering edi-

tor Michael Dornheim, among 

others, went on to win a Jesse H. 

Neal Award, the business press 

equivalent of the Pulitzer Prize.

See Aviation WeekÕs coverage of 

the Columbia accident from

February 2003 at:  

archive.aviationweek.com
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Spacecraft returning  to Earth  need a way to survive the vibration and 
heat  of reentry. The extreme heat was by far the tougher problem facing 
the engineers and designers of space vehicles.

One approach, described by Robert Goddard, the liquid rocket engine 
pioneer, was to provide the spacecraft a shield coated with a thick surface 
that could gradually burn away. Such an ablative heat shield was used on 
manned spacecraft designs until the advent of the U.S. space shuttle.

Because it was to be reusable, the shuttle needed a new thermal pro-
tection strategy. Engineers came up with a variety of materials to use on 
dif erent parts of the spaceplane’s body, depending on how much heat each 
area had to endure during the fi ery return to the planet. These materials 
included ceramic tiles, reinforced carbon-carbon and Nomex blankets.

Early in the shuttle program, there were problems with tiles falling of . 
Those issues were painstakingly resolved. In 2003, the orbiter Columbia 
was lost during reentry due to damage to a carbon-carbon leading edge 
that had been struck by foam insulation, which had broken of  the shuttle 
external fuel tank during the launch days earlier.

The beginning of the end for the third “man” in the cockpit—the fl ight-test 
engineer—came about in the early 1980s with the introduction of two-pilot 
fl ight decks for the Boeing 767 and 757 and a retrofi tted Airbus A300.

While both the A300 and 767 were originally designed with a fl ight engineer 
station, the  airframers each came to see the value in a two-person confi guration 
and launched retrofi t programs. Boeing’s began mid-stream in its 767 develop-
ment program and Airbus’s in 1983, nearly 10 years after the A300 entered 
service. The 757 had been designed from scratch using a two-person fl ight-
deck augmented with an engine-indicating-and-crew-alerting system (Eicas), a 
typical element of the modern integrated glass cockpit. Eicas provided engine 
operating status, cautions and warnings, aircraft status before takeof , as well 
as noting discrepancies for ground maintenance.

“The fi rst 767s were to be equipped with three-man cockpits,” Aviation 
Week reported  in its June 7, 1982, issue, “but customers changed to the two-
man confi guration following a presidential commission’s decision that the 
aircraft did not need a third crewman.” 

NASA

OF SCOOPS
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Developed by Hughes Helicopters 
as an anti-torque control device 
for rotorcraft, the Notar uses a 
variable-pitch fan to drive air down 
the tail boom. Some of the air is 
expelled via two slots that run 
longitudinally down the starboard 
side of the boom to generate a 
boundary-layer control—the Coan-
da efect. The resulting fow pro-
duces up to 60% of the anti-torque 
needed in hover; a rotating direct 
jet thruster mounted at the boom’s 
tip provides directional control. 

While early jet airliners relied on wing 
designs with conventional cross-sections, 
aerodynamicists including Richard Whit-
comb at NASA Langley and Dietrich 

Modern powerplants are 
started, efciently operated 
and electronically monitored 
by a Full Authority Digital 
Engine Control (Fadec). The 
Fadec uses digitized input 
on air density, engine lever 
position, engine pressures, 
temperatures and other 
parameters to compute and 
manipulate fuel fows, stator 
positions and bleed valves.

Airframe parachutes gained widespread no-
toriety post-2000 with the introduction of the 
Cirrus Airframe Parachute System (CAPS) 
on the Cirrus SR20/22 line of single-engine 
piston-powered aircraft. Cirrus is currently 
in the process of completing its largest para-
chute to date, a CAPS that is three times 
as large as the SR22 parachute for its SF50 
single-engine jet. CAPS, which uses a rocket 
(in combination with an airbag for the SF50) 
to launch a parachute that connects to the 
fuselage, is credited with saving 129 lives as of 
late March 2016. Earlier pathfnders include 
the Ballistic Recovery Systems (BRS) whole 
airframe systems for the ultralight sector, as 
well as some smaller general aviation models. 
The military also earns some credit for early 
adoption. Aviation Week’s Dec. 23, 1957, issue 
shows a live test of a whole airframe recovery 
system for the MGM-1 Matador surface-to-
surface cruise missile. The system used three 
parachutes and airframe airbags to recover 
the vehicle without damage.

The fan-in-fn anti-torque system 
was patented in the U.K. in 1943 
but made famous by Aerospatiale 
(now Airbus Helicopters) as the 
fenestron—frst used in 1968 on 
the SA341 Gazelle.
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As in Aesop’s fable of the tortoise and the hare, the principle 
behind electric space propulsion is “slow and steady wins the 
race.” These methods produce thrust much weaker than that 
from chemical rockets, but they are much more efcient. 
Work on the techniques in the U.S. and Russia dates to the 
1950s.

The most common form of electric propulsion entails ioniz-
ing a propellant such as xenon to produce a plasma that gener-
ates thrust. Today, ion thrusters are in use on more than 100 
Earth-orbiting satellites. And planners of deep-space missions 
see electric propulsion as one way to gradually reach high ve-
locities to the outer reaches of the Solar System.

Kuchemann at RAE Farnborough 
realized more performance could be 
gained by tailoring the airfoil for tran-
sonic conditions. The focus was to de-
lay the onset of the supersonic shock-
wave over the wing which causes 
wave drag, thereby allowing more ef-
fcient cruise performance at a higher 
Mach number. The resulting airfoil 
cross-sections were much fatter on 
the upper surface, blunter at the nose 
and inversely cambered at the lower 
aft wing surface. The fatter upper 
surface helped maintain a smoother 
boundary layer, while the blunt lead-
ing edge attenuated the suction peak; 
the scooped-out lower aft surface 
gave aft loading to generate increased 
lift. The overall outcome was that the 
shockwave moved further aft over the 
wing and reduced in intensity.
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In the 1950s, nuclear power seemed 
to be the answer to everything, even 
aircraft propulsion. In December 1958, 
Aviation Week & Space Technology fa-
mously and erroneously published 
claims that the Soviet Union was test-
fl ying a nuclear-powered bomber.

The report turned out to be an elab-
orate hoax but helped briefl y extend 
funding for U.S. nuclear-powered air-
craft research that had begun in 1946. 
The goal was to develop a strategic 
missile carrier able to stay on continu-
ous airborne alert for a week or more.

One Convair B-36 was modifi ed with 
an airborne reactor to measure the ef-
fectiveness of shielding, but conver-
sion of another into a nuclear-powered 
experimental aircraft, the X-6, was 
canceled in 1961 along with plans for a 
nuclear-powered bomber . The Soviets, 
meanwhile, flew a nuclear reactor in 
a modifi ed Tupolev Tu-95 in the early 

1960s, but intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles rendered the concept obsolete.

U.S. research into a nuclear-ramjet-
powered missile also ended in the mid-
1960s, leaving nuclear power generation 
for spacecraft as the only continuing 
application in aerospace. NASA has 
used radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erators—which convert the heat from 
radioactive decay into electricity—for 
many missions, including the planned 
Mars 2020 rover. Russia has also used 
small fi ssion- power systems.

With sights set on faster manned 
fl ights to Mars, the space agencies of 
the U.S. and Russia  have separately 
outlined plans to develop high-thrust 
nuclear propulsion systems based on 
fi ssion reactors. NASA hopes to fl y a 
small nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) by 
2025, and Russia says it could ground-
test a prototype nuclear engine as ear-
ly as 2018. An NTR uses a fi ssion reac-
tor to heat liquid-hydrogen propellant.

To go beyond the mere ballistics of Sputnik, for 
fl ight into space to be useful beyond bombard-
ment in warfare, a spacecraft needs to be stable 
in orbit. The fi rst method is to set it spinning, like 
a gyroscope. Spin stabilization was used on early 
communications satellites and planetary probes; 
the technique is still in the spacecraft designer’s 
toolkit today. But three-axis stabilization of ers 
 even more potential. By using small thrusters, 

While the dream of a completely reus-
able orbital launch system has yet to 
be realized, several developments have 
achieved key elements of this goal.

Successful reusable winged vehicles 
such as the space shuttle and Boeing 
X-37B trace their origins to spaceplane 
projects of the 1950s and ’60s that at-
tempted to develop an alternate means 
of atmospheric reentry and landing. 
The Boeing X-20 Dyna-Soar, for ex-
ample, was a U.S. Air Force program 
set up in the late ’50s to develop a reus-
able capability unlike that of the ballis-
tic reentry capsules in use at the time.

The X-20 was canceled, but  a series 
of Northrop and Martin Marietta-
built lifting-body vehicles followed and 
were tested by NASA in the 1960s and 
’70s. Tests validated the concept of an 

unpowered gliding descent/landing, 
which contributed to the space shuttle 
and X-37B as well as to Sierra Nevada 
Corp.’s Dream Chaser, an optionally pi-
loted spaceplane that was contracted by 
 NASA in 2016 to handle cargo resupply 
missions  to the International Space Sta-
tion. 

 Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo is a 
hybrid rocket-powered winged vehicle, 
which is taken to launch altitude by a 
fi xed-wing carrier aircraft; XCOR’s  Lynx 
will takeof  from the runway under rock-
et power.  

The U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative 
of the 1980s renewed interest in reus-
able launchers and led to McDonnell 
Douglas’s 1990s’ DC-X, which proved 
the viability of the VTOL concept used 
by both Blue Origin and SpaceX.   

REUSABLE SPACECRAFT

momentum wheels or control-
 moment gyroscopes, a spacecraft 
could keep pointed precisely with-
out having to spin about one axis.

However, b efore a spacecraft 
can control its attitude it must 
be able to determine it . Over de-
cades, engineers have devised and 
created a slew of  aids to enable 
 this— including  inertial measure-
ment units, Sun sensors, horizon 
sensors and star trackers.
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OF SCOOPS
1958 A Nuclear-

Powered Soviet Bomber

Occasionally, one of Aviation 

Week’s scoops became an “oops.” 

That was the case in 1958, when 

the magazine “revealed” that the 

Soviet Union had been fl ight test-

ing a nuclear-powered bomber 

near Moscow for six months. The 

account included a remarkable 

level of detail. “The new aircraft 

is powered by a combination of 

nuclear and conventional turbojet 

engines,” the article maintained. 

“Two direct air cycle nuclear pow-

erplants are housed in 36-ft.-long 

nacelles slung on short pylons 

about midway out on each wing. 

These nuclear powerplants, with 

6-ft.-diameter air intakes . . . 

produce about 70,000 lb. thrust 

each.” The report, which fueled 

concerns that the Soviets were 

pulling ahead of the U.S. in nu-

clear propulsion, would prove to 

be an elaborate hoax. Both Soviet 

and U.S. research into nuclear-

powered aircraft wound down in 

the 1960s as ICBMs rendered the 

concept obsolete. Today, despite 

vast improvements in reactor 

technology, fi ssion-based nuclear 

propulsion cycles remain heavy, 

complex and ineffi cient.

Read an account of the 1958 

Soviet nuclear bomber hoax and 

link to the original article from 

Dec. 1, 1958 at:  

archive.aviationweek.com

FLYING CAR99

JET PACKS98

100 ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
Invented by 3D  Systems Corp. in 1984, stereolithography was the fi rst method 
developed for 3-D printing of plastic and was widely used to make models and 
prototypes of parts. Selective laser sintering of metal parts was developed for the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (Darpa)  in the mid-1980s. In the 
1990s, fusion deposition molding of plastic followed from Stratasys and electron-
beam melting of metal from Arcam of Sweden. The FAA approved the fi rst ad-
ditively manufactured part in a General Electric GE90 engine in April 2015 and, 
in April 2016, CFM began delivering production Leap-1 engines to Airbus with 
fuel nozzles 3-D printed by Arcam machines.

“Where’s my jet pack?” is the famil-
iar call of those impatient with the 
progress of aviation. And in 1961, 
when Aviation Week fi rst reported on 
Bell Aerosystems’ rocket belt, the 
ultimate in personal transportation 
appeared to be imminent .

The Bell Rocket Belt, or Small Rock-
et Lift Device as it was called, was de-
veloped for the U.S. Army and worked, 
but its 21 sec. of fl ight time on  5 gal. of 
hydrogen-peroxide fuel was too limited 
to be useful. Today, Mexico’s Technolo-
gia Aeroespacial Mexicana builds an 
improved Rocket Belt (pictured).

Bell went on to develop a fl ying belt 
using a small Williams WR19 turbo-
fan for propulsion. This flew in 1968 
and led to the Williams Aerial Sys-
tems Platform (WASP), which had an 

uprated WR19-9, could fl y for 20-30 
min. and reach 60 mph. An improved 
Williams X-jet flew in 1980 but was 
abandoned.

However, the idea lives on.  New 
Zealand’s Martin Aircraft is develop-
ing the Jetpack, which has two ducted 
fans powered by a 200-hp V4 engine 
mounted behind the occupant and a 
ballistic parachute system for safety. 
Flight testing is underway, with pro-
duction planned by year-end.

Check 6 Listen as Aviation Week editors discuss—and debate—why they 

chose the aviation technologies and innovations featured here.  

AviationWeek.com/podcast

An airplane in every garage has been 
an aviation dream long before The Jet-
sons’ fl ying car premiered on television 
in 1962. Real fl ying cars have been  fea-
tured in Aviation Week since the 1930s. 
The Waterman Arrowbile was a fl ying-
wing roadable aircraft with detachable 
wing and propeller; it fl ew in 1937 but 
never entered production.
Major aircraft manufacturer Consoli-
dated Vultee produced the ConVair-

Car, which had a two-seat car with de-
tachable wing, tail and engine mounted 
on the roof. The prototype fl ew in 1947. 
The Fulton Airphibian was a car with 
detachable fuselage, on which were 
mounted the wing and tail; it fl ew in 
1950. The Taylor Aerocar with fold-
able wings was certifi ed in 1956. None 
of them entered production.

Today, Terrafugia has found out 
how hard it is to meet both aviation 
and highway safety requirements as 
it works to certify its Transition two-
seat roadable aircraft, which has wings 
that fold up at the press of a button. The 
proof-of-concept Transition fi rst fl ew in 
2006 and certifi cation is still underway. 
Despite a crash in 2015, Slovakia’s Aero-
Mobil continues development of a fl ying 
“roadster” whose wings fold back over 
the fuselage.
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In the 1950s, nuclear power seemed 
to be the answer to everything, even 
aircraft propulsion. In December 1958, 
Aviation Week & Space Technology fa-
mously and erroneously published 
claims that the Soviet Union was test-
fl ying a nuclear-powered bomber.

The report turned out to be an elab-
orate hoax but helped briefl y extend 
funding for U.S. nuclear-powered air-
craft research that had begun in 1946. 
The goal was to develop a strategic 
missile carrier able to stay on continu-
ous airborne alert for a week or more.

One Convair B-36 was modifi ed with 
an airborne reactor to measure the ef-
fectiveness of shielding, but conver-
sion of another into a nuclear-powered 
experimental aircraft, the X-6, was 
canceled in 1961 along with plans for a 
nuclear-powered bomber . The Soviets, 
meanwhile, flew a nuclear reactor in 
a modifi ed Tupolev Tu-95 in the early 

1960s, but intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles rendered the concept obsolete.

U.S. research into a nuclear-ramjet-
powered missile also ended in the mid-
1960s, leaving nuclear power generation 
for spacecraft as the only continuing 
application in aerospace. NASA has 
used radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erators—which convert the heat from 
radioactive decay into electricity—for 
many missions, including the planned 
Mars 2020 rover. Russia has also used 
small fi ssion- power systems.

With sights set on faster manned 
fl ights to Mars, the space agencies of 
the U.S. and Russia  have separately 
outlined plans to develop high-thrust 
nuclear propulsion systems based on 
fi ssion reactors. NASA hopes to fl y a 
small nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) by 
2025, and Russia says it could ground-
test a prototype nuclear engine as ear-
ly as 2018. An NTR uses a fi ssion reac-
tor to heat liquid-hydrogen propellant.

To go beyond the mere ballistics of Sputnik, for 
fl ight into space to be useful beyond bombard-
ment in warfare, a spacecraft needs to be stable 
in orbit. The fi rst method is to set it spinning, like 
a gyroscope. Spin stabilization was used on early 
communications satellites and planetary probes; 
the technique is still in the spacecraft designer’s 
toolkit today. But three-axis stabilization of ers 
 even more potential. By using small thrusters, 

While the dream of a completely reus-
able orbital launch system has yet to 
be realized, several developments have 
achieved key elements of this goal.

Successful reusable winged vehicles 
such as the space shuttle and Boeing 
X-37B trace their origins to spaceplane 
projects of the 1950s and ’60s that at-
tempted to develop an alternate means 
of atmospheric reentry and landing. 
The Boeing X-20 Dyna-Soar, for ex-
ample, was a U.S. Air Force program 
set up in the late ’50s to develop a reus-
able capability unlike that of the ballis-
tic reentry capsules in use at the time.

The X-20 was canceled, but  a series 
of Northrop and Martin Marietta-
built lifting-body vehicles followed and 
were tested by NASA in the 1960s and 
’70s. Tests validated the concept of an 

unpowered gliding descent/landing, 
which contributed to the space shuttle 
and X-37B as well as to Sierra Nevada 
Corp.’s Dream Chaser, an optionally pi-
loted spaceplane that was contracted by 
 NASA in 2016 to handle cargo resupply 
missions  to the International Space Sta-
tion. 

 Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo is a 
hybrid rocket-powered winged vehicle, 
which is taken to launch altitude by a 
fi xed-wing carrier aircraft; XCOR’s  Lynx 
will takeof  from the runway under rock-
et power.  

The U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative 
of the 1980s renewed interest in reus-
able launchers and led to McDonnell 
Douglas’s 1990s’ DC-X, which proved 
the viability of the VTOL concept used 
by both Blue Origin and SpaceX.   

REUSABLE SPACECRAFT

momentum wheels or control-
 moment gyroscopes, a spacecraft 
could keep pointed precisely with-
out having to spin about one axis.

However, b efore a spacecraft 
can control its attitude it must 
be able to determine it . Over de-
cades, engineers have devised and 
created a slew of  aids to enable 
 this— including  inertial measure-
ment units, Sun sensors, horizon 
sensors and star trackers.
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Technologists 
on Tomorrow 

AW&ST   For you, what have been 

the most important developments?

 
Tracy  The intersection of materials and 
computer sciences has been the biggest 
change in my career. When I started, 
we were taking pieces of aluminum, 
bending them, putting them onto large, 
heavy, expensive fi xtures, drilling them 
and bolting thousands of pieces togeth-
er. Because of computational power, we 
got 3-D design.  Numerically controlled 
machines let us get away from sheet 
metal  to monolithically machined parts.

[Then] there was this huge shift in 
mentality from  thinking composites 
were just for performance to where 
they could save you cost, too, even 
though the raw materials were more 
expensive. I have spent my entire ca-
reer working composites. When I joined 
Boeing from Hercules, my dream was a 
simple one: I believed that composites 
were going to take over the world. See-
ing the 787 leave the runway in Everett 
in 2009 was just a dream come true.

The other thing  so impressive to me 
is this  year-over-year, 1-1.5% improve-
ment in ef  ciency of our products. The 
787 is probably 75% more fuel-ef  cient 
than the original jet  transports and 
90% quieter. There’s been this incred-
ible convergence of materials science, 
aerodynamics, advanced systems, all 
wrapped together with engine technol-
ogy that has allowed us to continue to 
march down that path.

Jackson  The fi rst is unquestionably 
the transition from analog to digital 
and the microelectronics revolution 
driven by Moore’s Law. Besides the 
fact that most of us carry at least one 

looking at 3-D-printing compounds for 
the aerospace industry. It looks at alu-
minum powders—Scalmalloy is one we 
developed—then titanium.

Eventually, it will go into space. And 
how do you 3-D print in space? We’re 
looking at materials, then the produc-
tion of key parts  and eventually print-
ing spare parts or components in space 
instead of fl ying them up there.

Russell  Using 3-D printing, we’ve been 
able to turn components of missiles 
dozens of times to get the exact com-
ponent we need. It has changed the way 
we think about our missile and  radar 
businesses.  We can make these turns in 
weeks that used to take years.

We’ve invested in our Cyber Opera-
tions, Development and Evaluation Cen-
ter. It allows us to do cyberengineering-
of ense and defense, force on force. It’s 
used to check out our products and 
weapons systems, taking processor 
loops and hardware loops and attack-
ing and defending them so we can show  
our products are cyber-hard.

 
AW&ST How important will environ-

mental stewardship be in the future?

What do the people guiding technology investments for the aerospace industry 

think lies ahead? To fi nd out, Aviation Week talked to the chief technologists 

of industry leaders: John Tracy, who retires this year after 35 years at Boeing,  

10  of them as chief technology of  cer (CTO); Keoki Jackson, Lockheed Martin 

CTO; Andy Anderson, deputy CTO at Airbus Group; and Mark Russell, 

Raytheon’s vice president of engineering, technology and mission assurance.
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Mark Russell

supercomputer on our body now, it has 
completely changed the cockpit and 
revolutionized aviation safety.

For me, the pinnacle is the F-35 
cockpit. You’ve got this incredible fu-
sion technology combined with the 
advanced displays in the helmet. The 
pilot has full battlespace characteriza-
tion and information in  his helmet from 
all the onboard sensors.   He can share it 
with the ground and other pilots.

Another example, in the F-16 is our 
Auto Ground Collison Avoidance Sys-
tem, which is saving pilots through 
technology that not only models the 
dynamics of the airplane but uses all 
the sensing onboard to save lives.

And the third is how we design stuf , 
which continues to evolve very fast. 
Computer-aided modeling and simula-
tion and fi nite element modeling was 
the initial enabler. Now it’s in everything 
we design. So we’re designing products 
that are dramatically better.

 
Anderson  Within the last couple of 
years, I think the most important is 
the work we’ve been doing on electric 
fl ight. The E-Fan 1  [demonstrator] has 
been teaching us valuable information 
about where to look in the future, be-
cause electric fl ight is fundamentally 
dif erent  from electric automobiles.

The other area is broadband connec-
tivity.  For example, the European Data 
Relay System, which is laser-based 
communication in space and to ground, 
is a  breakthrough in terms of getting 
bandwidth—and quality real-time con-
nectivity—anywhere on the globe.

Materials is a topic that will contin-
ue into the future. APWorks is a small 
company we have started up that is 
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Tracy  When I started, that was not 
the top on people’s lists, but I’ve seen 
how concern for the environment con-
tinues to drive us to build planes that 
are more efcient. We’re going to keep 
driving efciency. We believe we’ll still 
get the 1.5% a year. We know the engine 
companies are doing things like geared 
turbofan, higher bypass ratios, higher 
exhaust gas temperatures, using ce-
ramics on stationary and rotating parts.

We believe we’ll get to carbon-neu-
tral growth by 2020 and back to the 
CO2 level produced in 2005 by 2050. A 
good fraction of that is just continuing 
to improve performance, the advanced 
concepts we work on with NASA and 
others, the continued electrifcation.

I think one of the big enablers is go-
ing to be energy storage. The fuels we 
have today are very efcient, but if we 

can get to other forms of energy stor-
age—whether batteries, supercapaci-
tors, fywheels, or even more advanced 
things—then I’d think we’ll go to the 
next step in terms of radical efciency 
improvements and zero emissions. Safe 
hydrogen storage would be another one.

 
Anderson  E-Fan 2 takes what we 
learned in E-Fan 1 and looks at how 
we start preparing and understand-
ing, not the technology so much, but 
toward using electric propulsion seri-
ously in future programs. When you 
go to an electric or a hybrid design, 
you open up a completely new design 
space. That’s the key: opening up a 
space that allows you to design aircraft 
diferently in the future.

The other thing is to understand the 
ground infrastructure needed for elec-
tric fight, like the car industry imple-
menting electric vehicles and charging 
stations. What does it need? Also, like 
the automobile industry, what is the 
acceptance when you have a hybrid or 
an electric product?

We will build in a facility that will al-
low us to test up to 10-megawatt hybrid 
confgurations, in myriad combinations. 
It’s a research program that’s in its 
early stages, but it looks at serious, big 
distributed propulsion systems.

 
AW&ST  What are next big break-

throughs in the R&D pipeline?

 
Jackson  We’re investing in quan-
tum information sciences: sens-
ing, communications, comput-
ing. I see this taking us beyond 
those physical limits of Moore’s 
Law, where we’ll be able to solve 
problems that are truly compu-
tationally intractable today. In 
complex system design, these are 
the kinds of tools that allow you 
to do instantaneous verification 
and validation of highly complex 
software systems.

We are starting to do our de-
signs as full 3-D models from the 
beginning to the end of the life 
cycle. We’re going from concept 
and requirements to architecture, 
through design in 3-D models 
with physics-based simulations 
wrapped around them, to the 
manufacturing and integration 
tests and ultimately sustainment 
in the field, all living within that 
virtual environment.

For spacecraft, our initial at-
tempts are taking out half the cycle 
time and cost, and only getting better. 
Our 3-D multirobotic additive manufac-
turing clusters combine industrial ro-
bots on a large scale with the ability to 
3-D-print on a small scale. This will ul-
timately let us literally print a satellite.

Another is automation in the cockpit. 
And we’re in that transition now, from 
automation to autonomy. Now your 
pilot is going to be able to control, by 
himself, a squadron of diverse unpilot-
ed vehicles to do a mission. It is going 
to be human supervisory control, but 
at the squadron versus the individual 
level. And think about swarms of low-
cost, autonomous vehicles exploring 
our planet, gathering data in real time, 
then take that to our Solar System.

 
Russell  We’re investing in a new kind 
of laser element called a planar wave-
guide. It’s a slab about the size of a 
ruler. We’re investing in this because 
there are niches where you want a la-
ser that will ft in a smaller platform, 
something to put out signifcant pow-
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Technologists 
on Tomorrow 

AW&ST   For you, what have been 

the most important developments?

 
Tracy  The intersection of materials and 
computer sciences has been the biggest 
change in my career. When I started, 
we were taking pieces of aluminum, 
bending them, putting them onto large, 
heavy, expensive fi xtures, drilling them 
and bolting thousands of pieces togeth-
er. Because of computational power, we 
got 3-D design.  Numerically controlled 
machines let us get away from sheet 
metal  to monolithically machined parts.

[Then] there was this huge shift in 
mentality from  thinking composites 
were just for performance to where 
they could save you cost, too, even 
though the raw materials were more 
expensive. I have spent my entire ca-
reer working composites. When I joined 
Boeing from Hercules, my dream was a 
simple one: I believed that composites 
were going to take over the world. See-
ing the 787 leave the runway in Everett 
in 2009 was just a dream come true.

The other thing  so impressive to me 
is this  year-over-year, 1-1.5% improve-
ment in ef  ciency of our products. The 
787 is probably 75% more fuel-ef  cient 
than the original jet  transports and 
90% quieter. There’s been this incred-
ible convergence of materials science, 
aerodynamics, advanced systems, all 
wrapped together with engine technol-
ogy that has allowed us to continue to 
march down that path.

Jackson  The fi rst is unquestionably 
the transition from analog to digital 
and the microelectronics revolution 
driven by Moore’s Law. Besides the 
fact that most of us carry at least one 

looking at 3-D-printing compounds for 
the aerospace industry. It looks at alu-
minum powders—Scalmalloy is one we 
developed—then titanium.

Eventually, it will go into space. And 
how do you 3-D print in space? We’re 
looking at materials, then the produc-
tion of key parts  and eventually print-
ing spare parts or components in space 
instead of fl ying them up there.

Russell  Using 3-D printing, we’ve been 
able to turn components of missiles 
dozens of times to get the exact com-
ponent we need. It has changed the way 
we think about our missile and  radar 
businesses.  We can make these turns in 
weeks that used to take years.

We’ve invested in our Cyber Opera-
tions, Development and Evaluation Cen-
ter. It allows us to do cyberengineering-
of ense and defense, force on force. It’s 
used to check out our products and 
weapons systems, taking processor 
loops and hardware loops and attack-
ing and defending them so we can show  
our products are cyber-hard.

 
AW&ST How important will environ-

mental stewardship be in the future?

What do the people guiding technology investments for the aerospace industry 

think lies ahead? To fi nd out, Aviation Week talked to the chief technologists 

of industry leaders: John Tracy, who retires this year after 35 years at Boeing,  

10  of them as chief technology of  cer (CTO); Keoki Jackson, Lockheed Martin 

CTO; Andy Anderson, deputy CTO at Airbus Group; and Mark Russell, 

Raytheon’s vice president of engineering, technology and mission assurance.
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Mark Russell

supercomputer on our body now, it has 
completely changed the cockpit and 
revolutionized aviation safety.

For me, the pinnacle is the F-35 
cockpit. You’ve got this incredible fu-
sion technology combined with the 
advanced displays in the helmet. The 
pilot has full battlespace characteriza-
tion and information in  his helmet from 
all the onboard sensors.   He can share it 
with the ground and other pilots.

Another example, in the F-16 is our 
Auto Ground Collison Avoidance Sys-
tem, which is saving pilots through 
technology that not only models the 
dynamics of the airplane but uses all 
the sensing onboard to save lives.

And the third is how we design stuf , 
which continues to evolve very fast. 
Computer-aided modeling and simula-
tion and fi nite element modeling was 
the initial enabler. Now it’s in everything 
we design. So we’re designing products 
that are dramatically better.

 
Anderson  Within the last couple of 
years, I think the most important is 
the work we’ve been doing on electric 
fl ight. The E-Fan 1  [demonstrator] has 
been teaching us valuable information 
about where to look in the future, be-
cause electric fl ight is fundamentally 
dif erent  from electric automobiles.

The other area is broadband connec-
tivity.  For example, the European Data 
Relay System, which is laser-based 
communication in space and to ground, 
is a  breakthrough in terms of getting 
bandwidth—and quality real-time con-
nectivity—anywhere on the globe.

Materials is a topic that will contin-
ue into the future. APWorks is a small 
company we have started up that is 
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er in a much smaller form factor.
The two biggest issues in lasers are 

combining the beams and handling the 
heat. If you put in 30 kW of power, you 
get out 10-20 kW, and the rest goes into 
heat. It’s a challenging engineering-sci-
ence-chemistry project. But if this tech-
nology works, it’s an order of magnitude 
smaller and more efcient.

We’ve recently built the pulse-power 
module for a 30-megajoule-ish railgun 
that will fre a hypervelocity projectile 
about 100 nm. That’s the equivalent of 
what it took the space shuttle to take 
off. One of the biggest problems has 
been creating the pulse power needed, 
and we’ve just completed demonstrat-
ing the pulse power networks.

Another one is hypersonics. We’re 
demonstrating air-launched hyper-
sonic boost-glide systems with speeds 
that allow them to skip across the inside 
of the Earth’s upper atmosphere before 
descending to their targets.

And one of our technology bets is 
machine learning. When we talk about 
cyber, machine learning is rules-based. 
But the future is more behavioral ana-
lytics. Artificial intelligence is a big 
topic. The world of neural networks, of 
behavioral analytics is going to be big 
in defense and commercial.

 
Tracy  Improvement in computational 
capability will continue to drive us. An-
other one is autonomy and using that 
computational power. Using the 787’s 
17 million lines of code to allow it to feel 
like a 777, so pilots only take a few days 
to get checked out versus a few weeks 
is a huge payof. Another is the fight 
control laws that allow wing load alle-
viation, so you save 10,000 lb. of mate-
rial weight using software.

We’ll continue to see computational 
advances with machine learning and 
neuromorphic computing. We’ll con-
tinue to see this convergence of big 
data and data analytics on the ground 
hooked up into the air to allow us to 
have planes that are more efficient, 
safer and require less maintenance.

Planes in some sense have the capa-
bility to take of, land and navigate on 
their own today. We will continue to see 
the relationship between the pilot’s and 
plane’s capability mature and reach a 
balanced level that customers are com-
fortable with for the transport of people 
and freight.

The next thing is blurring the lines 
between airliners and space transports. 
You see that happening today. And blur-

ring the lines between large commercial 
transports and individual transporta-
tion— eventually we’ll have a multimod-
al system where you go from your house 
to some other place with an integrated 
mobility experience that’s branded.

Anderson   The whole gambit around 
what people call digitization is im-
portant. Data analytics will work 
themselves into the company, in our 
products and the way we are thinking. 
Digitization and knowing and using 
your data is fundamental.

There are a number of layers here. 
One is how we analyze the data and 
the necessary algorithms behind it. We  
have a couple of programs on quantum 
computing. One is validation; the oth-
er is the entire design process. In the 
space area, there things you can then 
do, because you have the ability to do 
real-time decision-making, not just au-
tomated decision-making.

 
AW&ST  Should aerospace be  

faster-moving, like Silicon Valley?

 
Jackson  The expectations for a Lock-
heed Martin and an F-35 are much, 

much higher than for a startup company 
and a software application. So you have 
to think about the scale and scope of 
what we’re doing.

When you talk about innovation, 
you inevitably say, “We need to start 
something like a Skunk Works,” and 
we have the pace of innovation in our 
advanced development programs that 
we’ve always had. I think we continue to 
set the standard for rapid development.

Lockheed Martin’s Advanced Tech-
nology Center has been in Silicon Val-
ley since the start. We are embedded in 
that culture today. We draw from the 
same pipeline of students and innova-
tors and entrepreneurs.

We partner with many of these fast-
paced companies in fields like data 
analytics and quantum information 
sciences, and we fund their research, 
partner with them and often acquire 
them to bring those technologies into 

Lockheed Martin. It augments the in-
novation that goes on in-house, in areas 
that the commercial sector is not inter-
ested in or poised to address.

 
Anderson  Here in Munich we have the 
Ludwig Bolkow Campus. It is a collec-
tion of aerospace companies we are 
involved in—but we are not the only 
people involved—where we open up 
some of our technology work and put it 
into a startup or open innovation envi-
ronment. That’s something we will do 
more in the future.

The design time will decrease radi-
cally, whether or not the period be-
tween aircraft comes down. The speed 
of design, of decision-making for de-
sign, are increasing. Just look at One-
Web. We will have satellites in the sky 
at an unprecedented rate compared to 
the way we used to do it.

 
Tracy  This is not a new concept. If I 
go back to the mid ‘80s, the Strategic 
Defense Initiative had explicit princi-
ples about rapid prototyping, building 
a little, testing a little, breaking a little 
and having an iterative approach to 
product development.

But that has to be used in the right 
setting, on the right products. For cer-
tain things, you have to have a very 
rigorous process to assure their safety 
and integrity. For other things, you 
can have a rapid development. If you 
look at some of the prototypes we’ve 
done over the last few years, whether 
it’s Phantom Ray, EchoVoyager or X-51, 
we see a place for that, but it shouldn’t 
be applied everywhere.

That’s why we have diferent entities 
inside of Boeing where there are engi-
neers. Our Boeing Research & Tech-
nology team is 4,000 people working 
across every boundary in the company 
doing R&D, where it’s absolutely OK to 
fail. We’re trying things where there 
are risks associated, and the only way 
to understand whether they’re going to 
work is to try them out.

Once we have those technologies, we 
have two other groups that take those 
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technologies and see how they work in 
systems. There we want things to work, 
but it’s OK if they don’t.

 
AW&ST  Do industry’s problems 

mean things are too complex?

 
Tracy  As you try for higher levels of 
performance, and requirements get 
more stringent, you end up with more 
complex systems. Our industry has 
been developing tools to better handle 
these complexities. Model-based sys-
tems engineering allows you to merge 
the power of the computer with the ex-
pertise of engineers, so you can predict 
system performance before you build. I 
do think we’re getting better.

There is an industry-wide acknowl-
edgement that we need to drive com-
plexity out of our products, have sim-
plicity in design. It’s a high priority. 
We’re continuing down that path, to 
understand that the sooner you set the 
requirements, the better you are and 
that you don’t allow those to creep. You 
only add things to the product that cre-
ate true value for the customer.

 
Jackson  These are problems created 
by our success. Yes, we’re building 
these incredibly capable and complex 
systems, but how often do you have 
signifcant failures? Compare it to pre-
vious generations, where it would be 
unthinkable to have an almost 100% 
mission-success mind-set going into a 
frst article in a development program. 
I think we’ve raised the bar, and expec-
tations are much higher today than a 
generation or two ago.

But the good news is that the ad-
vances in electronics and software are 
improving our ability to debug both the 
designs and the manufacturing process.

On the GPS program, we built the en-
tire spacecraft in virtual reality before 
we built a piece of hardware. It enables 
you to get frst-pass success at mechan-
ical assembly we haven’t had in previ-
ous generations. Now you can eliminate 
many of the most common design faws 
automatically by virtue of the capabili-
ties of design tools themselves.

 
AW&ST  What major challenges or 

opportunities are ahead for us?

 
Tracy  We don’t think it’s acceptable to 
see costs continue to go up. We know 
our customers are demanding more 
capability for less. We’ve seen in the 
auto and semiconductor industries 

that you get signifcantly more capabil-
ity for less money each year. This was 
why we created the Boeing Product 
Development System.

Our sole intention there was to 
maintain the levels of product integ-
rity. With that as our highest priority, 
we have now added a goal of breaking 
the cost curve, where we can radically 
shift the slope, if you plot the cost of 
aerospace products over the last 50 
years. That curve was broken by the 
auto and semiconductor industries.

We believe we can do the same with 
aerospace products if we follow cer-
tain disciplines around, only adding 
the features that create value for the 
customer and having very rigorous 
approaches to how we get the work 
done—when you start things, when 
you end them. We are doing everything 
in our power to break this cost curve.

 
Jackson   I’d start with investment in 
basic research. Fifty years ago, about 
9% of the federal budget was R&D; it’s 
about 3% today. Over the last decade, 
we have seen it decline as a percentage 
of GDP by about 25%. And that is the 
seed corn, the basic R&D that eventu-
ally ends up in the products we see, 
whether it is in aerospace or Silicon 
Valley. A huge fraction of that is still 
sponsored by the federal government.

We have been eating our seed corn 
and are putting ourselves in an innova-
tion defcit. Extend that to infrastruc-
ture. There has been a lot made of the 
challenges in transportation, or water 
and energy, but a lot less visible is the 
infrastructure for R&D. I worry we are 
continuing to underinvest signifcantly 
in our laboratories. That infrastructure 
is something we need to modernize and 
take into the next generation.

One thing that is going to reshape 
many industries is the convergence of 
IT, micro-electronics and biology. It is 
too early to say what this will achieve, 
but you can see it is going to have dra-
matic efects.

 
Russell  We’ve got to make sure we’re 
including a cyber-hardened capability in 
all our products. Many of our systems 
are going from 75% hardware/25% soft-
ware to 25% hardware/75% software. 
Radar, which was very much an analog 
machine in the past, now has the analog-
to-digital converter moving way up front 
from subarray digital beam-forming to 
element-level beam-forming. We’re sam-
pling right up at the antenna and then 

letting the best hardware be driven by 
software that gets the most out it.

We’re going to be able to accept all 
the energy coming back and process it 
all. Think of yourself in a room with 20 
people yelling at you. In the past, you 
could only hear one and talk to one. 
Now you can hear them all, sort out 
who’s talking to you from where and 
null out the one you don’t want to hear.

Future radars will be capable of sur-
veillance, communications, electronic 
warfare —collapsing all the functions in 
a single aperture.

 
Anderson  Electric flight, materials, 
and then how we produce aircraft. The 
factory of the future is what’s happening 
now. How do you automate certain pro-
cesses? The future, in terms of technol-
ogy, is how do we want to build aircraft 
in 30 years’ time? What are the funda-
mentals of how an aircraft should be 
designed? What does the design space 
look like? We’re at the beginning of a 
new era. Many things defne that new 
era, but one is distributed propulsion.

                                                                          
AW&ST  Any disappointments, 

things you expected that didn’t 

happen?

 

Tracy  There are several things that 
are continuing to develop at a steady 
pace. We saw hybrid laminar fow con-
trol. We’re seeing natural laminar fow. 
We’ve done testing on active fow con-
trol. We’re moving on that path.

I thought we would have seen ultra-
high-bypass, because when I started 
in the ’90s there were airplanes fly-
ing with [open rotors]. It turns out we 
haven’t needed that yet. And in the 
’90s, high-speed civil transport was big; 
300 passengers, Mach 2.7. I thought 
that would have come along.

The reason a lot of these things 
didn’t come along was because the 
customers haven’t wanted them. The 
business case didn’t close for them, 
but I think the technology was there. 
Another is single-stage-to-orbit. I’m 
happy to see people building on the 
lessons that we learned from DC-X.

Jackson  I am still looking forward to 
personal space travel, widespread com-
mercial supersonic fight, fusion power. 
When it comes down to it, we have to 
continue to think big. We have to be 
bold, and we have to reach for the stars. 
I do believe that the aerospace industry 
continues to do that. c
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er in a much smaller form factor.
The two biggest issues in lasers are 

combining the beams and handling the 
heat. If you put in 30 kW of power, you 
get out 10-20 kW, and the rest goes into 
heat. It’s a challenging engineering-sci-
ence-chemistry project. But if this tech-
nology works, it’s an order of magnitude 
smaller and more efcient.

We’ve recently built the pulse-power 
module for a 30-megajoule-ish railgun 
that will fre a hypervelocity projectile 
about 100 nm. That’s the equivalent of 
what it took the space shuttle to take 
off. One of the biggest problems has 
been creating the pulse power needed, 
and we’ve just completed demonstrat-
ing the pulse power networks.

Another one is hypersonics. We’re 
demonstrating air-launched hyper-
sonic boost-glide systems with speeds 
that allow them to skip across the inside 
of the Earth’s upper atmosphere before 
descending to their targets.

And one of our technology bets is 
machine learning. When we talk about 
cyber, machine learning is rules-based. 
But the future is more behavioral ana-
lytics. Artificial intelligence is a big 
topic. The world of neural networks, of 
behavioral analytics is going to be big 
in defense and commercial.

 
Tracy  Improvement in computational 
capability will continue to drive us. An-
other one is autonomy and using that 
computational power. Using the 787’s 
17 million lines of code to allow it to feel 
like a 777, so pilots only take a few days 
to get checked out versus a few weeks 
is a huge payof. Another is the fight 
control laws that allow wing load alle-
viation, so you save 10,000 lb. of mate-
rial weight using software.

We’ll continue to see computational 
advances with machine learning and 
neuromorphic computing. We’ll con-
tinue to see this convergence of big 
data and data analytics on the ground 
hooked up into the air to allow us to 
have planes that are more efficient, 
safer and require less maintenance.

Planes in some sense have the capa-
bility to take of, land and navigate on 
their own today. We will continue to see 
the relationship between the pilot’s and 
plane’s capability mature and reach a 
balanced level that customers are com-
fortable with for the transport of people 
and freight.

The next thing is blurring the lines 
between airliners and space transports. 
You see that happening today. And blur-

ring the lines between large commercial 
transports and individual transporta-
tion— eventually we’ll have a multimod-
al system where you go from your house 
to some other place with an integrated 
mobility experience that’s branded.

Anderson   The whole gambit around 
what people call digitization is im-
portant. Data analytics will work 
themselves into the company, in our 
products and the way we are thinking. 
Digitization and knowing and using 
your data is fundamental.

There are a number of layers here. 
One is how we analyze the data and 
the necessary algorithms behind it. We  
have a couple of programs on quantum 
computing. One is validation; the oth-
er is the entire design process. In the 
space area, there things you can then 
do, because you have the ability to do 
real-time decision-making, not just au-
tomated decision-making.

 
AW&ST  Should aerospace be  

faster-moving, like Silicon Valley?

 
Jackson  The expectations for a Lock-
heed Martin and an F-35 are much, 

much higher than for a startup company 
and a software application. So you have 
to think about the scale and scope of 
what we’re doing.

When you talk about innovation, 
you inevitably say, “We need to start 
something like a Skunk Works,” and 
we have the pace of innovation in our 
advanced development programs that 
we’ve always had. I think we continue to 
set the standard for rapid development.

Lockheed Martin’s Advanced Tech-
nology Center has been in Silicon Val-
ley since the start. We are embedded in 
that culture today. We draw from the 
same pipeline of students and innova-
tors and entrepreneurs.

We partner with many of these fast-
paced companies in fields like data 
analytics and quantum information 
sciences, and we fund their research, 
partner with them and often acquire 
them to bring those technologies into 

Lockheed Martin. It augments the in-
novation that goes on in-house, in areas 
that the commercial sector is not inter-
ested in or poised to address.

 
Anderson  Here in Munich we have the 
Ludwig Bolkow Campus. It is a collec-
tion of aerospace companies we are 
involved in—but we are not the only 
people involved—where we open up 
some of our technology work and put it 
into a startup or open innovation envi-
ronment. That’s something we will do 
more in the future.

The design time will decrease radi-
cally, whether or not the period be-
tween aircraft comes down. The speed 
of design, of decision-making for de-
sign, are increasing. Just look at One-
Web. We will have satellites in the sky 
at an unprecedented rate compared to 
the way we used to do it.

 
Tracy  This is not a new concept. If I 
go back to the mid ‘80s, the Strategic 
Defense Initiative had explicit princi-
ples about rapid prototyping, building 
a little, testing a little, breaking a little 
and having an iterative approach to 
product development.

But that has to be used in the right 
setting, on the right products. For cer-
tain things, you have to have a very 
rigorous process to assure their safety 
and integrity. For other things, you 
can have a rapid development. If you 
look at some of the prototypes we’ve 
done over the last few years, whether 
it’s Phantom Ray, EchoVoyager or X-51, 
we see a place for that, but it shouldn’t 
be applied everywhere.

That’s why we have diferent entities 
inside of Boeing where there are engi-
neers. Our Boeing Research & Tech-
nology team is 4,000 people working 
across every boundary in the company 
doing R&D, where it’s absolutely OK to 
fail. We’re trying things where there 
are risks associated, and the only way 
to understand whether they’re going to 
work is to try them out.

Once we have those technologies, we 
have two other groups that take those 
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“The convergence of IT, micro-electronics and 

biology is going to reshape many industries.”
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. . . CLEANER
Not everyone believes in climate change. Not everyone believes in electric 
propulsion. But the world’s airlines have committed to halting then reversing 
the growth in their carbon footprint to prevent their environmental impact 
constraining the future expansion of air travel. That undertaking is driving 
the aeronautical research now shaping the future of aviation.

Lower-drag aerodynamics, lighter structures, more ef  cient engines, 
electrifi cation of systems, streamlined operations, even unconventional 
confi gurations and propulsion are all avenues being pursued as industry 
strives to maintain, and if possible accelerate, its historical pace of ef  ciency 
improvement to keep up with, and enable, projected air traf  c growth.

Since the fi rst jets, airliner ef  ciency has improved on average by 1-2% a 
year. To achieve the long-term goals set as targets for research  underway in 
Europe and the U.S., this rate of reduction in specifi c fuel consumption (sfc) 
and carbon dioxide emissions must be maintained or increased.

But the historical trend has come in 
generational steps. The Airbus A320neo 
in 2016 has 15% lower fuel burn than the 
original A320 in 1988 and will reach 20% 
by 2020 with further enhancements, but 
this is less of an improvement than the 
downward slope suggests.

At today’s product-development tem-
po, aircraft manufacturers will deliver 
generation-on-generation efficiency 
improvements of 15-20% every 20-30 
years— insuf  cient in scale or pace to 
meet Europe’s stated goal of reducing 
carbon emissions 75% by 2050 relative 
to 2000 technology levels.

Most of the ef  ciency enhancement 
in the A320neo and Boeing 737 MAX, 
and even the A350 and 787, comes from 
new, higher-bypass turbofans, and the 
engine manufacturers have mapped out 
plans to deliver 1%-per-year improve-
ments into the 2020s. But more will be 
needed to reach the goals.

And each new step does not come 
easy. It cost Pratt & Whitney $10 billion 
over 20 years to develop the PW1000G 
geared turbofan and deliver an initial 
15% fuel-burn reduction over the V2500 

On the Horizon for Aerospace and Defense

The Future Is . . .

100 YEARS I Breakthroughs To Come

A
erospace research is a long-term business. Moving 

from laboratory to production can take 20 years—

longer if the result is as signifi cant as a new air-

frame confi guration or propulsion architecture. So indus-

try  has already chosen its path to the mid-2020s and has 

few roads left to take to the mid-2030s. Beyond that, the 

route is less certain, but even now investment decisions 

are being taken that  begin to map those roads.

NASA believes hybrid turbine-
electric distributed propulsion 
could be the future for ultra-
ef  cient commercial aircraft.
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advances. But upswept gull wings or overwing nacelles will be needed to 
accommodate large-diameter, ultra-high-bypass engines.

Electric propulsion is beginning small, with  two-seat trainers, but by 2030 
hybrid-electric architectures may be ready to power aircraft with fewer than 
100 seats—or so Airbus and NASA believe. Going larger than 100 seats will 
be  more dif  cult, and the key to further ef  ciency and emissions improve-
ments will likely lie with distributed propulsion, where tighter integration of 
airframe and engines enables aerodynamic advances beyond that possible 
by other means.

Eventually, aviation will have to wean itself of  fossil fuels or risk being 
the last user of a dwindling resource. Synthetic kerosenes from sustainable 
sources will extend the life of liquid fuels by decades, but ultimately aviation 
will need another energy source if it is to continue  reducing its carbon foot-
print. The hope is batteries will advance to meet aviation’s needs, or other 
means of high-density energy storage will emerge that ensure a clean future.

. . . QUIETER
Aircraft are not quiet neighbors, which is why building a new airport is nigh 
on impossible, adding or extending a runway takes decades and preserving 
a downtown heliport in a clamorous city is a hard fi ght. Add in the potential 
for supersonic airliners, unmanned aircraft and air taxis, and noise becomes 
one of the biggest challenges to aviation’s future.

With the world’s major population centers projected to become sprawling 
megacities, airports will come under increasing geographic pressure even as 
demand for travel grows. High-speed rail or Hyperloop tubes could displace 
aviation for short-haul travel unless airports can increase their capacity 
without worsening their impact on the surrounding neighborhoods.

So far, demand for greater fl ight ef  ciency has aligned with the need for 
lower airport noise—higher bypass ratios reducing both fuel consumption 
and sound generation—but they could be approaching a divergence. Ever-
higher bypass ratios for more ef  ciency mean slimmer nacelles with less 
area for sound attenuation, or no nacelles at all in the case of open rotors.

While NASA research suggest the traditional tube-and-wing airliner con-
fi guration still has signifi cant potential for fuel-burn reduction, the same 
is not true for noise. Engines may become quieter as fans get bigger, but if 
they remain hanging under the wing there is a limit to their quietness. The 
best NASA expects from a tube-and-wing design in the next 10-15 years is 
a cumulative 20-30 dB below Stage 4 limits.

Keeping aircraft noise well within  airport boundaries and away from 
neighbors will require reductions of at least 40-50 dB. In addition to the 
mitigation of airframe noise sources such as landing gear, slats and fl ats—
perhaps through smooth, morphing high-lift systems—engines may have 
to be shielded from the ground. This will require aircraft confi gurations 

.

on the A320. The company has a road 
map to a further 10-15% in savings by 
 the mid-2020s.

But NASA research suggests fuel 
burn could be reduced by up to 50% 
by 2025, and 60% by 2030, if a suite of 
technologies beyond just the engines is 
brought to bear. This is why research-
ers looking long term are working on 
new aircraft confi gurations and propul-
sion architectures.

NASA’s research indicates today’s 
tube-and-wing design could deliver 
fuel savings up to 45% with advanced 
aerodynamics, structures and geared 
turbofans, but to go much further would 
require new thinking. Ultra-efficient 
configurations being studied include 
the hybrid wing-body, truss-braced 
wing, and designs with lifting fuselages, 
embedded engines and boundary-layer 
ingestion for lower drag.

A conservative guess is that the tube-
and-wing will endure into the 2030s 
thanks to drag reductions from active 
fl utter suppression to enable slender, 
fl exible wings, and natural and hybrid 
laminar fl ow enabled by aerodynamic 

Understanding and mitigating the noise produced by open rotors is 
critical if the fuel-ef  cient engines are to power airliners.
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. . . CLEANER
Not everyone believes in climate change. Not everyone believes in electric 
propulsion. But the world’s airlines have committed to halting then reversing 
the growth in their carbon footprint to prevent their environmental impact 
constraining the future expansion of air travel. That undertaking is driving 
the aeronautical research now shaping the future of aviation.

Lower-drag aerodynamics, lighter structures, more ef  cient engines, 
electrifi cation of systems, streamlined operations, even unconventional 
confi gurations and propulsion are all avenues being pursued as industry 
strives to maintain, and if possible accelerate, its historical pace of ef  ciency 
improvement to keep up with, and enable, projected air traf  c growth.

Since the fi rst jets, airliner ef  ciency has improved on average by 1-2% a 
year. To achieve the long-term goals set as targets for research  underway in 
Europe and the U.S., this rate of reduction in specifi c fuel consumption (sfc) 
and carbon dioxide emissions must be maintained or increased.

But the historical trend has come in 
generational steps. The Airbus A320neo 
in 2016 has 15% lower fuel burn than the 
original A320 in 1988 and will reach 20% 
by 2020 with further enhancements, but 
this is less of an improvement than the 
downward slope suggests.

At today’s product-development tem-
po, aircraft manufacturers will deliver 
generation-on-generation efficiency 
improvements of 15-20% every 20-30 
years— insuf  cient in scale or pace to 
meet Europe’s stated goal of reducing 
carbon emissions 75% by 2050 relative 
to 2000 technology levels.

Most of the ef  ciency enhancement 
in the A320neo and Boeing 737 MAX, 
and even the A350 and 787, comes from 
new, higher-bypass turbofans, and the 
engine manufacturers have mapped out 
plans to deliver 1%-per-year improve-
ments into the 2020s. But more will be 
needed to reach the goals.

And each new step does not come 
easy. It cost Pratt & Whitney $10 billion 
over 20 years to develop the PW1000G 
geared turbofan and deliver an initial 
15% fuel-burn reduction over the V2500 
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longer if the result is as signifi cant as a new air-

frame confi guration or propulsion architecture. So indus-

try  has already chosen its path to the mid-2020s and has 

few roads left to take to the mid-2030s. Beyond that, the 

route is less certain, but even now investment decisions 

are being taken that  begin to map those roads.
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electric distributed propulsion 
could be the future for ultra-
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100 YEARS I Breakthroughs To Come

diferent from those fying today.
The tube-and-wing design could be 

modifed to locate the engines where the 
wing and fuselage provide some shield-
ing of fan or jet noise. NASA studies 
suggest the overwing nacelle and mid-
fuselage nacelle confgurations could re-
duce noise by 30-40 dB. But the hybrid 
wing-body with its broad fuselage ofers 
the highest shielding and reductions of 
40-50 dB. Such shielding configura-
tions could be essential to making fuel-
efcient open rotors acceptable.

Making helicopters quieter is difcult 
because of the fundamentals of rotors, 
but progress is being made, both in the 
design and operation of rotorcraft. The 
latest generation of helicopters is quiet-
er, and technologies and procedures are 
in development that will reduce sound 
levels 10 dB and noise footprints 50% 
by 2020. But more progress is needed if 
heliports are to be preserved, let alone 
expanded, and rotorcraft—and vertical-
takeof-and-landing (VTOL) aircraft in 
general—are to play a signifcant role in 
inter- and intra-city transport.

But airliners and helicopters will not 
be the only airborne sources of noise nui-
sance in the near future. The expected 
explosion in the use of unmanned air-
craft systems (UAS), particularly for 
package delivery, will come with signif-
cant acoustic baggage. Today’s multi-
copter VTOL small UAS, or drones, are 
known to be annoying. Research to char-
acterize the noise, establish limits and 
reduce the impact is in its infancy but 
will be critical not only for UAS, but also 
for ambitions to break the gridlock on 
the ground with Uber-style on-demand 
aviation using new types of aircraft.

. . . FASTER
Globally, the pace of communication 
and commerce has accelerated with 
each revolution in information technol-
ogy, but air travel is no faster—in fact is 
slower—than at the beginning of the jet 
age. Will this growing disparity in speeds 
between life and fight mean the return 
of the supersonic transport (SST)?

Many in industry, from Boeing execu-
tives to startup entrepreneurs, believe 
the SST will return, but the question 
is when. For newcomers Aerion and 
Boom Technology, the time is now. For 
NASA, Boeing, Gulfstream and Lock-
heed Martin, the time will come when 
the sonic boom has been eliminated as 
a barrier to supersonic fight over land. 
For others, supersonic is too slow, and 
hypersonic is the answer.

The impediments to supersonic air travel are environmental and 
economic —boom, noise, emissions, fuel-burn and cost. NASA abandoned 
eforts to develop a 300-seat, Mach 2.4, transoceanic SST in 1999 when 
industry said passengers would not pay a premium for speed. Research 
resumed in 2006, but has focused on reducing sonic boom to a level that will 
enable supersonic fight over land, now viewed as essential to the economic 
viability of high-speed transport.

Removing the ban on supersonic fight over land requires regulatory ac-
tion, and the regulators require data before acting. So NASA’s plan, sup-
ported by Boeing and Lockheed Martin, is to fy a low-boom demonstrator 
in 2019 to gather data on community response to sonic booms reduced from 
double bangs to soft thumps by airframe shaping. That data will be provided 
to the FAA and International Civil Aviation Organization in the early 2020s 
to support lifting the ban on supersonic overland fight.

The single-engine Quiet Supersonic Transport X-plane will mimic the 
shockwave signature of a larger, 80-100-seat, Mach 1.6-1.8 airliner—slower 
than the Concorde, but with a boom level of 75 PNLdB compared with 105 
PNLdB for the 1960s design. With advances in aerodynamics and engines, 
the new aircraft would also burn about a third less fuel than Concorde, 
making it more economically attractive.

But some advocates of speed do not want to wait until the mid-2020s for 
regulations to change and low-boom technology to mature. Aerion hopes to 
launch development of its 12-passenger, Mach 1.5 business jet by mid-2016, 

supported by Airbus 
Group, with deliveries 
to begin by 2023. Boom 
Technology plans to fly 
a subscale demonstrator 
for its 40-seat, Mach 2.2 
airliner by the end of 2017. 
Boom says its SST will 
be able to compete eco-
nomically with subsonic 
business-class travel.

Neither design is low-
boom. Both startups are 
relying on improved ef-
ficiency to make their 

aircraft economically viable, fying supersonically over water and subsoni-
cally over land—at least until the rules are changed. They will be frst to test 
the premise that a market for supersonic travel does exist, at least among 
the wealthy. Aerion has an order from fractional-ownership operator Flexjet 
and Boom has a commitment from Virgin Galactic. High-speed fight for the 
masses is likely still decades away.

Travel at speeds beyond supersonic remains an ambition, but hypersonic 

Proving the public acceptance of reduced sonic booms remains key 
to enabling economic supersonic air travel.

Rotorcraft are poised to fy faster and  
farther, potentially led by designs such  
as Bell’s 280-kt. V-280 tiltrotor.
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aircraft for air transport or space access will only come once the military 
has matured the technology. After decades of on-off research, and recent 
rapid advances by China and Russia, the U.S. looks set to develop its first 
hypersonic weapons. Once scramjet engines move from demonstration to 
production, research into turbine- or rocket-based combined-cycle propul-
sion will pick up and routine hypersonic flight will be a step nearer.

. . . CLOSER
Most of the world’s cities have grown beyond the capacity of their ground 
transportation infrastructure, and building new highways and railways in 
built-up areas is expensive and disruptive. Aviation visionaries see this as 
an opportunity to bring a third dimension to urban travel.

They have been called flying cars, personal air vehicles and air taxis. The 
latest term is on-demand mobility, but the idea is as old as aviation—using 
aircraft to escape the limitations of ground transport, now mostly in the 
form of roads congested with commuters.

Advocates see a convergence of technologies being developed for unmanned 
aircraft, primarily autonomous systems and electric propulsion, with the criti-
cal need for an alternative, or adjunct, to building more road and rail links. 
But they acknowledge the barriers to feasibility are many, and include safety, 
certification, oper-
ating cost, ease of 
use, airspace inte-
gration, noise and 
emissions.

Many of those 
hurdles will  be 
tackled first by un-
manned aircraft, 
including the cer-
tification of small 
UAS, their safe 
integration into 
low-altitude air-
space and accept-
ability of aircraft 
noise within the 
community. Experience over the next few years, particularly with establish-
ing routine urban delivery services using VTOL UAS, will play a key role in 
determining the feasibility of Uber-style on-demand aviation.

 
. . . CHEAPER
Aerospace has acquired a reputation for troubled programs—step-change 
aircraft such as Boeing’s 787 and Lockheed Martin’s F-35 have proved far 
more costly and complex to develop than expected. As commercial manu-
facturers strive for greater efficiency and military developers for leaps in 
capability, affordability is a looming concern for both.

It did not seem to matter as much in 
the heydays of the 1950s and ’60s, when 
programs with technically unachiev-
able goals were launched and canceled 
with astonishing regularity. But today 
shareholders and taxpayers, as well 
as customers, demand accountability, 
and program performance has become 
a crucial issue.

Development of more advanced and 
integrated design tools is helping, in-
cluding the maturing of model-based 
systems engineering that more accu-
rately predicts the interactions that 
can cause problems during develop-
ment. Greater use of computational 
analysis and optimization early in 
design is allowing more options to be 
explored in search of the best solu-
tion to the requirements. Increasing 
automation in engineering and manu-
facturing is bringing down cycle times 
and cost.

But at the same time, technology 
advances ranging from materials to 
manufacturing are enabling design 
permutations that risk making the 
engineers’ task more complex. Ad-
ditive manufacturing is enabling the 
3-D printing of multifunction parts 
that once were impossible to design 
or make. Countering that trend are 
the long-sought, hard-learned lessons 
from problems with recent programs 
that requirements must be traded, de-
fined and locked in. New technologies 
must buy their way on to the platform. 
The trend is already visible in the U.S. 
Air Force’s restrained Northrop Grum-
man B-21 bomber and the reengined 
A320neo and 737 MAX.

But it will be the next all-new genera-
tion, of combat aircraft or commercial 
airliners, that will show whether the 
lessons of the 787 and F-35 really have 
been learned. The Air Force is already 
talking down the need for an “exquisite” 
next-generation platform to ensure air 
dominance beyond 2030. Airbus and 
Boeing have recognized that each new 

generation of airliner cannot keep cost-
ing more than the last. And the next all-
new fighter or single-aisle airliner may 
not come before 2030, by which time a 
great deal of advanced technology will 
have been developed and be looking for 
a home. c 

NASA’s vision is autonomous electric aircraft 
flying commuters over congested highways to 
heliports close to home and work.

Cost and risk will play a central 
role in defining the capabilities and 
technologies in the next generation 
of U.S. stealth fighters.
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diferent from those fying today.
The tube-and-wing design could be 

modifed to locate the engines where the 
wing and fuselage provide some shield-
ing of fan or jet noise. NASA studies 
suggest the overwing nacelle and mid-
fuselage nacelle confgurations could re-
duce noise by 30-40 dB. But the hybrid 
wing-body with its broad fuselage ofers 
the highest shielding and reductions of 
40-50 dB. Such shielding configura-
tions could be essential to making fuel-
efcient open rotors acceptable.

Making helicopters quieter is difcult 
because of the fundamentals of rotors, 
but progress is being made, both in the 
design and operation of rotorcraft. The 
latest generation of helicopters is quiet-
er, and technologies and procedures are 
in development that will reduce sound 
levels 10 dB and noise footprints 50% 
by 2020. But more progress is needed if 
heliports are to be preserved, let alone 
expanded, and rotorcraft—and vertical-
takeof-and-landing (VTOL) aircraft in 
general—are to play a signifcant role in 
inter- and intra-city transport.

But airliners and helicopters will not 
be the only airborne sources of noise nui-
sance in the near future. The expected 
explosion in the use of unmanned air-
craft systems (UAS), particularly for 
package delivery, will come with signif-
cant acoustic baggage. Today’s multi-
copter VTOL small UAS, or drones, are 
known to be annoying. Research to char-
acterize the noise, establish limits and 
reduce the impact is in its infancy but 
will be critical not only for UAS, but also 
for ambitions to break the gridlock on 
the ground with Uber-style on-demand 
aviation using new types of aircraft.

. . . FASTER
Globally, the pace of communication 
and commerce has accelerated with 
each revolution in information technol-
ogy, but air travel is no faster—in fact is 
slower—than at the beginning of the jet 
age. Will this growing disparity in speeds 
between life and fight mean the return 
of the supersonic transport (SST)?

Many in industry, from Boeing execu-
tives to startup entrepreneurs, believe 
the SST will return, but the question 
is when. For newcomers Aerion and 
Boom Technology, the time is now. For 
NASA, Boeing, Gulfstream and Lock-
heed Martin, the time will come when 
the sonic boom has been eliminated as 
a barrier to supersonic fight over land. 
For others, supersonic is too slow, and 
hypersonic is the answer.

The impediments to supersonic air travel are environmental and 
economic —boom, noise, emissions, fuel-burn and cost. NASA abandoned 
eforts to develop a 300-seat, Mach 2.4, transoceanic SST in 1999 when 
industry said passengers would not pay a premium for speed. Research 
resumed in 2006, but has focused on reducing sonic boom to a level that will 
enable supersonic fight over land, now viewed as essential to the economic 
viability of high-speed transport.

Removing the ban on supersonic fight over land requires regulatory ac-
tion, and the regulators require data before acting. So NASA’s plan, sup-
ported by Boeing and Lockheed Martin, is to fy a low-boom demonstrator 
in 2019 to gather data on community response to sonic booms reduced from 
double bangs to soft thumps by airframe shaping. That data will be provided 
to the FAA and International Civil Aviation Organization in the early 2020s 
to support lifting the ban on supersonic overland fight.

The single-engine Quiet Supersonic Transport X-plane will mimic the 
shockwave signature of a larger, 80-100-seat, Mach 1.6-1.8 airliner—slower 
than the Concorde, but with a boom level of 75 PNLdB compared with 105 
PNLdB for the 1960s design. With advances in aerodynamics and engines, 
the new aircraft would also burn about a third less fuel than Concorde, 
making it more economically attractive.

But some advocates of speed do not want to wait until the mid-2020s for 
regulations to change and low-boom technology to mature. Aerion hopes to 
launch development of its 12-passenger, Mach 1.5 business jet by mid-2016, 

supported by Airbus 
Group, with deliveries 
to begin by 2023. Boom 
Technology plans to fly 
a subscale demonstrator 
for its 40-seat, Mach 2.2 
airliner by the end of 2017. 
Boom says its SST will 
be able to compete eco-
nomically with subsonic 
business-class travel.

Neither design is low-
boom. Both startups are 
relying on improved ef-
ficiency to make their 

aircraft economically viable, fying supersonically over water and subsoni-
cally over land—at least until the rules are changed. They will be frst to test 
the premise that a market for supersonic travel does exist, at least among 
the wealthy. Aerion has an order from fractional-ownership operator Flexjet 
and Boom has a commitment from Virgin Galactic. High-speed fight for the 
masses is likely still decades away.

Travel at speeds beyond supersonic remains an ambition, but hypersonic 

Proving the public acceptance of reduced sonic booms remains key 
to enabling economic supersonic air travel.

Rotorcraft are poised to fy faster and  
farther, potentially led by designs such  
as Bell’s 280-kt. V-280 tiltrotor.
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USAF Maj. Hank Griffiths (right), a test pilot for the 416th  
Test Sqdn. at Edwards AFB, California, and Rocky Mountain  
Bureau Chief William B. Scott discuss features of the USAF/Lockheed  
Martin Missiles and Fire Control Sniper targeting pod prior to  
their F-16/Sniper demonstration flight in September 2004.
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 Reporting on 

Flight

William B. Scott  Colorado Springs

O
ne of Aviation Week & Space Technology’s most popular 
and distinguishing features has been hands-on fl ight 
reports written by the magazine’s pilots and engineers. 
By personally taking to the air in new or modifi ed air-

craft, Aviation Week pilots have provided generations of readers 
with insights into a bird’s performance, handling qualities, sys-
tems and operations.

 Similarly, sta�  engineers and fl ight-savvy editors have fl own in 
fi ghters, trainers, bombers, transports and the cabins of countless 
other aircraft to observe cutting-edge systems and the conduct of 
fascinating missions across the globe. The subjects of their fl ight 
reports span the spectrum from fi ghter radars and night-vision 
devices to developmental navigation systems.
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USAF Maj. Hank Griffiths (right), a test pilot for the 416th  
Test Sqdn. at Edwards AFB, California, and Rocky Mountain  
Bureau Chief William B. Scott discuss features of the USAF/Lockheed  
Martin Missiles and Fire Control Sniper targeting pod prior to  
their F-16/Sniper demonstration flight in September 2004.
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 Hundreds of these pilot/flight reports have given readers a 
chance to participate vicariously in a full gamut of aerospace 
experiences. These include flights in conventional fixed- and 
rotary-wing aircraft, “going weightless” in NASA’s “Vomit 
Comet,” comparisons of U.S. and Russian space suits, simu-
lated space walks in NASA’s neutral buoyancy tank, landing 
on the ice in Antarctica, dropping live 500-lb. bombs on tar-
gets in Kuwait, hitting forest fires with water and retardant 
and rescuing victims of floods.

 In the magazine’s early days, staff journalists rarely, if 
ever, flew on the aircraft being reviewed. They typically 
relied on sparse comments made by company and military 
test pilots. For example, the June 1943 issue of Aviation (an 
AW&ST predecessor) featured an article about just-released 
design and construction details of the North American 
Aviation P-51 Mustang. However, information about flight 
characteristics was virtually nonexistent, possibly a result 
of wartime restrictions.

 By the early 1950s, the magazine occasionally relied on 
detailed reports written by test pilots. These tended to be 
heavy on technical details that probably were lost 
on readers without engineering backgrounds. A 
good example is an April 30, 1951 (p. 25) story 
based on a report entitled “Flight Characteristics 
of the Boeing B-47 Stratojet” (photo, right).

The paper was prepared for presentation 
at an SAE National Aeronautic Meeting and 
reprinted in full by the magazine. Written by 
test pilots R.M. Robbins and W.H. Cook, the 
report provided fascinating glimpses into the 
transition from propeller-powered aircraft to 
swept-wing military jets: “The typical flat ap-
proach of jet airplanes is, to a large extent the 
result of high idling thrust of jet engines and 
lack of propeller windmilling drag . . . [T]his 
characteristic was simulated on several land-
ings in a [Boeing] B-29 by having the copilot 
operate the engines at the proper rpm with the 
propellers in fixed pitch to give the same thrust 
as jet engines.”

 The no-frills, blunt report continued, “Abrupt stall rarely ex-
ists on a swept wing; furthermore, stall warning on swept wings 
is usually more pronounced over a wider speed band. Because 
of this, there is little excuse for inadvertent extreme stalls.

 “From the test pilot’s standpoint, the jet airplane has 
many advantages,” Robbins and Cook concluded. “The abil-
ity to get the airplane in the air regularly in early flight tests 
without prolonged testing of propeller stresses and the usual 
powerplant problems is an obvious advantage that was most 
welcome in the B-47 flight-test program.”

 By the late-1950s, Aviation Week pilot reports reflected 
hands-on flying. A report about flying a Piper Tri-Pacer fitted 
with floats was featured in the Dec. 2, 1957 (p. 91), issue. Writ-
ten by Robert I. Stanfield, it was a just-the-facts, word-stingy 
account: “Seaplane bumped fast down the river, float hulls 
smacking against water. Straight-ahead visibility wasn’t too 
good, with our nose-high attitude. Speed quickly increased to 
55 mph and seaplane was riding high on the step. . . . Seaplane 
climbed out easily. Flaps were milked up, one notch at a time, 
with no fall-away evident.”

 Societal norms of the era—such as ubiquitous cigarette-
smoking—must have prompted Stanfield to add: “All Tri-
Pacer models come equipped with ash trays . . . .”

 Aviation Week pilots often were the first journalists to fly 
a new aircraft, even those tightly controlled by military ser-
vices. Whether by invitation or solicited by the magazine’s 
pilot-writers, these flights reflected a level of trust and re-
spect that flowed in both directions. Industry and military 
leaders knew Aviation Week employed experienced pilots, en-
gineers and knowledgable journalists who could be counted 
on to write fair and accurate reports. Of course, that inspired 
both trust and unease.

 “When Aviation Week showed up,” quipped a now-retired 
chief test pilot of a major U.S. military contractor, “we sud-
denly had a lot of interest from very high levels.”

 Some executives and uniformed officers balked at having an 
Aviation Week reporter fly their aircraft, opting for a conser-
vative, stay-silent posture—the old defensive crouch. Reveal 
nothing, protect the aircraft’s warts as classified information, 
and jobs and careers would not be at risk, they believed.

 More enlightened senior officials, though, valued the 
opportunities to showcase their wares and capabilities 
through a publication read by industry and political lead-

ers around the world. And they had confidence in Aviation 
Week’s credibility and professionalism.

 That trust was considered inviolable by the magazine’s 
leadership and flying editors. Decades of hard-earned cred-
ibility could be squandered by one sloppy pilot/flight report, 
and no editor-in-chief was about to let that happen on his 
watch. Consequently, with few exceptions, the magazine 
hired experienced aviators. Most were ex-military or vet-
eran civil pilots.

During the last four decades, hundreds of flight reports 
were written by a small cadre of Aviation Week pilots, including 
now-retired Editor-in-Chief David M. North; the late Robert R. 
Ropelewski, a former managing editor and Los Angeles bureau 
chief; and Fred George, the current chief aircraft evaluation 
pilot. Their backgrounds provide a glimpse of the magazine’s 
flying expertise.

 North joined Aviation Week & Space Technology in 1976 and 
filed pilot reports on more than 100 military and civil aircraft 
before retiring in 2004. The former naval aviator flew 110 
combat missions in the McDonnell Douglas A-4 during the 
Vietnam War and was a Boeing 707 pilot/flight engineer with 
Pan American World Airways.

 Ropelewski, a former U.S. Marine Corps combat pilot, flew 
helicopters in Vietnam and was shot down twice. He joined 
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the magazine as an engineering editor in 1970. Dual-qualifed in fxed- 
and rotary-wing aircraft, “Rope” ultimately logged time in more than 
100 aircraft types, including the SR-71 Blackbird (see p. 98).

 Fred George is a former naval aviator who few McDonnell Douglas 
F-4J Phantom IIs of carriers in the Pacifc. He has piloted virtually 
every turbine-powered business aircraft produced in the last two 
decades and logged time in more than 150 aircraft types.

 These and all other Aviation Week pilots, engineers and fight-
savvy writers shared a common understanding of the industry and 
the inherent foibles of fying machines. Many of us had served in 
the military, worked for aerospace companies and reported on the 
industry as journalists for other publications, prior to joining the 
magazine. We understood that new aircraft and their systems go 
through an often tortuous maturation process and were tolerant 
of problems that might surface during a fight. Unlike some of our 
mainstream compadres, we scored no points for gratuitous “got-
chas” in our stories.

 Aviation Week evaluators’ primary objective is to take readers into 
the cockpit, via words, and give them the same experience, albeit a 
secondhand one. Typically, we have a single fight to learn as much 
as possible about an aircraft’s performance and handling qualities 
throughout the envelope, its onboard systems and any notable quirks 
or characteristics. We study fight manuals and test reports—if avail-
able—and talk to other pilots, before the scheduled fight date.

 “New guys” are pulled aside by an experienced Aviation Week pi-
lot or engineer and briefed on the magazine’s pilot report protocols. 
Before my frst evaluation fight, my boss and mentor, Ropelewski, 
ofered two blunt tidbits: “Don’t hurt their airplane. And don’t puke.”

By then, I had logged hundreds of hours as a fight-test engineer 
and U.S. Air Force crewmember, but I still heard Rope’s admonition 
every time I strapped in. Over the next 22 years with the magazine, 
I never hurt an airplane and never lost my cookies—although the 
latter was touch-and-go at times.

 The other critical pilot/fight report mantra was, “Get it right!” 
We took notes infight, often in turbulence or dimly lit cockpits, hop-
ing we could decipher our scrawls a week later. If the aircraft were 
instrumented for a test program, we might have the added beneft 
of onboard data and audio recordings, video of head-up and radar 
display imagery, ground-based radar tracking data, and photos or 
video shot by a chase-plane photographer. Postfight debriefngs also 
enabled in-depth reviews of a just-completed mission, with clarifca-
tions of infight observations provided by the host pilot, engineering 
specialists and program managers.

 Aviation Week has a long history of adhering to one overriding 
pilot/fight report rule-of-engagement: The story will not be turned 
over for scrubbing by corporate and military reviewers. Calling back 
to double-check numbers and ensure the accuracy of a description 
is fne, but “the magazine does not turn over copy” is a hard-and-fast 
policy. Without question, compromises of that dictum have been 
made to ensure classifed or proprietary information is not revealed 
unintentionally, but it is rare. And we have all accepted prefight 
conditions, such as, “You might see such-and-such, but you can’t 
write about it.”

For example, several of us agreed to myriad constraints shortly 
after the 9/11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington. I could 
not reveal our exact locations when reporting on a NATO AWACS 
fight that guarded a particular area of the Southwest U.S. And a real-
world combat air patrol (CAP) fight on an Air National Guard F-16—
equipped with hot guns and missiles—over Maryland and Washington 
came with similar rules of engagement. Ironically, I had hiked that 
area of Northern Maryland, recognized the location and surmised 
why we were fying CAP there. But the site was not mentioned in 
AW&ST’s Oct. 22, 2001, cover story. c

 

OF SCOOPS
1989 Unveiling the 

Stealth Fighter

The U.S. Air Force acknowledged 
the existence of the F-117A, a 
stealthy attack aircraft that was 
designated a fighter, despite its 
lack of air-to-air weapons, in  
November 1988, fve years after 
the Lockheed-built aircraft be-
came operational. But offcials re-
leased only a murky “photograph” 
that provided scant details on the 
F-117A’s unique design character-
istics. Five months later, Aviation 
Week obtained and published a 

telephoto image of an F-117A fy-
ing near Edwards AFB, California, 
accompanied by detailed analyses 
of the aircraft’s characteristics 
and training fights by engineer-
ing editors Michael A. Dornheim 
and William B. Scott. “The highly 
swept F-117A wing has an aspect 
ratio of about 1.9, based on its 
gross area, which probably penal-
izes the aircraft’s aerodynamic ef-
fciency,” Dornheim wrote. “But 
it also may reduce radar cross-
section when viewed from some 
aspects.” The telephoto image 
was so grainy that some editors 
thought it unusable. But they were 
overruled by Editor-in-Chief Don-
ald E. Fink. “He said, ‘That’s the 
frst photo’” of the F-117A, Scott 
recalls. “We’re going with it.” And 
onto the cover it went.

View the original F-117 cover  

and articles from May 1, 1989, at:  

 archive.aviationweek.com
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 Hundreds of these pilot/flight reports have given readers a 
chance to participate vicariously in a full gamut of aerospace 
experiences. These include flights in conventional fixed- and 
rotary-wing aircraft, “going weightless” in NASA’s “Vomit 
Comet,” comparisons of U.S. and Russian space suits, simu-
lated space walks in NASA’s neutral buoyancy tank, landing 
on the ice in Antarctica, dropping live 500-lb. bombs on tar-
gets in Kuwait, hitting forest fires with water and retardant 
and rescuing victims of floods.

 In the magazine’s early days, staff journalists rarely, if 
ever, flew on the aircraft being reviewed. They typically 
relied on sparse comments made by company and military 
test pilots. For example, the June 1943 issue of Aviation (an 
AW&ST predecessor) featured an article about just-released 
design and construction details of the North American 
Aviation P-51 Mustang. However, information about flight 
characteristics was virtually nonexistent, possibly a result 
of wartime restrictions.

 By the early 1950s, the magazine occasionally relied on 
detailed reports written by test pilots. These tended to be 
heavy on technical details that probably were lost 
on readers without engineering backgrounds. A 
good example is an April 30, 1951 (p. 25) story 
based on a report entitled “Flight Characteristics 
of the Boeing B-47 Stratojet” (photo, right).

The paper was prepared for presentation 
at an SAE National Aeronautic Meeting and 
reprinted in full by the magazine. Written by 
test pilots R.M. Robbins and W.H. Cook, the 
report provided fascinating glimpses into the 
transition from propeller-powered aircraft to 
swept-wing military jets: “The typical flat ap-
proach of jet airplanes is, to a large extent the 
result of high idling thrust of jet engines and 
lack of propeller windmilling drag . . . [T]his 
characteristic was simulated on several land-
ings in a [Boeing] B-29 by having the copilot 
operate the engines at the proper rpm with the 
propellers in fixed pitch to give the same thrust 
as jet engines.”

 The no-frills, blunt report continued, “Abrupt stall rarely ex-
ists on a swept wing; furthermore, stall warning on swept wings 
is usually more pronounced over a wider speed band. Because 
of this, there is little excuse for inadvertent extreme stalls.

 “From the test pilot’s standpoint, the jet airplane has 
many advantages,” Robbins and Cook concluded. “The abil-
ity to get the airplane in the air regularly in early flight tests 
without prolonged testing of propeller stresses and the usual 
powerplant problems is an obvious advantage that was most 
welcome in the B-47 flight-test program.”

 By the late-1950s, Aviation Week pilot reports reflected 
hands-on flying. A report about flying a Piper Tri-Pacer fitted 
with floats was featured in the Dec. 2, 1957 (p. 91), issue. Writ-
ten by Robert I. Stanfield, it was a just-the-facts, word-stingy 
account: “Seaplane bumped fast down the river, float hulls 
smacking against water. Straight-ahead visibility wasn’t too 
good, with our nose-high attitude. Speed quickly increased to 
55 mph and seaplane was riding high on the step. . . . Seaplane 
climbed out easily. Flaps were milked up, one notch at a time, 
with no fall-away evident.”

 Societal norms of the era—such as ubiquitous cigarette-
smoking—must have prompted Stanfield to add: “All Tri-
Pacer models come equipped with ash trays . . . .”

 Aviation Week pilots often were the first journalists to fly 
a new aircraft, even those tightly controlled by military ser-
vices. Whether by invitation or solicited by the magazine’s 
pilot-writers, these flights reflected a level of trust and re-
spect that flowed in both directions. Industry and military 
leaders knew Aviation Week employed experienced pilots, en-
gineers and knowledgable journalists who could be counted 
on to write fair and accurate reports. Of course, that inspired 
both trust and unease.

 “When Aviation Week showed up,” quipped a now-retired 
chief test pilot of a major U.S. military contractor, “we sud-
denly had a lot of interest from very high levels.”

 Some executives and uniformed officers balked at having an 
Aviation Week reporter fly their aircraft, opting for a conser-
vative, stay-silent posture—the old defensive crouch. Reveal 
nothing, protect the aircraft’s warts as classified information, 
and jobs and careers would not be at risk, they believed.

 More enlightened senior officials, though, valued the 
opportunities to showcase their wares and capabilities 
through a publication read by industry and political lead-

ers around the world. And they had confidence in Aviation 
Week’s credibility and professionalism.

 That trust was considered inviolable by the magazine’s 
leadership and flying editors. Decades of hard-earned cred-
ibility could be squandered by one sloppy pilot/flight report, 
and no editor-in-chief was about to let that happen on his 
watch. Consequently, with few exceptions, the magazine 
hired experienced aviators. Most were ex-military or vet-
eran civil pilots.

During the last four decades, hundreds of flight reports 
were written by a small cadre of Aviation Week pilots, including 
now-retired Editor-in-Chief David M. North; the late Robert R. 
Ropelewski, a former managing editor and Los Angeles bureau 
chief; and Fred George, the current chief aircraft evaluation 
pilot. Their backgrounds provide a glimpse of the magazine’s 
flying expertise.

 North joined Aviation Week & Space Technology in 1976 and 
filed pilot reports on more than 100 military and civil aircraft 
before retiring in 2004. The former naval aviator flew 110 
combat missions in the McDonnell Douglas A-4 during the 
Vietnam War and was a Boeing 707 pilot/flight engineer with 
Pan American World Airways.

 Ropelewski, a former U.S. Marine Corps combat pilot, flew 
helicopters in Vietnam and was shot down twice. He joined 
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A Century of Pilot/flight rePorts 
Selecting a cross-section of pilot/flight reports from the past 100 years is 
a bit like choosing one’s “best” or most deserving child. It cannot be done. 
There are far too many worthy candidates, and somebody is bound to be 
offended, if their favorite aircraft was not included. But short of capsulizing 
every report that has appeared in the pages of Aviation Week and its legacy 
magazines, the following sample of milestone reports will have to suffice.

MilitAry
SR-71 Impressive in High-Speed  
Regime (May 18, 1981, p. 46)

With USAF instructor pilot Maj. 
B.C. Thomas, then-Los Angeles Bu-
reau Chief Robert R. Ropelewski 
(left and right, respectively, in bottom 
photo) flew the legendary, Lockheed-

built Mach 3-plus SR-71 reconnais-
sance aircraft from the rear cockpit. 
Ropelewski devoted two intense days 
preparing for a “unique high-speed, 
high-altitude, high-temperature envi-
ronment” that demanded procedures 
on the ground and in the air “more 
lengthy and complex than any other 
aircraft in the Free World inventory.”

Considering that the Blackbird was 
designed and built with “late 1950s/
early 1960s technology,” the SR-71’s 
continued stellar performance and 

service into the 1990s was impressive. 
Ropelewski reported the aircraft’s 
unique capabilities in dispassionate 

terms, true to Aviation Week’s under-
stated style: “[W]e leveled off just un-
der 80,000 ft. and at a speed slightly 
in excess of Mach 3, with an airspeed 
of around 330 KEAS. . . . Surface tem-
peratures range from 400 to 1,200F 
at various spots on the aircraft’s exte-
rior during prolonged flight at Mach 3. 
Around the cockpit itself, the tempera-
ture reaches about 530F. . . .Ground-
speed at that point was above 30 mi./
min. . . . [I]t is possible to get lost quick-
ly at Mach 3. . . . There is little margin 
for error. . . . [A]ny deviations from the 
planned course can add significantly to 
fuel consumption and jeopardize the 
successful completion of the mission.”

Venerable U-2 Forges on to Y2K and 
Beyond (April 12, 1999, p. 61)

The Lockheed U-2 aircraft had been 
in service for 55 
years when Da-
vid M. North flew 
an upgraded 
trainer 
version, 

the two-seat 
U-2 ST. Encased in 
the same type of “space 
suit” worn by astronauts, 
North and his USAF pilot climbed to 
60,000 ft. in 12.5 min., eventually topping 
74,000 ft. Later, he noted that air trans-
ports dragging contrails were “some 
30,000 to 40,000 ft. below me.”

 North said the U-2 was “very stable 
in flight as long as you observed the 
low-speed and high-speed limits. . . . 
Satellite and drone use has eaten into 
their [reconnaissance] mission, but I 
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feel there is a need for the U-2 type of 
hands-on coverage.”

 Like most veteran pilots, Aviation 
Week’s fly-guy alumni believe a hu-
man’s between-the-ears “wetware” is 
still relevant, despite rapid advances 
in unmanned technology.

 In a 2015 retrospective, North re-
called, “Some two months after the 
pilot report was published, I met a 
one-star Air Force officer who was 
in the chain of command for the U-2 
program, during a formal dinner. He 
told me that I gave too much informa-
tion away in the [U-2] pilot report. He 
would not elaborate beyond that.”

Control System Key to B-2 Flight 
Qualities (April 17, 1995, p. 46)

North was the 61st person to fly in 
the USAF/Northrop Grumman B-2 
Spirit long-range, stealthy bomber. Vir-
tually all of his predecessors were mili-
tary and contractor pilots, plus a few 
senior Pentagon civilians. I had flown 
the B-2 simulator and penned a pilot 
report three years earlier (May 18, 
1992, p. 40), but we believe North was 
the first aerospace journalist to take 
flight in an 
actual  a ir-
craft.

 He wrote, 
“ T h e  q u a -
druple digital 
flight control 
system pro-
duced good 
control har-
m o ny,  a n d 
the artificial 
‘feel’ in stick 
response was excellent. Stick forces are 
light but not sloppy. . . . The challenge 
to attain this control harmony in an air-
craft without a tail has been more than 
well met by the 
flight-control 
engineers.”

 North was 
not allowed to 
call up a radar 
display or ac-
tivate a “pen-
etration mode” 
that controlled 
the bomber’s 
low observability by reducing elevon 
and rudder travel. That restraint was a 
reflection of classification that has pro-
tected U.S. stealth technologies and 
knowledge for decades. He concluded 
that “the B-2 represents a quantum 
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A Century of Pilot/flight rePorts 
Selecting a cross-section of pilot/flight reports from the past 100 years is 
a bit like choosing one’s “best” or most deserving child. It cannot be done. 
There are far too many worthy candidates, and somebody is bound to be 
offended, if their favorite aircraft was not included. But short of capsulizing 
every report that has appeared in the pages of Aviation Week and its legacy 
magazines, the following sample of milestone reports will have to suffice.

MilitAry
SR-71 Impressive in High-Speed  
Regime (May 18, 1981, p. 46)

With USAF instructor pilot Maj. 
B.C. Thomas, then-Los Angeles Bu-
reau Chief Robert R. Ropelewski 
(left and right, respectively, in bottom 
photo) flew the legendary, Lockheed-

built Mach 3-plus SR-71 reconnais-
sance aircraft from the rear cockpit. 
Ropelewski devoted two intense days 
preparing for a “unique high-speed, 
high-altitude, high-temperature envi-
ronment” that demanded procedures 
on the ground and in the air “more 
lengthy and complex than any other 
aircraft in the Free World inventory.”

Considering that the Blackbird was 
designed and built with “late 1950s/
early 1960s technology,” the SR-71’s 
continued stellar performance and 

service into the 1990s was impressive. 
Ropelewski reported the aircraft’s 
unique capabilities in dispassionate 

terms, true to Aviation Week’s under-
stated style: “[W]e leveled off just un-
der 80,000 ft. and at a speed slightly 
in excess of Mach 3, with an airspeed 
of around 330 KEAS. . . . Surface tem-
peratures range from 400 to 1,200F 
at various spots on the aircraft’s exte-
rior during prolonged flight at Mach 3. 
Around the cockpit itself, the tempera-
ture reaches about 530F. . . .Ground-
speed at that point was above 30 mi./
min. . . . [I]t is possible to get lost quick-
ly at Mach 3. . . . There is little margin 
for error. . . . [A]ny deviations from the 
planned course can add significantly to 
fuel consumption and jeopardize the 
successful completion of the mission.”

Venerable U-2 Forges on to Y2K and 
Beyond (April 12, 1999, p. 61)

The Lockheed U-2 aircraft had been 
in service for 55 
years when Da-
vid M. North flew 
an upgraded 
trainer 
version, 

the two-seat 
U-2 ST. Encased in 
the same type of “space 
suit” worn by astronauts, 
North and his USAF pilot climbed to 
60,000 ft. in 12.5 min., eventually topping 
74,000 ft. Later, he noted that air trans-
ports dragging contrails were “some 
30,000 to 40,000 ft. below me.”

 North said the U-2 was “very stable 
in flight as long as you observed the 
low-speed and high-speed limits. . . . 
Satellite and drone use has eaten into 
their [reconnaissance] mission, but I 
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feel there is a need for the U-2 type of 
hands-on coverage.”

 Like most veteran pilots, Aviation 
Week’s fly-guy alumni believe a hu-
man’s between-the-ears “wetware” is 
still relevant, despite rapid advances 
in unmanned technology.

 In a 2015 retrospective, North re-
called, “Some two months after the 
pilot report was published, I met a 
one-star Air Force officer who was 
in the chain of command for the U-2 
program, during a formal dinner. He 
told me that I gave too much informa-
tion away in the [U-2] pilot report. He 
would not elaborate beyond that.”

Control System Key to B-2 Flight 
Qualities (April 17, 1995, p. 46)

North was the 61st person to fly in 
the USAF/Northrop Grumman B-2 
Spirit long-range, stealthy bomber. Vir-
tually all of his predecessors were mili-
tary and contractor pilots, plus a few 
senior Pentagon civilians. I had flown 
the B-2 simulator and penned a pilot 
report three years earlier (May 18, 
1992, p. 40), but we believe North was 
the first aerospace journalist to take 
flight in an 
actual  a ir-
craft.

 He wrote, 
“ T h e  q u a -
druple digital 
flight control 
system pro-
duced good 
control har-
m o ny,  a n d 
the artificial 
‘feel’ in stick 
response was excellent. Stick forces are 
light but not sloppy. . . . The challenge 
to attain this control harmony in an air-
craft without a tail has been more than 
well met by the 
flight-control 
engineers.”

 North was 
not allowed to 
call up a radar 
display or ac-
tivate a “pen-
etration mode” 
that controlled 
the bomber’s 
low observability by reducing elevon 
and rudder travel. That restraint was a 
reflection of classification that has pro-
tected U.S. stealth technologies and 
knowledge for decades. He concluded 
that “the B-2 represents a quantum 
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leap beyond the B-1.  . . . The stealth 
characteristics of the B-2, combined 
with its range and payload capabilities, 
add yet another dimension to opera-
tional combat mission flexibility.”

F-111 Shows Interdiction Capability 
(Feb. 3, 1969, p. 42)

As the USAF/General Dynamics 
F-111A was about to be declared opera-
tional, Aviation Week pilot C.M. Plattner 
flew a simulated combat mission from 
Nellis AFB, Nevada. The 1-hr., 58-min. 
flight “included low-level terrain-follow-
ing at 500 ft. above ground level [AGL], 
. . . a radar bomb run to a target [and] 
supersonic flight at 17,000 ft.”

 Plattner devoted most of his re-
port to the terrain-following system’s 
performance, because the swing-wing 
“Aardvark” was a pioneer in low-level, 
automated flight. “During the terrain-
following phase, the aircraft flew up and 
down the rugged mountains with con-
sistent precision, providing a smooth 
ride.” The system worked well as low 
as 200 ft. AGL in soft, medium and 
hard ride modes. “The difference is the 
G forces encountered in following the 
ground contour,” he observed. “The 
hard ride over rugged terrain leaves the 
crew alternately hunched in the seat 
from positive-g or hanging from the 

lap belt from negative-g. It would not 
appear comfortable for long periods.”

Nevertheless, Plattner gave the F-
111A’s flight-control system high marks, 
making “it an unusually easy aircraft 
to fly. . . . Within limitations, response 
to a given stick deflection is the same 
at a low as at a high speed with an iden-
tical feel force feedback to the pilot.

 “This contrasts to other Air Force 
jets, whose controls are sensitive at 
high speed and sloppy at slow speed.”

C-5A Exhibits Agility Despite Size  
(June 1, 1970, p. 40)

Aviation Week pilot David A. Brown 
flew the massive advanced-technology 

transport on two 4-hr. test flights just 
prior to the Lockheed C-5A beginning 
operational service. Test constraints 
precluded Brown from making any of 
the approximately 35 landings logged 
on those hops, but he was allowed to 
take the controls at altitude.

 His flight report conveyed how the 
C-5A’s size would affect maneuvering 
around an airfield. “One of the prob-
lems associated with ground opera-

tion of the C-5A is the difficulty of ac-
curately estimating ground speed by 
visual reference while taxiing,” Brown 
wrote. This is primarily because the pi-
lot’s eye-level is 27 ft. above the ground 
when the aircraft is in a level attitude.

 “In order to avoid excessive use of 
the brakes and the possibility of inad-
vertently running the aircraft into an 
obstruction, the C-5A’s inertial navi-
gation system provides ground speed 
readouts to limit taxi speed to a maxi-
mum of about 15 kt.” 

He was impressed by the C-5A’s 
“extreme responsiveness and relative 
agility despite its great size. There was 
no noticeable inertia lag from control 
input to the start of a roll. Roll rate also 
was higher than anticipated.”

 Test pilots considered the behe-
moth’s three-engine capability “mar-
ginal at best,” Brown reported, but the 
strategic transport’s handling charac-
teristics were considered the best of 
any big aircraft “ever to enter the Air 
Force inventory.”

F-16 Displays Combat Capabilities 
(May 28, 1979, p. 16.)

Aviation Week’s Ropelewski (sitting 
in cockpit, above right) was the first 
journalist to fly the USAF/General 
Dynamics F-16B Fighting Falcon. The 
flight was structured to focus on the 
fighter’s performance and air-to-air 
capabilities, even though air-to-ground 
would become the multirole “Viper’s” 
primary mission.

 General Dynamics’ chief F-16 test 
pilot, Neil R. Anderson, flew the take-
off, and it was clear from the moment 
of brake release that Ropelewski was 
impressed with the fly-by-wire fighter. 

“At the 22,500-lb. takeoff weight, thrust 
exceeded aircraft weight and the accel-
eration was like a kick, even before the 
throttle had passed from military power 
into afterburner,” Ropelewski wrote. 
“Anderson . . . rotated the nose upward, 
stopping at 60-deg. pitch . . . after a 
ground roll of approximately 1,200 ft.”

 When Anderson leveled off at 
8,000 ft. altitude—still within the length 
of the then-Carswell AFB, Texas, run-
way—“Rope” noted that the USAF/
Northrop T-38 chase aircraft that “had 
started its takeoff roll . . . 5 sec. after 
the F-16, was just lifting off the runway 
below.”

 Ropelewski gave high marks to the 
F-16’s 360-deg. field of view, thanks to 
a bubble-type canopy; head-up display; 

force-sensing, unmovable sidestick 
controller; flight controls programmed 
with pitch and yaw limits; extraordi-
narily tight turn rate; benign transi-
tion to and from supersonic speed; 
“automatic wing cambering and con-
touring that takes place as the aircraft 
moves though the flight envelope;” 
hands-on operation of most systems, 
enabling one-touch transition to air-
to-air “dogfight” mode; and improved 
g-tolerance, attributable to the Viper’s 
30-deg. tiltback seat, during mock air 
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combat with the T-38 and an Air Force 
Reserve/Fairchild Republic F-105.

 “There was no indication of gray-
out or tunnel vision during any of the 
maneuvers at 8g or more, despite this 
pilot’s past experience with the onset 
of tunnel vision at 6.5-7.0g,” Ropelews-
ki explained.

 Since Rope’s milestone flight in 
1979, numerous Aviation Week pilots 
have flown in the F-16 as new systems 
and roles have evolved. Many more 
will do the same before the last Viper 
is parked in the desert.

Navy F/A-18 Demonstrates  
Dual-Mission Performance  
(Aug. 11, 1980, p. 42)

North evaluated the U.S. Navy’s 
next-generation fighter, the McDonnell 
Douglas F/A-18, early in its test pro-
gram. The Hornet had evolved from 
Northrop’s YF-17, the lightweight fighter 
competitor to General Dynamics’ YF-16.

 At the time, North reported the 
dual-role F/A-18 was “under attack on 
technical and budgetary grounds, with 
even some consideration of program 
cancellation.” Undoubtedly, his flight 
report and assessments were closely 

read in Washington. He subtly gave 
the Navy’s case a boost, noting, “It is 
a single-pilot aircraft, at a time when 
the service’s retention rate of crew-
members is low, and allows the option 
of transferring attack pilots to fighter 
billets and in the opposite direction, 
while flying the same aircraft.”

 A high-performance, full-afterburner 
takeoff was initiated from an intersec-
tion of “Lambert’s [St. Louis] Runway 
30 to avoid waiting in line for numerous 
commercial transport aircraft.” Ground 
roll was a mere 1,200 ft., and the Hornet 
topped the airport’s 8,500-ft. terminal 
control area altitude about 1 mi. from 
the close end of the runway. “[A]n envi-
able way to leave the airport,” quipped 
McDonnell Douglas test pilot John E. 
Krings (above, pictured with North).

 North then took the controls from 

Krings and put the fighter through a 
number of combat-type maneuvers. 
Because the Hornet was still in de-
velopmental testing, structural and 
flight-envelope restrictions had to be 
observed. Still, North was able to go 
supersonic in a blistering climb, noting 
that the cockpit was unusually quiet in 
all flight regimes, and the “digital flight 
control system compensated for pitch 
so smoothly it went unnoticed. . . .”

 Advanced technology was appar-
ent throughout the flight, and North 
showed how it would contribute to fleet 
operations. At low altitude and high 
speed, “even in the 90F temperature 
and moderate turbulence, I was able 
to write on my kneeboard. . . . The air-
craft’s stabilator, ailerons and rudders 
were moving frequently to dampen tur-
bulence at the low altitude.”

 North concluded with a statement 
signaling that a new era of fighter tech-
nology was at hand. “If any one seg-
ment of flying the F/A-18 can be called 
difficult. . . . it would have to be the time 
required to learn all the modes and dif-
ferent symbology of the aircraft’s avi-
onics package.”

 Indeed, pilots who had cut their 
teeth on round dials and “steam gaug-
es” were fast becoming aero-dinosaurs.

Aviation Week Editor Flies  
Soviet-Based MiG-29 Fighter  
(Feb. 6, 1990, p. 36)

As U.S.-Soviet relations thawed, 
North was allowed to fly the Mikoyan 
MiG-29 fighter from the Kubinka air 
force base near Moscow. An Aviation 
Week video team went along to record 
the historic evaluation flight.

 Originally told he would fly in the front 
cockpit, nasty weather relegated North 
to the back seat, outfitted in warm Rus-
sian flight gear (see photo above). He 
was disappointed but could not fault the 
safety-first decision by Valery Menitsky, 
Mikoyan’s chief test pilot.

 North spoke no Russian and Me-
nitsky’s English was limited, prompt-
ing an unusually detailed preflight 
briefing with translators’ assistance. 

Throughout the flight, control was 
transferred by cryptic comments: 
“Dave fly” and “Valery fly.”

 Limitations were placed on the use 
of certain equipment, and North was 
banned from flying an operational pro-
file. Yes, Russia was opening the Iron 
Curtain, but slowly and cautiously. 

 Throughout his report, North com-
pared MiG-29 features with those of 
Western fighters. “The low-speed per-
formance of the MiG-29 with its wire-
and-pulley and servo-hydraulic flight 
control system was comparable to that 
of the F/A-18 with its fly-by-wire control 
system.” Visibility was deemed excel-
lent, and controls were responsive 
in pitch and roll. As planned, North 
performed a tail slide, recovering by 
selecting afterburner, “and there was 
more than adequate elevator control 
to push the nose over and fly out of the 
maneuver.”

 Quoting a Canadian test pilot who 
also had flown the MiG-29, North 
wrote, “The Western pilot would 
be wise to detect and shoot at the  
MiG-29 from a distance using his high-
technology weapon system, because 
if it comes down to a close encounter 
with infrared missiles or guns, a good 
Soviet pilot is a definite threat.”

Aviation Week Editor Flies  
Top Soviet Interceptor  
(Sept. 24, 1990, p. 32)

North was supposed to fly the Suk-
hoi Su-27 shortly after evaluating 
the MiG-29, but a Soviet bureaucrat 
nixed the flight minutes before North 
climbed into the cockpit. He eventu-
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leap beyond the B-1.  . . . The stealth 
characteristics of the B-2, combined 
with its range and payload capabilities, 
add yet another dimension to opera-
tional combat mission flexibility.”

F-111 Shows Interdiction Capability 
(Feb. 3, 1969, p. 42)

As the USAF/General Dynamics 
F-111A was about to be declared opera-
tional, Aviation Week pilot C.M. Plattner 
flew a simulated combat mission from 
Nellis AFB, Nevada. The 1-hr., 58-min. 
flight “included low-level terrain-follow-
ing at 500 ft. above ground level [AGL], 
. . . a radar bomb run to a target [and] 
supersonic flight at 17,000 ft.”

 Plattner devoted most of his re-
port to the terrain-following system’s 
performance, because the swing-wing 
“Aardvark” was a pioneer in low-level, 
automated flight. “During the terrain-
following phase, the aircraft flew up and 
down the rugged mountains with con-
sistent precision, providing a smooth 
ride.” The system worked well as low 
as 200 ft. AGL in soft, medium and 
hard ride modes. “The difference is the 
G forces encountered in following the 
ground contour,” he observed. “The 
hard ride over rugged terrain leaves the 
crew alternately hunched in the seat 
from positive-g or hanging from the 

lap belt from negative-g. It would not 
appear comfortable for long periods.”

Nevertheless, Plattner gave the F-
111A’s flight-control system high marks, 
making “it an unusually easy aircraft 
to fly. . . . Within limitations, response 
to a given stick deflection is the same 
at a low as at a high speed with an iden-
tical feel force feedback to the pilot.

 “This contrasts to other Air Force 
jets, whose controls are sensitive at 
high speed and sloppy at slow speed.”

C-5A Exhibits Agility Despite Size  
(June 1, 1970, p. 40)

Aviation Week pilot David A. Brown 
flew the massive advanced-technology 

transport on two 4-hr. test flights just 
prior to the Lockheed C-5A beginning 
operational service. Test constraints 
precluded Brown from making any of 
the approximately 35 landings logged 
on those hops, but he was allowed to 
take the controls at altitude.

 His flight report conveyed how the 
C-5A’s size would affect maneuvering 
around an airfield. “One of the prob-
lems associated with ground opera-

tion of the C-5A is the difficulty of ac-
curately estimating ground speed by 
visual reference while taxiing,” Brown 
wrote. This is primarily because the pi-
lot’s eye-level is 27 ft. above the ground 
when the aircraft is in a level attitude.

 “In order to avoid excessive use of 
the brakes and the possibility of inad-
vertently running the aircraft into an 
obstruction, the C-5A’s inertial navi-
gation system provides ground speed 
readouts to limit taxi speed to a maxi-
mum of about 15 kt.” 

He was impressed by the C-5A’s 
“extreme responsiveness and relative 
agility despite its great size. There was 
no noticeable inertia lag from control 
input to the start of a roll. Roll rate also 
was higher than anticipated.”

 Test pilots considered the behe-
moth’s three-engine capability “mar-
ginal at best,” Brown reported, but the 
strategic transport’s handling charac-
teristics were considered the best of 
any big aircraft “ever to enter the Air 
Force inventory.”

F-16 Displays Combat Capabilities 
(May 28, 1979, p. 16.)

Aviation Week’s Ropelewski (sitting 
in cockpit, above right) was the first 
journalist to fly the USAF/General 
Dynamics F-16B Fighting Falcon. The 
flight was structured to focus on the 
fighter’s performance and air-to-air 
capabilities, even though air-to-ground 
would become the multirole “Viper’s” 
primary mission.

 General Dynamics’ chief F-16 test 
pilot, Neil R. Anderson, flew the take-
off, and it was clear from the moment 
of brake release that Ropelewski was 
impressed with the fly-by-wire fighter. 

“At the 22,500-lb. takeoff weight, thrust 
exceeded aircraft weight and the accel-
eration was like a kick, even before the 
throttle had passed from military power 
into afterburner,” Ropelewski wrote. 
“Anderson . . . rotated the nose upward, 
stopping at 60-deg. pitch . . . after a 
ground roll of approximately 1,200 ft.”

 When Anderson leveled off at 
8,000 ft. altitude—still within the length 
of the then-Carswell AFB, Texas, run-
way—“Rope” noted that the USAF/
Northrop T-38 chase aircraft that “had 
started its takeoff roll . . . 5 sec. after 
the F-16, was just lifting off the runway 
below.”

 Ropelewski gave high marks to the 
F-16’s 360-deg. field of view, thanks to 
a bubble-type canopy; head-up display; 

force-sensing, unmovable sidestick 
controller; flight controls programmed 
with pitch and yaw limits; extraordi-
narily tight turn rate; benign transi-
tion to and from supersonic speed; 
“automatic wing cambering and con-
touring that takes place as the aircraft 
moves though the flight envelope;” 
hands-on operation of most systems, 
enabling one-touch transition to air-
to-air “dogfight” mode; and improved 
g-tolerance, attributable to the Viper’s 
30-deg. tiltback seat, during mock air 
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ally became airborne during the 1990 
Farnborough air show, flying in the 
front seat with Sukhoi chief test pilot 
Victor Pougachev in the back.

 Odd-ball situations that Aviation 
Week pilots can encounter were cap-
sulized in a post-takeoff observation. 
“I was struck by the realization that I 
was an American flying an unfamiliar 
Soviet fighter over the English coun-
tryside with a Soviet pilot who did not 
speak English,” North reported.

 He commented on the spacious 
cockpit’s excellent visibility in all di-
rections and that Su-27 instrumenta-
tion was very similar to the MiG-29’s. 
The fighter’s four-channel analog fly-
by-wire flight control system enabled 
higher roll rates than that of the F-15C 
but about the same as the F/A-18’s.

 A highlight was Pougachev’s dem-
onstration of the dramatic Cobra 
pitch-up. “The Cobra maneuver was 
entered at 220 kt. at 10,000 ft. Pou-
gachev pulled very quickly on the stick 
and achieved close to a 90-deg. pitch 
attitude with an 85% power setting.” 
The two-seat Su-27’s center of gravity 

precluded pitching beyond 90 deg., but 
Pougachev later hit 130 deg. during an 
air show demonstration.

 Departing from the norm of facts-
only pilot reports, North closed with 
a hint of the bond that links aviators 
and transcends political divisions. He 
wrote that Pougachev and Mikoyan 
chief test pilot Menitsky were superb 
pilots, and “both have become friends 
and compatriots to a growing number 
of Western pilots.”

Minimum Effort Required  
To Pilot Bell’s HU-1 Iroquois  
(Dec. 8, 1958, p. 76) 

Characteristics of Bell Helicopter’s 
“Huey,” which would become an icon 
synonymous with the Vietnam War, 
were detailed in Robert I. Stanfield’s 
dense, sparsely written pilot report.

 Initially, the rotorcraft was desig-
nated the HU-1 Iroquois but later be-
came the UH-1. Bell’s three prototypes 

were labeled XH-40s; service test mod-
els, YH-40s; and commercial versions, 
Model 240s. Looking back from a 2016 
perspective, the development program 
was unusually complex, with simulta-
neous testing of different versions in 
Alaska , California, Georgia and Texas.

 The HU-1 was designed “from 
scratch as a turbine-powered util-
ity helicopter for the U.S. Army,” but 
the Air Force also was involved in the 
test program. Specifications called 
for the HU-1 to “hover at 6,000 ft. out-
of-ground effect when temperature 

is 95F,” which required derating the 
powerplant for sea level operation.

 Stanfield cited acceleration from low-
level hover to 100 kt. in 12 sec., “point-
ing up its capabilities for crash-rescue 
work;” a vertical climb rate of 1,800 
fpm. from hover; backward flight at 40 
kt.; and an interesting form of “hands-
off flight”—holding the cyclic stick “be-
tween knees, emphasizing helicopter’s 
fixed-stick stability, a definite advantage 
for instrument flight rule flying.”

 Stanfield concluded that the Iro-
quois “was designed for transportation 
of personnel, special teams or crews, 
medical evacuation, ambulance ser-
vice, equipment and supplies and, with 
dual controls, instrument training.” 
Within a decade, the venerable “Huey” 
would be doing all that and more.

Civil
Boeing 707 Is ‘Honest’ Airplane; 
Demands Planning Care  
(Oct. 6, 1958, p. 70) 

Boeing’s new four-engine jet trans-
port was flown by Aviation Week’s 
Richard Sweeney while the -120 ver-
sion was still being flight-tested. His 
two-part report focused primarily on 
the transition from propeller to much 
faster turbine-powered airliners.

 “[I]nflight procedures, preflight and 
en route planning will require a much 
higher order of accuracy and timeliness 
than piston transports, to stay ahead 
of the many factors, which are essen-
tial to efficient turbojet operations,” 
he warned. “Pilots will find their new 
aircraft is honest,” though, with perfor-

mance to spare, and “very good control 
in normal and critical flight regimes.”

 He listed “the latest in Boeing devel-
opments” as leading-edge flaps, thrust 
reversers, “sound suppressors” and 
vortex generators on the vertical tail. 
Sweeney said pilots would have to pay 
close attention to airspeed throughout 
the flight envelope, fuel management 
and center-of-gravity control, and the 
use of water injection during takeoff. 
The Pratt & Whitney JT3-C-4 engines 
could only be operated at maximum 
takeoff thrust (13,000 lb.) for 5 min. 
“Water injection lasts approximately 
2.5 min., leaving another 2.5 min. maxi-
mum power operation, if required.

 “Definite deceleration is felt as wa-
ter runs out,” he added, “after which 
the drain-valve-open switch is acti-
vated to remove last traces of water 
from lines to prevent freeze and burst 
in high-altitude cold.”

 The most demanding plumbing is-

sues faced by pilots of today’s highly 
automated, digital-smart air trans-
ports probably arise in the lavatory 
and involve “blue water.” 

BAC 111-400 Reflects Pilot  
Suggestions (Nov. 1, 1965, p. 55)

Herbert J. Coleman’s flight evalua-
tion of the British Aircraft Corp. BAC 
111-400 provided a rare pilot’s perspec-
tive on challenges the global air trans-
port industry faced during the transi-
tion to jet aircraft.

 “As it now stands,” Coleman wrote, 
“overall BAC 111 production is ap-
proaching the original targets before 
two crashes and a hard landing de-
layed the program.”

 That many early accidents in today’s 
risk-averse environment would be rea-
son enough to terminate a program.

 Coleman performed two clean con-
figuration stalls to evaluate the test 
aircraft’s stall-protection system. “The 
airplane is equipped with a stick shaker, 
a horn and a red stall warning light, and 
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ally became airborne during the 1990 
Farnborough air show, flying in the 
front seat with Sukhoi chief test pilot 
Victor Pougachev in the back.

 Odd-ball situations that Aviation 
Week pilots can encounter were cap-
sulized in a post-takeoff observation. 
“I was struck by the realization that I 
was an American flying an unfamiliar 
Soviet fighter over the English coun-
tryside with a Soviet pilot who did not 
speak English,” North reported.

 He commented on the spacious 
cockpit’s excellent visibility in all di-
rections and that Su-27 instrumenta-
tion was very similar to the MiG-29’s. 
The fighter’s four-channel analog fly-
by-wire flight control system enabled 
higher roll rates than that of the F-15C 
but about the same as the F/A-18’s.

 A highlight was Pougachev’s dem-
onstration of the dramatic Cobra 
pitch-up. “The Cobra maneuver was 
entered at 220 kt. at 10,000 ft. Pou-
gachev pulled very quickly on the stick 
and achieved close to a 90-deg. pitch 
attitude with an 85% power setting.” 
The two-seat Su-27’s center of gravity 

precluded pitching beyond 90 deg., but 
Pougachev later hit 130 deg. during an 
air show demonstration.

 Departing from the norm of facts-
only pilot reports, North closed with 
a hint of the bond that links aviators 
and transcends political divisions. He 
wrote that Pougachev and Mikoyan 
chief test pilot Menitsky were superb 
pilots, and “both have become friends 
and compatriots to a growing number 
of Western pilots.”

Minimum Effort Required  
To Pilot Bell’s HU-1 Iroquois  
(Dec. 8, 1958, p. 76) 

Characteristics of Bell Helicopter’s 
“Huey,” which would become an icon 
synonymous with the Vietnam War, 
were detailed in Robert I. Stanfield’s 
dense, sparsely written pilot report.

 Initially, the rotorcraft was desig-
nated the HU-1 Iroquois but later be-
came the UH-1. Bell’s three prototypes 

were labeled XH-40s; service test mod-
els, YH-40s; and commercial versions, 
Model 240s. Looking back from a 2016 
perspective, the development program 
was unusually complex, with simulta-
neous testing of different versions in 
Alaska , California, Georgia and Texas.

 The HU-1 was designed “from 
scratch as a turbine-powered util-
ity helicopter for the U.S. Army,” but 
the Air Force also was involved in the 
test program. Specifications called 
for the HU-1 to “hover at 6,000 ft. out-
of-ground effect when temperature 

is 95F,” which required derating the 
powerplant for sea level operation.

 Stanfield cited acceleration from low-
level hover to 100 kt. in 12 sec., “point-
ing up its capabilities for crash-rescue 
work;” a vertical climb rate of 1,800 
fpm. from hover; backward flight at 40 
kt.; and an interesting form of “hands-
off flight”—holding the cyclic stick “be-
tween knees, emphasizing helicopter’s 
fixed-stick stability, a definite advantage 
for instrument flight rule flying.”

 Stanfield concluded that the Iro-
quois “was designed for transportation 
of personnel, special teams or crews, 
medical evacuation, ambulance ser-
vice, equipment and supplies and, with 
dual controls, instrument training.” 
Within a decade, the venerable “Huey” 
would be doing all that and more.

Civil
Boeing 707 Is ‘Honest’ Airplane; 
Demands Planning Care  
(Oct. 6, 1958, p. 70) 

Boeing’s new four-engine jet trans-
port was flown by Aviation Week’s 
Richard Sweeney while the -120 ver-
sion was still being flight-tested. His 
two-part report focused primarily on 
the transition from propeller to much 
faster turbine-powered airliners.

 “[I]nflight procedures, preflight and 
en route planning will require a much 
higher order of accuracy and timeliness 
than piston transports, to stay ahead 
of the many factors, which are essen-
tial to efficient turbojet operations,” 
he warned. “Pilots will find their new 
aircraft is honest,” though, with perfor-

mance to spare, and “very good control 
in normal and critical flight regimes.”

 He listed “the latest in Boeing devel-
opments” as leading-edge flaps, thrust 
reversers, “sound suppressors” and 
vortex generators on the vertical tail. 
Sweeney said pilots would have to pay 
close attention to airspeed throughout 
the flight envelope, fuel management 
and center-of-gravity control, and the 
use of water injection during takeoff. 
The Pratt & Whitney JT3-C-4 engines 
could only be operated at maximum 
takeoff thrust (13,000 lb.) for 5 min. 
“Water injection lasts approximately 
2.5 min., leaving another 2.5 min. maxi-
mum power operation, if required.

 “Definite deceleration is felt as wa-
ter runs out,” he added, “after which 
the drain-valve-open switch is acti-
vated to remove last traces of water 
from lines to prevent freeze and burst 
in high-altitude cold.”

 The most demanding plumbing is-

sues faced by pilots of today’s highly 
automated, digital-smart air trans-
ports probably arise in the lavatory 
and involve “blue water.” 

BAC 111-400 Reflects Pilot  
Suggestions (Nov. 1, 1965, p. 55)

Herbert J. Coleman’s flight evalua-
tion of the British Aircraft Corp. BAC 
111-400 provided a rare pilot’s perspec-
tive on challenges the global air trans-
port industry faced during the transi-
tion to jet aircraft.

 “As it now stands,” Coleman wrote, 
“overall BAC 111 production is ap-
proaching the original targets before 
two crashes and a hard landing de-
layed the program.”

 That many early accidents in today’s 
risk-averse environment would be rea-
son enough to terminate a program.

 Coleman performed two clean con-
figuration stalls to evaluate the test 
aircraft’s stall-protection system. “The 
airplane is equipped with a stick shaker, 
a horn and a red stall warning light, and 
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a stick pusher, all of which operate in 
sequence.” He felt pilots “get more than 
ample warning,” before experiencing a 
“straight-ahead nose drop, and recov-
ery . . . with little loss of altitude.”

 BAC 111-400 modifications also re-
flected pilots’ increasing roles in effect-
ing changes by the mid-1960s. “Con-
siderable pilot input on improving jet 
transport visibility was evident. On the 
BAC 111, the downward angle of view 
from reference eye level is 20 deg., 
compared with 10-15 deg. on other jet 
transports. BAC says that, in practice, 
the BAC 111 pilot will see three more 
approach lights at 100 ft. spacing than 
pilots of other current jets.”

Advanced Technology in Airbus 
A310 Cuts Workload, Fuel Use 
(Oct. 11, 1982, p. 51)

Ropelewski’s detailed pilot report on 
the Airbus A310 was dominated by dis-
cussion of cockpit and system automa-
tion features. The introduction of highly 
automated glass cockpits in Airbus and 
Boeing air transports in the early 1980s 
reduced pilot workload substantially 
but also prompted concerns about what 
was going on inside the black boxes.

 “[T]he A310 was very comfortable to 
operate either manually or automatically 
under almost any circumstances, and 
the interplay between the electronic cen-
tralized aircraft monitor and the crew 
provided some reassurance that the pilot 
is still part of the operating process.”

 However, a passing Ropelewski ob-
servation seemed to be at odds with to-
day’s general understanding that Air-
bus aircraft are so highly automated 
that the flight crew is largely out of the 
decision loop. Boeing birds, according 
to modern conventional wisdom, are 
designed to leave decisions up to the 
pilots, aided by digital systems.

 “Airbus Industrie has followed a 
slightly different philosophy from Boe-
ing in terms of the amount of systems 

information provided to crewmembers 
in the new generation of transport 
aircraft,” Ropelewski wrote in 1982. 
“While Boeing generally has tried to 
automate as many systems functions 

as possible and to show only essential 
information on cockpit displays, Air-
bus has [made] a greater effort to keep 
the flight crew in the operating loop by 
displaying more systems information 
than might be considered absolutely 
necessary and by leaving it to the 
crew to execute abnormal procedures 
in cases of malfunctioning equipment.”

 Did the world’s two dominant air 
transport manufacturers swap de-
sign philosophies? Or did Rope—who 
was struck down by a heart attack in 
1997—simply get them mixed up?

Lear Jet Handling Resembles Light 
Twin (March 9, 1964, p. 72)

The fighter aircraft legacy of Lear Jet 

business aircraft was underscored by 
Aviation Week pilot Brown in his 1964 
report on the Lear Jet Corp. Model 23.

 The “Model 23 executive turbojet 
. . . has performance, which, in some 
cases, exceeds that of early Century 
Series fighters, but has flight handling 
characteristics much like those of con-
ventional light twin aircraft.”

 That performance may have come 
at a cost, because Brown’s report also 
listed several modifications. These in-
cluded adding vortex generators on 
the wing’s upper and lower surfaces 
to stifle aileron buzz; blunt leading 
edges on the ailerons for “better aero-
dynamic balance;” double nose-gear 
doors to preclude noise generated 
by asymmetric airflow around the 
prototype’s single gear door; and a T-
tail “with a highly swept, all-movable 
horizontal stabilizer.” The tail change 
forced a months-long program delay 
“to eliminate vibration problems en-
countered in cruciform tails.” Sweep 

also was increased to 25 from 6 deg.
 During takeoff, Brown noted, “Ac-

celeration during the first 50 ft. of roll 
was quite similar to a conventional 
light twin. But as the engines increased 
to 100% power, acceleration was faster 
than on some early military jets, nota-
bly the Lockheed T-33.”

 Only 2 min., 40 sec. was required 
to climb to 15,000 ft. from a Wichita 
airport. “Under certain conditions,” 
Brown said, “it has out-climbed North 
American F-100 fighters.”

Space
No Aviation Week editor has flown 

in space (yet), but several have pilot-
ed the shuttle orbiter simulator and 
donned space suits for “flight” reports. 
In the early days of the space program, 
U.S. astronauts were tapped to share 
their experiences with the magazine’s 
readers.

Glenn Describes Mercury Orbital 
Flight (April 23, 1962, p. 54)

Then-U.S. Marine Corps Lt. Col. 
John H. Glenn described his Feb. 20, 
1962, launch, three orbits of the Earth, 
and reentry in the Friendship 7 Mer-
cury capsule. He acknowledged that 
the primary focus of his report was to 
underscore the value of having “a hu-
man crew in the spacecraft.”

 Glenn’s test pilot experience was 
evident throughout, but his observa-
tions and feelings as a human being in 
a new environment also came through. 
Up front, he addressed the question of 
“fear” head-on, noting that fear of the 
unknown is normal, but “the important 
thing is what we do about it. . . . The 
best antidote to fear is to know all we 
can about a situation.”

 The pioneering astronaut’s launch-
to-pickup account (with photos below) 
is a riveting look at the staggering 
number of unknowns that space flight 
presented at the time. Glenn’s matter-
of-fact reporting often downplayed 
what he was subjected to, particularly 
during launch and reentry: “The accel-
eration buildup [on launch] was notice-
able but not bothersome. . . . I could 
communicate well, up to the maximum 
of 7.7g at insertion, when the sustainer-
engine thrust terminates.”

Whoa! Time out, sir. When I flew with 
the Navy’s Blue Angels, a sustained 
7.5g, 90/270-deg. course reversal in an 
F/A-18 was enough to knock me out for 
a second or two (AW&ST Nov. 13, 2006, 
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p. 48). But you could still “communicate 
well” at up to 7.7g for several minutes? 
Conclusion: Mercury program astro-
nauts were tough.

As the first American to orbit the 
Earth, Glenn was facing a full slate of 
unknowns. His first orbit was under 
autopilot control, but then a thruster 
failed. “Because of a malfunction in a 
low-torque thruster at the end of the 
first orbit, it was necessary to control 
the spacecraft manually for the last 
two orbits. This requirement intro-
duced no serious problems and actu-

ally provided me with an opportunity 
to demonstrate what a man can do in 
controlling a spacecraft.”

 Although that failure meant Glenn 
was too busy to conduct many of the 
planned experiments, he returned with 
fascinating observations about judging 
distances in space, how the Mercury 
capsule handled in pitch, roll and yaw, 
the beauty of sunrises and sunsets, his 
body’s response to weightlessness, eat-
ing and drinking in 0g, and reentry.

 His flight report was a mix of the 
test pilot, dry-humored Ohio Buckeye 
and quasi-artist:
 • “The success with which I was able 
to control the spacecraft at all times 
was, to me, one of the most significant 
features of the flight.”
 • “To provide medical data on the car-
diovascular system, at intervals, I did 
an exercise which consisted of pulling 
on a bungee cord once a second for 
30 sec. . . . The effect that it had on me 
during the flight was the same effect it 
had on the ground—it made me tired.”
• “[C]olors and light intensities” ap-

proximated what one would see from 
an aircraft. “When looking toward the 
horizon, however, the view is complete-
ly different, for then the blackness of 
space contrasts vividly with the bright-
ness of the Earth. The horizon itself 
is a brilliant, brilliant blue and white.”
• “Some of the most spectacular 
sights during the flight were sunsets. 
. . . The Sun is perfectly round as it 
approaches the horizon. It retains 
most of its symmetry until just the last 
sliver is visible. The horizon on each 
side of the Sun is extremely bright, 
and when the Sun has gone down to 
the level of this bright band of horizon, 
it seems to spread out to each side of 
the point where it is setting. . . . This 
band is extremely bright just as the 
Sun sets, but as time passes the bot-
tom layer becomes a bright orange 
and fades into reds, then on into the 
darker colors, and finally off into the 
blues and blacks.”

 Glenn’s comments about a phe-
nomenon he observed at sunrise is 
still the subject of conjecture five-
plus decades later. “The spacecraft 
was surrounded by luminous particles 
. . . [that] were a light yellowish green 
color. It was as if the spacecraft were 
moving through a field of fireflies. . . . 
They were about 8-10 ft. apart and 
evenly distributed through the space 
around the spacecraft.”

 Reentry was of particular interest, 
considering that Glenn had to position 
the capsule manually. “As deceleration 
began to increase, I could hear a hiss-
ing noise that sounded like small par-
ticles brushing against the spacecraft. 
Due to ionization . . . communications 
were lost. . . . As the heat pulse started, 
there was a noise and a bump on the 
spacecraft. I saw one of the straps that 
holds the retrorocket package swing in 
front of the window.

 “The heat pulse increased until 
I could see a glowing orange color 
through the window. Flaming pieces 
were breaking off and flying past the 
spacecraft window. At the time, these 
observations were of some concern to 
me, because I was not sure what they 
were. . . . I thought these flaming pieces 
might be parts of the heat shield break-
ing off. We know now, of course, that 
the pieces were from the retropack.

 “I did not feel particularly hot 
until we were getting down to about 
75,000 to 80,000 ft. From there on 
down, I was uncomfortably warm, 
and by the time the main parachute 

was out I was perspiring profusely.”
 For the second time, the astronaut 

was subjected to 7.7g, this time dur-
ing reentry deceleration. Naturally, 
the Marine took it in stride. “I could 
note no difference between my feeling 
of deceleration on this flight and my 
training sessions in the centrifuge.”

 Glenn’s report ended on the same 
theme as it began: “This mission would 
almost certainly not have completed 
its three orbits, and might not have 
come back at all, if a man had not been 
aboard. The flight of Friendship 7 has 
proved that man can adapt very rap-
idly to this environment.”

 Advocates of sending only un-
manned vehicles to explore Mars and 
asteroids might like to have a sit-down 
with Glenn.

Suits Are $10 Million Spacecraft, 
Not Clothes (Jan. 16, 1995, p. 40)

With the advent of international 
operations in space, James R. Asker, 
who is now Aviation Week executive 
editor, took readers along for a unique 
“flight” by climbing into both Russian 
and U.S./NASA space suits, then offer-
ing test pilot-like comparisons.

 “The suits and their self-contained 
life-support systems appear very simi-
lar from the outside. . . . Each suit has 
its own strengths and limitations. The 

NASA suit is much more difficult to put 
on, but it operates at lower pressure, 
which makes hand movements less tir-
ing. And it offers greater freedom of 
movement, making a wider variety of 
tasks possible,” Asker reported.

 “The Russian suit is ‘self-donning’ 
through a large door at the back of the 
aluminum upper torso. The user simply 
climbs through the open door, closes it 
and begins pressurization,” he wrote. 

 “Donning the NASA suit is compli-
cated. Former astronaut John Fabian 
once described the process as requir-
ing the help of ‘two of your best friends 
and your dog.’”

 By trying a set of maneuvers to assess 
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a stick pusher, all of which operate in 
sequence.” He felt pilots “get more than 
ample warning,” before experiencing a 
“straight-ahead nose drop, and recov-
ery . . . with little loss of altitude.”

 BAC 111-400 modifications also re-
flected pilots’ increasing roles in effect-
ing changes by the mid-1960s. “Con-
siderable pilot input on improving jet 
transport visibility was evident. On the 
BAC 111, the downward angle of view 
from reference eye level is 20 deg., 
compared with 10-15 deg. on other jet 
transports. BAC says that, in practice, 
the BAC 111 pilot will see three more 
approach lights at 100 ft. spacing than 
pilots of other current jets.”

Advanced Technology in Airbus 
A310 Cuts Workload, Fuel Use 
(Oct. 11, 1982, p. 51)

Ropelewski’s detailed pilot report on 
the Airbus A310 was dominated by dis-
cussion of cockpit and system automa-
tion features. The introduction of highly 
automated glass cockpits in Airbus and 
Boeing air transports in the early 1980s 
reduced pilot workload substantially 
but also prompted concerns about what 
was going on inside the black boxes.

 “[T]he A310 was very comfortable to 
operate either manually or automatically 
under almost any circumstances, and 
the interplay between the electronic cen-
tralized aircraft monitor and the crew 
provided some reassurance that the pilot 
is still part of the operating process.”

 However, a passing Ropelewski ob-
servation seemed to be at odds with to-
day’s general understanding that Air-
bus aircraft are so highly automated 
that the flight crew is largely out of the 
decision loop. Boeing birds, according 
to modern conventional wisdom, are 
designed to leave decisions up to the 
pilots, aided by digital systems.

 “Airbus Industrie has followed a 
slightly different philosophy from Boe-
ing in terms of the amount of systems 

information provided to crewmembers 
in the new generation of transport 
aircraft,” Ropelewski wrote in 1982. 
“While Boeing generally has tried to 
automate as many systems functions 

as possible and to show only essential 
information on cockpit displays, Air-
bus has [made] a greater effort to keep 
the flight crew in the operating loop by 
displaying more systems information 
than might be considered absolutely 
necessary and by leaving it to the 
crew to execute abnormal procedures 
in cases of malfunctioning equipment.”

 Did the world’s two dominant air 
transport manufacturers swap de-
sign philosophies? Or did Rope—who 
was struck down by a heart attack in 
1997—simply get them mixed up?

Lear Jet Handling Resembles Light 
Twin (March 9, 1964, p. 72)

The fighter aircraft legacy of Lear Jet 

business aircraft was underscored by 
Aviation Week pilot Brown in his 1964 
report on the Lear Jet Corp. Model 23.

 The “Model 23 executive turbojet 
. . . has performance, which, in some 
cases, exceeds that of early Century 
Series fighters, but has flight handling 
characteristics much like those of con-
ventional light twin aircraft.”

 That performance may have come 
at a cost, because Brown’s report also 
listed several modifications. These in-
cluded adding vortex generators on 
the wing’s upper and lower surfaces 
to stifle aileron buzz; blunt leading 
edges on the ailerons for “better aero-
dynamic balance;” double nose-gear 
doors to preclude noise generated 
by asymmetric airflow around the 
prototype’s single gear door; and a T-
tail “with a highly swept, all-movable 
horizontal stabilizer.” The tail change 
forced a months-long program delay 
“to eliminate vibration problems en-
countered in cruciform tails.” Sweep 

also was increased to 25 from 6 deg.
 During takeoff, Brown noted, “Ac-

celeration during the first 50 ft. of roll 
was quite similar to a conventional 
light twin. But as the engines increased 
to 100% power, acceleration was faster 
than on some early military jets, nota-
bly the Lockheed T-33.”

 Only 2 min., 40 sec. was required 
to climb to 15,000 ft. from a Wichita 
airport. “Under certain conditions,” 
Brown said, “it has out-climbed North 
American F-100 fighters.”

Space
No Aviation Week editor has flown 

in space (yet), but several have pilot-
ed the shuttle orbiter simulator and 
donned space suits for “flight” reports. 
In the early days of the space program, 
U.S. astronauts were tapped to share 
their experiences with the magazine’s 
readers.

Glenn Describes Mercury Orbital 
Flight (April 23, 1962, p. 54)

Then-U.S. Marine Corps Lt. Col. 
John H. Glenn described his Feb. 20, 
1962, launch, three orbits of the Earth, 
and reentry in the Friendship 7 Mer-
cury capsule. He acknowledged that 
the primary focus of his report was to 
underscore the value of having “a hu-
man crew in the spacecraft.”

 Glenn’s test pilot experience was 
evident throughout, but his observa-
tions and feelings as a human being in 
a new environment also came through. 
Up front, he addressed the question of 
“fear” head-on, noting that fear of the 
unknown is normal, but “the important 
thing is what we do about it. . . . The 
best antidote to fear is to know all we 
can about a situation.”

 The pioneering astronaut’s launch-
to-pickup account (with photos below) 
is a riveting look at the staggering 
number of unknowns that space flight 
presented at the time. Glenn’s matter-
of-fact reporting often downplayed 
what he was subjected to, particularly 
during launch and reentry: “The accel-
eration buildup [on launch] was notice-
able but not bothersome. . . . I could 
communicate well, up to the maximum 
of 7.7g at insertion, when the sustainer-
engine thrust terminates.”

Whoa! Time out, sir. When I flew with 
the Navy’s Blue Angels, a sustained 
7.5g, 90/270-deg. course reversal in an 
F/A-18 was enough to knock me out for 
a second or two (AW&ST Nov. 13, 2006, 
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monitor while performing a sequence 
of maneuvers throughout that criti-
cal first-flight reentry. The incredible 
challenges and risks involved in bring-
ing an unpowered glider from orbit to 
a precise landing were summarized in 
the report:

 “Twenty-seven min. of the 31-min. 
reentry are spent at speeds above 
Mach 1. The most critical shuttle en-
try phases will be the 14 min. spent 
slowing from Mach 24.7 to Mach 20 
between 400,000 and 230,000 ft., 
when reentry heating is most critical, 
and 2 min. spent between Mach 5 and 
Mach 2 between 115,000 and 82,000 ft., 
a regime where the orbiter has some 
undesirable handling characteristics.

 “Much of the entry is flown at bank 
angles up to 80 deg. to achieve desired 
cross-range guidance and maintain de-
sired lift to both dissipate and conserve 
energy required to hit a runway 4,400 
nm from where the entry has begun.”

 And yet, when they did it “for real,” 
Young and Crippen made it look easy. 
Obviously, it wasn’t.

SyStemS  
and OperatiOnS
Evaluation of airborne systems has 

taken generations of Aviation Week pi-
lots, engineers and editors aloft. On the 
surface, “system evaluations” would 
suggest they are more benign than 
flights devoted to wringing out a new 
aircraft for a full-blown pilot report. 
Not always. Several have involved a 
few moments of stark terror that sur-
face during hangar-flying sessions—
tales that begin, “There I was. . . .”

 On takeoff for a night flight dedi-
cated to seeing the developmental 
Lantirn (Low-altitude navigation and 
targeting infrared for night) system at 
work, a brilliant white light suddenly 
lit up the sky behind our F-16B. Col. 
Gary Matthes, an experienced F-16 
test pilot, yanked the throttles out of 
afterburner, but continued to climb.

 “Zoom six-six, you have a very 
bright flame behind you, about 20 ft. 
long!” the tower controller radioed.

 Oh s***. I glanced at the EJECT 
light. It was still dark.

 “Is it still there?” Matthes asked, 
after acknowledging the tower’s call.

 “Not as bright, but still flickering,” I 
replied, eyeballing a reflection on the in-
board surface of our left wingtip missile 
rail. Then I shut up, knowing the pilot 

was mentally processing info at Warp 6.
 We’re on fire. Wing and centerline 

tanks are full. Punch ’em off? No; not 
with that road below. Eject? Not yet. 
Still flying. . . .

 “Engine looks good,” Matthes 
clipped.

 “Light’s out,” I replied. “Don’t see 
that flickering.”

 We were still climbing and turning 
left to a high downwind for Edwards 
AFB’s long main runway. Matthes 
asked the California base’s tower 
whether any fighter-type aircraft were 
up. Fortunately, a NASA-Dryden test 
pilot in an F/A-18 was nearby. He joined 
up, took a close look and reported, 
“You look good. Nothing burning.”

 Something obviously wasn’t right, 
so Matthes declared an emergency and 
we landed without incident, cleared 
the runway and braked to a stop. An 
array of hulking green fire trucks faced 
us, flanked by several firefighters in sil-
ver “scape suits.”

 I unstrapped as Matthes ran 
through our ground egress plan: open 
canopy, climb over the left side, drop 
to the ground and run upwind. No fire 
to worry about . . . maybe, but the F-16 
carried a load of hydrazine to operate 
its emergency power unit. If that sys-
tem had been breached, or the EPU 
had fired briefly, a whiff of deadly hy-
drazine could ruin our whole day.

 Ultimately, all ended well. That 
super-white flame was caused by one 
exhaust nozzle “tail feather” failing to 
open, when afterburner was selected 
on takeoff roll. That thin slab of exotic 
alloy, sticking into the ’burner flame, 
finally failed and ignited.

 Nevertheless, our Lantirn evalua-
tion flight was scrubbed. When Mat-
thes and I walked into the mainte-
nance-debrief office, a call from the 
flight-test center commander, a gen-
eral, was waiting. Matthes took the 
phone and assured his boss that we 
were safe and the F-16 wasn’t dam-
aged. Matthes looked at me, eyebrows 
raised. I shook my head, drawing fin-
gertips across my throat. Matthes said, 
“And he won’t write about it.”

 The Lantirn evaluation flight was 
rescheduled, but Matthes would not 
fly me. By then, he was off to a new 
assignment.

Lantirn Provides Breakthrough  
in Night-Fighting Capabilities  
(April  25, 1988, p. 34)

I was fortunate to eventually fly 
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the suits’ flexibility, Asker’s report defied 
expectations. For example, the “tactile 
sensitivity of the NASA gloves is out-
standing: I could easily pick up a coin.”

First Shuttle Reentry Poses Chal-
lenges (May 14, 1979, p. 38)

Before the inaugural space shuttle 
flight, Aviation Week’s Craig Covault 
rode in the jump seat of a NASA fixed-
base simulator to monitor multiple 
reentries flown by astronauts John W. 
Young and Robert L. Crippen. Several 
involved harrowing system failures, for 
training purposes, but even “routine” 
profiles sent a loud-and-clear message: 
Shuttle reentries are complicated and 
dangerous.

 Covault’s opening summary cap-
sulized that issue. “Aerodynamic un-

knowns about flying winged vehicles at 
Mach 25 into Earth’s atmosphere and 
extremely tight margins that must be 
threaded to survive heating in excess of 
2,000F make the reentry phase of the 
first space shuttle mission one of the 
most severe training and technical chal-
lenges faced by the U.S. space program.

 “The shuttle commander and pilot 
simultaneously must assimilate data 
from flight displays unlike any flown 
before in aircraft or spacecraft, ex-
ecute flight methodology alien to past 
vehicles and act as computer program-
ers to guide their spacecraft through 
a velocity/altitude environment never 
before traversed by a winged vehicle.”

 Covault’s report of the 4-hr. simu-
lator session described the complex 
displays Young and Crippen would 
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back-seat in an F-16B dedicated to 
flight-testing the USAF’s new Lantirn 
system at Edwards. Although still in 
development, the night attack system 
was scheduled for operational duty 
within the year.

 The 1.3-hr. flight with Maj. Chris 
Glaeser consisted of flying a simu-
lated low-level attack route through 
rough desert terrain and the Sierra 
Nevada—what another test pilot de-
scribed as “the roughest terrain in the 
world, ranging from the lowest spot in 

the continental United States [Death 
Valley, below sea level] to the highest 
spot [Mt. Whitney], at over 14,000 ft.”

 Lantirn’s forward-looking infrared 
(Flir) system clearly represented a tech-
nological breakthrough, literally giving 
fighter pilots a window into the night. 
At one point, the Flir image of an aban-
doned water tank was sharp enough to 
show bullet holes in the metal.

 In automatic terrain-following 
mode, Glaeser set the clearance plane 
altitude to 200 ft., and we made simu-
lated bombing runs on a radar site, an 
industrial complex, a cement plant, and 
several trucks and cars on a highway.

 At one point, Glaeser demonstrated 
how the Lantirn system enabled ap-
proaching laterally—wings level—to 
within 150-200 ft. of the terrain. There 
was just enough moonlight to see soar-
ing cliffs racing past our wingtip.

 “I commented on how close our 
wingtip was to the trees and Glaeser re-
sponded, ‘It’s worse in the daytime. You 
can see every chipmunk in the trees.’”

 Later, after writing a lengthy flight 
report, my boss, Ropelewski, called 
and opined that “the chipmunk” 
comment was not really professional 
enough for Aviation Week and suggest-
ed I take it out. I did and the article 
was ready to be fired off to the printer, 
when Donald E. Fink, the then-editor-

in-chief, called. He complimented the 
Lantirn story, mentioning, in passing, 
that he particularly liked that bit about 
the chipmunks in the trees.

 Oops! I told him Rope and I had just 
removed “the chipmunks” and why. 
Fink ordered the rodents back into 
the story and we complied pronto. To 
this day, I run into readers who recall 
that Lantirn story. They invariably 
add, “And I really liked that comment 
about the chipmunks in the trees!”

Perfecting Protection  
(Aug. 2, 2010, p. 55)

Occasionally, Aviation Week has an 
opportunity to evaluate a system in 
its early development stages, then re-
assess a matured version when being 
deployed operationally.

 In 1999, I flew in the rear cockpit of 
an F-16 for one of the most dramatic 
missions of my 40-year flying career, 
witnessing a nascent Automatic 
Ground Collision Avoidance System 
(GCAS) in action (Feb. 1, 1999, p. 76). 
The flight from Edwards involved in-
tentionally diving at the ground to sim-
ulate loss of situational awareness at 
night, or becoming disoriented during 
air-to-air engagements and bombing 
runs. I flew with Maj. Kevin E. Prosser, 
the Auto-GCAS project pilot.

 In the flight report, I commented 
on a low-altitude test run that involved 
flying directly at “GCAS Mountain” 
the test team’s nickname for Fremont 
Peak. “Our first run was a wings-level, 
465-kt. approach to GCAS Mountain. 
. . . The [head-up display] HUD’s flight 
path marker was aimed about two-
thirds up the peak, and the desert 
rocks, dirt and scrub brush raced rap-
idly at our windscreen. About the time 
I would have liked to have suggested 
‘Pull NOW!’, the system took over and 
the 5g-plus pull-up drove me down in 
the seat. The g-onset was so rapid that 
the oxygen mask threatened to slide 
over my nose, and the g-suit tried to 
compress my lower body to half its 
normal size, it seemed.

 “ ‘That one was pretty close to my 
comfort level,’ Prosser quipped. ‘I 
wouldn’t have gone, maybe two more 
seconds,’ which was about two beyond 
the Aviation Week guy’s comfort level.”

 The development program was a 
resounding success, but budget con-
straints and leadership decisions pre-
vented Auto-GCAS from being fielded.

 By 2010, the Air Force had finally 
committed to putting operational 

Auto-GCAS units on later-model F-
16s, Lockheed Martin F-22s and F-
35s. Aviation Week’s Guy Norris was 
invited back to Edwards,  to assess 
the now-matured system.

 His report explained the USAF’s 
belated epiphany: “[T]he Pentagon 
predicts that around 250 lives and 
280 fighter aircraft worth $12.7 bil-
lion could be saved during the next 
25 years.”

 Norris also flew back-seat in an 
F-16 test aircraft to see how the opera-
tional Auto-GCAS performed. Ironi-

cally, he flew with the same test pilot, 
Prosser, who repeated the hair-raising 
assault on that same mountain.

 “The following test consisted of 
low- and high-speed runs against the 
1,200-ft.-high Fremont Peak near 
Edwards,” Norris reported. “Having 
experienced test flights of commer-
cial terrain-awareness and warning 
systems, the sensation of deliberately 
aiming at a mountain was not new to 
me. What was new, however, was the 
540-kt. speed at which we closed on 
the high terrain.”

 Thankfully, the Auto-GCAS again 
performed flawlessly.

 Norris concluded his report by not-
ing: “The demonstration thoroughly 
convinced me that Auto-GCAS will 
save lives and aircraft without getting 
in anyone’s way.” c

Sadly, dozens of the Aviation Week pilots 
and other staff journalists who diligently 
conducted hundreds of aircraft evalua-
tions and wrote reports that informed 
millions of readers have flown West. This 
100th anniversary special report is dedi-
cated to their memory.

William B. Scott retired in 2007 as Avia-
tion Week & Space Technology’s Rocky 
Mountain Bureau Chief, having logged 
2,000 hr. in 80 different aircraft types. He 
is the author or coauthor of three novels 
and two nonfiction books. His latest is 
The Permit, a techno-thriller based on 
actual events.
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monitor while performing a sequence 
of maneuvers throughout that criti-
cal first-flight reentry. The incredible 
challenges and risks involved in bring-
ing an unpowered glider from orbit to 
a precise landing were summarized in 
the report:

 “Twenty-seven min. of the 31-min. 
reentry are spent at speeds above 
Mach 1. The most critical shuttle en-
try phases will be the 14 min. spent 
slowing from Mach 24.7 to Mach 20 
between 400,000 and 230,000 ft., 
when reentry heating is most critical, 
and 2 min. spent between Mach 5 and 
Mach 2 between 115,000 and 82,000 ft., 
a regime where the orbiter has some 
undesirable handling characteristics.

 “Much of the entry is flown at bank 
angles up to 80 deg. to achieve desired 
cross-range guidance and maintain de-
sired lift to both dissipate and conserve 
energy required to hit a runway 4,400 
nm from where the entry has begun.”

 And yet, when they did it “for real,” 
Young and Crippen made it look easy. 
Obviously, it wasn’t.

SyStemS  
and OperatiOnS
Evaluation of airborne systems has 

taken generations of Aviation Week pi-
lots, engineers and editors aloft. On the 
surface, “system evaluations” would 
suggest they are more benign than 
flights devoted to wringing out a new 
aircraft for a full-blown pilot report. 
Not always. Several have involved a 
few moments of stark terror that sur-
face during hangar-flying sessions—
tales that begin, “There I was. . . .”

 On takeoff for a night flight dedi-
cated to seeing the developmental 
Lantirn (Low-altitude navigation and 
targeting infrared for night) system at 
work, a brilliant white light suddenly 
lit up the sky behind our F-16B. Col. 
Gary Matthes, an experienced F-16 
test pilot, yanked the throttles out of 
afterburner, but continued to climb.

 “Zoom six-six, you have a very 
bright flame behind you, about 20 ft. 
long!” the tower controller radioed.

 Oh s***. I glanced at the EJECT 
light. It was still dark.

 “Is it still there?” Matthes asked, 
after acknowledging the tower’s call.

 “Not as bright, but still flickering,” I 
replied, eyeballing a reflection on the in-
board surface of our left wingtip missile 
rail. Then I shut up, knowing the pilot 

was mentally processing info at Warp 6.
 We’re on fire. Wing and centerline 

tanks are full. Punch ’em off? No; not 
with that road below. Eject? Not yet. 
Still flying. . . .

 “Engine looks good,” Matthes 
clipped.

 “Light’s out,” I replied. “Don’t see 
that flickering.”

 We were still climbing and turning 
left to a high downwind for Edwards 
AFB’s long main runway. Matthes 
asked the California base’s tower 
whether any fighter-type aircraft were 
up. Fortunately, a NASA-Dryden test 
pilot in an F/A-18 was nearby. He joined 
up, took a close look and reported, 
“You look good. Nothing burning.”

 Something obviously wasn’t right, 
so Matthes declared an emergency and 
we landed without incident, cleared 
the runway and braked to a stop. An 
array of hulking green fire trucks faced 
us, flanked by several firefighters in sil-
ver “scape suits.”

 I unstrapped as Matthes ran 
through our ground egress plan: open 
canopy, climb over the left side, drop 
to the ground and run upwind. No fire 
to worry about . . . maybe, but the F-16 
carried a load of hydrazine to operate 
its emergency power unit. If that sys-
tem had been breached, or the EPU 
had fired briefly, a whiff of deadly hy-
drazine could ruin our whole day.

 Ultimately, all ended well. That 
super-white flame was caused by one 
exhaust nozzle “tail feather” failing to 
open, when afterburner was selected 
on takeoff roll. That thin slab of exotic 
alloy, sticking into the ’burner flame, 
finally failed and ignited.

 Nevertheless, our Lantirn evalua-
tion flight was scrubbed. When Mat-
thes and I walked into the mainte-
nance-debrief office, a call from the 
flight-test center commander, a gen-
eral, was waiting. Matthes took the 
phone and assured his boss that we 
were safe and the F-16 wasn’t dam-
aged. Matthes looked at me, eyebrows 
raised. I shook my head, drawing fin-
gertips across my throat. Matthes said, 
“And he won’t write about it.”

 The Lantirn evaluation flight was 
rescheduled, but Matthes would not 
fly me. By then, he was off to a new 
assignment.

Lantirn Provides Breakthrough  
in Night-Fighting Capabilities  
(April  25, 1988, p. 34)

I was fortunate to eventually fly 
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the suits’ flexibility, Asker’s report defied 
expectations. For example, the “tactile 
sensitivity of the NASA gloves is out-
standing: I could easily pick up a coin.”

First Shuttle Reentry Poses Chal-
lenges (May 14, 1979, p. 38)

Before the inaugural space shuttle 
flight, Aviation Week’s Craig Covault 
rode in the jump seat of a NASA fixed-
base simulator to monitor multiple 
reentries flown by astronauts John W. 
Young and Robert L. Crippen. Several 
involved harrowing system failures, for 
training purposes, but even “routine” 
profiles sent a loud-and-clear message: 
Shuttle reentries are complicated and 
dangerous.

 Covault’s opening summary cap-
sulized that issue. “Aerodynamic un-

knowns about flying winged vehicles at 
Mach 25 into Earth’s atmosphere and 
extremely tight margins that must be 
threaded to survive heating in excess of 
2,000F make the reentry phase of the 
first space shuttle mission one of the 
most severe training and technical chal-
lenges faced by the U.S. space program.

 “The shuttle commander and pilot 
simultaneously must assimilate data 
from flight displays unlike any flown 
before in aircraft or spacecraft, ex-
ecute flight methodology alien to past 
vehicles and act as computer program-
ers to guide their spacecraft through 
a velocity/altitude environment never 
before traversed by a winged vehicle.”

 Covault’s report of the 4-hr. simu-
lator session described the complex 
displays Young and Crippen would 
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100 YEARS I Aviation Week Covers

What you chose as our  
best covers of all time 

T
hroughout the past 10 de-
cades, Aviation Week has 
published some of the most 
iconic aerospace images 

on its covers.  Our editors reviewed 
the entire 100-year archive of the 
magazine with its more than 4,500 
covers to find what they considered 
the most historic, prescient and dra-
matic images. Then we offered that 
selection to you, our readers, to vote 
on the best of the best. We received 
more than 15,000 responses. Here, we 
reveal what you deem to be the top 
five Aviation Week covers in defense, 
space, commercial aviation and busi-
ness aviation. We also present others 
you just could not resist and those you 
consider our most memorable. See 
these and thousands more covers at 
archive.aviationweek.com
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High-Capacity Storage
DNA could fulfll growing data-archiving needs

T
he amount of digital data grows 
rapidly every year, requiring long-
lasting archival capabilities with 

error-free retrieval. Research by the 
University of Washington and Micro-
soft Corp. proposes DNA as an option 
for archiving immense volumes of data. 

In a paper presented at the ACM 
International Conference on Architec-
tural Support for Programming Lan-
guages and Operating Systems in April, 
researchers from the university’s Mo-
lecular Information Systems Lab and 
Microsoft discussed the technology of 
a synthetic DNA archival system. 

The idea behind DNA archiving of 

data goes back to 1999, but the technol-
ogy is novel and formative. The perfor-
mance and cost of the synthesis needed 
for system is not practical yet, research-
ers admit, but exponential improve-
ments are possible as advances occur 
in sequencing productivity, genomics 
and “smart” chemistries. 

What makes DNA a good archival 
material is high density and durability: 
It has a limit of 1 exabyte/cu. mm and 
a half-life of more than 500 years. The 
capacity of the largest commercial tape 
cartridges is 10 GB/cu. mm, with a life 
of 10-30 years. Optical discs store 100 
GB/cu. mm but only have a 3-5-year life. 

T
he U.S. Army is taking development of unmanned aircraft 

systems (UAS) into new domains, specifcally, pocket-por-

table microplatforms that will extend situational awareness 

at the squad level.

Work is underway to develop a mi-
crosized Soldier-Borne Sensor (SBS) 
that could be felded in limited quanti-
ties in the next year or two and more 
widely during fscal 2018. 

Prototypes are being tested. Fea-
tures the Army wants include: day/
night camera with man-detection ca-
pability at a height of 75 ft.; ability to 
fy 50-70 ft. of the ground for 10-15 min. 
and cover 1,000 meters (3,300 ft.); light-
weight—no more than 150 grams (5.3 
oz.); charging in less than 2 hr.; quiet op-

eration; minimal training requirements; 
ease of use, and durability. 

With such a device, soldiers “could 
most likely control and dominate their 
area out to the limits of their small-
arms fire capabilities,” says Col. Phil 
Cheatham, deputy branch chief of the 
Electronics and Special Developments 
Branch at the Maneuver Center of Ex-
cellence, Fort Benning, Georgia. 

The SBS would be radiofrequency 
controlled, ideally by military-only 
U.S. frequencies diferent from those 

Mini Monitor 

U.S. Army seeks 

microUAS to extend 

squad awareness

overseas. If a controller is dropped or 
damaged, the UAS should cease opera-
tion immediately rather than fy on to 
an unknown location. Other proposed 
capabilities include tactical use beyond 
contact range and under constrained 
rules of engagement and inherent safe-
ty to minimize the chance of equipment 
damage or personal injury. 

Whatever the Army settles on, the 
experience of soldiers who test proto-
types during exercises will infuence a 
fnal design. 

The only similar UAS in operation 
appears to be the PD-100 Black Hornet, 
a rotary vehicle deployed by Norway, 
the U.K. and Australia. 

Developed by Prox Dynamics of 
Hvalstad, Norway, the Black Hornet 
measures 4 X 1 in., has one stationary 
and two steerable electrooptical cam-
eras, weighs 18 grams, has a rotor span 
of 120 mm (4.7 in.), maximum speed of 
5 meters/sec., endurance of 25 min. and 
a digital data link beyond 1,600 meters 
line of sight. The kit includes a handheld 
base station and electrical charger.  

The U.S. Army and Marine Corps 
have tested the Black Hornet stateside 
and overseas. Being largely handcraft-
ed, however, the per-unit price of up to 
$190,000 was considered too high for 
mass deployment by U.S. forces. c

—Pat Toensmeier 

Front Line
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The U.S. Army wants a smaller UAS 
than the microsize Black Hornet 
deployed by the British Army. 

The researchers note that digital 
data worldwide will account for more 
than 16 zettabytes (ZB) in 2017. One 
ZB equals 1021 bytes. This represents a 
nearly 600% increase over 2012, when 
global digital data accounted for 2.7 ZB, 
according to International Data Corp. 

Researchers say a storage system 
includes a DNA synthesizer to encode 
data, a storage container with com-
partments to store pools of DNA and 
a sequencer that reads sequences by 
converting them back to digital data. 

The unit of storage is a DNA strand 
100-200 nucleotides long. Each strand 
stores 50-100 bits of data. Strands are 
archived in pools that, unlike electronic 
storage media, have “stochastic spatial 
organization” that does not “permit 
structured addressing.” Each strand 
needs an address embedded into the 
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Creating Chemistries
Synthetic biology may be next advance

in high-tech materials

O
ne area of materials develop-
ment that could soon generate 
as much buzz and potential as 

graphene or nano technology is syn-
thetic biology. Defi nitions vary, but one 
way of describing synthetic biology is 
as an interdisciplinary approach to the 
design and engineering of biologically 
based materials—including DNA—to 
improve them or develop new versions. 

The emerging fi eld is   of interest  to 
military researchers.   Darpa, for one, 
is promoting a  “1,000 Molecules ” pro-
gram,  seeking to fast-track molecular 
chemistries that af ect materials devel-
opment sensing capabilities and thera-
peutics, including disease treatment. 

In the U.K., the Defense Ministry’s 
Defense Science and Technology Lab-
oratory (DSTL) recently announced a 
four-year, £18 million ($25.4 million) pro-
gram to explore the impact of synthetic 
biology on defense and security. 

DSTL wants to work with companies 
and academia in developing novel mate-
rials for such areas as ballistic protec-
tion and lightweight armor, transparent 
screens and lenses that do not mist up 
or otherwise obscure vision, adhesives 
and fuel-cell catalysts, among others. 

The organization believes that collab-

oration will identify broad opportunities 
for the technology and lead to commer-
cial processes for enhanced materials. 

Earlier this year, DSTL sponsored a 
conference in which the work of scien-
tists—including its own—in synthetic 
biology was discussed. DSTL’s Center 
for Defense Enterprise is administering 
funds for a competition to apply these 
novel materials to defense.  c 

—Pat Toensmeier

The reddish smear in this test 
tube is all the space needed for 
10,000 GB of DNA-encoded data.

CROWN COPYRIGHT

data for reassembly to its original value 
after sequencing. 

The “write” process begins by map-
ping digital data into nucleotide se-
quences. This synthesizes and archives 
the corresponding molecules. The 
“read” process involves sequencing the 
molecules and decoding the informa-
tion back to the original digital format. 

Dif erent encoding techniques were 
studied.   The researchers used as a 
baseline a process that split input nu-

cleotides into overlapping segments, 
each with fourfold redundancy to pro-
tect data. They recovered a 739-kilobyte 
message with this procedure,   and also 
encoded data from four image fi les and 
successfully retrieved them. 

The paper notes that error rates in 
storage are high,  so redundant cod-
ing is needed. Among problems are 
complementary strands that bond to 
each other, af ecting reading accura-
cy. Strand length, moreover, is only at 
most 200 nucleotides; the researchers 
used strands of 120 nucleotides. A hu-
man gene has 10,000 nucleotides. 

These issues are being addressed, 
but the researchers state the “time is 
ripe for computer architects to con-
sider incorporating biomolecules as an 
integral part of computer design.”   c

—Pat Toensmeier
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DNA could fulfll growing data-archiving needs

T
he amount of digital data grows 
rapidly every year, requiring long-
lasting archival capabilities with 

error-free retrieval. Research by the 
University of Washington and Micro-
soft Corp. proposes DNA as an option 
for archiving immense volumes of data. 

In a paper presented at the ACM 
International Conference on Architec-
tural Support for Programming Lan-
guages and Operating Systems in April, 
researchers from the university’s Mo-
lecular Information Systems Lab and 
Microsoft discussed the technology of 
a synthetic DNA archival system. 

The idea behind DNA archiving of 

data goes back to 1999, but the technol-
ogy is novel and formative. The perfor-
mance and cost of the synthesis needed 
for system is not practical yet, research-
ers admit, but exponential improve-
ments are possible as advances occur 
in sequencing productivity, genomics 
and “smart” chemistries. 

What makes DNA a good archival 
material is high density and durability: 
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a half-life of more than 500 years. The 
capacity of the largest commercial tape 
cartridges is 10 GB/cu. mm, with a life 
of 10-30 years. Optical discs store 100 
GB/cu. mm but only have a 3-5-year life. 
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he U.S. Army is taking development of unmanned aircraft 

systems (UAS) into new domains, specifcally, pocket-por-

table microplatforms that will extend situational awareness 

at the squad level.

Work is underway to develop a mi-
crosized Soldier-Borne Sensor (SBS) 
that could be felded in limited quanti-
ties in the next year or two and more 
widely during fscal 2018. 

Prototypes are being tested. Fea-
tures the Army wants include: day/
night camera with man-detection ca-
pability at a height of 75 ft.; ability to 
fy 50-70 ft. of the ground for 10-15 min. 
and cover 1,000 meters (3,300 ft.); light-
weight—no more than 150 grams (5.3 
oz.); charging in less than 2 hr.; quiet op-

eration; minimal training requirements; 
ease of use, and durability. 

With such a device, soldiers “could 
most likely control and dominate their 
area out to the limits of their small-
arms fire capabilities,” says Col. Phil 
Cheatham, deputy branch chief of the 
Electronics and Special Developments 
Branch at the Maneuver Center of Ex-
cellence, Fort Benning, Georgia. 

The SBS would be radiofrequency 
controlled, ideally by military-only 
U.S. frequencies diferent from those 
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overseas. If a controller is dropped or 
damaged, the UAS should cease opera-
tion immediately rather than fy on to 
an unknown location. Other proposed 
capabilities include tactical use beyond 
contact range and under constrained 
rules of engagement and inherent safe-
ty to minimize the chance of equipment 
damage or personal injury. 

Whatever the Army settles on, the 
experience of soldiers who test proto-
types during exercises will infuence a 
fnal design. 

The only similar UAS in operation 
appears to be the PD-100 Black Hornet, 
a rotary vehicle deployed by Norway, 
the U.K. and Australia. 

Developed by Prox Dynamics of 
Hvalstad, Norway, the Black Hornet 
measures 4 X 1 in., has one stationary 
and two steerable electrooptical cam-
eras, weighs 18 grams, has a rotor span 
of 120 mm (4.7 in.), maximum speed of 
5 meters/sec., endurance of 25 min. and 
a digital data link beyond 1,600 meters 
line of sight. The kit includes a handheld 
base station and electrical charger.  

The U.S. Army and Marine Corps 
have tested the Black Hornet stateside 
and overseas. Being largely handcraft-
ed, however, the per-unit price of up to 
$190,000 was considered too high for 
mass deployment by U.S. forces. c
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The U.S. Army wants a smaller UAS 
than the microsize Black Hornet 
deployed by the British Army. 

The researchers note that digital 
data worldwide will account for more 
than 16 zettabytes (ZB) in 2017. One 
ZB equals 1021 bytes. This represents a 
nearly 600% increase over 2012, when 
global digital data accounted for 2.7 ZB, 
according to International Data Corp. 

Researchers say a storage system 
includes a DNA synthesizer to encode 
data, a storage container with com-
partments to store pools of DNA and 
a sequencer that reads sequences by 
converting them back to digital data. 

The unit of storage is a DNA strand 
100-200 nucleotides long. Each strand 
stores 50-100 bits of data. Strands are 
archived in pools that, unlike electronic 
storage media, have “stochastic spatial 
organization” that does not “permit 
structured addressing.” Each strand 
needs an address embedded into the 
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Christina Mackenzie Paris and Francis Tusa London

Sea Strike
Anglo-French programs  

target major new naval weapons 

T
he U.K. and France will continue 
to pursue a massive naval weap-
ons rearmament program that is 

expected to last well over a decade. 
Reports from the biennial Anglo-

French summit in Amiens, France, in 
April also confirm that London and 
Paris are continuing their cooperation 
on a raft of guided weapons, of which 
naval armaments are one category. 

London forecasts that the Anglo-
French guided weapons commitments 
will be worth $4-5 billion to 2025, with 
naval weapons making up a substantial 
part of that.

The key program is the Future 
Cruise/Anti-Ship Weapon (FC/ASW) 
that will replace MBDA’s Storm Shad-
ow/Scalp air-to-surface missiles de-
ployed by the U.K. and France, as well 
as the French navy’s Exocet and Royal 
Navy’s Harpoon anti-ship missiles. 

Although FC/ASW is set for service 
around 2025 or so, it ties the current 
air-launched U.K. Storm Shadow with 
the French Scalp naval missile (which 
has ship and sub-launched variants) 
and raises an interesting issue. Along-
side replacing Exocet and Harpoon as 
anti-ship missiles, might FC/ASW also 
be in position to replace the Royal Na-
vy’s Tomahawk land attack missiles? 
Operating one modular missile for air, 
ship and submarine missions has cost 
advantages, not least in sharing stocks 
and maintenance with France, as is the 
case with the Aster Principal Anti-Air 
Missile System used by both navies. 
But this would be controversial: A lot 
of Royal Navy careers are committed 
to Tomahawk, although options for a 
U.K. sovereign capability around 2025 
might also be attractive. 

The demonstration phase would 

start around 2017 and run to 2020, 
helping to inform decisions beyond 
that time. Although options are open, 
MBDA says that in this current risk-
reduction phase, issues such as stealth 
and determining the advantages and 
disadvantages of subsonic, supersonic 
or hypersonic motors are being investi-
gated. Other issues—such as whether 
it is possible to combine into a single 
warhead the technologies and materi-
als needed to pierce relatively thin lay-
ers of iron or reinforced concrete sev-
eral feet thick—are also on the table. 

Possibly a greater challenge than 
refning the technology is getting the 
French air force and navy to converge 
their requirements, convincing the 
Royal Air Force and Royal Navy to 
converge theirs and merging each na-
tion’s fnal requirements.

FC/ASW follows on from the pre-
vious major commitment between 
London and Paris for the Future An-
ti-Surface Guided Weapon (Heavy), 
now called Sea Venom in the U.K. and 
ANL (Anti-Navire Leger) in France. A 
€600 million ($677.2 million) develop-
ment and manufacturing contract was 
signed with MBDA in March 2014, and 
the project is moving along.

This helicopter-launched, multirole, 
high-subsonic surface-attack missile 
will give the navies the ability to neu-
tralize small, fast, highly maneuverable 
boats used by pirates, terrorists and 
drug trafckers and to change a target 
in mid-fight. It will replace the Royal 
Navy’s Sea Skua missile, equip its 
new AgustaWestland AW159 Wildcat 
helicopters and take the place of the 
French navy’s AS15TT on either the 
NH90 Caimans or Eurocopter AS565 
Panthers operated by the service. A 
decision as to which helicopter will be 
selected is expected this year.

MBDA confirmed in March that 
the Sea Venom/ANL missile is in 
fight-qualifcation phase. Trials were 
conducted  at the DGA procurement 
agency’s fight-test center in Cazaux, 
France, to assess the behavior of 
the missile during the first phase of 
fight—from the moment it leaves the 
helicopter to the point at which the 
motor ignites. Before the end of 2017, 
five more firings to test the inertial 
guidance phase, steering, maneuver-
ability and full missile flight should 
take place at the missile-test center 
on the Ile du Levant, in the Mediter-
ranean. Deliveries will start around 
2019-20, with some 200 rounds being 
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bought by the U.K. and 100 by France. 
There is some truth to the belief that 

the U.K. had to commit to FC/ASW, es-
pecially the anti-ship aspect, as a fa-
vor to France for agreeing to proceed 
with the Sea Venom/ANL. Paris had 
little need for ANL, as it could already 
mount longer-range AM39 Exocets on 
its Super Pumas, but agreed to commit 
scarce funds to it, and seems to have 
pressured London to proceed with the 
FC/ASW.

Two other naval weapons were 
agreed upon at the Amiens summit. 
The Royal Navy will study using the 
Aster Block 1 NT (new technology) 
missile for anti-ballistic missile opera-
tions. The Aster Block 1 NT program 
was launched by France last Decem-
ber, initially for land-based applica-
tions, and will see deliveries in 2022-23. 

Based on the Aster 30, which equips 
the Royal Navy Type 45 and French 
Horizon-class frigates, and its land-
based version, the Aster Block 1, the 
NT has a higher radio-frequency seek-
er in the Ka band. The advantage of 
this over the Ku band that equips the 
Aster Block 1 is that higher frequency 

allows the new seeker to see farther 
and with greater resolution, enabling 
it to better compute trajectory and 
intercept targets approaching it from 
more than twice as far (810 nm) than 

the current version. Because the guid-
ance system is the same size and shape 
as the Aster 30’s, it could easily ft into 
ships that carry that missile.

Both the Royal Navy and French 
navy are interested in this improved 
capacity, given the recognized threat 
posed by China’s DF-21D anti-ship bal-
listic missile. 

However, the Aster Block 1 NT is 
only usable with radars that detect bal-
listic missiles fying at speeds of Mach 
4-5. The U.K. has tested new software 
that would give this capability to the 
Sampson radar carried by Type 45 
anti-air warfare cruisers. It is thus 
possible that the U.K. could integrate 
the system before France does. If the 
U.K. integrates the weapon with the 
Type 45 cruiser, there might be options 
for buying land-based missiles later to 
optimize spending and support costs. 

The other agreement at Amiens was 
on a common program for maritime 
mine countermeasures (MMCM) sys-
tems. Although the unmanned under-
water vehicles that are to be developed 
in this framework will operate from the 
next generation of mine countermea-
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Sea Strike
Anglo-French programs  

target major new naval weapons 

T
he U.K. and France will continue 
to pursue a massive naval weap-
ons rearmament program that is 

expected to last well over a decade. 
Reports from the biennial Anglo-

French summit in Amiens, France, in 
April also confirm that London and 
Paris are continuing their cooperation 
on a raft of guided weapons, of which 
naval armaments are one category. 

London forecasts that the Anglo-
French guided weapons commitments 
will be worth $4-5 billion to 2025, with 
naval weapons making up a substantial 
part of that.

The key program is the Future 
Cruise/Anti-Ship Weapon (FC/ASW) 
that will replace MBDA’s Storm Shad-
ow/Scalp air-to-surface missiles de-
ployed by the U.K. and France, as well 
as the French navy’s Exocet and Royal 
Navy’s Harpoon anti-ship missiles. 

Although FC/ASW is set for service 
around 2025 or so, it ties the current 
air-launched U.K. Storm Shadow with 
the French Scalp naval missile (which 
has ship and sub-launched variants) 
and raises an interesting issue. Along-
side replacing Exocet and Harpoon as 
anti-ship missiles, might FC/ASW also 
be in position to replace the Royal Na-
vy’s Tomahawk land attack missiles? 
Operating one modular missile for air, 
ship and submarine missions has cost 
advantages, not least in sharing stocks 
and maintenance with France, as is the 
case with the Aster Principal Anti-Air 
Missile System used by both navies. 
But this would be controversial: A lot 
of Royal Navy careers are committed 
to Tomahawk, although options for a 
U.K. sovereign capability around 2025 
might also be attractive. 

The demonstration phase would 

start around 2017 and run to 2020, 
helping to inform decisions beyond 
that time. Although options are open, 
MBDA says that in this current risk-
reduction phase, issues such as stealth 
and determining the advantages and 
disadvantages of subsonic, supersonic 
or hypersonic motors are being investi-
gated. Other issues—such as whether 
it is possible to combine into a single 
warhead the technologies and materi-
als needed to pierce relatively thin lay-
ers of iron or reinforced concrete sev-
eral feet thick—are also on the table. 

Possibly a greater challenge than 
refning the technology is getting the 
French air force and navy to converge 
their requirements, convincing the 
Royal Air Force and Royal Navy to 
converge theirs and merging each na-
tion’s fnal requirements.

FC/ASW follows on from the pre-
vious major commitment between 
London and Paris for the Future An-
ti-Surface Guided Weapon (Heavy), 
now called Sea Venom in the U.K. and 
ANL (Anti-Navire Leger) in France. A 
€600 million ($677.2 million) develop-
ment and manufacturing contract was 
signed with MBDA in March 2014, and 
the project is moving along.

This helicopter-launched, multirole, 
high-subsonic surface-attack missile 
will give the navies the ability to neu-
tralize small, fast, highly maneuverable 
boats used by pirates, terrorists and 
drug trafckers and to change a target 
in mid-fight. It will replace the Royal 
Navy’s Sea Skua missile, equip its 
new AgustaWestland AW159 Wildcat 
helicopters and take the place of the 
French navy’s AS15TT on either the 
NH90 Caimans or Eurocopter AS565 
Panthers operated by the service. A 
decision as to which helicopter will be 
selected is expected this year.

MBDA confirmed in March that 
the Sea Venom/ANL missile is in 
fight-qualifcation phase. Trials were 
conducted  at the DGA procurement 
agency’s fight-test center in Cazaux, 
France, to assess the behavior of 
the missile during the first phase of 
fight—from the moment it leaves the 
helicopter to the point at which the 
motor ignites. Before the end of 2017, 
five more firings to test the inertial 
guidance phase, steering, maneuver-
ability and full missile flight should 
take place at the missile-test center 
on the Ile du Levant, in the Mediter-
ranean. Deliveries will start around 
2019-20, with some 200 rounds being 
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sures vessels, there will also be options 
for them to deploy from submarines. 
A frst stage of funding, amounting to 
€150 million, has been committed to 
the program. 

On top of the bilateral agreements on 
naval weapons, the Royal Navy is about 
to receive its frst Type 23 frigate, HMS 
Argyll, equipped with MBDA’s Sea Cep-
tor surface-to-air missile (SAM) sys-
tem. Sea Ceptor, replacing the 1980s-
generation Sea Wolf SAM system, will 
also equip the Type 26 frigates that are 
set to enter service in 2023-24, and the 
Type 31 class that enters service in the 
late 2020s or early 2030s. 

Sea Ceptor is based on a modular 
design, the Common Anti-Air Modular 
Missile (CAMM), and has a design her-
itage in the in-service Asraam short-
range air-to-air missile. The modular 
design of common warheads, data 
links and seeker heads enables com-
monality (and low cost) between naval 
versions (Sea Ceptor), land versions 
(Land Ceptor to replace Rapier) and 
future air-launched variants.

Overall, Sea Ceptor has seen com-
mitments of £850 million ($1.2 billion) 
for design and manufacture, as well as 
new contracts worth tens of millions 
for the frst ship sets for the Type 26 
and an extra £379 million for Land 
Ceptor. Export success has come with 
the Royal New Zealand Navy select-
ing Sea Ceptor to replace Sea Spar-

row missiles and Brazil choosing it for 
a new corvette class. 

The French navy will not receive 
all of the 7,600-ton Fremm multipur-
pose frigates planned for at the begin-
ning of the century. In 2009, budget-
ary concerns cut the program to 11 
Fremms, and in May 2015 Defense 
Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said the 
last three would not be ordered. Re-
placing them will be five 4,000-ton 
modular ships that would be easier 
to sell on the export market than the 
Fremms. 

The frst of these vessels, called for 
now the FTI (medium-sized frigate), 
should be delivered in 2023. Although it 
is not known what weapons it will carry, 
the ship will be heavily armed to provide 
at least as much capability as a Fremm. 

FTIs will most likely be equipped with 
the Sea Fire 500 radar under develop-
ment by Thales for anti-ballistic missile 
defense, which means they could carry 
the Aster Block 1 NT or a combination 
of Aster 30 for long-range and VL Mica 
for short-range attacks.

As for the eight Fremms, two are 
anti-air frigates and six are multimis-
sion with an emphasis on anti-subma-
rine warfare. Two of these—Aquitaine 
and Provence—have been delivered, 
and the navy will have all six by mid-
2019. One Fremm, Normandie, was 
sold to Egypt, so another one, as yet 
unnamed, will be built for delivery by 
mid-2019.  

The two anti-air frigates, which will 
also be equipped for anti-submarine 
warfare, should be delivered by 2022. c
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David Eshel Tel Aviv

Israel counters naval threats  

with advanced defense systems

T
he proliferation of conficts in the Mid-
dle East is changing the threats 
encountered by naval forces in 

the region. In recent years, fallout 
from the “Arab Spring,” for one, 
has challenged naval forces, as 
hostilities—encouraged by an-
archy, civil war and other tur-
moil—have spread along the 
coasts of the Mediterranean, 
Red Sea and Persian Gulf. 

Throughout the region, ir-
regular forces are obtaining 
sophisticated weapons. Some 
are from Iran, and others, looted 
from abandoned or poorly guard-
ed military stocks, are of Russian 
and Chinese origin. Such weapons 
include guided missiles and anti-ship 
coastal weaponry. Moreover, recent of-
shore oil and gas discoveries in the Mediter-
ranean near Egypt, Gaza, Israel and Lebanon pose 
new challenges and friction points between adversaries, in-
troducing vulnerabilities and strategic risks countries in the 
region have never faced. 

As a pioneer in missile-based surface-attack capabilities, 
Israel was one of the frst nations to introduce naval point 
defenses such as the Barak-1 surface-to-air missile (SAM)
against sea-skimming missiles. Jointly developed by Israel 
Aerospace Industries (IAI) and Rafael Advanced Defense 
Systems, the weapon was felded in the mid-1990s and is op-
erational with the Israeli navy and some foreign naval forces. 
With a range of 10 km (5.4 nm), Barak-1 is designed to de-
feat anti-ship missiles. The system typically comprises two 
radars—one to detect the threat and another to track the 
threat and the Barak intercepting missile, which zeroes in 
on a target using command-to-line-of sight (CLOS) guidance.

Designed to defeat the types of missiles encountered in the 
region in the 1990s, Barak-1 is still efective against subsonic 
sea-skimmers such as the Russian SS-N-2 and SS-N-4, the 
French SM-39 Exocet and the U.S. Harpoon. The weapon 
would be less capable against new supersonic missiles such 
as China’s CX-1 or Russia’s P-800 Yakhont, which has been 
obtained by the Syrian navy and by Hezbollah in Lebanon. 
These weapons represent new threats in range, speed and 
fight profle, and require diferent defensive capabilities such 
as advanced sensors and more agile interceptors to allow de-
fenders to buy time for soft and hard-kill defensive measures. 

Addressing these challeng-
es, Israel recently introduced 
air and missile defense capa-
bilities for naval forces. The 
frst is Barak-8, the successor 
of Barak-1, developed by IAI in 

cooperation with the Indian Defense Research and Develop-
ment Organization for the navies of both countries. Barak-8 
is an area defense system, comprising an advanced, multi-
mission radar, command, control and communications sys-
tem, and data link connecting all vessels and sensors operat-
ing on other platforms in the area. The vertically launched 
interceptor missiles used by Barak-8 are also connected to 
the network via missile data links. The weapon is Israel’s 

frst naval air defense system in the class of major 
air defense systems, such as the U.S. SM-2, 

Russian SA-N-6 (naval version is S300) or 
French Aster 15. 

India designated the Barak-8 as a 
long-range surface-to-air missile 

(Lrsam) for large vessels. The 

Project-15A destroyer Kolkata, 
the frst platform to use the sys-

tem, conducted a successful fring 
trial earlier this year. The other two 

vessels of the class, Kochi and Chennai, 
will also be equipped with the weapon. 

India plans to use the Lrsam on new vessels 
such as the Project 15B destroyers and Project 17A 

frigates and the aircraft carrier Vikrant, and to retroft the 
system to Kamorta-class corvettes and the aircraft carrier 
Vikramaditya.

The Israeli navy felds the Barak-8 on board Saar 5-class 
corvettes. The frst vessel with the system was Lahav, to be 
followed by the remaining two Saar 5 corvettes Hanit and 
Eilat. The smaller Saar 4.5-class corvettes will be ftted with 
a rotating variant of the radar designated EL/M-2285 Alpha, 
which will also support the Barak-8 installation, albeit with 
fewer capabilities. 

Both platforms have large, solid-state phased-array ra-
dar—the ELM-2248 MF-STAR from Elta Systems. The 
Kolkata mounts four panels of the radar on a pyramid-
shaped structure installed on top of the main mast, while 
the Saar 5 uses three smaller panels on the forward mast and 

Return Fire

The Barak-8 long-range SAM 
was test-fred by India earlier 

this year. Jointly developed 
with Israel, the weapon will 

be used on Indian destroyers 
and Israeli corvettes.
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sures vessels, there will also be options 
for them to deploy from submarines. 
A frst stage of funding, amounting to 
€150 million, has been committed to 
the program. 

On top of the bilateral agreements on 
naval weapons, the Royal Navy is about 
to receive its frst Type 23 frigate, HMS 
Argyll, equipped with MBDA’s Sea Cep-
tor surface-to-air missile (SAM) sys-
tem. Sea Ceptor, replacing the 1980s-
generation Sea Wolf SAM system, will 
also equip the Type 26 frigates that are 
set to enter service in 2023-24, and the 
Type 31 class that enters service in the 
late 2020s or early 2030s. 

Sea Ceptor is based on a modular 
design, the Common Anti-Air Modular 
Missile (CAMM), and has a design her-
itage in the in-service Asraam short-
range air-to-air missile. The modular 
design of common warheads, data 
links and seeker heads enables com-
monality (and low cost) between naval 
versions (Sea Ceptor), land versions 
(Land Ceptor to replace Rapier) and 
future air-launched variants.

Overall, Sea Ceptor has seen com-
mitments of £850 million ($1.2 billion) 
for design and manufacture, as well as 
new contracts worth tens of millions 
for the frst ship sets for the Type 26 
and an extra £379 million for Land 
Ceptor. Export success has come with 
the Royal New Zealand Navy select-
ing Sea Ceptor to replace Sea Spar-

row missiles and Brazil choosing it for 
a new corvette class. 

The French navy will not receive 
all of the 7,600-ton Fremm multipur-
pose frigates planned for at the begin-
ning of the century. In 2009, budget-
ary concerns cut the program to 11 
Fremms, and in May 2015 Defense 
Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said the 
last three would not be ordered. Re-
placing them will be five 4,000-ton 
modular ships that would be easier 
to sell on the export market than the 
Fremms. 

The frst of these vessels, called for 
now the FTI (medium-sized frigate), 
should be delivered in 2023. Although it 
is not known what weapons it will carry, 
the ship will be heavily armed to provide 
at least as much capability as a Fremm. 

FTIs will most likely be equipped with 
the Sea Fire 500 radar under develop-
ment by Thales for anti-ballistic missile 
defense, which means they could carry 
the Aster Block 1 NT or a combination 
of Aster 30 for long-range and VL Mica 
for short-range attacks.

As for the eight Fremms, two are 
anti-air frigates and six are multimis-
sion with an emphasis on anti-subma-
rine warfare. Two of these—Aquitaine 
and Provence—have been delivered, 
and the navy will have all six by mid-
2019. One Fremm, Normandie, was 
sold to Egypt, so another one, as yet 
unnamed, will be built for delivery by 
mid-2019.  

The two anti-air frigates, which will 
also be equipped for anti-submarine 
warfare, should be delivered by 2022. c
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a fourth panel mounted 
on a pedestal facing aft. 
With the larger radars 
and broad-area con-
nectivity between mul-
tiple platforms, Barak-8 
missile systems have 
an efective range of 70 
km (43 mi.), covering a 
much wider area than 
the Barak-1. Moreover, 
unlike the point defense 
system of its predeces-
sor, Barak-8 defends oth-
er ships or facilities in an 
area, such as offshore 
oil and gas rigs, thereby 
extending a defensive 
umbrella far beyond the 
carrying platform. 

To exceed the point defense capabilities of Barak-1, the 
new missile is part of a system that requires signifcant re-
sources on the carrying vessel. As such, it is primarily suit-
able for installation on new ships or large vessels during 
major upgrade programs. 

Impressed with the overwhelming success of the Iron 
Dome counter-rocket, artillery and missile (C-RAM) sys-
tem that rapidly evolved from a pure C-RAM weapon into 
a short-range air defense system, Rafael developed a modi-
fed version of Iron Dome called C-Dome to protect naval 
forces and ofshore assets. Unlike other air defense sys-
tems that require dedicated radar, C-Dome uses existing 
surveillance radars on a vessel for target acquisition. The 
system includes a multi-round launcher assembly below 
the top deck that fts the 
size and space of existing 
Barak-1 or other point de-
fense missile stacks. Up 
to 10 interceptors can be 
loaded into a modular 
vertical launch unit. The 
C-Dome system is being 
considered for use on the four Saar 6 Magen corvettes Is-
rael recently ordered from Germany. 

The C-Dome’s combat-proven Tamir interceptor has 
performed more than 1,500 rocket intercepts with a 90% 
success rate. Like Iron Dome, C-Dome handles saturation 
attacks by engaging multiple targets simultaneously. Reac-
tion time is short and enables automatic or semi-automatic 
engagements. Unlike land-based counterparts, C-Dome 
launches interceptor missiles vertically, which provides un-
restricted 360-deg. azimuth coverage. 

While C-Dome’s range is less than that of the Barak-8, Ra-
fael is counting on its new Sea Spotter naval infrared staring 
and tracking (IRST) system to provide early warning and 
target acquisition for the defensive system. Sea Spotter is an 
advanced naval system that enables a vessel to automatically 
locate and pinpoint threats and targets around it without 
being exposed to enemy attacks. The system’s line-of-sight 
coverage is limited by the horizon, but detects targets fying 
at high altitude well beyond the horizon. 

Sea Spotter is able to locate such threats as surface-to-
surface missiles, supersonic and subsonic sea-skimming mis-

siles, combat aircraft, glide bombs, 
helicopters, ships, periscopes and 
jet skis, which can be used for at-
tack or infiltration by terrorists. 
Unlike electromagnetic radar, Sea 
Spotter is a passive system. 

Rafael says previous IRST sys-
tems that employed mechanically scanning IR sensors had 
high false-alarm rates. The third-generation Sea Sparrow 
system uses a continuous staring sensor which is coupled 
with image-processing algorithms to greatly decrease false 
alarms to a rate of one every 24 hr.

Anti-ship missile attacks pose strategic threats to naval 
vessels, of course, but ships operating close to shore are 
also at risk from smaller, though no less deadly, anti-tank 
and other short-range missiles. Recent asymmetric con-
ficts proved again that short-range missiles launched from 
shore or from small vessels are a major threat to small and 
medium-size ships. One notorious example was in 2006 when 
the Israeli corvette Hanit was targeted by a Chinese-made 
C-802 missile launched by Hezbollah from Beirut. Other in-
cidents include suicide boats near Port Said, Egypt, hitting 
an Egyptian naval vessel and Palestinians from Gaza trying 
to sink an Israeli patrol boat with an explosives-laden fshing 
boat in a suicide attack. 

Seeking efective countermeasures against guided mis-
siles fred from shore, IAI developed Navguard, a compact 
missile-warning radar system that employs lightweight, digi-
tal phased-array radar with a four-panel antenna mounted 

on a boat’s mast. Navguard automatically detects, classifes 
and verifes threats directed at a vessel, enabling the crew to 
efectively employ suitable countermeasures and maneuvers. 
Wire-guided anti-tank missiles, for example, are relatively low-
tech compared with advanced anti-ship weapons, but they can 
still sink some vessels or at least cause major damage—and 
they are ubiquitous in the Middle East (think MBDA’s Milan 
and Russia’s Sagger or Fagot anti-tank missiles). 

These are some of the advanced systems that are provid-
ing naval forces with countermeasures and defenses against 
evolving and asymmetric threats in the Middle East and, in 
the case of India, Asia-Pacifc. The development and deploy-
ment of these weapons are essential to the ability of naval 
forces to protect themselves at sea and take the fght to lit-
toral waters, which often provide insurgents and others with 
safe havens, training and staging facilities. c
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The Sea Spotter IR 
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tion and targeting of 
naval threats.
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destroys a land target.  
Wire-guided anti-tank 
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on a pedestal facing aft. 
With the larger radars 
and broad-area con-
nectivity between mul-
tiple platforms, Barak-8 
missile systems have 
an efective range of 70 
km (43 mi.), covering a 
much wider area than 
the Barak-1. Moreover, 
unlike the point defense 
system of its predeces-
sor, Barak-8 defends oth-
er ships or facilities in an 
area, such as offshore 
oil and gas rigs, thereby 
extending a defensive 
umbrella far beyond the 
carrying platform. 

To exceed the point defense capabilities of Barak-1, the 
new missile is part of a system that requires signifcant re-
sources on the carrying vessel. As such, it is primarily suit-
able for installation on new ships or large vessels during 
major upgrade programs. 

Impressed with the overwhelming success of the Iron 
Dome counter-rocket, artillery and missile (C-RAM) sys-
tem that rapidly evolved from a pure C-RAM weapon into 
a short-range air defense system, Rafael developed a modi-
fed version of Iron Dome called C-Dome to protect naval 
forces and ofshore assets. Unlike other air defense sys-
tems that require dedicated radar, C-Dome uses existing 
surveillance radars on a vessel for target acquisition. The 
system includes a multi-round launcher assembly below 
the top deck that fts the 
size and space of existing 
Barak-1 or other point de-
fense missile stacks. Up 
to 10 interceptors can be 
loaded into a modular 
vertical launch unit. The 
C-Dome system is being 
considered for use on the four Saar 6 Magen corvettes Is-
rael recently ordered from Germany. 

The C-Dome’s combat-proven Tamir interceptor has 
performed more than 1,500 rocket intercepts with a 90% 
success rate. Like Iron Dome, C-Dome handles saturation 
attacks by engaging multiple targets simultaneously. Reac-
tion time is short and enables automatic or semi-automatic 
engagements. Unlike land-based counterparts, C-Dome 
launches interceptor missiles vertically, which provides un-
restricted 360-deg. azimuth coverage. 

While C-Dome’s range is less than that of the Barak-8, Ra-
fael is counting on its new Sea Spotter naval infrared staring 
and tracking (IRST) system to provide early warning and 
target acquisition for the defensive system. Sea Spotter is an 
advanced naval system that enables a vessel to automatically 
locate and pinpoint threats and targets around it without 
being exposed to enemy attacks. The system’s line-of-sight 
coverage is limited by the horizon, but detects targets fying 
at high altitude well beyond the horizon. 

Sea Spotter is able to locate such threats as surface-to-
surface missiles, supersonic and subsonic sea-skimming mis-

siles, combat aircraft, glide bombs, 
helicopters, ships, periscopes and 
jet skis, which can be used for at-
tack or infiltration by terrorists. 
Unlike electromagnetic radar, Sea 
Spotter is a passive system. 

Rafael says previous IRST sys-
tems that employed mechanically scanning IR sensors had 
high false-alarm rates. The third-generation Sea Sparrow 
system uses a continuous staring sensor which is coupled 
with image-processing algorithms to greatly decrease false 
alarms to a rate of one every 24 hr.

Anti-ship missile attacks pose strategic threats to naval 
vessels, of course, but ships operating close to shore are 
also at risk from smaller, though no less deadly, anti-tank 
and other short-range missiles. Recent asymmetric con-
ficts proved again that short-range missiles launched from 
shore or from small vessels are a major threat to small and 
medium-size ships. One notorious example was in 2006 when 
the Israeli corvette Hanit was targeted by a Chinese-made 
C-802 missile launched by Hezbollah from Beirut. Other in-
cidents include suicide boats near Port Said, Egypt, hitting 
an Egyptian naval vessel and Palestinians from Gaza trying 
to sink an Israeli patrol boat with an explosives-laden fshing 
boat in a suicide attack. 

Seeking efective countermeasures against guided mis-
siles fred from shore, IAI developed Navguard, a compact 
missile-warning radar system that employs lightweight, digi-
tal phased-array radar with a four-panel antenna mounted 

on a boat’s mast. Navguard automatically detects, classifes 
and verifes threats directed at a vessel, enabling the crew to 
efectively employ suitable countermeasures and maneuvers. 
Wire-guided anti-tank missiles, for example, are relatively low-
tech compared with advanced anti-ship weapons, but they can 
still sink some vessels or at least cause major damage—and 
they are ubiquitous in the Middle East (think MBDA’s Milan 
and Russia’s Sagger or Fagot anti-tank missiles). 

These are some of the advanced systems that are provid-
ing naval forces with countermeasures and defenses against 
evolving and asymmetric threats in the Middle East and, in 
the case of India, Asia-Pacifc. The development and deploy-
ment of these weapons are essential to the ability of naval 
forces to protect themselves at sea and take the fght to lit-
toral waters, which often provide insurgents and others with 
safe havens, training and staging facilities. c
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The Sea Spotter IR 
staring and tracking 
system from Rafael 
provides early detec-
tion and targeting of 
naval threats.
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A Milan anti-tank missile 
destroys a land target.  
Wire-guided anti-tank 

weapons are among the 
shore-based threats that 

IAI’s Navguard radar detects. 
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Michael Fabey Washington

New U.S. Navy ships enhance  

mission capabilities

F
ew ships have the potential to generate as much power 
and strategic impact as the U.S. Navy’s DDG-1000 
Zumwalt-class destroyer and the LHA-6 amphibious 

assault ship USS America. 
The Zumwalt, at 600 ft., will be among the biggest de-

stroyers to enter the feet. The ship will have the capability 
to launch land attacks that harken back to old naval tactics. 

The America is the frst large-deck amphib without a well 
deck. The internal space is designed to make it the frst “avi-
ation-centric” amphibious ship for the Navy and Marines. 

Both types will soon head to the Pacifc, where they could 
change the way naval operations are conducted, especially in 
coastal areas. As such, both will likely remain controversial. 

The most polarizing of the two is the Zumwalt. Futurists 
love its sleek, stealthy design, massive gun, electric drive 
and ship-wide automation. Purists say the ship design traded 
stability for stealth, safety for frepower and common sense 
for technology. 

One of its biggest fans is Adm. Harry Harris, commander 
of Pacifc Command, who will break in the ship. “This is the 
coolest ship ever built,” Harris has said. If Batman had a 
ship, he contends, it 
would be the Zumwalt. 

The destroyer has 
more than a “Batbelt” 
of weapons. Two mas-
sive BAE 155-mm gun systems can hit targets 70 mi. away 
with a long-range, land-attack projectile that gives Marines 
and special operations forces the accurate fre support they 
dream about. The ship, in fact, was built around the guns.

The Zumwalt also features the next-generation Mk. 57 
peripheral vertical-launch system—80 cells that fre Stan-
dard Missiles, vertically launched anti-submarine rockets, 
Evolved Sea Sparrow Missiles and Tomahawk land-attack 
missiles. The Mk. 57’s modular electronics make it easier 
to integrate new missiles without requiring modifcation of 
the launch-control software. With hotel electric power, the 
ship is a candidate for lasers, railguns and other directed-
energy weapons. 

The electric grid also powers sensors monitoring the 
many automated systems used to operate the vessel with 
a small crew—up to 142 sailors, one-third the size of the 
preceding DDG-51 Arleigh Burke-class destroyers. About 
35,000 sensor signals will pulse through the ship, seven times 
more than in a Burke-class destroyer. There are also 1,400 
motor-operated valves in the Zumwalt, compared with 140 
in a Burke. 

Initially, the Navy planned to build a substantial feet of 
Zumwalt-class destroyers. But the program shrank to 10 
and fnally to three, resulting in more expensive ships, as the 
service instead opted to build more Arleigh Burke destroyers 
for deployment with the Aegis combat system to counter 
growing ballistic missile threats. 

Harris and others 
discount reports that 
the class will be further 
truncated. The Navy 
has contracts for work 

on all three ships. The lead ship will be delivered later this 
year, three years late. Navy ofcials cite program changes 
for this delay, as well as rigorous testing of new systems. 

The Zumwalt lead ship recently conducted at-sea builder’s 
trials during which key systems and technologies were dem-
onstrated. There also were operational demonstrations in 
preparation for acceptance trials. 

As for the America, which was delivered in 2014, the ship 
got underway for the frst time in March following a post-
shakedown availability (PSA) that started last summer.

The Navy has done PSAs on amphibs before, of course, 
but nothing like the America, which, because it has no well 
deck, cannot launch and recover watercraft full of Marines, 
a major sticking point for many naval experts.  

“One of the big challenges with LHA-6 is that it is the frst 
of its class. Even with similarities to the LHD class, there has 
been nothing like it before,” says Michael Galecki, the Navy’s 
post-delivery hull manager. 

Of the ship’s upgrades, 80% are to adapt the fight deck for 
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. The deck will better handle the 
aircraft’s thrust, reduce heat transmitted to decks below and 

allow for longer periods between fight deck maintenance. 
It will be those Lockheed Martin F-35s—and Bell-Boeing V-22 

Osprey tiltrotors—that give the ship its aviation punch, Marine 
Corps ofcials say. With its air power, the ship provides a longer-
range, deeper strike capability than other amphibs. 

The America will also be able to undertake longer mis-
sions and operations than previous amphibs, a plus in the 
expansive Pacifc. c

Shifting 

Currents

Defense AnAlysis

The Pacifc Command awaits 
the extra coastal frepower the 
Zumwalt will bring.

The aircraft-focused design of 
the USS America adds range 
and endurance to operations. 

U.S. Navy PhotoS
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New U.S. Navy ships enhance  

mission capabilities

F
ew ships have the potential to generate as much power 
and strategic impact as the U.S. Navy’s DDG-1000 
Zumwalt-class destroyer and the LHA-6 amphibious 

assault ship USS America. 
The Zumwalt, at 600 ft., will be among the biggest de-

stroyers to enter the feet. The ship will have the capability 
to launch land attacks that harken back to old naval tactics. 

The America is the frst large-deck amphib without a well 
deck. The internal space is designed to make it the frst “avi-
ation-centric” amphibious ship for the Navy and Marines. 

Both types will soon head to the Pacifc, where they could 
change the way naval operations are conducted, especially in 
coastal areas. As such, both will likely remain controversial. 

The most polarizing of the two is the Zumwalt. Futurists 
love its sleek, stealthy design, massive gun, electric drive 
and ship-wide automation. Purists say the ship design traded 
stability for stealth, safety for frepower and common sense 
for technology. 

One of its biggest fans is Adm. Harry Harris, commander 
of Pacifc Command, who will break in the ship. “This is the 
coolest ship ever built,” Harris has said. If Batman had a 
ship, he contends, it 
would be the Zumwalt. 

The destroyer has 
more than a “Batbelt” 
of weapons. Two mas-
sive BAE 155-mm gun systems can hit targets 70 mi. away 
with a long-range, land-attack projectile that gives Marines 
and special operations forces the accurate fre support they 
dream about. The ship, in fact, was built around the guns.

The Zumwalt also features the next-generation Mk. 57 
peripheral vertical-launch system—80 cells that fre Stan-
dard Missiles, vertically launched anti-submarine rockets, 
Evolved Sea Sparrow Missiles and Tomahawk land-attack 
missiles. The Mk. 57’s modular electronics make it easier 
to integrate new missiles without requiring modifcation of 
the launch-control software. With hotel electric power, the 
ship is a candidate for lasers, railguns and other directed-
energy weapons. 

The electric grid also powers sensors monitoring the 
many automated systems used to operate the vessel with 
a small crew—up to 142 sailors, one-third the size of the 
preceding DDG-51 Arleigh Burke-class destroyers. About 
35,000 sensor signals will pulse through the ship, seven times 
more than in a Burke-class destroyer. There are also 1,400 
motor-operated valves in the Zumwalt, compared with 140 
in a Burke. 

Initially, the Navy planned to build a substantial feet of 
Zumwalt-class destroyers. But the program shrank to 10 
and fnally to three, resulting in more expensive ships, as the 
service instead opted to build more Arleigh Burke destroyers 
for deployment with the Aegis combat system to counter 
growing ballistic missile threats. 

Harris and others 
discount reports that 
the class will be further 
truncated. The Navy 
has contracts for work 

on all three ships. The lead ship will be delivered later this 
year, three years late. Navy ofcials cite program changes 
for this delay, as well as rigorous testing of new systems. 

The Zumwalt lead ship recently conducted at-sea builder’s 
trials during which key systems and technologies were dem-
onstrated. There also were operational demonstrations in 
preparation for acceptance trials. 

As for the America, which was delivered in 2014, the ship 
got underway for the frst time in March following a post-
shakedown availability (PSA) that started last summer.

The Navy has done PSAs on amphibs before, of course, 
but nothing like the America, which, because it has no well 
deck, cannot launch and recover watercraft full of Marines, 
a major sticking point for many naval experts.  

“One of the big challenges with LHA-6 is that it is the frst 
of its class. Even with similarities to the LHD class, there has 
been nothing like it before,” says Michael Galecki, the Navy’s 
post-delivery hull manager. 

Of the ship’s upgrades, 80% are to adapt the fight deck for 
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. The deck will better handle the 
aircraft’s thrust, reduce heat transmitted to decks below and 

allow for longer periods between fight deck maintenance. 
It will be those Lockheed Martin F-35s—and Bell-Boeing V-22 

Osprey tiltrotors—that give the ship its aviation punch, Marine 
Corps ofcials say. With its air power, the ship provides a longer-
range, deeper strike capability than other amphibs. 

The America will also be able to undertake longer mis-
sions and operations than previous amphibs, a plus in the 
expansive Pacifc. c
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The Pacifc Command awaits 
the extra coastal frepower the 
Zumwalt will bring.

The aircraft-focused design of 
the USS America adds range 
and endurance to operations. 
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Nicholas Fiorenza Brussels

Red Line
NATO moves to defend the Baltics  

against Russian aggression

N
ATO’s Eastern European mem-
bers have felt vulnerable since 
Russia’s intervention in Ukraine 

two years ago. This is particularly true 
of the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania because of their size and 
location on Russia’s border. 

A report by the Rand Corp. con-
cludes that NATO cannot defend 
these members, based on war games 
conducted by its Arroyo Center in 
2014-15. The simulation pitted 22 Rus-
sian motorized, mechanized and tank 
battalions with ample artillery support 

against a lighter, less maneuverable 
NATO force of 12 battalions, including 
Anglo-American reinforcements fown 
in with a week’s notice. 

In the games, Russian forces reached 
the outskirts of Estonia’s capital Tallinn 
and Latvia’s capital Riga in 60 hr. or 
less. NATO was left with the choice of 
fghting in these cities, counterattack-
ing or going nuclear. But a ready force 
of seven brigades—including three 
heavy armored brigades, supported by 
airpower, land-based fires and other 
ground enablers—could avoid such an 
outcome, the report maintains. 

U.S. forces in Europe now consist 
of a Stryker brigade in Vilseck, Ger-
many, and the 173rd Airborne Brigade 
in Vicenza, Italy. These types of light 
forces would not be able to stop the 
Russian advance on Tallinn and Riga in 
the Rand scenario. But U.S. European 
Command (Eucom) announced March 
30 that it would bulk up these forces 
by rotating in U.S.-based armored bri-
gade combat teams every nine months 

starting in February 2017 under the 
European Reassurance Initiative, in-
creasing U.S. Army deployments in 
Europe to three brigades. 

The plans foresee prepositioning 
equipment in Belgium, the Nether-
lands and Germany for a fourth bri-
gade, division headquarters and sup-
port troops. In the face of a Russian 
buildup in the Arctic, more U.S. Ma-
rine Corps equipment will be stored 
in Norway, and exercises will practice 
recovering and using it. 

There are also plans to rotate a 

combat aviation brigade for Eucom 
missions. This includes a brigade 
headquarters, AH-64 armed reconnais-
sance squadron, CH-47 and air medi-
cal evacuation general support aviation 
battalion, UH-60 assault battalion and 
an aviation support battalion. 

“These are . . . steps in the right di-
rection,” says David Shlapak, co-direc-
tor of the Rand Center for Gaming and 
co-author of the report. “The lack of 
armor on the battlefeld was a major 
deficiency identified in our analysis, 
and these moves make it more likely 
that NATO would have some heavy 
formations available in the event of a 
crisis in the Baltics.” 

NATO’s ability to feld armor ready 
to fight, however, would depend on 
where the equipment is located, how 
often it is used in exercises, and wheth-
er infrastructure and procedures exist 
to deploy and sustain it. 

The Baltic states are also acquiring 
their own heavy equipment. Lithua-
nia is receiving 21 PzH 2000 155-mm 

armored howitzers from Germany. 
Estonia is acquiring Javelin anti-tank 
missile systems from the U.S. and 44 
CV9035NL armored infantry fghting 
vehicles from the Netherlands. While 
welcoming these moves, Shlapak says 
the small size of the Baltic nations 
means their investments should be 
part of an overall NATO approach to 
defending them. 

NATO officials emphasize the Ar-
ticle 5 collective defense guarantee of 
the North Atlantic Treaty and the de-
terrent efect of troop rotations, more 
exercises and prepositioning of equip-
ment in Eastern Europe. 

Meeting in Brussels earlier this year, 
NATO defense ministers decided to in-
crease the allied military presence in 
the eastern nations of the alliance. 

During a European Policy Center 
EU-U.S. Security Forum panel discus-
sion Feb. 25 on European security after 
Russia’s Crimea invasion, Robert Bell, 
senior civilian representative of the 
U.S. defense secretary in Europe and 
defense advisor to America’s NATO 

ambassador, compared the deter-
rence of air policing, troop rotations 
and exercises in the Baltic states to 
that of the Berlin brigades during the 
Cold War. 

But Shlapak rejects this analogy. “In 
the event the Soviets [had] decided to 
try to take it, West Berlin was always go-
ing to be lost; losing it was just going to 
trigger a war. The Baltic states, on the 
other hand, are full members of NATO 
and I do not know how much comfort 
they would take from being treated as 
a crumple zone for . . . other members.” 

He adds: “In West Berlin, the trip-
wire was attached to eight NATO corps 
in West Germany, thousands of NATO 
warplanes across the continent, fre-
quently exercised plans to fow arma-
das of ground and air reinforcements 
to the theater, thousands of tactical 
and theater nuclear weapons stored in 
Europe, and . . . three NATO strategic 
nuclear arsenals. To what is the alleged 
Baltic ‘tripwire’ attached? Certainly 
nothing remotely comparable.”  

NATO’s challenge is to convince 
Russia that Article 5 is still credible, 
despite the drawdown of allied forces 
since the Cold War. c
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A U.S. Army M1A2 tank fanked 
by two Lithuanian M113 armored 
personnel carriers during Exercise 
Saber Strike in June 2015. 

U.S. Army
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sition cycle, sometimes by copying, 
sometimes by generating their own 
engineering solutions. They certainly 
don’t have the test-and-evaluation 
processes we have—I’m not racing to 
do a carrier qualification. However, 
they’re willing to take the risk. 

What diferentiates the U.S. Navy 

from Chinese naval forces?

First and foremost, it’s our profes-
sional non-commissioned officer 
(NCO) corps. Our petty officers do 
things other navies have mid-grade of-
fcers doing. We built this NCO corps 
to operate sophisticated systems. It’s 
a long-term commitment. With our 
model, the all-volunteer force is ex-
pensive. But you build this class of 
long-term profcient leaders. 

Is China moving that way?

This is one thing that has changed. 
Over the last decade, the Chinese navy 
went from a seasonal local conscript 
mentality to a year-round global force. 

They are looking at the professional 
NCO and officer corps and saying, 
“We’re going to get some of that.”

What other trends do you see  

in China?

They’ve taken from their army to sup-
port maritime power, air power, mis-
sile capabilities and those kinds of 
things. The huge standing army has 
downsized, and a lot of those resourc-
es have gone to the navy. 

What do you make of China’s  

aggressive behavior in regional 

seas and airspace? 

They’re establishing [legal rights] to 
the region: “This is our turf. We’re the 
natural hegemon. This has been true 
forever.” Since 1943, the 7th feet has 
been steaming around the Western 
Pacifc. Post-World War II, there was 
only one team standing and that was 
the U.S. For 70 years, China had to 
watch the 7th Fleet go back and forth 
in their historical front yard. You hear 
them talking about the century of hu-
miliation—they mean it. 

Some say the more interaction 

the U.S. and China have, the more 

likely China will tilt toward Ameri-

can norms. What do you think? 

We’re not going to shape China. By 
2022, China and India will both have 
populations of 1.4 billion. That’s 2.8 
billion in two countries, 33-40% of the 
world’s population. If you think we’re 
going to shape them with a subtle ap-
proach, you’re naive. There are going 
to be areas of common interests. There 
will be areas in which we will not agree. 
The U.S., along with its allies and part-
ners, is going to have to stand up and 
say China’s behavior does not comport 
with international law and norms.

What was your biggest worry 

while visiting the Asia-Pacifc?

It was the behavior of North Korea 
and [leader] Kim Jong Un. Is he in-
sane or clever like a fox? Is he stupid? 
I don’t think so. He has huge internal 
problems. He’s keeping a lid on ev-
erything counter to his regime. It’s all 
about regime sustainability. He’s pre-
occupied with that. Our posture is to 
support the Republic of Korea against 
North Korean aggression. c

 
Vice Adm.  

Robert Thomas 

Director, Navy Staf

Education: B.S., civil engineering, 
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M.S., national security studies, 

National War College.

Age: 59

Experience:  Served on fast-attack 

submarines in Pacifc Command 

and Central Command. Commands 
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Tucson; Submarine Sqdn. 11; Task 
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director of operations on the Joint 
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First Person

Undersea Warrior
Vice Adm. Robert Thomas, a career submarine ofcer, became U.S. Navy staf director 

in 2015 after commanding the Pacifc-based 7th Fleet when Washington and the service 

were focusing on a strategic pivot to the Asia-Pacifc region. Thomas discussed Navy 

leadership and the Western Pacifc recently with Naval Editor Michael Fabey.

Defense Technology International: 

What is the Navy like under the 

leadership of Adm. John Richard-

son, chief of naval operations and 

a submariner like yourself?

Thomas: He’s trying to change the 
culture to position the Navy for main-
taining maritime superiority.

What is the concern there?

As peer and near-peer competitors 
show up or reestablish themselves, we 
won’t necessarily have the technology 
edge we had before. China’s navy is a 
good example. For us to maintain a 
combat advantage, we have to learn 
faster how to be more efective. It’s a 
competitive learning approach.

What is your view of China’s  

naval modernization?

What is impressive is how fast they 
go from an idea to putting metal in 
the water or in the air to try it out. 
They have short-circuited the acqui-
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Nicholas Fiorenza Brussels

Red Line
NATO moves to defend the Baltics  

against Russian aggression

N
ATO’s Eastern European mem-
bers have felt vulnerable since 
Russia’s intervention in Ukraine 

two years ago. This is particularly true 
of the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania because of their size and 
location on Russia’s border. 

A report by the Rand Corp. con-
cludes that NATO cannot defend 
these members, based on war games 
conducted by its Arroyo Center in 
2014-15. The simulation pitted 22 Rus-
sian motorized, mechanized and tank 
battalions with ample artillery support 

against a lighter, less maneuverable 
NATO force of 12 battalions, including 
Anglo-American reinforcements fown 
in with a week’s notice. 

In the games, Russian forces reached 
the outskirts of Estonia’s capital Tallinn 
and Latvia’s capital Riga in 60 hr. or 
less. NATO was left with the choice of 
fghting in these cities, counterattack-
ing or going nuclear. But a ready force 
of seven brigades—including three 
heavy armored brigades, supported by 
airpower, land-based fires and other 
ground enablers—could avoid such an 
outcome, the report maintains. 

U.S. forces in Europe now consist 
of a Stryker brigade in Vilseck, Ger-
many, and the 173rd Airborne Brigade 
in Vicenza, Italy. These types of light 
forces would not be able to stop the 
Russian advance on Tallinn and Riga in 
the Rand scenario. But U.S. European 
Command (Eucom) announced March 
30 that it would bulk up these forces 
by rotating in U.S.-based armored bri-
gade combat teams every nine months 

starting in February 2017 under the 
European Reassurance Initiative, in-
creasing U.S. Army deployments in 
Europe to three brigades. 

The plans foresee prepositioning 
equipment in Belgium, the Nether-
lands and Germany for a fourth bri-
gade, division headquarters and sup-
port troops. In the face of a Russian 
buildup in the Arctic, more U.S. Ma-
rine Corps equipment will be stored 
in Norway, and exercises will practice 
recovering and using it. 

There are also plans to rotate a 

combat aviation brigade for Eucom 
missions. This includes a brigade 
headquarters, AH-64 armed reconnais-
sance squadron, CH-47 and air medi-
cal evacuation general support aviation 
battalion, UH-60 assault battalion and 
an aviation support battalion. 

“These are . . . steps in the right di-
rection,” says David Shlapak, co-direc-
tor of the Rand Center for Gaming and 
co-author of the report. “The lack of 
armor on the battlefeld was a major 
deficiency identified in our analysis, 
and these moves make it more likely 
that NATO would have some heavy 
formations available in the event of a 
crisis in the Baltics.” 

NATO’s ability to feld armor ready 
to fight, however, would depend on 
where the equipment is located, how 
often it is used in exercises, and wheth-
er infrastructure and procedures exist 
to deploy and sustain it. 

The Baltic states are also acquiring 
their own heavy equipment. Lithua-
nia is receiving 21 PzH 2000 155-mm 

armored howitzers from Germany. 
Estonia is acquiring Javelin anti-tank 
missile systems from the U.S. and 44 
CV9035NL armored infantry fghting 
vehicles from the Netherlands. While 
welcoming these moves, Shlapak says 
the small size of the Baltic nations 
means their investments should be 
part of an overall NATO approach to 
defending them. 

NATO officials emphasize the Ar-
ticle 5 collective defense guarantee of 
the North Atlantic Treaty and the de-
terrent efect of troop rotations, more 
exercises and prepositioning of equip-
ment in Eastern Europe. 

Meeting in Brussels earlier this year, 
NATO defense ministers decided to in-
crease the allied military presence in 
the eastern nations of the alliance. 

During a European Policy Center 
EU-U.S. Security Forum panel discus-
sion Feb. 25 on European security after 
Russia’s Crimea invasion, Robert Bell, 
senior civilian representative of the 
U.S. defense secretary in Europe and 
defense advisor to America’s NATO 

ambassador, compared the deter-
rence of air policing, troop rotations 
and exercises in the Baltic states to 
that of the Berlin brigades during the 
Cold War. 

But Shlapak rejects this analogy. “In 
the event the Soviets [had] decided to 
try to take it, West Berlin was always go-
ing to be lost; losing it was just going to 
trigger a war. The Baltic states, on the 
other hand, are full members of NATO 
and I do not know how much comfort 
they would take from being treated as 
a crumple zone for . . . other members.” 

He adds: “In West Berlin, the trip-
wire was attached to eight NATO corps 
in West Germany, thousands of NATO 
warplanes across the continent, fre-
quently exercised plans to fow arma-
das of ground and air reinforcements 
to the theater, thousands of tactical 
and theater nuclear weapons stored in 
Europe, and . . . three NATO strategic 
nuclear arsenals. To what is the alleged 
Baltic ‘tripwire’ attached? Certainly 
nothing remotely comparable.”  

NATO’s challenge is to convince 
Russia that Article 5 is still credible, 
despite the drawdown of allied forces 
since the Cold War. c
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A U.S. Army M1A2 tank fanked 
by two Lithuanian M113 armored 
personnel carriers during Exercise 
Saber Strike in June 2015. 
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